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Criminal Appeal File No.60324

Miazia 3, 2004 E.C.
Federal Supreme Court

Judges:

Dagne Melaku

Belachew Anshiso

Shimekit Assefa

Appellant - Ato Ayele Debella - Appeared with his Defense Attorney Ato
Tamrou W/Agegnehu
Respondent -- Ethiopian Revenue and Customs Authority, Prosecutor Ato
Tesfa Mariam G/Tensa'e.

C/A/F/No.60793 that was lodged by the Respondent and heard
independently is merged with this file and the court gave the following
judgement.

judgement - Part Ii

The Appellant appealed against the decisions of the Federal High Court
rendered on Ginbot 3, 2002 E.C. and Hamle 3, 2002, E.C., in which he was
convicted and sentenced respectively, for committing the following crimes2:

- Counts No. 1&2 - Unlawful Engagement in banking business without
having a license issued by the National Bank. It is alleged that he has
contravened Arts. 59(1)(h) &(2) and 58(1) of Proclamations No.
83/1994 and 592/2008, respectively.3

1 Full volume of the judgement is 21 pages in Amharic. Given such a length, it is
presented in two parts just for the sake of maintaining the average space in case
reporting in the journal. Part One is presented here below and Part Two will appear
in the next issue of this journal.
2 The Appellant was charged under ten counts. Count One pertains to 'unlawful
engagement in banking business', albeit, the alleged crime does not have a specific
labelling either under the Penal or Criminal Codes or the relevant proclamations.
Counts Two - Ten pertain to Usury, Tax Evasion and Money laundering. The
judgement of the court on the former counts is reported under Part One and the
remainder will be reported under Part Two.
3 Monetary and Banking Proclamation N o.83/1994. Art.59(1)(h) reads as follows:
Whosoever, in any other manner violates or obstructs the implementation of this
Proclamation or regulations and directives issued under this proclamation shall,
without prejudice to the confiscation of the property with which the offence is
committed be punishable in accordance with the Penal Code.
(2) - Notwithstanding the provisions of sub-article 1 if this Article,
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- The Appellant is alleged to have lent over 104 Million Birr to over 80
borrowers.

The High Court convicted and sentenced him to 22 years of rigorous
imprisonment, a fine of 308,000 Birr and the confiscation of 12, 000,000
Birr deposited in his bank account, one house and two cars, all belonging
to him.4

Both parties have appealed from this judgement to this court. The present
Respondant's points of appeal concern in the main, the leniency of the
sentences and the failure to confiscate other properties belonging to the
Appellant. The Appellant on his part has raised many points that
challenge the High Court's ruling on conviction as well as sentencing.

This court, after having heard the parities' argument, has framed the
following issues and decided as follows:

-Whether or not the Appellant has been rightly convicted for those crimes
listed under count No.1&2.

The Appellant is arguing that: there is no law that criminalizes lending
money to others or that confers the right to engage in banking business to
banks alone , the charge does not mention the article of the law that is
contravened, that no one can be convicted by analogy and that he is
convicted wrongly.

This court has examined whether the act of repeated lending of money
without having a license issued by [the National] Bank is a criminal act

a) the punishment shall, without prejudice to the confiscation of the property with
which the offence is committed , be imprisonment not exceeding fifteen years and
fine not exceeding Birr 20,000 where the accused misused his power or his official
position or where he committed the offence with intent to improperly amass wealth,
or where the offence is committed repeatedly.
Banking Business Proclamation No.592/2008 - Art. 58 - Penalties

(1) Any person who contravenes the provision of Art.3(1) of this Proclamation
shall be punished with a fine of Birr 20,000 in respect of each day on which
the contravention continues and with a rigorous imprisonment from 10 to 15
years.

Art.3 - Requirement of Obtaining Licenses - (1) - it is prohibited to transact banking
business in Ethiopia without obtaining a banking business license from the National
Bank.
4 These are the punishments that the lower court passed on all ten charges in
aggregate.
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under the law and whether there is any law that gives the prerogative to
lend money to banks and other financial share companies alone.

It is stated that the money was lent [at different times] and the major
borrower is EDH International PLC, - a business organization owned by
family members - in which the Appellant is a shareholder. It is not
mentioned whether the money was lent with or without interest.

Turning back to the major legal issue regarding the contracts of loan,
Proclamation 83/1994 that was enacted to regulate banking and financial
matters is repealed and replaced by Proclamation No. 591/2008 that was
enacted to amend the legislation that established the National Bank. Then
after, Proclamation No.592/2008 was enacted to regulate the banking
sector alone. Art.26 (1) (d) of Proclamation No.591/2008 that repealed
Proclamation No. 83/1994, contains penalties' provisions which are
similar to Art.59(1)(h) of the latter and sub - article two has similar
contents.

Proclamation No. 83/1994 that is cited in Count No. One was enacted to
re-establish the National Bank and regulate its powers and duties, its
relationship with insurance companies and similar financial institutions
and the administration of Ethiopian national currency and foreign
currencies, but not to regulate contracts of loan of money or loan [in
general].

Art.2 (12) of this proclamation defines major terms that are contained in
it. This article defines 'banking business' as follows: "Any operation
involving the discounting and negotiating of promissory notes, drafts,
bills of exchange and other evidence of debt; receiving deposits of money
and commercial paper; lending money ,and buying and selling of gold
and silver bullion and foreign exchange."

It can be noted from the above that the term 'banking business' incorporates
a variety of activities. Moreover, the definitions given to the term under
Proclamations No.591&592/2008 are similar to those given under
Proclamation No.83/1994. In all these legislation, there is no provision that
regulates money lending or loan except for the fact that all provide that
money lending is one of the objectives of banks. The law also does not give
the sole prerogative to lend money to banks and other financial institutions
alone, neither does it prohibit individuals to engage in such an activity
without having licenses issued by [the National] Bank. [All the above cited
proclamations] provide that the National Bank has the authority to issue
licenses to banks and insurance companies and supervise their activities, but
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they do not contain any provision that prohibit individuals from engaging in
money lending without having such licenses or deny them the right to lend
money contractually. Neither do the proclamations put, any prerequisite or
limits on individuals who want to enter into such contracts.

The proclamations did not repeal Arts.2471-2489 of the Civil Code that
regulate contracts of loan. [It can thus, be concluded that] loan contracts are
lawful activities and individuals can lawfully engage in this activity. Under
Ethiopian law, the prerogative to lend money is not solely given to banks and
other financial institutions established through their respective articles of
association. Thus, individuals can engage in this sector. [Furthermore,] apart
from fixing the interest rate, the law does not put any limit on the amount of
money to be loaned nor on the number to times that such contracts shall be
repeated. Loan will be a crime only when it meets the elements of Art.712 of
the Criminal Code that defines the crime of 'Usury'.

In the case at bar, under Count One, the Appellant was charged for
contravening Art.59 (1) (h) & (2) of Proclamation No.83/1994. This court has
examined the types of crimes enumerated in the proclamation, whether
repeated lending of money without having license is a crime or not, and
whether the proclamation's provisions can be interpreted in such a way that
money lending can be taken to be a criminal act. Art.59 is found under Part
Four of the proclamation that is entitled as 'Penalties'. The article enumerates
criminal acts that can be committed within the scope of the proclamation.
Those crimes listed under sub-article 1(a-g) and that can be committed within
such a scope are provided in relation with specific activities covered in the
proclamation. Count Two is based on Art.58 (1) of Proclamation No.592/2008
which provides for similar matters. Of all the provisions, it is sub art. 'h', that
provides for general matters. [See, Foot Note 3]. [Nonetheless,] the Penal
Code does not contain any provision that relates to what is provided under
sub (h). As regards Count Two, Art.58 of Proclamation No.592/2008 provides
for a specific penalty, by omitting the cross reference to the Criminal Code.

Art.59 (2) of Proclamation No.[83/1994] cited in Count Two, does not
provide for an independent crime, but aggravating circumstances. [See, Foot
Note 3].

Though the Prosecutor has charged the Appellant under Art.59(1)(h), it has
failed to prove that he has in fact contravened or obstructed the provisions of
the proclamation or regulations or directives issued to implement the same.
[Moreover] let alone submitting those regulations or directives, it did not
even cite these legal instruments in its charge. Thus, it cannot be concluded
that the Appellant has obstructed the provisions of the proclamation. The fact
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that he has lent money which is an act not criminalized under the
proclamation cannot lead one to conclude that he has obstructed the
provisions of the proclamation.

Article 58(1) of Proclamation No. 592/2008 under which the Appellant was
charged provides for a crime to be committed in violation of Art.3 (1) which
provides for the prohibition of engaging in banking business without having
a license. The latter provision does not, however, require that individuals
should have licenses to enter into contracts of money lending. As repeatedly
stated above, the law nowhere prohibits the act of lending money on
individual basis. It does not provide that lending money is the sole
prerogative of banks, but just one of their activities. Thus the charge is
pressed due to misinterpretation of the term 'banking business' and
criminalizing an act which is not provided under the law, for there is no
provision under the law that criminalizes the act of money lending on
individual basis.

[It may be argued] that if individuals engage in such businesses on a regular
basis, they may impinge on the performance of the banks by engaging in
unfair competition, with further consequences on the economy and the
financial flow. Nonetheless, there needs to be a law that makes such acts
crimes. Thus, in the absence of a law that criminalizes the act of repeated
money lending and in the absence of an express provision that requires
individuals to have licenses issued by the National Bank in order to engage in
such acts, the court cannot conclude that such acts are criminal by
analogizing those grounds provided [under the provisions of the
proclamations cited above.] The Criminal Code prohibits criminalizing acts
that are not expressly provided under the law as well as creation of crimes by
analogy.5 Though these provisions do not prohibit interpretation, these are,
however, basic principles.

5 Art.2 - Principle of Legality
(1) Criminal law specifies the various crimes and the penalties and measures

applicable to criminals.

(2) The Court may not treat as a crime and punish any act or omission which is
not prohibited by law.

The Court may not impose penalties or measures other than those prescribed
by law.

(3) The court may not create crimes by analogy.
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In the case at bar, a look at those acts proved to have been committed by the
Appellant in relation with those acts criminalized under the proclamations
evinces that they are not crimes. Thus, the Appellant is acquitted from those
charges listed under Counts One and Two. The decision of the Federal High
Court rendered on Ginbot 3, 2001 (E.C.) in Criminal File No. 82604 that
convicted the Appellant on Counts One and Two is hereby reversed per
Art.195 (2) (b) (1).

Dissenting Opinion

I, Judge Shimekit Assefa, - the third judge, - have dissented from the majority
decision and here follows my dissenting opinions:

Under Count One, The Appellant was charged under Art.59 (1)(g) and (2) of
Proclamation No.83/1994 for repeatedly engaging in unlawful money
lending without having a license issued by the National Bank. It is shown
that he has lent 102,405,244.94 Birr to over 80 borrowers and collected checks
as collaterals for 25,665,166.00 Birr. According to the charge, this business is
allowed for banks and similar financial institutions alone.

Appellant was also charged under Art.58 (1) of Proclamation No.592/2008
for repeatedly engaging in unlawful activities similar to those stated under
Count One. He has lent Birr 2,100,000.00 through five written loan contracts.

It is true that the 1960 Civil Code of Ethiopia clearly provides for contracts of
money lending between individuals as well as how such contracts should be
regulated. Since people had been transacting in such activities for a long time
and they are still practicing it, it does not demand to be a top notch lawyer to
know this. When we come to the case at bar, however, we shall see below the
position of the law regarding voluminous lending which are different from
those normally transacted between ordinary individuals and exceptional
when seen in light of the volume of money being transacted in such a manner
in 1960 when the Civil Code was enacted. What do the two pieces of
legislation cited above to charge the Appellant say about such voluminous
lending that were not foreseen by the legislature back in 1960? It should be
noted that the money was lent through over 80 contracts.

The preamble to Proclamation No.83/1994, states that:
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"The accelerated growth and development of Ethiopia requires systematic
mobilization and use of financial and monetary resources, and that it is
necessary to lay the basis for a sound banking system which will foster the
continued expansion of the economy of Ethiopia." Despite minor differences
in wordings, the same principles are reflected in the proclamation cited to
charge the Appellant in Count Two. It also defines the term 'banking
businesses as "a business that consists of the discounting and negotiation of
promissory notes, drafts, bills of exchange and other evidence of debt as well
as the buying and selling of gold and silver bullion and foreign exchange. "

It is clearly provided under Art.2(4) of the proclamation that "other financial
institutions" means institutions of savings, postal savings, credit cooperatives
and other similar institutions engaged in any type of banking business.
Art.41 also provides that the [National] Bank shall license and supervise
banks, insurers and other financial institutions in accordance with the law.

When one notes the amount money transacted by the Appellant, its
repetitiveness and the volume of money exchanged through bills of
exchange, it will be tempting to conclude that he was engaged in this
business as his basic occupation for which he allots much of his time.
Moreover, the fact that he has transacted in hundreds of millions of Birr also
shows that he was doing this business not in light of the provisions of the
Civil Code and in accordance with the situations foreseen by the legislature
of the code, but contrary to the legislation under which he was charged
which demand that such voluminous transactions should be carried out
under proper supervision and follow up. Nonetheless, I am of the opinion
that he did all these improperly and without having license. The Civil Code
provides for not only contract of loan or loan of money alone, but also for
different types of contracts, such as contracts of sales or hire/rent, etc. It may
be argued that just because an individual has sold an item or his own
properties occasionally that he is not engaged in the business of selling and
buying and that he is not required to have a license and meet all the criteria
demanded of businessmen. Nonetheless, if such a person engages in this
business as his basic occupation, he is required to have a license and put his
business under proper supervision.

Just like in the case of contract of sales, if a person rents his house that he
built to live in, or the rooms he constructs as a guest house for occasional
visitors, because of financial problems, it may not be concluded that he is
engaged in renting business as his basic occupation. Nonetheless, if he is
renting hundreds or thousands of houses, it may be concluded that he has
taken up this job as his basic occupation and that he should be required to
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meet all the criteria required of others engaged in similar trades and this is a
point that cannot be overseen. When we come to the case at bar, it is clear
that lending or borrowing money are lawful contracts recognized under the
Civil Code. Nonetheless, I am of the opinion that, when one lends money as
his basic occupation, and in such high volumes, repetitively and through
exchange of bills of exchange, he should meet the requirements laid down in
relevant laws, for he is engaged in the business as his main occupation.

Financial resources should be mobilized in order to accelerate our country's
economic development. In orders to mobilize financial and monetary
resources, those that are engaged in this sector should have license issued by
the National Bank and be supervised by the same. In principle, such a
business should be transacted by banks and similar financial institutions.
Any activity done outside of such a framework distorts the mobilization of
the country's financial and monetary resources and hurts the economy and
discourages those banks and other financial institutions from doing their
business in the legal way.

The relevant articles of Proclamation No. 83/86 under which the Appellant
was charged and convicted by the High Court mainly relate to crimes to be
committed in relation with exchange of foreign currency. Art.59 (1)(h)
provides that violation and obstruction of regulations and directives is a
punishable act. I am of the opinion that the Appellant has contravened this
provision. This is so, because, he has been engaged in banking business that
is given to banks and other financial institutions, without having license and
proper supervision as his basic occupation; causing the mobilization of
financial and monetary resources outside of the legal framework; impinging
on the activities of those banks and other financial institutions that are duly
licensed and supervised by the National Bank, by soliciting/cajoling
borrowers through middlemen and, therefore, doing unlawful acts.

I concur with the majority decision that for the purpose of punishment,
Art.59 (1) (h) refers to the Penal Code. Nonetheless, the Appellant was also
charged under sub-article 2(a). This sub-article provides for specific penalties.
Had he been charged under the other articles alone, but not sub-art.2 (a), I
would have been compelled to look for a relevant article from the Penal
Code. Nonetheless, given the fact that the Appellant committed the crime
with the intention to unlawfully amass profit, he has to be convicted for
violating Art.59 (2) (a) and as this provision has provided for specific
penalties he should have been punished by these penalties. This is so,
because he has obstructed the implementation of the proclamation by
improperly amassing wealth and this element is expressly provided under
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the provision. Thus, a convict is punished not only when his acts are made
punishable under the Penal Code, but also when such acts are criminalized
under other laws/proclamations. [For all these reasons], the Appellant's
contention that he was convicted for committing an act not criminalized
under the Penal Code is not tenable.

The appellant was charged under two counts and two different
proclamations for crimes committed at different times during their respective
effective periods of implementation. Thus, there is no problem in this regard.
When we come to the issue whether Proclamation No.592/2008 contains a
provision that can help convict the Appellant, the answer is yes, for
engaging in banking business as one's basic occupation is a prerogative given
to/conferred upon banks and other financial institutions under this
proclamation too, and the proclamation provides that banking business is not
limited to doing all banking transactions, but extends to engaging in money
lending repeatedly and in high volumes which is one of the varieties of
banking business. This is so because, those institutions including credit
associations, engaged in money lending do so as their basic field of
occupation, and they are engaged in banking business. Regarding the acts
done by the Appellant mentioned under Count Two, these were done as a
continuation of those acts done under Count One. Thus, what he did, fall
under the legal definition of banking business and he was engaged in these
acts as his basic occupation.

It is proved that the Appellant has lent hundreds of millions of Birr in those
acts mentioned under Count One and millions of Birr under Count Two
repeatedly and taking this as his basic occupation. Proclamation No.
592/2008 expressly provides that "the business of banking has a number of
attributes which, if not managed properly, has the potential to generate
financial system and macroeconomic instability and the cost of financial
system and macroeconomic instability to the general public and the
Government is significant." Art.2 (2) of the same proclamation also provides
that using funds for the purpose of lending money is one of the activities that
falls under banking business. It is clear that the Appellant had been engaged
in this as proved under both counts.

Art.58 (1) of Proclamation No. 592/2008 provides for punishments and per
Art.3 (1) of the Proclamation, "It is prohibited to transact banking business in
Ethiopia without obtaining a banking business license from the National
Bank." Accordingly, the Appellant, who had been engaged in such a
business which is conferred on banks and similar other financial institutions,
without having a license issued by the National Bank and supervision by the
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latter, should have been convicted on these counts. Thus, the decision of the
Federal High Court should have been confirmed. For all these reasons, I have
dissented from the majority decision.

Ineligible signature of a judge.
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Some Points on the Ethiopian Anti-Terrorism Law from
Human Rights Perspective

Hiruy Wubie*

1. Introduction
Terrorist attacks can affect almost all sets of rights in different contexts.' Not
to mention terrorism's devastating impacts on various sets of human rights,
the fact that it destroys 'freedom from fear' makes it clear that any terrorist
act is inherently irreconcilable with human rights concerns.2 The destruction
of the freedom from fear of the targeted population is a common
denominator for the multifaceted negative implications that terrorism has on
a variety of human rights.3 The international duty of states to protect human
rights violations obliges them to take the necessary steps to prevent terrorism
and punish its perpetrators. It is based on this broad premise that the
legitimacy of effective counterterrorism measures rests. Legislative response
is one of the modalities to prevent human rights violations arising from
terrorism.

Based on the conviction to protect the right of the people to live in peace,
freedom and security from the threat of terrorism,4 the Ethiopian parliament
adopted the Anti-Terrorism Proclamation. The legislative organ was also
concerned to avoid or minimize the damaging consequences of counter-

* LL.B, LL.M, Lecturer and Head of the Legal Aid Center, University of Gondar,
School of Law. This article is a refined version of part of my LL.M thesis. I am
grateful to the anonymous assessors of the JEL for their constructive comments
which helped me develop this article.
1 Progress Report submitted by the Special Rapporteur on Terrorism and Human
Rights, UN DOC E/CN.N/Sub.2/2001/31 par. 102
2 Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights, Human
Rights, Terrorism and Counterterrorism, Fact Sheet No. 32, p. 7.
3 This is discemable from the wordings of the two leading human rights Covenants,
i.e. the ICCPR and ICESCR, while mentioning the 'freedom from fear' in their
preambles. For example, paragraph 4 of the ICCPR reads as "Recognizing that, in
accordance with the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the ideal of free human
beings enjoying civil and political freedom and freedom from fear (emphasis added)
can only be achieved if conditions are created whereby everyone may enjoy his civil
and political rights, as well as his economic, social and cultural rights." We can
plausibly infer from these wordings that 'freedom from fear' is not even just a mere
right but the ideal goal that could be reached upon respecting each set of rights. By
affecting this ideal goal, terrorism endangers the whole body of human rights
recognized in the two covenants.
4 Anti-Terrorism Proclamation, Proc. No. 652/2009, Federal Negarit Gazeta, 15t Year
No. 57, (hereinafter cited as the Anti-Terrorism Proclamation), Preamble, para. 1.
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terrorism measures meant to be addressed by the Proclamation. That is why
the aspiration to balance individual liberty and public security is stated as
one of the objectives of Ethiopia's anti-terrorism law.5

The major objective of this research is to explain the positive and negative
implications of the law from a human rights point of view and assess its
compatibility with the Ethiopian constitution. In view of this objective, it
makes a positivist legal analysis regarding the human rights friendliness or
otherwise of the anti-terrorism law. Moreover, it makes use of interviews
with pertinent professionals so as to show the various arguments stated in
this paper.

The human rights friendliness or otherwise of any law could not be
determined by a mere exploration of the law. It also depends on the way the
law is applied in practice. This is more pertinent in case of laws which, in
many jurisdictions, are prone to abuse due to political reasons of which anti-
terror laws are worth mentioning. The case of Ethiopia's anti-terrorism law is
no exception in this regard. There are contending arguments expressed in
various state owned6 and private media7 about the human rights friendliness

5 A document that explains Ethiopia's draft anti-terrorism proclamation, an
unpublished document in the Library of the Ethiopian Parliament (Original
document in Amharic, Translation mine), p.13.
6 See for example, Zemen Megazine (State Owned), Ethiopian Press Organization,
July 2011 issue, See also, Ethiopian State Television Special Program about Anti-
Terrorism in Ethiopia named 'Akeldama' broadcasted on the 271 of November 2011,
See also, Ethiopian Television News, September 17,2011. A number of terrorist
suspects, of which there are political activists and journalists, are detained as per the
anti-terrorism law. The major theme of most of these and other media releases by
state owned medias is an explanation that the anti terrorism law is being
implemented in a human rights friendly manner without bypassing fundamental
rights and freedoms of terrorist suspects and preventing human rights violations
which could have been materialized had the allegedly planned terrorist acts been
committed.
7 See for example, Fethe Amharic News Paper, Issues 163-186, September 2011- May,
2012, See also, Anita Powell, Ethiopia Reporter Flees, Other Opposition Arrested,
Associated Press, as accessed on September 15, 2011, See also, Haile Mulu and
Yemane Negash, The Counter-terrorism Campaign Terrifying the Opposition, The
Reporter, Amharic News paper (translation mine), Wednesday 7th September 2011.
Most articles in the private press media tend to have a position that the anti-terrorism
law is being unduly utilized by the government to silence political opposition and
there are also allegations of violations of the rights of terrorist suspects.
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or otherwise of the practice in proscribing and prosecuting suspects of
terrorism charges. This research does not dare to explore the practical aspects
of the anti-terrorism law from a human rights perspective. It is believed that
a combined study of the law and the practice is a broad area worth being
explored in a wider separate research for which this study, along with others,
could serve as a basis.

This article begins with elucidating justified limitations and suspensions on
human rights while countering terrorism contending that should a state need
to counter terrorism for the sake of human rights, it shall do so within the
bounds of the limitation and derogations recognized by the Ethiopian
constitution and human rights instruments to which Ethiopia is a party. Then
it goes on elucidating the positive and negative impacts of Ethiopia's anti-
terrorism law from a human rights perspective and wraps up with
recommendations for the adoption of necessary amendments.

2. Justified Limits on Human Rights While Countering Terrorism
There seems to exist a widespread attitude that terrorism justifies partial
neglect to human rights concerns in order to curb the danger that it poses to
the society at large.8 National security concerns have long been challenges on
human rights protection. Not few states often view human rights as a
competing interest with or an interest that compromises national security.9

This kind of understanding is so devastating and groundless that it
contradicts the very evolution of the notion of human rights. By now, it has
just become a common knowledge that international human rights standards
came after the untold miseries of World War II to serve as guarantees for the
continuation of the human race from the then and forthcoming insecurities.
Hence, nothing can justify the position that the exercise of human rights

8 See for example, John Ip., Comparative Perspectives on the Detention of Terrorist
Suspects, Transnational Law and Contemporary Problems, Vol.16, 2006-2007. See
also, M. Shamsul Haque, Government Responses to Terrorism: Critical Views of their
Impacts on People and Public Administration, Public Administration Review, Vol.62,
Special Issue: Democratic Governance in the Aftermath of Sep. 11,2001, 2002.
9 See for example, William W. Burke-White, Human Rights and National Security: The
Strategic Correlation, 17 Harvard Human Rights Journal, 2004, p. 251. It is further
stated that "promoting human rights has long been viewed as a luxury, to be
perused when the government has spare diplomatic capacity and national security is
not being jeopardized." See also, Jacob R. Lily, National Security at What Price?: A Look
into Civil Liberty Concerns in the Information Age under the USA Patriot Act of 2001 and a
Proposed Constitutional Test for Future Legislation, Cornell Journal of Law and Public
Policy, Vol. 12, 2002-2003,pp. 448-471. Jacob's article gives a detailed analysis based
on historical evidences showing how national security claims erode civil liberties
especially in times of crisis and instability.
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might affect national security. In fact, it furthers national security interests.10

In this section, we will see the justified limits on human rights while
combating terrorism.

To begin with, it is not acceptable to consider human rights protection as
something that is incompatible with the process of countering terrorism. In
fact, it has been rightly contended that 'effective counter-terrorism measures and
the protection of human rights are complementary and mutually reinforcing
objectives which must be pursued together as part of states' duty to protect
individuals within their jurisdiction.' Counterterrorism has to reconcile the
necessity of combating terrorism with the constitutional, legal and ethical
demands of a democratic state.12

Counterterrorism is a manifestation of state's duty to protect human rights.
But, it is often used as a pretext for human rights violations.13 It is not an easy
task to identify when it has ceased to be a protection scheme and began to
unduly sabotage human rights. This section aims at avoiding the dilemma 14

in this regard. While commenting on justified incursions on human rights in
countering terrorism, Emanuel Gross contends that 'we must refrain from
clinging to the false illusion that in situations of serious and imminent terrorism
threats it is possible to protect the individual's privacy as if that individual were
living in a utopian state of peace and tranquility.'15 It is not wise to think that
things should remain the same even with serious and imminent problems
posed by terrorism. Something has to be done to address terrorist threats

10 This does not mean that the interests of national security and human rights
protection do always coincide. In such cases, international human rights has its own
way to deal with the scenario. We have the notions of restrictions and derogations.
When one speaks of human rights standards, it is always understood that we have
this schemes in place. A national security claim to intrude human rights protection is
at all times baseless if it tries to use means other than the ones already built within
the international human rights architecture.
11 U.N. Fact sheet No 32, Supra note 3 at 23.
12 Gregory M. Scott et al, 21 Debated Issues in World Politics, Pearson Education Inc.,
2004, p.1 5 2

13 See infra, forthcoming discussions for the details.
14 See, Michael Ignatieff, The Lesser Evil: Political Ethics in an Age of Terror, Edinburgh
University Press, 2005, p. 2. Michael Ignatieff shows this dilemma saying that "when
democracies fight terrorism, they are defending the proposition that their political life should
be free of violence. But defeating terror requires violence. It may also require coercion,
deception, secrecy and violation of rights."
15 Emanuel Gross, The Struggle of A Democracy Against Terrorism - Protection of Human
Rights : The Right to Privacy Versus the National Interest - the Proper Balance, Cornell
International Law Journal, Vol.37,2004, p.88.
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without transgressing international human rights standards.

International human rights law has its own schemes that could be used in
times when it is not possible to protect human rights in a manner similar
with ordinary times. Hence, there are flexibilities built into the international
human rights legal framework.16 These are restrictions on certain rights and
in a very limited set of exceptional circumstances and derogations from
certain human rights provisions.17 Both have to be managed in a way that
goes along with international human rights standards. They are not allowed
to be put-in-place at all times and in all places in a similar magnitude.
Restrictions are often justified by the protection of others whereas
derogations are just 'lesser evils' that a democracy may commit when it
genuinely believes that it faces the greater evil of its own destruction.18

Whether the limits of counterterrorism measures on human rights are
justified or not has to be seen from this perspective.

One major feature that distinguishes restriction and derogation is the former
may be perpetually applied provided that legal requirements are met,
whereas derogations are seasonal suspension of the exercise of some rights
which will be withdrawn once the exigencies requiring the same are dealt
with. The other basic difference is that derogations are put in place only in
emergency situations while restrictions are applied both in normal and
emergency situations.19 These fundamental differences are also discernable
from the Ethiopian constitution which incorporates perpetual restrictions on
almost all rights whereas it ordains that derogations shall only temporarily
suspend or limit 20 some rights in situations of public emergency proclaimed
by law.

16 U.N. Fact sheet No 32, Supra note 3 at 23.
17 Ibid
1s Michael Ignatieff , Supra note 15 at 2.
19 See, Tsegaye Regassa, Making Legal Sense of Human Rights: The Judicial Role in
Protecting Human Rights in Ethiopia, Mizan Law Review, Volume 3, Number 2, page
314. Tsegaye explained the major difference between restrictions, suspensions and
derogations in the following manner. "Restrictions circumscribe the manner, or
place, and the extent to which rights can be enjoyed or exercised in a particular set of
circumstances, often in normal times. Suspension leads to temporary non-
application of one or more rights because of an unusual difficulty in which a state
finds itself. Derogation refers to the possibility of acting in a manner deviating from
the accepted standards of behavior vis-a-vis rights. It entails acting like there are no
human rights at all. The latter two come into play in extra-normal situations."
20 Derogations may require suspension of some rights during the emergency period
or the limitation of the rights in a manner much wider and different from ordinary
limitations put in place by way of restrictions for normal times.
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Restrictions on rights are built into human rights instruments. In fact, the
restrictions of one's right might be the rights of the other. Hence, a number of
rights, as recognized in the various international human rights instruments,
are not free from restrictions. There are, however, other rights that can in no
way be restricted. Though it is not the object of this paper to make thorough
discussions on this issue, it seems imperative to mention some rights just as
examples. From among the rights that might be restricted for a genuine
reason is the right to liberty and security of the person. The International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) ordains that there are
legitimate instances of restrictions that may be imposed on the right to liberty
and security of the person.21 On the contrary, there are rights that cannot be
restricted. A prominent right of such nature is the right not to be subjected to
torture.22 States may not restrict the exercise of rights whose restriction is not
permissible whereas they may put restrictions on the rights falling in the list
of rights upon which restrictions are permissible.

While imposing restrictions on the limitable rights, states have to make sure
that their measures go-in-line with the requirements of international human
rights law standards. Limitations, if they are to come, must be prescribed by
law, in the pursuance of a legitimate purpose, and must be necessary and
proportional.23 Not to go to the details, a limitation or restriction on human
rights for counterterrorism purposes is legitimate only if it fulfils the
requirements. As Richard A. Posner explains it well, the scope of a right must
be calibrated by reference to the interests that support and oppose it.24 A
limitation's legitimacy in specific cases can better be judged on a case by case
basis. However, it shall always be borne in mind that a democracy shall

21 See generally, The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, Adopted
and Opened for Signature, Ratification and Accession by General Assembly
Resolution 2200A(XXI) of December 1966, entry into force 23 March 1976, art. 9(1)-(5).
22 See, Id. art. 7. It reads as "No one shall be subjected to torture or to cruel, inhuman or
degrading treatment or punishment. In particular, no one shall be subjected without his free
consent to medical or scientific experimentation." The consent requirement does not
relate to torture in general but only to the specific case of medical or scientific
experimentation.
23 See, Human Rights Committee, General Comment No. 31 Para. 6 and, United
Nations, Economic and Social Council, U.N. Sub-Commission on Prevention of
Discrimination and Protection of Minorities, Siracusa principles on the Limitation
and Derogation of provisions in the International Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights, Annex, UN Doc E/CN.4/1984/4 (1984).
24 Richard A. Posner, Not a Suicide Pact: The Constitution in a Time of National
Emergency, Oxford University Press, 2006, P. 31. Richard A. Posner further contends
that the scope of a constitutional right has to keep changing as the relative weights of
liberty and safety change. Id. P.40.
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always have a perpetual optimal balance between security and liberty with a
view to ensure that anti-terror laws do not unduly bypass the domain of
rights under the guise of legitimate restrictions.

Derogations from certain set of rights are permissible so long as the
requirements of human rights law are fulfilled. In periods of extreme
exigencies, states may derogate from their duties in international human
rights law so as to respond to the needs of the circumstances.25 This is
dictated by necessity. The fact that democracy is not only concerned with the
rights of the individual but also equally committed to the security of the
majority26 justifies derogations in such situations. Nevertheless, derogations
themselves are limited by law and have to fulfill stringent requirements
stated in international human rights instruments to which Ethiopia is a
party.27 The discussion about derogations should not be understood to mean
that terrorism is like temporary exigencies often dealt with through
derogations. Terrorism is no more temporary. But still temporary situations
caused by terrorism may require temporary measures. In short, nothing other
than perpetual balancing between rights and security through restrictions
and/or temporary derogations for exceptional exigencies can be justified in
human rights standards.

True, counter-terrorism measures have to be taken by states so as to prevent

25 See, Supra note 18 art. 4. The ICCPR ordains that
1. In time of public emergency which threatens the life of the nation and the

existence of which is officially proclaimed, the States parties to the present
Covenant may take measures derogating from their obligations under the
present Covenant to the extent strictly required by the exigencies of the
situation, provided that such measures are not inconsistent with their other
obligations under international law and do not involve discrimination
solely on the ground of race, colour, sex, language, religion or social origin.

2. No derogation from articles 6, 7, 8 (paragraphs 1 and 2), 11, 15, 16 and 18
may be made under this provision.

3. Any State Party to the present Covenant availing itself of the right of
derogation shall immediately inform the other States Parties to the present
Covenant through the intermediary of the Secretary General of the United
Nations, of the provisions from which it has derogated and of the reasons
by which it was actuated. A further communication shall be made, through
the same intermediary, on the date on which it terminates such derogation.

26 Michael Ignatieff , Supra note 15 at 8.
27 See, Supra note 18, Art. 4(2) of the ICCPR provides a list of non derogable rights
and other stringent requirements that have to be fulfilled so that a state can
justifiably apply derogations. .
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and prosecute human rights violations caused by terrorist acts.2 8 However,
as a manifestation of state duty for human rights protection, counterterrorism
measures shall always be loyal to human rights. Failure in this regard is
nothing but self-refuting with the promised goal of such measures. Hence, a
counterterrorism measure that suspends or restricts the application of human
rights and fundamental freedoms has to be exercised within the bounds of
the international human rights standards.29 Whether a counterterrorism
campaign's negative impacts on human rights are irreconcilable with
international human rights or not depends on an evaluation of whether they
fall within the restriction/ derogation formula of the human rights
instruments. Any negative impact of a counterterrorism measure that falls
out of the ambit of the aforementioned lesser evil exceptions is, irrespective
of any diplomatic words that anyone might use to justify it, is a clear
violation of human rights that should not be tolerated. The various negative
human rights implications of the Ethiopian anti-terrorism law have to be seen
in this context.

3. The Impacts of the Anti-Terrorism Proclamation on Human Rights
Protection

In the essence of effective counterterrorism laws lies the need to strike a
balance between securing protection of human rights from abusive terrorist
attacks and ensuring that the responses thereto do not bypass recognized
human rights standards. The aspiration to balance individual liberty and
public security is stated as one of the objectives of Ethiopia's anti-terrorism
law.30 Despite this pronounced ambition of the lawmaker, the law has both
positive and negative impacts on human rights protection. The overall

28 Jonathan Cooper, Countering Terrorism, Protecting Human Rights: A Manual, Office
for Democratic Institutions and Human Rights, OSCE/ODIHR, 2007, P.15. The duty
of states is stated in the following manner 'international and regional human rights law
makes clear that states have both a right and a duty to protect individuals under their
jurisdiction from terrorist attacks. This stems from the general duty of states to protect
individuals under their jurisdiction against interference in the enjoyment of human rights.
More specifically, this duty is recognized as part of states' obligations to ensure respect for the
right to life and the right to security.'
29 See for example, David Dyzenhaus, Schmitt V. Dicey: Are States of Emergency Inside
or Outside the Legal Order? , Cardozo Law Review, Vol. 27, No. 5, March 2006, pp.
2005-2039. To stress on the indispensability of using state of emergency with due
care, it has been noted that a state of emergency is brought into being by law and has
to be exercised only within the limits of the law.
30 Explanation on Ethiopia's draft anti-terrorism proclamation, (unpublished
document in the Library of the Ethiopian Parliament. Original document in Amharic,
Translation mine), p.13.
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impact of the Proclamation on human rights protection is, therefore, a
cumulative effect of the opportunities it provides and the challenges it poses.

3.1 The Strongholds of the Proclamation for Human Rights Protection
The anti-terrorism Proclamation has positive roles to play for the betterment
of human rights protection. This article identified three positive sides in this
regard. Of these three, the first one refers to the overall impact of a separate
anti-terrorism legislation for a better efficacy of counterterrorism measures
while the latter two are its specific features that could be seen as positive
measures from the perspective of Ethiopian ordinary criminal law and
procedure.

3.1.1 It is a Manifestation of State Duty to Protect the Rights of
Citizens

Terrorism has far-reaching direct and indirect harmful consequences on
human rights protection. In response to this challenge, states have a right and
a duty to prevent and control terrorism. This is not a novel duty but a
manifestation of the duty imposed on states in the various international
human rights covenants. As an acceding state to major human rights treaties
such as the ICCPR and ICESCR, Ethiopia has the duty to prevent the
violations of human rights irrespective of their sources. The Vice Chairperson
of the Legal and Administrative Affairs Standing Committee of the Ethiopian
Parliament, Ato Hailu Mehari, affirms that the determination to protect
human rights from violations emanating from terrorism was the prominent
reason why the law was enacted.31 It seems obvious to say that terrorism
poses a serious challenge to human rights protection that a state party to
human rights covenants has to respond to.

Ethiopia has real threats of terrorism.32 With this background, it would be a
mistake if the government fails to take positive measures that can minimize
the risk of human rights violations emanating from terrorist acts or threats
thereto. In line with this, the anti-terrorism Proclamation is meant to provide
the government with the necessary legislative and administrative framework

31 Interview with, Ato Hailu Mehari, Vice Chairperson of the Legal and
Administrative Affairs Standing Committee of the House of Peoples'
Representatives, on 7 December 2009.
32 Mehari Taddele Maru, The Threat of Terrorism and its Regional Manifestations, A
Paper Presented for the Counter-Terrorism International Conference, Riyadh,
February 5-8, 2005, p. 16. See also, Charles Goredema and Anneli Botha, African
Commitments to Combating Organized Crime and Terrorism: A Review of Eight NEPAD
Countries, African Human Security Initiative, 2004, pp. 64-69.
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geared towards preventing and controlling terrorism.33 Needless to explain,
this is a step ahead to prevent violations of human rights.

A research conducted before the Proclamation's enactment identified that the
Ethiopian judiciary, public prosecutor and police did not have the requisite
human and material competence to investigate and prosecute terrorism
cases.34 Given the complexity of terrorism cases and their organized
character, it is imperative that the justice system has to build its capacity to
effectively deal with such cases. An incompetent justice system cannot be
expected to effectively prosecute terrorism cases; nor can it be expected to
avoid human rights violations in the course of investigation and prosecution.
If, for example, the police are not equipped with modern methods of
investigation, it is more likely that they may resort to inhuman and
degrading treatments of suspects of terrorism or even witnesses thereof. The
enactment of the Proclamation might be a deriving force for the government
to enhance the capacity of the various actors in cases of terrorism.35 Though
some of the provisions have negative implications on human rights
protection in themselves3 6, the Proclamation creates state capacity to deal
with terrorism cases with increased efficiency.

The following are the noteworthy areas that depict the Proclamation's role in
increasing state capacity to effectively deal with terrorism related cases. It
prohibits incitement to terrorism37 wider than what is provided in ordinary

33 See, Supra note 5, The Anti-Terrorism Proclamation, Preamble, para. 3.
34 Hashim Tewfik (Ph.D), Judicial Capacity to Counter Terrorism in Ethiopia, May 14,
2007, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, Unpublished paper at 42-52.
35 Cf. Interview with Ato Mulugeta Ayalew, the Federal Ministry of Justice, Deputy
Assistant General Attorney. Former Head Justice Bureau Head of Amhara Regional
State, on 18 December 2009. Ato Mulugeta said that since the anti-terrorism law
provides guidelines on the competence of prosecutors who can handle terrorism
cases, capacity problems might be resolved accordingly. See also, Interview with
Commander Muluwork Gebre, Federal Police Commission, Anti-Terrorism and
Organized Crimes Directorate Director, on 31 December 2009, Commander
Muluwork Gebre contends that the proclamation assists the Federal Police
Commission in furthering its mandate to prevent and punish terrorism. See also,
Interview with Ato Demoze Mammie, Ethiopian Human Rights Commission, [the
then] Deputy Chief Commissioner, on 21 December 2009. Ato Demoze said that
though the Commission has done nothing so far, they have plans to create public
awareness on the law. This might play a part in solving capacity and attitudinal
problems.
36 See infra, discussions in the next section of this paper on the challenges of the
proclamation on human rights protection.
37 Supra note 5, The Anti-Terrorism Proclamation, Art. 6.
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criminal cases. It has to be borne in mind that incitement to terrorism mainly
through the media may lead to world's most heinous atrocities, as it did in
many parts of the world in different periods of history. With this background
in view, leaving aside the debates on the permissibility or otherwise of the
Proclamation's extent of prohibiting encouragement of terrorism for further
discussions, the prohibition of incitement to terrorism plays a vital role in
minimizing the possible occurrence of terrorism cases.

The preventive and investigative measures provided in the Proclamation38

such as protection of individuals exposed to terrorist attacks and other
preventive measures provided for in the law have a positive role to play in
enhancing the capacity of the government to prevent terrorist acts ahead of
their commission. In relation to this, the coordinated institutional operations
of the concerned stake holders that the Proclamation envisageS39 is also very
important in increasing the efficacy of the country's counter-terrorism
measures and thereby contribute positively for human rights protection that
would have been resulted from preventable terrorist acts. The provision of
the Proclamation on protection of witnesses40 also assists in the process of
prosecuting perpetrators, which is one among the remedies that a state can
afford to victims of human rights violations in terrorism cases. In most cases,
terrorist crimes are perpetrated in group. Hence, in the absence of protection
schemes for witnesses, it may be a pious wish to find someone ready to
testify against a suspected terrorist.

38 Id. Arts. 13-22.
39 Id. Arts. 28-30.
40 Id. Art. 32 Protection of Witnesses

1. Where the court, on its own motion or on an application made by the
public prosecutor or by the witness, is satisfied that the life of such witness
is in danger, it may take the necessary measure to enable the withholding
of the name and identity of the witness. The measures it takes may in
particular, include:

a. holding of the proceedings at a place to be decided by the court;
b. avoiding of the mention of the names and addresses of the

witnesses in its orders, judgments and in the records of the case;
c. issuing of any directions for securing that the identities and

addresses of the witnesses are not disclosed; and
d. ordering that all or any of the proceedings pending before the

court shall not be published or disseminated in any manner.
2. Any person who contravenes any decision or order issued under sub-

article (1) of this Article shall be punishable with rigorous imprisonment
from five to ten years and with fine from Birr 10,000 to Birr 30,000.
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The terrorist groups' proscription process envisaged in the Proclamation is
not free from critics. However, setting this aside for a latter discussion, the
fact that the law aspires to control and outlaw terrorist organizations is a
prominent means to combat terrorism and hence prevent human rights
violations which they could have caused. Jonathan Cooper contends that "one
way of combating terrorism is to outlaw organizations that promote or foster it. By
controlling these organizations, whether by confiscating their finances and other
resources, or curbing their publicity, it may be possible to minimize and control the
threat of terrorism."41 As could be seen from the readings of the pertinent
provisions of the anti-terrorism Proclamation regarding proscription,42 the
Proclamation plays a vital role to prevent terrorism by outlawing terrorist
organizations and freezing their property.

Starting from its preamble, the anti-terror proclamation pronounces the
aspiration of the Ethiopian government to prevent and control terrorism. The
fact that terrorism is prevented and controlled is of a decided role in
preventing human rights violations, which are the natural consequences of
the occurrence of terrorism. This, however, should in no way be abused so as
to justify or excuse impermissible limits on human rights under the guise of
protecting human rights from terrorism.

3.1.2 It Provides a Scheme of Compensation for Victims of Terrorism
It has been established that terrorism is a serious violation of various human
rights, such as the right to life, bodily integrity, freedom of movement, etc.
and the state has a duty to protect the victims from the long lasting effects of
the violations of rights. The ICCPR ordains that states have an international
obligation to ensure that any person whose rights or freedoms as recognized
in the covenant are violated shall have an effective remedy.43 The mere fact
that the perpetrators of the violation of the rights are prosecuted for the
offence committed can in no way qualify to be referred to as an effective
remedy which the ICCPR envisages. Payment of compensation for victims of
human rights violations is a notion that is gaining prominence especially in
contemporary human rights activism.44 Hence, compensation in kind or
monetary terms has to be implemented to pursue for an effective remedy.

41 Jonathan Cooper, Supra note 29, at 216.
42 See infra, discussions in 3.2.2 on issues related to proscription. The pertinent
provisions of the proclamation are reproduced therein.
43 The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, Adopted and Opened for
Signature, Ratification and Accession by General Assembly Resolution 2200A(XXI) of
December 1966, entry into force 23 March 1976, Art. 2(3) (a).
44 See generally, Elizabeth J. Cabraser, Human Rights Violations as Mass Torts:
Compensation as a Proxy for Justice in the United States Civil Litigation System,
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The Ethiopian Anti-terrorism law has a praiseworthy stand on the issue of
compensation for victims of human rights violations arising from terrorism.
The Proclamation ordains that proceeds of terrorism45 or property6 of a
terrorist organization or a terrorist shall be forfeited by the government and
shall eventually be transferred to the terrorism victims fund to be established
in accordance with it." This is a positive measure to remedy human rights
violations and consequently for human rights protection in general.

It could be argued that the compensation of victims of crimes are not unique
characters of the Anti-Terrorism Proclamation within the Ethiopian criminal
justice system. True it is; the Criminal Code of Ethiopia envisages a
possibility whereby victims of crimes may be entitled to compensation for
damages.48 Although the Code visualizes an alternative to make the
compensation payable from the proceeds of the crime and other sources,49 the
payment of compensation in the Criminal Code principally depends on the
capacity of perpetrator to make the damage good. The anti-terrorism law, on
the other hand, comes up with a scheme whereby all proceeds of terrorism or
property of a terrorist organization or a terrorist shall be consolidated into
the Terrorism Victims' Fund. This is a prudent solution to guard the interests

Vanderbilt Law Review, Vol. 57, 2004, pp. 2211-2238. See also, Elke Schwager, The
Right to Compensation for Victims of an Armed Conflict, Chinese Journal of International
Law, Vol. 4, No. 2, 2005, pp. 417-439, See also, Catherine E. Sweetser, Providing
Effective Remedies to Victims of Abuse by Peace Keeping Personnel, New York University
Law Review, Vol. 83, 2008, pp. 1643-1677.
45 Supra note 5, The Anti-Terrorism Proclamation, Art. 2(2) "Proceeds of Terrorism"
means any property, including cash, derived or obtained from property traceable to a
terrorist act, irrespective of a person in whose name such proceeds are standing or in
whose possession or control they are found.
46 Id. Art. 2(1) "Property" means any asset whether corporeal or incorporeal or
movable or immovable, and includes deeds and instruments evidencing title to or
interest in such asset such as bank accounts.
47 Id. Art. Art. 27(1) and (4).
48 The Criminal Code of the Federal Democratic Republic of Ethiopia, 2004, Art. 101.
It is provided that where a crime has caused considerable damage to the injured
person or to those having rights from him, the injured person or the persons having
rights from him shall be entitled to claim that the criminal be ordered to make good
the damage or to make restitution or to pay damages by way of compensation.
49 Id. Art. 102(1). It is provided that where it appears that compensation will not be
paid by the criminal or those liable on his behalf on account of the circumstances of
the case or their situation, the court may order that the proceeds of the sale of the
articles distrained, or the sum guaranteed as surety, or a part of the fine or of the
yield of the conversion into work, or confiscated property be paid to the injured
party.
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of victims whose perpetrators have no sufficient fund to make good the
damage suffered. This makes the law of vital importance in ensuring the
remedies for the victims of violations of human rights arising from terrorism
cases.

The Proclamation, however, has postponed the establishment of the
Terrorism Victims Fund until the Council of Ministers, which is empowered
to issue regulations necessary for the implementation of the Proclamation,50

issues a regulation on the matter.51 So far, the Council of Ministers has not
issued the anticipated regulation. It has to be reckoned that the Council shall
take the matter seriously and issue the regulation as soon as possible. Failure
in this respect might be a challenge on the state's duty to ensure an effective
remedy to victims of terrorism and curtail the positive role of the
Proclamation for human rights protection.

3.1.3 It Fixes the Maximum Period to Remand Suspects for
Investigation

Undeniable as it is, the Proclamation's stipulation52 that a terrorist suspect
might be detained for four months without a criminal charge for the purpose
of investigation is not perfectly compatible with international human rights
standards. The ICCPR unequivocally provides that "any one who is arrested
shall be informed, at the time of arrest, of the reasons for his arrest and shall be
promptly informed of any charges against him." 53 As a state party to the ICCPR,
Ethiopia has the duty to enforce this provision. One may say, it does not
seem reasonable to argue that a four months period after detention, which
actually is the maximum period possible for detention without charge, is as
prompt as what the ICCPR demands.

However, when seen from Ethiopia's perspective, the fact that the
Proclamation fixes the maximum period to remand a suspect of a terrorist
crime for further investigation is a praiseworthy feature of the law54 for the

5 Supra note 5, The Anti-Terrorism Proclamation, Art. 37.
51 Id. Art. 34.
52 See infra, the provision of the proclamation in later discussions of 3.2.6.
53 Supra note 22, ICCPR, Art. 9(2). See also, Constitution of the Federal Democratic
Republic of Ethiopia, Proc. No. 1/1995, Federal Negarit Gazeta, Year 1, No. 1
(hereinafter referred to as the FDRE Constitution), Art. 19(1).
54 See also, The Minutes of Public Discussions made by the Legal and Administrative,
Foreign, Defense and Security Affairs Standing Committees of the Ethiopian Federal
Parliament with Concerned Stake Holders, 24 June 2009, p. 7. Unpublished
Document located in the Documentation Center of the Ethiopian Federal Parliament,
original document in Amharic, Translation mine.
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betterment of human rights protection. The four months maximum period of
remand might, albeit arguably55, be considered to be inconsistent with the
required promptness to inform the arrested person of the charges.

I argue that the Proclamation's positive aspect in cases of remand has to be
subjectively considered within the domain of the Ethiopian criminal justice
system. The hitherto applicable provision of the Criminal Procedure Code of
Ethiopia in remand cases has been subject to criticism as it failed to fix the
maximum period within which the police have to finalize investigation. It
simply demands that "No remand shall be granted for more than fourteen days on
each occasion"56 without saying anything about the maximum period as of
which the court shall deny remand of the case for investigation. Hence, in
cases covered by the ordinary criminal procedure, detention without a charge
has no legally recognized limits and there have been cases whereon suspects
were detained even for years without a charge.5 7

The Proclamation made a commendable change8 in cases of remand that has
positive roles for the betterment of the human rights protection of terrorist

55 The reason for disagreements in this respect could be the fact that the ICCPR only
says the arrested person charge has to be 'promptly' informed of the charge without
determining the time frame thereto. The fact that the Human Rights Committee of
the ICCPR said "delays must not exceed a few days" as mentioned in paragraph two of
General Comment No. 08: Right to liberty and security of persons (Art. 9) :. 06/30/1982. can
only serve to strengthen the allegation that the proclamation allows four months
pretrial detention is against the guarantee of promptness required by the ICCPR. It
can not be a legal basis to say that the four months period necessarily bypasses the
guarantee provided by the international covenant since this interpretation is not a
binding one and the ICCPR does not clearly spell the time frame that makes a pre-
trial detention a violation.
56 The Criminal Procedure Code Proclamation 1961, Imperial Ethiopian Government
Proclamation No. 185 of 1961, Negarit Gazeta, Art. 59(3).
57 See for example, Interview with Ato Aderajew Teklu, a former public prosecutor in
North Gondar Zone of the Amhara Regional State, on 14 and 16 December 2009. See
also, Interview with Ato Yirdaw Abebe, formerly a Public Prosecutor in North
Gondar Zone of the Amhara Regional State and currently a Public Prosecutor of the
Region's Anti-Corruption Commission, December 3 2009. Both of them experienced
many cases of detention without charge, even for more than a year.
58 As it has been stated above, it has to be reckoned that this positive contribution
made by the Proclamation is labeled as such but by taking a subjective consideration
up on comparing it with the ordinary criminal procedure that applies in other cases
in Ethiopia. This author believes that, in objective standards, the four months remand
period is 'unacceptably' longer and might be considered to have bypassed Article
9(2) of the ICCPR. However, in a legal system where there is no legally stipulated
clear limitation of the period of pre-trial detention and where practices show unduly
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suspects. It provides that the Court, before which a suspected terrorist is
presented, may remand the suspect for investigation for a minimum of
twenty eight days in each occasion; provided, however, that the total time
shall not exceed a period of four months.59 This legal stipulation minimizes
the possibility whereby terrorist suspects might be subjected to an indefinite
pre-trial detention60 that inevitably affects the rights of the suspect.

3.2 The Downsides of the Proclamation from the Perspective of Human
Rights Protection

The Anti-Terrorism Proclamation of Ethiopia has been a subject of
controversy from its draft stage to its entry into force. International human
rights organizations, such as Amnesty International and Human Rights
Watch, opposition political party leaders and the private media have been,
and still are, expressing their worries about the Proclamation. The opposing
voices differ from case to case.61 It is not the objective of this section of the
article to ponder on all concerns of the opposing voices. It is rather limited to
exploring the challenges the law, as is, poses to human rights protection.
With this objective in view, we will evaluate the provisions of the
Proclamation that, in one way or another, have harmful effects on human
rights protection.

While exploring the Proclamation's negative impacts on the various rights
recognized in international human rights covenants, mainly the ICCPR, and
the Ethiopian Constitution, this article does not favor to treat each and every
right in its own. It is believed that this is not appropriate to assess the
Proclamation's compatibility with holistic human rights standards. Hence, it
is opted that the article explores the negative impacts of the provisions of the
Proclamation by taking the most important ones that have cross-cutting

excessive pre-trial detentions, the fixed four month period for terrorism cases is
better than 'other' cases if not perfectly in line with international human rights
standards. I believe that, in choice of evils situation, the lesser evil is always the
better.
59 Supra note 5, The Anti-Terrorism Proclamation, Art. 20(1) and (3).
60 We have indefinite pre-trial detention in other cases covered by the ordinary
criminal procedure laws of Ethiopia since there is no a time-bound limitation for
maximum periods of remand.
61 See for example, a news paper article by Harego Bensa, Government has Grand Duty
of Protecting its Peoples from Terrorism, The Reporter, Published Weekly by Media and
Communications Center, Saturday 11 July, 2009. During discussions on the law in its
draft stage, one opposition political party leader has been quoted referring "the draft
bill as terrifying as terrorism itself'.
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implications in human rights protection at large. However, specific reference
would be made in case of rights more directly affected by the proclamation.

3.2.1 Unwarrantedly Broad and Vague Definition of Terrorism
Defining terrorism is a controversial subject matter both at local and
international levels.62 It has been estimated that there are well over 100
different definitions of terrorism in the scholarly literature.63 This mainly
stems from political and ideological differences.64 While commenting on the
use of the terms 'terrorists' and 'terrorist acts', Ben Saul argued that they are
open to widely differing interpretations and may facilitate rights violations.65

This skeptical attitude is in no way groundless. In fact, analysis of more than
500 State reports to the Counter Terrorism Committee, established by
Security Council Resolution 1373 revealed that there were states with very
broad or vague definitions.66 The vagueness and broadness of the definitions
cast doubt on the compatibility of the respective anti-terrorism laws with
human rights standards.

The problem of a vague and very broad definition of terrorism is not just
something whose effects can end up curtailing a single human right. It rather
has cross-cutting human rights implications by making the law susceptible to
abuse. It is a basic tenet of the principle of legality that a criminal legislation
should not be vague and should define the ambit of a prohibited conduct
with reasonable precision.67 Failure in this respect makes laws volatile and
prone to be tuned for abuses of human rights. In the Ethiopian context, given
the politically sensitive aspect of terrorism, much care should have been
taken in defining its prohibited acts so as to prevent potential abuses of an

62 See for example, David E. Long, Coming to Grips with Terrorism After 11 September,
Brown Journal of World Affairs, Vol.8, 2001-2002, p. 38. David E. Long contends that
"the question what is terrorism is an easy question that is not easy to answer."
63 C. A. J. Caody, Terrorism and Innocence, The Journal of Ethics, Vol. 8, No. 1,2004,
p.38.
64 Dr. Keith Suter, September 11 and Terrorism: International Law Implications,
Australian Journal of International Law, 2001, p.2 7 .See also, Cyrille Begorre-Bret, The
Definition of Terrorism and the Challenge of Relativism, Cardozo Law Review, Vol. 27,
No. 5, March 2006, pp. 1987-2004.
65 Ben Saul, Definition of"Terrorism" in the LIN Security Council: 1985 - 2004, Chinese
Journal of International Law (2005), Vol. 4, No. 1, p. 20.
66 Ibid.
67 E. Steyn, The Draft Anti-Terrorism Bill of 2000: the Lobster Pot of the South African
Criminal Justice System?, South African Journal on Criminal Justice, Vol. 14, 2001, p.
184.
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antiterrorism law and not to betray the lawmaker's declared commitment68 to
appropriately balance individual liberty and public security.

Before commenting on the broad and vague characters of the definition of
'terrorist acts' in the Ethiopian Anti-Terrorism Proclamation, let us just have
a look at the provisions of the law verbatim. Article 3 of the Proclamation69

defines7 o 'terrorist acts' in the following manner:

Whosoever or a group intending to advance a political, religious or
ideological cause by coercing the government, intimidating the
public or section of the public, or destabilizing or destroying the
fundamental political, constitutional or, economic or social
institutions of the country:

1. causes a person's death or serious bodily injury;
2. creates serious risk to the safety or health of the

public or section of the public;
3. commits kidnapping or hostage taking;
4. causes serious damage to property;
5. causes damage to natural resource, environment,

historical or cultural heritages;
6. endangers, seizes or puts under control, causes

serious interference or disruption of any public
service; or

7. threatens to commit any of the acts stipulated
under sub-articles (1) to (6) of this Article:

is punishable with rigorous imprisonment from 15 years to
life or with death.

The above stated definition is blamed by various commentators as having
features of being unwarrantedly broad and indefensibly vague.71 It has been

68 See, A document that explains Ethiopia's draft anti-terrorism proclamation, an
unpublished document in the Library of the Ethiopian Parliament (Original
document in Amharic, Translation mine), p.13.
69 Supra note 5, The Anti-Terrorism Proclamation, Art. 3.
70 It is customary to provide definitions in the second article of proclamations in the
drafting traditions of Ethiopian proclamations. As a departure from this tradition, the
anti terrorism proclamation provides the definition in Article 3. In fact, even this
article does not directly state that it is providing a working definition to 'acts of
terror'. However, it is understood that the definition provided therein is the working
definition in applying the proclamation.
71 See for example, Human Rights Watch, Analysis of Ethiopia's Draft Anti-Terrorism
Proclamation, March 9, 2009, p. 3.
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commented that "the draft proclamation72 provides an extremely broad and
ambiguous definition of terrorism that could be used to criminalize non-violent
political dissent and various other activities that should not be deemed as
terrorism".73 Broadness and vagueness in definition could expectedly serve as
a spring board wherefrom abuses of human rights and fundamental
freedoms emanate. An opposition party leader vehemently argued that the
prominent origin of the human-rights-unfriendly aspects of the Proclamation
is the blatantly broad and vague definition of terrorism.74

72 Though this comment refers to the draft and not the final legislation, there have
been not many substantial changes that the Proclamation made from the draft's
definition of terrorist acts. The only commendable change made from the draft is the
requirement of seriousness in relation to 'bodily injury', 'risk to the safety or health of
the public or a part thereof', 'damage to property', 'interference or disruption of
public services'. The requirement of seriousness is, however, regrettably not
mentioned in relation to 'damage to natural resource, environment, historical or
cultural heritages'.
For a purpose of comparison, let us see the provision of the draft in this regard.
Art. 3. Terrorist Acts

1. Whosoever, for the purpose of advancing political, religious or ideological
cause; and with the intention of:

a. coercing or intimidating the government'
b. intimidating the public or section of the public or
c. destabilizing or destroying the fundamental political, constitutional,

economic or social institutions of the country;
i. causes a person's death or bodily injury
ii. creates risk to the safety or health of the public or section of the

public;
iii. commits kidnapping or hostage taking;
iv. causes damage to property;
v. causes damage to natural resource, environment, historical or

cultural heritages;
vi. endangers, seizes or puts under control, causes interference or

disruption of any public service;
is punishable with 15 years of imprisonment to death

2. Whosoever threatens to commit any of the acts stipulated under Sub Article
1 of this Article,
Is punishable in accordance with Sub Article 1 of this Article.

73 Human Rights Watch, Supra note 72.
74 Interview with, Ato Lidetu Ayalew, [the then] President of the Ethiopians'
Democratic Party, Conducted on the 18th of November 2009. But see, Supra note 37.
The [then] Deputy Chief Commissioner of the Ethiopian Human Rights Commission
Ato Demozie Mammie contends that the problem of definition should not be given
much weight if the government is democratic in character.
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A. Analysis of the Unwarrantedly Broad Aspects of the Definition
The broader a definition of terrorism is the more likely that counterterrorism
measures might be susceptible to abuse and the consequent human rights
violations. That is why the United Nations' Special Rapporteur on Human
Rights and Counterterrorism holds that the concept of terrorism should be
limited to acts committed with the intention of causing death or serious
bodily injury, or kidnapping and the taking of hostages, and not property
crimes.75 Based on this frame of reference, one can easily point out the
unwarrantedly broad and vague elements of the definition of terrorist acts
that the Anti-Terrorism Proclamation adopts.

Let us first consider one manifestation of the broadness of the element of the
definition that makes it a terrorist act if one 'causes damage to natural
resource, environment, historical or cultural heritages'. As has been stated
above7 6, this is the only definitional element that the Proclamation failed to
make an amendment from its draft in requiring the damage caused to be a
serious one. This makes the provision overtly simplistic in that even cutting
or threatening to cut a single tree, which is unarguably damage to natural
resource, might, literally speaking, be considered an act of terrorism,
provided that other elements are fulfilled. This is decidedly pointless. What
kind of damage to natural resource, environment, historical or cultural
heritages justifies the labeling of the act that causes the damage a terrorist act
even when it is done with intent to advance political, religious or ideological
motives? The law is silent in this regard.77 It should have been qualified in a
manner that restricts the domain of acts that potentially fall within the ambit
of the definition. I believe that the failure in this respect makes the domain of
the offence much broader than any reasonable person can expect a terrorism
offence to include.

75 See, Ethiopia: Amend Draft Terror Law; Proposed Counterterrorism Legislation
Violates Human Rights, htt:/ /w ww.uw.or as accessed on 30 June 2009.
76 See Supra note 73.
77 But See, Mattew Taylor, Effective Counter-Terrorism: A Critical Assessment of
European Union Responses, Quaker Council for European Affairs, 2007, pp.6-7 and
Common Wealth Secretariat, Draft Model Legislation on Measures to Combat
Terrorism, 2002. The European Union and the Common Wealth's definitions of
terrorism qualify the type of damage on natural resources that could be considered
as a terrorist act in their respective manners. While the former requires that 'the
release of dangerous substances, or causing fires, floods or explosions should have an
effect of endangering human life' whereas the latter limits the means of damage
requiring that the damage has to expose the public or a part thereof to dangerous,
hazardous, radio active or harmful substance, a toxic chemical, a microbial or other
biological agent or toxin.
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We can also consider a second element of the terrorism definition that depicts
the unwarrantedly broad aspect. It makes it a terrorist act, punishable with
rigorous imprisonment from 15 years to life or with death, if one endangers,
seizes or puts under control, causes serious interference or disruption of any
public services provided that it fulfils other requirements stated in the
definition. The Proclamation defines "public services" as electronic,
information communication, transport, finance, public utility, infrastructure
or other similar institutions or systems established to give public service.78

The element of the terrorist acts' definition in issue has been commented to
be too broad to constitute a terrorist act and it might be utilized to punish
political dissent.79

Criminalizing an act that is not inherently violent or which is unlikely to
cause serious damage to the life, bodily integrity or property of a person does
not seem to be a defensible one in cases of anti-terrorism legislations.80 It is
this conviction that made some other jurisdictions to reconsider their earlier
drafts and provide an exemption for advocacy, protest, dissent or industrial
action that is not intended to cause serious physical harm to a person or a
serious risk to the health and safety of the public or a section of the public.81

78 Supra note 5, The Anti-Terrorism Prclamation, Art. 2(7).
79 Human Rights Watch, Supra note 72 at 4. True it is this comment refers to the draft
and not the final Proclamation. Nonetheless, the only amendment that the final
Proclamation made is requiring seriousness of the interference or disruption of
public services. But see, supra note 32, Ato Hailu Mehari contends that this will not
affect peaceful protests as what is envisaged is acts done in pursuance of the goals of
a terrorist organization. However, I would argue against Ato Hailu's assertion as the
proclamation envisages every one and not necessarily a member of an organization
that is proscribed as a terrorist organization.
80 See generally, Human Rights Council, 10th session, Agenda item 3, Report of the
Special Rapporteur on the Promotion and Protection of Human Rights and
Fundamental Freedoms While Countering Terrorism, Mission to Spain, 16
December.2008. The standards of the United Nations Special Rapporteur on
Terrorism and human rights support this argument and denounce contrary
stipulations.
81 See for example, Jude McCulloch, 'Counter-terrorism', Human Security and
Globalization-from Welfare to Warfare State?, Current Issues in Criminal Justice, Vol. 14,
2002-2003, p.285. Jude McCulloch mentioned that due to public pressure, the
Australian government amended its original anti-terrorism legislation that unduly
curtails the right to political protest by the use of non-violent means of oppositions
such as civil disobedience. In the final legislation, political protest that is not
intended to cause serious physical harm to a person or a serious risk to the health
and safety of the public or a section of the public are exempted from being
considered as terrorist acts. This could serve as a model for other jurisdictions,
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This approach by the Australian8 2 law 83 could be taken into account so as to
amend the anti-terrorism law to make it more friendly to human rights. For
instance, the Commonwealth Draft Model Legislation expressly provides that
disruption of any services which is committed in pursuance of a protest,
demonstration, or stoppage of work, shall be deemed not to be a terrorist act
unless the act is intended to result in endangering a person's life, causing
serious bodily harm, serious damage to property or serious risk to the health
or safety of the public or a part thereof.84 The European Union common
definition of terrorism also follows a similar trend.85 Resolution 1556 of the
Security Council of the UN also indirectly defines terrorism in a similar
manner.86

including the Ethiopian case, if there is a real commitment not to unduly curtail the
right political protest under the guise of preventing terrorism.
82 I am taking Australia as an example since Ethiopian State Television Special
Program about Anti-Terrorism in Ethiopia named 'Akeldama' broadcasted on the
27th of November 2011 mentioned that Australia is one among the four democratic
countries from where the Ethiopian anti-terrorism law is allegedly taken 'verbatim'.
83 Section 100.1 of the Australian Criminal Code defines a terrorist act as

"an action or threat of action' which is done or made with the intention of
" advancing a political, religious or ideological cause; and
" coercing or influencing by intimidation, the government of the Common

wealth, State or Territory or the government of a foreign country or
intimidating the public or a section of the public.

Action will only be defined as a terrorist act if it:
" causes serious physical harm or death;
" seriously damages property;
" endangers a person's life;
" creates a serious risk to public heath or safety; or
" seriously interferes with, seriously disrupts, or destroys, an electronic

system.
Action will not be a terrorist act if it is advocacy, protest, dissent or industrial action
and is not intended to cause serious physical harm or death, endanger the lives of
others or create a serious risk to the public heath or safety.
84 Common Wealth Secretariat, Supra note 78 Art. 3.
85 Mattew Taylor, Supra note 78 Sub-article D. It limits the criminalization of
disrupting public services. It provides that "causing extensive destruction to a
government or public facility, a transport system, an infrastructure facility, including
an information system, a fixed platform located on the continental shelf, a public
place or private property likely to endanger human life or result in major economic
loss."
86 Resolution 1566(2004), Adopted by the Security Council at its 5053rd meeting, on 8
October 2004. It states that for a criminal act to be labeled as terrorist it has to be
"committed with the intent to cause death or serious bodily injury, or taking
of hostages..."
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The Ethiopian Anti-Terrorism Proclamation, on the contrary, fails to qualify
serious interference or disruption of public services and other acts that might
be labeled as terrorist acts, which inevitably makes the domain of its
application extremely broad. An opposition political party leader expressed
his fear that there is no guarantee to preclude the use of this provision to
punish an inherently peaceful political demonstration which might cause the
interruption or disruption of public services sought by the law.87 I believe it is
convincing that the mere fact of causing serious interruption or disruption of
public services or other acts which are not directed against life or serious
destruction of property shall not constitute terrorism. It should have been
qualified with its consequences. It is the failure in this respect that makes the
prohibition so broad that it might end up criminalizing inherently non-
violent forms of political or other demonstrations. This might make the
public frightened not to take part in public, most notably political,
demonstrations and consequently hold back exercise of the right to
participate in public affairs.

B. Analysis of the Vague Aspects of the Definition
Let us consider the ambiguous aspects of the definition. We will explore the
vagueness of the definition by taking two elements that prominently display
its vagueness. These are 'coercing the government' and 'destabilizing or
destroying the fundamental... social institutions of the country'. These two
are taken as examples since I believe that they can better display the
definition's vagueness.

'Coercing the government' up on committing or threatening to commit any of
the six offences stated in Article 3 is an element of the definition of a terrorist
act. The phrase 'coercing the government' is not easily determinable.88 It may
not be possible to determine whether a certain act fulfils this requirement or
not. The indeterminate aspects of the phrase mentioned can better be seen by
the use of hypothetical cases.

Assume the government failed to pay salaries or make an increase thereof to
employees of the Ethiopian Telecommunication Corporation89 and the
aggrieved employees warned government officials to disrupt

87 Interview with Lidetu Ayalew, Supra note 75.
88 Parliamentary Minute, Supra note 55 at 5. In the minutes of this discussion, it has
been commented that the phrase 'coercing the government' is not clear and demands
further explanation.
89 The Corporation is owned and run by the government and it is the only telecom
service provider in the country.
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telecommunication services90 unless their demands are fulfilled and the
services of the Corporation are made open to the private sector91 believing
that this would ultimately solve the problem. I do not want to dwell on the
issue as to the legality of the action taken in the hypothetical case. Let us
simply think whether the action constitutes a threat to 'coerce the
government' assuming that the disruption they sought fulfils the seriousness
requirement that the Proclamation demands. I believe that such kinds of
actions are minor expressions of dissatisfaction and shall in no way be
considered acts of terrorism. It seems indefensible to consider a workers'
strike as a terrorist act. However, there is no guarantee that a strict
application of the Proclamation might not lead one to another conclusion.
This shows the magnitude of the inherent vagueness of the definition
provided.

In relation to the above stated element, we can also raise issues as to the
magnitude of acts that have the potential to 'coerce the government'. Does
every act that aspires to 'coerce the government' fulfill the requirements of
the law or do we need to adopt standards? This dichotomy can be made clear
by the use of a hypothetical example. Suppose an individual is aggrieved by
the way a local government administration92 functions and commits serious
bodily injury against a local official believing93 that his action would change
the administration for better. Does the action of this person have the required
magnitude so as to be considered as an act that coerces the government? I
believe that this kind of action, though unarguably criminal, cannot have the
capacity to 'coerce the government' in the strict sense94. No doubt, it is an
attempt to coerce a government body but I believe that the act has no
capacity to do so and the government will not normally be factually coerced
in this case.95 However, it is not unrealistic to predict that a judge might

90 According to the definition provided for in the Proclamation this constitutes a
'public service' and hence falls within the ambit of the Proclamation's application.
91 This might be considered as an ideological motive sought in the proclamation. It
has to be reckoned that the degree of government involvement in the economy is one
of the divisive ideological subjects for political actors in Ethiopia and beyond.
92 This is refereed to as 'Kebele' Administration in the Amharic Language.
93 No doubt about it, this is an unacceptable belief and the act is indefensibly
criminal. However, it is not possible to make everyone believe in a conventional
manner.
94 The Anti-Terrorism Proclamation Art. 2 (9). It defines "government" means the
federal or a state government or a government body or a foreign government or an
international organization.
95 If one tends to argue that the mere intention suffices, it would be pointless as such
kind of interpretation punishes ideas rather than acts. At this point, it would be wise
to refer to the general principle of causation as enshrined in the Ethiopian Criminal
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consider the same act as an act of terrorism since the law is silent on the
magnitude of an act that can coerce the government. This shows the
vagueness of the definition provided in the Proclamation.

Similarly, the other element of the definition that reads as 'destabilizing or
destroying the fundamental... social institutions of the country' has inherent
vagueness making application of the definition of terrorism an
indeterminable one. I believe that the fundamentality of the social institution
that is destabilized or destroyed is not easy to identify. It might seem silly to
argue committing any of the offences enumerated in the Proclamation
intending to advance political, religious or ideological cause by destroying a
family, which is conventionally regarded as a fundamental social institution
of a country, is a terrorist crime. Nevertheless, a literal reading of the text of
the Proclamation's definition of terrorist acts might lead one to such an
awkward conclusion, which cannot convince any one with reasonable
understanding of terrorism. What constitutes the fundamental economic or
social institutions of the country? It is not something that can certainly be
known and there has to be a clear definition to avoid this problem.

The broadness and vagueness of a definition of terrorism makes an anti-
terrorism law inclined to inconsistent applications and potential abuses
which inevitably affect human rights protection. An over-broad definition of
terrorism is a harsh security strategy that infringes rights without adding a
value for their protection.96 It has been appropriately commented that "a
narrower definition of terrorism would not only minimize threats to civil
liberties, but would also help focus limited resources on the most serious

Code, which specialized criminal legislations, including the Anti-terrorism
proclamation shall comply with, unless there is a special amendment made for the
purpose of the proclamation. The Anti-terrorism proclamation is silent in this regard.
Article 24(1) of the Criminal Code provides the following:

Article 24 - Relationship of Cause and Effect
1. In all cases where the commission of a crime requires the

achievement of a given result, the crime shall not be deemed to
have been committed unless the result achieved is the
consequence of the act or omission with which the accused
person is charged.
This relationship of cause and effect shall be presumed to exist
when the act within the provisions of the law would, in the
normal course of things (emphasis added), produce the result
charged.

96 Kent Roach, Must We Trade Rights for Security? The Choice Between Smart, Harsh; or
Proportionate Security Strategies in Canada and Britain, Cardozo Law Review, Vol.
27,No. 5, March 2006, p.2 2 1 9 .
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threats."97 Even setting aside the human rights impacts of a broad and vague
definition, given the resource constraints the country has and the expected
expenditure that counterterrorism requires, it would have been better had the
law been focused on cases of terrorism that speak for themselves.

The indeterminacy of the definition makes the law highly inclined to misuse.
This more likely affects the free exercise of fundamental rights and
freedoms98such as freedom of expression, demonstration and assembly since
it is not as such easy to identify which act constitutes terrorism and which
one does not. In fact, this is a common denominator of many of the
downsides of the Proclamation from the perspective of human rights
protection. Generally, the more indeterminate a definition of terrorism is the
more likely for it to be used so as to curtail the free exercise of legitimate
rights, especially those with political features, for fear of terrorism charges.

3.2.2 Absence of Judicial Involvement in the Proscription99 Processes
and its Effect on Individual Liability

Customarily, the executive is often times not friendly with or at least not a
renowned defender of human rights. It is not unusual for human rights
activists to blame the executive as the author of human rights violations in
many occasions. In such cases, democracy provides us the other two organs
of government to have a close look at and, if necessary, condemn the
decisions of the executive and thereby preventing it from violating human
rights using the state machinery it has. Hence, adherence to separation of
powers and appropriate check and balance could be seen as an indication of a
government's adherence to human rights norms.100

97 Ibid.

98 See, Interview with Lidetu Ayalew, Supra note 75. Ato Lidetu Ayalew contends
that the indeterminacy of the definition gives unwarrantedly broad discretion of
interpretation and thereby making the law prone to abuse.
99 See Zemen Megazine, Supra note 7, The Ethiopian parliament has already
proscribed five groups as terrorists in Ethiopia. These include three local political
groups namely Ginbot 7, Ogaden Peoples Liberation Front (ONLF) and Oromo
Liberation Front (OLF) and two foreign Islamic groups namely Al-Qaeda and the
Somalia based Al-shabab. There are debates about the appropriateness or otherwise
of this proscription and the fairness of the procedure followed by the parliament. The
effect of the proscription on individuals who are members of such groups before and
after proscription remains to be a bone of contention. In a related fashion, the effect
of proscription on other individuals who have relations other than membership to
such groups is still not settled. However, it is not the object of this article to dwell
into practical issues which deserve a separate study.
100 Rosemary Foot, Human Rights and Counterterrorism in Global Governance: Reputation
and Resistance, Global Governance, Vol.11, 2005, p.2 9 2.
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Judicial and legislative control over the executive is required for sound
government functioning. This skeptical attitude towards the executive is not
groundless. Since terrorism is a volatile concept, there has to be a system so
as to minimize the risk of abuse and strike a balance between countering
terrorism and protecting the rights of all including terrorist suspects. The fact
that Ethiopia's Anti-Terrorism law has made proscription and its effects on
individual members totally out of the reach of the judiciaryol', I believe, has
negative impacts on human rights protection.102

The Proclamation provides the following in relation to the procedure to be
followed in proscribing terrorist organizations1o3 within its part five that
provides measures to control terrorist organizations and property:

Article 25. Procedure of Proscribing Terrorist Organization
1. The House of Peoples' Representatives shall have the power,

upon submission by the government, to proscribe and de-
proscribe an organization as terrorist organization.

2. Any organization shall be proscribed as terrorist organization if
it directly or indirectly:

a. commits acts of terrorism;
b. prepares to commit acts of terrorism;
c. supports or encourages terrorism;
d. is otherwise involved in terrorism.

101 Cf. Clive Walker, Blackstone's Guide to the Anti-Terrorism Legislation, Oxford
University Press, 2002, P. 50. Clive Walker stated that there is a similar trend in
England's Anti-Terrorism legislation. It was commented that the Terrorism Act 2000
remains steadfastly executive in terms of the activation of proscription. The Secretary
of State may by order add or remove an organization from a list of terrorist
organizations.
102 But see, Interview with Hailu Mehari, Supra note 32. Ato Hailu Mehari contends
that as the House of Peoples' Representatives represents the Nations, Nationalities
and Peoples of Ethiopia; there is no wrong in mandating it to the proscription. He
goes on arguing that since the House is a democratic entity, it is not wise to be
skeptical that it might unduly use its power. See also, Interview with Demoze
Mamie, Supra note 37. Ato Demoze praises this proscription process. Nevertheless, I
argue against them as the issue at hand is whether the House can exercise powers on
justicable matters but not whether it is democratic or not.
103 See, Supra note 5, The Anti-Terrorism Proclamation, Art. 2(4). It provides that
"terrorist organization" means:

a. a group, association or organization which is composed of not less
than two members with the objective of committing acts of terrorism
or plans, prepares, executes or cause the execution of acts of terrorism
or assists or incites others in a way to commit acts of terrorism; or

b. an organization so proscribed as terrorist in accordance with this
Proclamation.
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3. Where any organization is proscribed as terrorist in accordance
with sub-article (1) and (2) of this Article, its legal personality
shall cease.

4. The body that administers the terrorism victims fund to be
established in accordance with this Proclamation shall assign a
liquidator to the organization the legal personality of which has
ceased pursuant to sub-article (3) of this Article, and enforce
the process of the liquidation. 204

The absence of judicial involvement in the process of proscription or de-
proscription and the effects thereof on individual members of the concerned
organization certainly violates the citizens' right of access to justice. The
FDRE Constitution ordains that "everyone has the right to bring a justiciable
matter to, and to obtain a decision or judgment by, a court of law or any other
competent body with judicial power."105 No one could reasonably argue that the
House of Peoples' Representatives has judicial powers whatsoever.106 Neither
can it be denied that the proscription process has justiciable elements in it. It
suffices to mention the effects of proscription.

Besides the consequent freezing and forfeiture of the property of the
proscribed terrorist organizationo7, the fact that any form of participation by
individuals in a proscribed terrorist organization is an independently
punishable crime makes the justiciable feature of the proscription process an
incontestable one. Hence, it could be said that the Proclamation violates the
right of access to justice by precluding judicial involvement in determining
the effects of the proscription process.

Freedom of association is constitutionally recognized as it is stated that "every
person has the right to freedom of association for any cause or purpose.
Organizations formed, in violation of appropriate laws, or to illegally subvert the
constitutional order, or which promote such activities are prohibited."1 08 It is
obvious that establishing an association with terrorist missions or a
promotion thereof is illegal making its prohibition lawful and justified.
However, it is equally sound and acceptable that the legality or not of an
association shall be ascertained by an independent judiciary; not by the law
making organ, which obviously favors the majority. The Anti-Terrorism law,

104 Id. Art. 25.
105 Supra note 53, The FDRE Constitution, Art. 37(1).
106 See, Id. Art. 79(1). It is provided that "judicial powers, both at Federal and State
levels, are vested in the courts."
107 It has to be reckoned that a grouping of even two persons might be deemed as
such.
10s Supra note 53, The FDRE Constitution, Art. 31.
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however, provides a scheme whereby the legality or otherwise of an
association could be determined without judicial involvement, at any stage.
This denies the association and its members the right to access court-
administered-justice and thereby affects their freedom. Members might be
frightened in joining associations as a subsequent proscription by the
majority in the parliament might make their mere membership a crime.109

The negative human rights implications of the absence of judicial
involvement in the proscription are not just limited to the organizations per
se. It also affects members of the proscribed organization on an individual
basis. The fact that the organization in which someone is a member is
proscribed makes the member thereof punishable for a crime of participation
in a terrorist organization1 o and be subjected to rigorous imprisonment from
5 to 10 years. I believe that especially the phrases that criminalize
membership and participation in any capacity for the purpose of a terrorist
organization are susceptible to abuse and the judiciary should have had a say
at least in determining the criminal intent of those charged for being a
member of a proscribed organization. This seems absent as the law currently
stands.

It is an established fact that everyone has the right to be a member of any
association unless the association is clearly against the law. Suppose someone
joins a certain organization firmly convinced that the activities the
organization undertakes are lawful and participates in purely peaceful
aspects of the organization. However, if the organization, to which our
'innocent' example is a member, is proscribed as a terrorist organization, the
'innocent' person is liable to a minimum of 5 years rigorous imprisonment as
the requirement of the law i.e. membership or participation, in any capacity,
to a proscribed organization is met. This looks absurd.

109 But see, Interview with Hailu Mehari, Supra note 32. Ato Hailu argues that the
law will not affect freedom of association as every one has to be confident in joining a
peaceful organization. If the organization is really a peaceful one, there is no
possibility of being punished.
110 Supra note 5, The Anti-Terrorism Proclamation, Art. 7. Participation in a Terrorist
Organization

1. Whosoever recruits another person or takes training or becomes
a member or participates in any capacity for the purpose of a
terrorist organization or committing a terrorist act, on the basis of
his level of participation, is punishable with rigorous
imprisonment from 5 to 10 years.

2. Whosoever serves as a leader or decision maker in a terrorist
organization is punishable with rigorous imprisonment from 20
years to life.
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If it is not a slip of the pen, in a parliamentary document that explains the
Draft Anti-Terrorism Proclamation, there was a requirement of intention for
one to be punished for participation in a terrorist organization.111 This
requirement of intention is, however, absent in both the draft and the final
Proclamation. There is nothing that prevents one, who, even with innocent
belief, becomes a member and/or participates, in any capacity, in pursuance
of the objectives of an organization that is proscribed as a terrorist one, from
being persecuted for terrorism. It would have been sensible had membership
alone been made punishable only in so far as the accused has become a
member once the organization is proscribed as a terrorist one. Therefore, the
absence of judicial involvement in the process of proscription is of
paramount implications from the perspective of such 'innocent' individuals.

The envisaged proscription makes the power of courts a symbolic one. They
have no role whatsoever in challenging the decision to proscribe or de-
proscribe an organization as a terrorist one. It has to be borne in mind that
the FDRE Constitution gave the power of constitutional interpretation to the
House of the Federation but not to courts of law.1 12 Hence, courts cannot
declare unconstitutional whatever is decided by any organ of government
including the parliament.113 Therefore, it may not be constitutionally
permissible to directly empower courts to check the excess of powers by the
executive or the legislative organs. However, nothing should have prevented
courts of law from considering individual cases of members of proscribed
organizations to determine whether they are criminally responsible for their
involvement in the proscribed organization. Otherwise, it would mean that
the parliament is deciding on individual criminal responsibility.

From the individual's perspective, it seems that courts cannot go to the merit
of considering the unlawfulness of the acts that someone commits if it is
proved that he is a member or participated, in any capacity, for the purpose
of the proscribed organization.114 By proscribing a given organization as a

I A Short Explanation to the Draft Anti-Terrorism Proclamation, an unpublished
document located in the Documentation Center of the Ethiopian Parliament, Original
Document in Amharic, Translation Mine p. 15.
112 Supra note 53, The FDRE Constitution, Art. 83.
113 See generally, Consolidation of the House of the Federation and Definition of its
Powers and Responsibilities, Proclamation No. 251/2001.
114 But see, Interview with, Ato Amare Amogne, Judge, Federal Supreme Court, 9
December 2009. Ato Amare contends that it does not mean that a member will be
punished for his membership alone unless it is proved that in becoming a member of
the organization he has intended to cause the wrongs done. It is only a member who
has actually done the specified acts of terrorism who is liable to punishment.
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terrorist one, the Parliament is making members punishable for their mere
membership as membership alone in any capacity is an independently
punishable crime. Generally, there is no clear demarcation between the
powers of the lawmaker and that of courts, if at all any, in the process of
prosecuting alleged terrorists.115 With all the above stated reasons, I argue
that the absence of judicial participation in the proscription and especially the
effects thereof, has negative consequences from a human rights perspective
since courts of law are expected to be defenders of human rights.

3.2.3 It Might be Used to Punish Political Dissent16

Among criticisms against anti-terrorism laws, all over the world, the
allegation that they might be inappropriately used to punish political dissent
is the most prominent one.117 In fact some commentators even questioned the
appropriateness of the focus given to anti-terrorism measures alleging that
they are being misused to pursue political missions by red-herring the public
with the mostly echoed effects of terrorism.118

However, I [this author] would argue that as the law appears now, there is no further
requirement if it is proved that some one is a member of an organization that is
proscribed as terrorist.
115 See, Ibid. Ato Amare said that regulations are needed to bring clarity on the
procedure to be followed in bringing court cases before and/or after the proscription.
See also, Supra note 37. While commenting on whether investigation begins before
proscription, Ato Mulugeta contends that some form of pre-formal investigation is
indispensable as there is a need to establish a case to the satisfaction of the
Parliament to decide on the issue. I argue that this has to be resolved by a regulation
that clearly demarcates the mandates of courts before and/or after proscription by
the Parliament.
116 See, Supra notes 7 and 8 for the debate on whether or not the government is
actually using the anti-terrorism to silence political opposition. In consequence of the
terrorism charges against a number of journalists and members of the opposition,
some people argue that the law is being used to silence political opposition. On the
contrary, the government denies such allegations and contends that it has never used
the law to silence political opposition whereas membership to political parties could
not be a defense to evade criminal prosecution. This paper does not dare to examine
practical issues which, as already indicated above, is an area which deserves a
separate study.
117 See for example, Ben Saul, Defending 'Terrorism': Justifications and Excuses for
Terrorism in International Criminal Law, Australian Year Book of International Law,
Vol. 25, 2006, p.2 0. See also, Noah Bialostozsky, The Misuse of Terrorism Prosecution in
Chile: The Need for Discrete Consideration of Minority and Indigenous Group Treatment in
Rule of Law Analyses, Northwestern Journal of International Human Rights, Vol. 6,
2007-2008, p.83 .
us See for example, Carol K. Winkler, In the Name of Terrorism: Presidents on Political
Violence in the Post-World War II Era, State University of New York Press, 2006, p.2 .
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The Anti-Terrorism Proclamation has been criticized by international human
rights activists and the domestic opposition and private media for its
susceptibility to be used for the purpose of punishing political dissent.119 The
government, on its part, denies the plausibility of this accusation. During
public discussions of the Proclamation in its draft stage, officials of the
government maintained that the law has no negative impact in the peaceful
functioning of political parties.120

In a press briefing on this issue, Ato Meles Zenawi, the late Ethiopian Prime
Minister, reiterated the position of his government. He said that political
difference ought to be resolved by political means; that is perfectly correct;
which means, if that is the position the opposition accepts, political
differences will not take the form of terror and therefore the Proclamation
will not affect those with a different political opinion.121 True, gone are the
days when it was thought that was appropriate to use any means to get to
state power. However, it has to be stressed that not all inappropriate methods
of acquiring state power are cases of terrorism.

Despite the government's optimistic statements on the issue at hand, I would
argue that there are genuine concerns to argue that there is no guarantee that
can prevent the government in power from using the Proclamation to attack
its political opponents. It is an age-old purpose of laws to limit arbitrary
power of government. This does not necessarily mean that governments are
irresponsible actors. However, neither is it plausible to expect the
government to put a limit on its power based on its volition. This is why we
need laws to check undue practices by the government, and obviously other
actors. Irrespective of the degree of political commitment not to use the
Proclamation for punishing political dissent, the system can in no way be
immune from such criticism unless it has legal schemes meant to pursue this
commitment.

Carol K. Winkler contends that in the case of the United States of America on an
empirical level more Americans have died from crossing the street than from being
victims of terrorist attacks, that only six Americans have died as a result of chemical
or biological terrorism since 1900, and that no American has ever died from an act of
nuclear terrorism.
119 See for example, Human Rights Watch, Supra note 72.
120 Parliament Document, Supra note 69 at 10. It was stated that "the Proclamation is
not meant to deal with the relations between the opposition and the government; it is
rather meant to stand for peace."
121 Melaku Demissie, Arguments on Anti-Terrorism Law, the Reporter (English),
Published Weekly by Media and Communications Center, Saturday 04 July 2009.
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The Proclamation has two inherent weaknesses that make it vulnerable to be
abused so as to silence political opposition. These two weaknesses have been
the focus of analysis in the preceding two downsides of the Proclamation.
Though the above stated weaknesses have cross-cutting effects on various
categories of human rights, their negative impacts on manifestations of the
right to protest is a noteworthy one which demands separate treatment due
to the fact that terrorism is not a purely legal concept but rather with political
hybrids.

It has been noted earlier that some of the elements of the offence of 'terrorist
acts' in the Proclamation are unduly broad. Notable in this regard could be
the fact that it criminalizes 'serious interference or disruption of public
services' as a terrorist act irrespective of whether human life has been lost,
bodily integrity seriously endangered or grave loss or destruction has
resulted from such interference. Since demonstrations are the prominent
ways of pursuing political protest, mainly in critical times, the broader aspect
of the definition, in one way or another, is more likely to curtail peaceful
political demonstrations.

Incontrovertibly, interruption or destruction of public services is a criminal
activity and its perpetrators deserve the appropriate punishment. However,
there is no justified reason for it to constitute a crime of terrorism on its own.
In our case, if an organization is proscribed, it will immediately lose its legal
personality and cannot lawfully operate. This has deterrence effects on
peaceful political protests as there is a possibility for protests to result in the
public service interruption or disruption sought by the law 22 and the whole
activity be regarded as a 'terrorist act' making the organizing party
susceptible to proscription. Any undue limitation on the right to protest, the
functional part of the right to political participation, is of far-reaching
harmful consequences on human rights protection.

The weakness of the Proclamation manifested in denying judicial
involvement in the process of proscription of terrorist organizations also best
depicts the problem of the absence of judicial control not to let the law be
used to silence political opposition. It has been mentioned earlier that an
organization will be proscribed as a terrorist one based on the proposal by

122 See, Interview with Lidetu Ayalew, Supra note 75. Ato Lidetu Ayalew further
contends that these and other features of the Proclamation suggest that the law was
made not just for protection of innocent victims of terrorism, which he argues shall
be the only focal point of the law as they have no way to protect themselves, but to
protect the government which has well-entrenched capacity to protect itself from any
attack.
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the government and an endorsement thereof by the House of Peoples'
Representatives. In current Ethiopian reality, the party which leads the
executive, and the one which is supposed to propose proscription, has 99.6%
of the seats in the House. It will have no problem in getting an approval of
the proposed proscription from the House.123 Hence, in the absence of any
form of judicial involvement, there is nothing that can prevent the
government from proscribing any organization as a terrorist one.1 24 The
unchallenged dominance that the leading political party has in the House
places the conviction not to use the Proclamation for political purposes in the
mercy of the leading political party, not in a legally regulated scheme that
prevents abuse.

The only option that an aggrieved political party has in such cases would be
questioning the constitutionality of the decision of the House. However, even
the House of the Federation, which is mandated to constitutional
interpretation, is a political entity and hence may not be immune from the
critics that one may have over the Parliament.125 Therefore, I argue that the
absence of judicial involvement, in all the stages of the proscription process
might potentially be used to silence political opposition.

3.2.4 Evidentiary Rules Bypassing Constitutional Guarantees of
Human Rights

The need to incorporate new legal mechanisms and procedures to gather and
compile sufficient information and evidences in order to bring perpetrators of
terrorist acts to justice 26 is one among the statements of reason of the
proclamation. A parliamentary document that gives brief explanation of the
provisions of the Proclamation stated that the existing legal regime in
Ethiopia regarding evidentiary matters are not sufficient to control terrorism

123 In my personal observations so far, I never heard of a bill proposed by the
executive that failed to get the approval of the Ethiopian parliament.
124 See, Minasse Haile, The New Ethiopian Constitution: Its Impact Upon Unity, Human
Rights and Development, Suffolk Transnational Law Review, Vol. 20, 1996-1997, p. 51.
Professor Minasse Haile criticizes the Ethiopian Constitution for not being friendly
with the principle of separation of power.
125 Supra note 53, The FDRE Constitution, Art. 61(3). The Constitution ordains that
"Members of the House of the Federation shall be elected by the State Councils." In
current Ethiopian realities, in all the State Councils, the leading political party is
either the one which controls the Council or has partnership with the ethnically
organized political parties controlling the regions' State Councils. It is this political
feature of the House of the Federation that affects its pragmatic potential in dealing
with the claims of aggrieved political parties with the degree of neutrality that is
demanded in such cases.
126 Supra note 5, The Anti-Terrorism Proclamation, Preamble, par. 4.
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and bring perpetrators to justice demanding the law maker to provide new
rules of evidence.127

Article 23 of the Anti-Terrorism Proclamation provides that:
Without prejudice to the admissibility of evidences to be presented in
accordance with the Criminal Procedure Code and other relevant
legislations, the following shall be admissible in court for terrorism
cases:

1. intelligence report prepared in relation to terrorism, even if the
report does not disclose the source or the method it was gathered;

2. hearsay or indirect evidences;
3. digital or electronic evidences;
4. evidences gathered through interception or surveillance or

information obtained through interception conducted by foreign
law enforcement bodies; and

5. confession of a suspect of terrorism in writing, voice recording,
video cassette or recorded in any mechanical or electronic
device.128

Among admissible evidences listed in the Proclamation, the one which makes
an intelligence report on terrorism admissible without a need to disclose the
source or the method it was gathered seems, at least apparently, contrary to
the constitutional rule that excludes evidences obtained under coercion. The
Constitution commands that "persons arrested shall not be compelled to make
confessions or admissions which could be used in evidence against them. Any
evidence obtained under coercion shall not be admissible."129 The fact that the law
admits intelligence reports without a need to disclose the method of
collection thereof might enable the intelligence officials to bypass the
constitutional guarantee not to use torture to obtain evidences. It has to be
borne in mind that this kind of technique is becoming rampant in many
countries in relation to terrorism cases.130 Coupled with the capacity
problems of the police to investigate terrorism cases131, it is not unwise to be
skeptical of the way that this provision is going to be implemented.

127 A Short Explanation to the Draft Anti-Terrorism Proclamation, an unpublished
document located in the Documentation Center of the Ethiopian Parliament, Original
Document in Amharic, Translation Mine p. 10 and 11.
12s Supra note 5, The Anti-Terrorism Proclamation, Art. 23.
129 Supra note 54, The FDRE Constitution, Art. 19(5).
130 See, Human Rights Council of the UN, 10th session, Agenda item 3, Report of the
Special Rapporteur on the promotion and protection of human rights and
fundamental freedoms while countering terrorism, 4 February 2009, p. 7.
131 Hashim Tewfik, Supra note 36 at 42-44.
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It might be argued that the Proclamation does not specifically make
evidences obtained by coercion admissible. On the contrary, since revising
evidentiary rules is among the statement of reasons of the Proclamation
stated in the preamble, something significantly different from the existing
legal regime might have been sought. Irrespective of what has been sought
by the law, it is a clear case that contradicts with the Constitution if
intelligence report that fails to disclose its method of collection is made
admissible, especially in cases when the suspect claims to have been
tortured.132 I recommend the constitutionality of this provision of the
Proclamation has to be challenged.

The FDRE Constitution unequivocally establishes the right of accused
persons to have full access to any evidence presented and examine witnesses
testifying against them.133 The fact that the anti-terrorism law provides that
hearsay or indirect evidences are admissible might collide with the principles
of fair trail recognized by the Ethiopian Constitution. The admissibility of
hearsay and indirect evidences as well as intelligence reports failing to
disclose the source or method of gathering seriously offends the defendants'
right to confrontation of the prosecution case. This may undermine the
reliability of the court's verdict and likely give rise to miscarriage of justice.

3.2.5 5Undue Restriction on Freedom of Expression
The Proclamation's subjective criminalization of encouragement of
terrorism1 34 makes the domain of the prohibited act indeterminate and might
unduly restrain the lawful exercise of freedom of expression especially
through the media. Undeniable as it is, unregulated use of the media might
make it susceptible to abuse by persons of terrorist agenda to nurture a

132 I am aware of the argument that it may not be unconstitutional if the law just
turns the burden of proving the existence of torture or other forms of coercion from
the government to the suspected individual.[ see for example, supra note 32, Ato
Hailu Mehari had this opinion] But I would argue that this kind of scheme is in no
way acceptable as the right at stake is freedom from torture, which is an absolute
right and it is not practically an easy affair for an individual suspect prove the fact of
his being coerced to the satisfaction of the court.
133 Supra note 54, The FDRE Constitution Art, 20(4).
134 Supra note 5, The Anti-Terrorism Proclamation, Art. 6. Encouragement of
Terrorism
Whosoever publishes or causes the publication of a statement that is likely to be
understood by some or all of the members of the public to whom it is published as a
direct or indirect encouragement or other inducement to them to the commission or
preparation or instigation of an act of terrorism stipulated under Article 3 of this
Proclamation is punishable with rigorous imprisonment from 10 to 20 years.
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culture of violence and spread terror.135 Exceeding its limits, freedom of
expression might be abused and add fuel to the fire. This has to be legally
regulated.136 However, care should be taken not to violate the essence of the
freedom under the guise of fighting terrorism.

The Proclamation criminalizes not only clear cases of direct or indirect
encouragement of terrorism through the media137 but also any thing that is
likely to be understood as such by the public or a part thereof for whose
consumption the publication was made. Coupled with the above commented
vagueness and broadness of the definition, the subjective consideration in
deciding whether an expression is an encouragement of terrorism might
result in an unprincipled limitation on the freedom. As the law appears on its
face, in so far as there is a possibility for the expression to be understood by
members of the public as a direct or indirect encouragement of terrorism, it is
legally possible to punish the expression without enquiry into the objective
plausibility that the expression is a clear case of encouragement of terrorism.
This subjectivity makes the domain of the offence indeterminate. The more
indeterminate a criminal offence is the more likely for it to be abused.

The FDRE Constitution stipulates that freedom of expression can be limited
only through laws which are guided by the principle that the freedom cannot
be limited on account of the content or effect of the point of view
expressed.138 In apparent contradiction with this principle, the Proclamation
employed a purely subjective criterion that is meant to control the effect of
the point of view expressed by the media. This subjective consideration is
likely to erode the constitutional commitment to provide legal protection to
the press, as an institution, so as to ensure operational independence and its
capacity to entertain diverse opinions.139 In the public debate about the law, it

135 See for example, Paul Wilkinson, Terrorism Versus Democracy: The Liberal State
Response, Frank Cass Publishers, 2005, p.174-183 .
136 See, Supra note 22, ICCPR, Art. 19 (3).
137 But see, Johannesburg Principles on National Security, Freedom of Expression and
Access to Information, Art. 19, Global Campaign for Free Expression, International
Standards Series, November 1996. Principle 6 provides that expression may be
punished as a threat to national security only if a government can demonstrate that:
the expression is intended to incite imminent violence, it is likely to incite such
violence and there is a direct and immediate connection between the expression and
the likelihood or occurrence of such violence.
13s The FDRE Constitution, Art. 29(6).
139 Id. Art. 29 (4).
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was noted that the way the provision of the law is framed might embarrass
citizens not to exercise their freedom of expression.140

3.2.6 Other Human Rights Concerns
In this section, we will focus on exploring other human rights concerns that
could be raised in relation to the Proclamation. Three concerns of human
rights are explored. An argument against the generic denial of bail in
terrorism cases is the first one to be explored. The not-unlikely unprincipled
use of the surveillance and interception mandates by the security personnel is
also commented as there has to be a scheme not to let the mandate used in
cases when it is not indispensable. Finally, this article reflects on the fate of
suspects of terrorism against whom a charge has not been instituted at the
expiry of the four month maximum period of remand.
The denial of bail right141 for suspects of terrorism cases is one of the critiques
that one might mention against the Proclamation. It is provided that "if a
terrorism charge is filed in accordance with this proclamation, the court shall order
the suspect to be remanded for trial until the court hears and gives decision on the
case."142 There are arguments that this kind of generic denial of bail has
unconstitutional elements. The theme of the argument is that the Constitution
provides that a court may deny bail only in exceptional circumstances
prescribed by law143 but not a total legislative denial of bail in specified
offences. In fact, a case44 with similar contents regarding the anti-corruption
special procedure and rules of evidence (Amendment) proclamation has been
submitted to the Council of Constitutional Inquiry and it was maintained
that the stipulation is constitutional. It declared that there is no need for
constitutional interpretation and rejected the case.145 It is only a final decision

140 See, Parliamentary Document, supra note 55 at 6.
141 But see, Wondwossen Demissie (ed.), Human Rights in Criminal Proceedings:
Normative and Practical Aspects, Reflective Analysis of Procedural and Evidentiary
Aspects of the Ethiopian Anti-terrorism Law, Ethiopian Human Rights Law Series
Vol. III, Addis Ababa University, Faculty of Law, 2010, pp. 51-54. Wondwossen
argues that the issue of bail has not specifically been addressed in the anti-terrorism
proclamation. There is an obscurity regarding the fate of the arrested terrorist suspect
until a terrorist charge is instituted against him/her. However, the proclamation
specifically denies conditional release once a terrorist charge has been established.
142 Supra note 5, The Anti-Terrorism Proclamation, Art. 20 (5).
143 Supra note 54, The FDRE Constitution, Art. 19(6).
144 Council of Constitutional Inquiry, Recommendation on the constitutionality of the
proclamation that prohibits bail in crimes of corruption, unpublished document
located in the House of the Federation.
145 See generally, Council of Constitutional Inquiry Proclamation, Proc. No. 250/2001,
Federal Negarit Gazeta, Year 7, No. 40.This comprises professional experts that have
the mandate to recommend on constitutional interpretation issues submitted to the
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by the House of the Federation that serves as a precedent for other similar
constitutional matters.146 Therefore, it is not impossible for one to expect
another decision by making an application for the case of the anti-terrorism
law.

Without prejudice to the issue of constitutionality, I would argue that it
would have been better had not all cases of terrorism been non-bailable
offences. Not all offences stipulated in the Proclamation are serious so as to
justify denial of bail. False threat of terrorism147, failure to disclose terrorist
acts148 and failure to provide information about a lessee1 49 that are punishable
with rigorous imprisonment from three to ten years on account of breach of
duty to cooperate15o may be prominent examples in this regard. It does not
seem justified to treat all the offences specified in the Proclamation alike. It
would have been better had grave offences of terrorism that are deemed non-
bailable been specified. In fact, we have a similar legislative trend in

House of the Federation and submit the recommendation for the House of the
Federation for a final decision. Article 17 (3) of the proclamation provides that "if the
Council, after investigating the case submitted to it, finds that there is no need for
constitutional interpretation, it may reject the case and inform of its decision thereof
to the concerned party."
146 Consolidation of the House of the Federation and Definition of its Powers and
Responsibilities, Proclamation, Proc. No. 251/2001, Federal Negarit Gazeta, Year 7,
No. 41, Art. 11(1).
147 Supra note 5, The Anti-Terrorism Proclamation, Art. 11 False Threat of Terrorist
Act
Whosoever while knowing or believing that the information is false, intentionally
communicates or makes available by any means that a terrorist act has been or is
being or will be committed, is punishable with rigorous imprisonment from 3 to 10
years.
148 Id. Art. 12. Failure to Disclose Terrorist Acts
Whosoever, having information or evidence that may assist to prevent terrorist act
before its commission, or having information or evidence capable to arrest or
prosecute or punish a suspect who has committed or prepared to commit an act of
terrorism, fails to immediately inform or give information or evidence to the police
without reasonable causes, or gives false information, is punishable with rigorous
imprisonment from 3 to 10 years.
149 Id. Art. 15. Information about a Lessee

1. Whosoever leases a house, place, room, vehicle or any similar facility
shall have the duty to register in detail the identity of the lessee and
notify the same to the nearest police station within 24 hours.

2. Any person, who lets a foreigner live in his house, shall have a duty to
notify the nearest police station within 24 hours, about the identity of the
foreigner and submit a copy of his passport.

150 Id. Art. 35.
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Ethiopial51 and it would have been better to follow a similar trend for cases of
terrorism. I believe that it is still possible to make amendments to effect
changes in this regard.

Given the danger terrorism poses on the well being of the public at large, it is
legally acceptable to put in place legitimate and permissible restrictions on
personal rights in appropriate circumstances. With this understanding, I
would argue that the fact that the Proclamation mandates the security
personnel to intercept or conduct surveillance on various modalities of
communication up on getting court warrant1 52 is legitimate. In fact, it might
make the security personnel able to prevent crimes of terrorism ahead of
their commission and thereby preventing the would-be negative implications
on human rights protection.

I believe the surveillance and interception sought by the Proclamation does
not bypass constitutionally provided restrictions on the enjoyment of the
right to privacy which permit legitimate restrictions in compelling
circumstances meant to protect national security or public peace, the
prevention of crimes or the protection of health, public morality or the rights
and freedom of others.153 It is meant to protect an overarching interest that
deserves protection. However, care should be taken not to let this mandate be
abused by using it in cases whose gravity does not justify the interception
and surveillance sought by the law. In fact, this would be a matter of judicial
activism in that the judiciary has to question the merits of each case. But still,
it would have been better had the law provided guiding considerations154 to

151 The Revised Anti-Corruption Special Procedure and Rules of Evidence
Proclamation, Proc. No. 434/2005, Federal Negarit Gazeta, Year 11, No. 19, Art. 4(1)
limits non-balilable corruption cases based on the gravity of the offence stating that it
is only persons charged with a corruption offence punishable for more than 10 years
imprisonment who can not be released on bail. This provision repeals the provision
of the Anti-Corruption Special Procedure and Rules of Evidence (Amendment)
Proclamation that ordains that any person who is arrested on suspicion of having
committed a corruption offence [irrespective of its gravity] shall not be released on
bail.
152 Supra note 5, The Anti-Terrorism Proclamation, Art. 14(1).
153 Supra note 54, The FDRE Constitution, Art. 26(3).
154 Supra note 5, The Anti-Terrorism Proclamation, Art. 18. The Proclamation
provides such kind of guidelines in case of warrant given to conduct covert search. It
is provided that: The court on the basis of the information presented to it by the
applicant (the police), may give covert search warrant by having into consideration:

a. the nature or gravity of the terrorist act or the suspected terrorist act; and
b. the extent to which the measures to be taken in accordance with the

warrant would assist to prevent the act of terrorism or arrest the suspect.
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grant court warrant or refuse to do so considering whether the compelling
circumstances sought by the Constitution are fulfilled. In the absence of
clearly stated guidelines, there is a probability whereby the legitimate
mandate might be used for illegitimate cases and thereby unduly restricting
the privacy rights of citizens beyond the permissible limits of the law. Yet, it
is praiseworthy that the Proclamation provides that information obtained
through interception shall be kept in secret.155

This article mentioned earlier the four month period of remand to detain a
suspect of terrorism for investigation purposes before charge as a positive
contribution of the Proclamation when seen from subjective Ethiopian legal
reality. However, there are genuine human rights concerns that have to be
seen with due attention. Nothing has been said regarding the fate of the
suspect when investigation is not over after the lapse of the four month
period of remand. The police might potentially indefinitely detain suspects of
terrorism even after the expiry of the four month limitation. It is not very
uncommon for the police in Ethiopia to detain a suspect even defying a court
order for the release of the same.156 Hence, something concrete should be
there to prevent the police from detaining the suspect indefinitely.

The Proclamation simply ordains that no remand shall be given after the
lapse of the four month period. The fate of the suspects up on expiry of such
period is not clearly stated. Some argue that the suspect shall not be released
free and has to be conditionally released on bail 157; others argue that the court
should only close the file of remand and it is up to the detained person to
challenge the legality of his detention by invoking habeas corpus158; still others
contend that the case has to be closed for-good and the suspect has to be
released forthwith1 59 as no case has been established against him. This

155 Id. Art. 14(2).
156 See, Interviews with Aderajew Teklu and Yirdaw Abebe, Supra note 58. Ato
Aderajew and Ato Yirdaw confirmed this mentioning real cases. See also, Siye
Abrha, Freedom and Justice in Ethiopia, Signature Book Printing, 2009, P. 92. (Original
book in Amharic entitled 'Netsanetna Dagninet Be'Ethiopia', translation mine). This
is a famous case of corruption allegation against a former MP and Minister of
Defense of Ethiopia. The book evidenced detention after a court decided release on
bail of the suspect.
157 Interview with Ato Berihu Tewoldebirhan, Federal Public Prosecutor, on 14
November, 2009.
15 Interview with Amare Amogne, Supra note 114.
159 Interview with Mulugeta Ayalew, Supra note 37. Ato Mulugeta Ayalew has this
stand.
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uncertainty might be a cause for human rights abuses as the police might
indefinitely detain suspects.

I believe that the law has to be given effect. If the suspect remains in custody
or is only conditionally released, the Proclamation's limitation of the period
of investigation to four month time becomes meaningless. Nor is it acceptable
to resort to habeas corpus which, I believe, works for a person whose detention
has not come to the attention of a court of law.160 Therefore, if the four month
period expires without a criminal charge, the case shall be closed and the
suspect has to be released, at least conditionally, forthwith. Otherwise, the
police would be indifferent towards diligence in investigating cases of
terrorism. Judicial activism geared towards protecting the rights of suspects
up on adopting human-rights-friendly interpretation of the pertinent legal
instruments is priceless to solve the problem.

The negative features of the Proclamation have either real or potential
negative impacts on human rights protection. The ones with real negative
impacts are those which directly place undue restrictions on human rights.
The case of freedom of expression might be an example in this regard. Those
which I referred as having potentially negative impacts on human rights are
the ones which are susceptible to be used to curtail the whole process of
human rights protection. The indeterminacy of the definition and minimized
role of the judiciary might fall in this category. Though terrorism has to be
prevented and punished, this should not be done at the expense of human
rights that the prevention of terrorism is meant to protect. This is clearly
against the premise of fighting terrorism. To use the words of Michael
Ignatieff, freedom itself must set a limit to the measures we employ to
maintain it.

4. Conclusion and Recommendations

The anti-terrorism law shall not be a source of violations of human rights, for
whose protection it was necessitated. The anti-terrorism law has
praiseworthy positive roles for the furtherance of human rights protection. Its
most important positive feature is enabling the country to effectively prevent

160 Cf. Civil Procedure Code of the Empire of Ethiopia of 1965, Decree No. 52 of 1952,
Art. 179(2) provide that an illegally detained person shall be released by virtue of
habeas corpus where the court is satisfied that the restraint is unlawful. This shows
that what the law envisages are cases which the court was not aware of. In our case,
however, the court is fully aware of the unlawful detention since it is the one that
closed the file of the remand and the detention would henceforth be unlawful. It does
not seem justified to expect the suspect reappear by virtue of a habeas corpus
application as it is possible to decide on the issue right there.
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and punish terrorism. Secondly, the fact that the law envisages the
establishment of a Terrorism Victims' Fund is praiseworthy in that it
introduced the concept of compensation to victims of human rights
violations, which has hitherto been not well-organized, or even totally absent,
in Ethiopia. I recommend a prompt establishment of the fund by a regulation.
Thirdly, the law fixed the maximum period of remand to prevent unlimited
pre-trial detention.

Coming to its downsides, this article identified a number of real and potential
threats to human rights protection emanating from the Proclamation. The
first one is a common denominator for all the threats. The law provides an
unwarrantedly broad and vague definition of terrorist acts. This makes the
domain of the offence an indeterminate one and highly susceptible to abuse
by state actors. I recommend the definition of 'terrorist acts' in the
Proclamation has to be amended so as to avoid its unwarrantedly broad and
indefensibly vague elements. It is possible to take lessons from the
recommendations of United Nation organs, and that of other jurisdictions.

The second major problem is mandating the Parliament the power to
proscribe and de-proscribe terrorist organizations and deny judicial role in at
least examining particular cases. Proscription in the Proclamation is not just a
symbolic declaration. It has irreversible implications on the fate of the
organization and its members. The absence of judicial involvement violates
citizens' right to access court-administered-justice recognized in the
Constitution. I recommend the constitutionality of the proscription process
envisaged by the proclamation be considered. Moreover, an amendment has
to be made not to punish individuals for their mere membership to
proscribed organizations in the name of punishing participation in a terrorist
group. It is possible to differentiate mere membership before and after
proscription. It is only when one becomes a member cognizant of an
organization's terrorist missions that membership alone can defensibly be a
terrorist act. Coupled with the definitional indeterminacy, this could make
the law susceptible to abuses that could punish non-terrorist political dissent.
A regulation has to be issued to make clear the mandates of the parliament
and that of courts of law in the process of prosecuting terrorist organizations
and members thereto. The effect of proscription in the conduct of court cases
shall especially be addressed.

The fact that the Proclamation makes admissible terrorism-related
intelligence report (that does not disclose its source or the method used) and
hearsay and indirect evidences might be a source of abuse. This is contrary to
the constitutional principle that excludes evidences obtained by torture and
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might tempt the police to resort to torture. It may also limit the right of
defendants to confront evidences and witnesses against them and thereby
causing miscarriage of justice. The law also restricts the exercise of freedom
of expression not by using objectively verifiable standards but by subjective
considerations. It prohibits freedom of expression if it is likely to be
understood by the addressees of the expression as a direct or indirect
encouragement of terrorism. Given the definitional problems mentioned
earlier, this predominantly subjective thought might give rise to an
unprincipled restriction on freedom of expression. This unprincipled
restriction should be rendered unconstitutional.

The capacity of the police, public prosecutors, the judiciary, the national
intelligence and security service and other stake holders has to be
strengthened for the better. This assists much for the efficacy of the country's
counterterrorism measures without unduly violating human rights. It is only
when we have well-organized police and judicial system that human rights
would better be protected. A police force without the required competence to
investigate terrorism cases is more likely to resort to inhuman treatments
against suspects or witnesses in terrorism cases. Above all, there has to be a
higher degree of judicial activism to prevent abuse of human rights in
terrorism-related cases. Judges should always act as human rights defenders
by adopting human-rights-friendly interpretation of the provisions of the
Proclamation and other criminal legislations including provisions of the
Criminal Code and procedure. It is only when the judiciary is active in
defending human rights that we can be assured that the potential abuses of
the Proclamation by government forces is not something worrisome.
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Legal Research Tools and Methods in Ethiopia

Wondemagegn Tadesse*

1. Introduction

Like in any other discipline (science or profession), clarity on research
methods is crucial for the study of law and its institutions. From terminology
to its very existence, the subject of legal research methodology, which is
mostly unheeded until recently, is debated. Close to home, legal research
methodology, despite its potential in shaping the quality of legal scholarship,
has not yet obtained sufficient clarity in the study of law. From confusion of
'legal research' with the study of legal citations to lack of academics
interested in the area, legal research languishes in the shadows of substantive
study of law. Unlike in other disciplines where research methods are taken
seriously - in some cases being the very definition of the profession - law
students, academicians, and practitioners have largely ignored issues of
research methods in Ethiopia.

Generally two problems of legal research could be identified in Ethiopia. The
first relates to the dearth of finding tools or law finders that are crucial in
standard legal researches as carried out for instance in writing legal
memorandum or pleadings. It is common knowledge among Ethiopian legal
scholars that their doctrinal researches at present are not assisted by
systematic tools of locating the law. Although there were beginnings to
systematize the publication and the finding of Ethiopian laws such as the
consolidation efforts of the 1970's, none of them resulted in permanent tools
of legal research. Moreover, there is little consensus among legal scholars on
the importance of law finding tools in Ethiopia. The second problem relates
to the meaning and type of empirical legal research methods that should be
applied in empirical legal scholarship. The introduction of a course on legal
research methods, with recent reforms of law school curricula, might be
evidence of the growing recognition of empirical legal research methods in

* LL.B (School of Law, AAU), LL.M (Department of Public and International Law,
University of Oslo), PhD Student (Institute of International Law and International
Relations, Karl-Franzens University of Graz); Lecturer, Center for Human Rights,
AAU (On Study Leave); also taught part-time at School of Law, AAU;
Email: twon demagegn@yahoo.com. I am grateful to the two anonymous reviewers,
who identified, among others, major structural flaws of the initial draft and helped in
the enhancement of coverage and organization of the article. I am also indebted to
students Rediate Mulugeta and Sousena Kebede of the School of Law, who have
assisted me in carrying out a general empirical survey used for this article.
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the study and practice of law. But telling from the content and organization
of the textbook', (empirical) legal research methods are more obscured than
elaborated. While criticizing the text is not the point of this article and as a
matter of fact the text's efforts have to be acknowledged as pioneering
empirical methods to Ethiopian law students, the textbook provides little
assistance for actual undertaking of empirical legal research owing to its lack
of clarity exemplified by ambiguities in terminologies and concepts of
research methods.

Such problems surrounding significance and meaning of legal research in
Ethiopia naturally call for exploration of the various issues of research
methods, issues which will hopefully be taken up for further research and
action by students, practitioners, and institutes of law. Hence exploration, it
should be stated, is the objective of this article. As in the nature of
exploratory research, instead of providing concrete solutions, the article aims
at identifying issues concerning legal research in Ethiopia. In doing so,
categories and definitions of legal research are borrowed from literature. For
the purpose of comparison with other research methods, brief examination of
doctrinal study and its methods is made. Since finding tools in doctrinal
research require special attention, separate discussion of the topic is
provided. Issues revolving around empirical legal research are also discussed
at length for they stir debates in legal scholarship. The article also offers some
clarification of terms "primary" and "secondary", which might mean
different things based on the context in which they are used. After an outline
of questions of concern in legal research methods in Ethiopia, the article will
remark on law schools and legal methods including the issue of plagiarism,
frequently encountered in term papers and theses. After some observations
on rules of citation, the article will end with conclusions and
recommendations to stakeholders in enriching legal research and in effect
legal scholarship in Ethiopia.

The initial story should be told. Sometime ago, the writer was looking for an
article he was told published in the Journal of Ethiopian Law (hereinafter
JEL). The story did not include the year and volume of JEL - the source was a
faint memory of the article. Naturally, the writer went to the Law Library
(Addis Ababa University, hereinafter AAU), wondering how to retrieve the
article. He was all but unsure if there were indices of JEL. The Library
informed the writer that there was no index to JEL. What was then the
natural course for the writer, or anyone for that matter? Naturally colleagues

1 Justice and Legal System Research Institute, Legal Research Methods: Teaching
Material (2009)
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teaching the subject area should be of assistance but could not identify the
article. The situation was unfortunate not least the writer could not find the
article - may be the article never existed. But because there was and is no
easy way of finding it: probably one had to start from the first Volume, first
Number of JEL, which would be how many decades back? Or would it be a
consolation if one knew that there are barely 25 volumes of JEL ever issued?
But what struck the writer most was the wider picture: there was and still is
no easy way of finding Ethiopian law- laws, legal articles, and any legal
research output. And then the big question: should legal research tools such
as finding tools, techniques, and methods not help legal scholars with these
and similar issues? Ideas with empirical legal research forming part of this
article came later.

Afterwards the writer consulted legal research materials and browsed books
and periodicals online. For lack of local materials, the writer has to
substantially depend on foreign materials accessible. The literature on legal
research is rich, though as will be clear later, with varying meanings of the
concept. But what is inspiring is if one so desired one can bite as much as one
likes for legal research and scholarship in Ethiopia. Compared to complex
and functional legal tools and methods developed elsewhere, the
understanding and employment of legal research methods in Ethiopia are at
their earliest. It is not to say that by now the Ethiopian lawyer should have
had Ethiopian versions of Westlaw and LexisNexis. It is neither to suggest
that the Ethiopian law student should have had half of her studies in
empirical legal research methods.

Regarding the situation of legal research methods in Ethiopia, the article
relies on personal observation of the writer and information gathered
through conversations with colleagues and students. Moreover, to
corroborate these sources of information, a general survey for the purpose of
this article was carried out. The survey, the questions of which are annexed
in the end, focused on types of legal research common among scholars and
students of law, the use of law finders in doctrinal research, and methods
applied to empirical legal research. In the survey, which is carried out at the
School of Law, AAU, thirty-six research reports are investigated in terms of
research tools and methods. Sixteen are articles published in JEL and twenty
are theses and senior papers of graduate and undergraduate students of the
School of Law. The findings are indicated in sections where the Ethiopian
situation is explored. As it should be clear, the sample taken is not
representative of legal research outputs in law schools let alone in Ethiopia.
However, given the communality of legal research tools and methods in
many jurisdictions, the writer believes that similar findings are expected in
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legal studies in Ethiopia, in academics and in practice alike. Moreover, as is
in the nature of exploratory research, which this article is, it should be the
issues raised and not the findings that concern readers most.

2. Note on Terminology

At the outset, it is important to clarify the meaning of terms in this article.
This is partly because one of the article's aims is to explain terms in
methodology. A person interested in legal research might come across words
like legal research methods, legal methodology, doctrinal research, non-
doctrinal research, empirical legal research, research in law and how to find
the law, just to name a few. These terms, as will be explained in subsequent
paragraphs and sections, might have differing meanings, some of them
identifying the conventional legal research, others meaning in the broadest
sense, still others referring to different categories of legal research, and so on.
For example, in Black's Law Dictionary, one finds legal research as "the
finding and assembling of authorities that bear on a question of law," 2 which
mirrors the traditional legal research but oblivious to the nascent empirical
legal research concerned more in what is happening in society than what
books of law such as proclamations say or do not say.

To provide framework for later discussions, this article borrows an
illuminating classification of legal research by Paul Chynoweth, who himself
depended on the work of a Canadian report on legal education. According to
him, legal research is classified into two: doctrinal legal research (which is
also research in law) and interdisciplinary (sometimes called non-doctrinal or
research about law). Based on their application, these two in turn are
classified into two: applied and pure research. Joining them together, the
classification will have four strands: in doctrinal research, which is about
"formulation of legal 'doctrines' through the analysis of legal rules," there are
two, one being expository research (an applied one and exemplified by black-
letter law research used to write legal textbooks, treatises, articles or legal
memorandums) and two being legal theory research (which is 'pure' and could
be exemplified by researches in legal philosophy); and in interdisciplinary
research there are fundamental research (pure research, example being
theoretical researches in law and economics) and empirical research (applied
one, example being an empirical research carried out with the aim of law
reform). 3

2 Bryan A. Garner (ed.), Black's Law Dictionary (7th ed., 1999)
3 Paul Chynoweth, "Legal research", in Andrew Knight and Les Ruddock, Advanced
Research Methods in the Built Environment (2008), p. 29
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Any Ethiopian legislative measure could be taken to elucidate the
classification. Consider the Disclosure and Registration of Assets
Proclamation No.668 /2010, which roughly requires (Article 4), "any
appointee, elected person or public servant shall have the obligation to
disclose and register the assets under the ownership or possession of himself
and his family; and sources of his income and those of his family." One
question for a legal scholar might be if the Proclamation violated any
constitutional right of an appointee such as the right to privacy of Article 26
of the Constitution of Federal Democratic Republic Ethiopia (FDRE) in asking
the appointee to register her property, which might normally be considered
as private. Despite the merit of the issue, a legal memorandum could be
written on constitutionality of the parliamentary act, which will be a
doctrinal research exposing constitutionality of one of the provisions of the
Proclamation. It might also be that the prosecutor is indicting an appointee
for failure to register, which is punishable under the Criminal Code. This
again is an issue of doctrinal research, expository one. On the other hand, a
legal philosopher might have interest in the parliamentary act and wonder if
the government is morally justified in imposing a penalty of fee in preference
to firing the appointee for example, which might be called legal theory
research. Again it is possible that a legal scholar or a student of "law and
economics" might raise a theoretical question if the legislation contributes to
economic efficiency by deterring corruption, which will be a kind of research
one might consider fundamental and interdisciplinary legal research. Again a
legal researcher might inquire effects, if any, on the conduct of public officials
of the passing of this particular legislation, e.g. whether corruption has
dropped down since the adoption of the legislation, carrying out an applied
interdisciplinary research.

The article shares this classification, which is prevalent in legal research
discourse. But in line with its objective of clarification of methodology
specifically on similarities and differences in legal methods, the article takes
two general categories of legal research: one is doctrinal research, the
conventional legal research which coincides with the first general class in the
previous classification and two is empirical legal research, the kind of
research common in the social sciences.

This categorization might leave out one particular class that is usually called
fundamental research about law such as 'law and economics', for instance
asking if the Ethiopian law on trade practice is informed by rational choice
theory. The intention is not to discard this sub-division as irrelevant to the
study of legal research. After all "understanding" and "critique" of the law
based on perspectives from economics, history, and so forth have always
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figured in legal scholarship.4 Rather its methodological issues could be
generally merged with the doctrinal legal research. Intuitively, one can say, a
legal researcher interested in such kinds of research could familiarize himself
with theories and models of the discipline and deploy logic, critical analysis,
deductive and inductive reasoning, which are available from traditional legal
research, and carry out the study. On the other hand, since empirical legal
research - the fourth kind - raises peculiar methodological challenges to
students of law, it merited separate discussion.

It should be noted that the categories in this article as elsewhere owe their
existence to their strength in elucidating methods in legal research. Other
classifications and terminologies could be easily entertained and justified for
various purposes. For example, in an informative collection of Research
Methods for Law, editors identify for examination three major types of legal
research, namely empirical legal research, international and comparative
legal research, and doctrinal research.5 While the classification in this article
does not profess universality, for the purpose of this article the latter two
could be combined under the doctrinal research category while the former
retains its separate category. Again as will be commented upon later, there
are writers who consider law finders as legal research methods. But they are
mere tools helpful in a standard legal research to locate law and legal
authorities and are not methods as such.

On use of terminology of 'method,' a point has to be made. Some legal
scholars take legal method for applied theory or science of law. One might
encounter a book on legal methods which elaborates schools of legal thought
or theories of law such as legal positivism and critical legal studies. Of
course, these theories have significantly influenced tools, techniques, sources,
or generally methods of legal research. But their identification as methods or
models should not be understood as methods in the social sciences or
methods as used in this article. Here falls the adoption of the term 'methods'
in a Symposium on Method in International Law resulting in an excellent
guide in the study and practice of international law. As elaborated in the
Symposium, the "link between a legal theory and a legal method is ... one
between the abstract and the applied."6(Emphases added!) Hence legal

4 Philip C. Kissam, "The Evaluation of Legal Scholarship," 63 Wash. L. Rev. 2211988,
p. 236
5 Mike McConville and Wing Hong Chui, "Introduction and Overview", in Mike
McConville and Wing Hong Chui (eds.), Research Methods for Law (2007), p. 3
6 Steven R. Ratner and Anne-Marie Slaughter, "Appraising the Methods of
International Law: A Prospectus for Readers, Symposium on Method in International
Law", 93 Am. 1. Int'l L. 291 1999, pp. 292 & 293. Organizers of the symposium
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methods are equated with schools of legal thought or theories of law, except
the practice orientation of methods. And that is also why the Symposium
used terms like "positivist method".7 Although such usage of the term 'legal
methods' is common among legal scholars and has to be elaborated in
Ethiopian context, this article does not employ 'method' in that sense.

3. Doctrinal Research and Methods

The task of the legal scholar was seen as being to extract a doctrine from
a line of cases or from statutory text and history, restate it, perhaps
criticize it or seek to extend it, all the while striving for " sensible" results
in light of legal principles and common sense. Logic, analogy, judicial
decisions, a handful of principles such as stare decisis, and common sense
were the tools of analysis. The humanities and the social sciences were
rarely mentioned.

Judge Richard A. Posner
Legal Scholarship Today, 115 Harvard Law Review

1316 (2002)

A note is in order before discussion of doctrinal research methods.
Traditionally legal practice, study, and writing have been shy of using the
term research methods in doctrinal scholarship. Contributing factors are
many. One is that traditional approaches in law were different from methods
in the social and natural sciences and hence the term method was considered
unsuitable for legal studies.8 This could be illustrated by the perception
people had towards traditional legal research. Take for example crucial legal
works such as treatises, legal encyclopedias, and restatements. For some, the
undertakings to produce those legal writings were not legal researches
simply because legal research is "the scientific study of law," which involves

identify seven methods for appraisal: legal positivism, the New Haven School,
international legal process, critical legal studies, international law and international
relations, feminist jurisprudence, and law and economics. Many of these methods,
which correspond with theories in international law, are adapted from general
theories in law and are regarded as representing the "major methods of international
legal scholarship."
7 Ibid.
8 See, for example, James Huffman, "Is the Law Graduate Prepared to do Research?",
26 1. Legal Educ. 520 1973-1974, p. 520, which says, "what the law schools and
lawyers call legal research is not research at all as the term is understood by physical
and social scientists. ... Legal research, as taught in the law school course of that or
similar appellation, is the technique of using legal source materials - cases, statutes,
regulations, etc.- to determine what the law is."
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the "formulation of ... propositions ... and ... verification by observation."9

Hence according to such perception unless there are propositions and
empirical investigations, a legal study cannot be considered as method. But
this is not something all scholars have agreed with. The undertakings of
doctrinal research which mainly comprise illumination of the law, holding
positions, and giving reasons for legal inconsistencies have been considered
"tremendously important research undertaking."10

The other contributing factor for reluctance in use of research methods in
doctrinal studies has been lack of separate study in legal methodology with
exceptions of studies in bibliography and finding tools, which instead of
methods should be conveniently called tools assisting the carrying out of legal
research." As a matter of fact, methods in the study of law were dispersed in
substantive courses. Methods of legal analysis, for example, are not
considered separate studies of law instead being considered as skills students
of law develop with the study of substantive laws. Methods or skills in legal
scholarship are said to be learned at an "instinctive level through exposure to
the process."12 Another factor is lack of understanding among legal scholars
on what amounted to methods. As Professor Ulen indicated, there is little
consensus on what amounts to methods in legal inquiries.13

Coming to the topic of this section, doctrinal legal research - sometimes
called research in law - is the traditional and standard form of legal research.
Its main component of research is black-letter law, which is about "what the
prevailing state of legal doctrine is."14 Unlike empirical research, doctrinal

9 Hessel E. Yntema, "'Looking out of the Cave'-Some Remarks on Comparative
Legal Research", in Alfred F. Conard (ed.), Conference on Aims and Methods of
Leg~al Research (1957), p. 58-59
10 Albert J. Harno, "Comments", in Alfred F. Conard (ed.), Conference on Aims and
Methods of Legal Research (1957), p. 143
11 On the teaching of legal bibliography as a subject in American legal education, see
Frederick C. Hicks, "The Teaching of Legal Bibliography", 11 Law Libr. 1. 1 1918. An
Ethiopian law student may be amused of the idea of learning of bibliography as a
course; but when he understands the existence of millions of legal materials to look
for in carrying out a research, the student will be less so.
12 Chynoweth, cited above at note 3, p. 35
13 Thomas S. Ulen, "A Nobel Prize in Legal Science: Theory, Empirical Work, and The
Scientific Method in the Study of Law", 2002 U. Ill. L. Rev. 875 2002, p. 881
14 Karl N. Llewellyn, "Social Significance in Legal Problems" in Alfred F. Conard
(ed.), Conference on Aims and Methods of Legal Research (1957), p. 27. The same
definition applies to Chynoweth, cited above at note 3, p. 30, who identifies the
concern of doctrinal research as "the discovery and development of legal doctrines
for publication in textbooks or journal articles and its research questions" that "take
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research relies on "reason and analysis" rather than data from outside
sources and on theories that "presume to describe the world" rather than
"hypothesis that have been subjected to empirical testing."15

According to Judge Edwards, the defining features of traditional legal
research (the term he applies is "Practical" legal scholarship) are two: one,
being prescriptive in analyzing the law to instruct attorneys in consideration of
legal problems, to guide judges and decision-makers in their resolution of
legal disputes, and to advise policymakers on law reform; and two, being
doctrinal in attending to the various sources of law such as precedents and
statutes that constrain or guide the practitioner and policymaker.16 While the
first point identifies the normative nature of standard legal research, the
second explains the justification for the primary focus of doctrinal legal
research on legal texts - both texts of the law, e.g. proclamations and texts
about the law, e.g. journal articles.17

A cursory glance at doctrinal legal scholarship indicates the existence of
crucial techniques and skills that could be explained under doctrinal research
methods. Major methods include legal analysis, legal synthesis, methods of
interpretation, and methods of legal reasoning. The aim of legal analysis,
which is the principal tool in doctrinal legal research, is to "reduce, separate,
and break down cases, statutes, and other legal materials into separate
elements" and offer "explanations, interpretations, and criticisms of the
elements of the case or statute analyzed."18 Legal synthesis, on the other
hand, aims at combining the "disparate elements of cases and statutes
together into coherent or useful legal standards or general rules."19 Another
important category of skills or methods in doctrinal legal studies is the ability
to exploit various methods of legal reasoning, which are mostly identified as
deductive, inductive and abductive reasoning.20 Methods of interpretation
are also important tools in the undertaking of legal research. The familiar
cannons of interpretation that have profound importance in doctrinal

the form of asking 'what is the law?', which is different from "questions asked by
empirical investigators."
15 Shari Siedman Diamond, "Empirical Marine Life in Legal Waters: Clams, Dolphins,
and Plankton", 2002 U. Ill. L. Rev. 803 2002, p. 805
16 Harry T. Edwards, "The Growing Disjunction between Legal Education and the
Legal Profession", 91 Mich. L. Rev. 34 1992-1993, p. 42
17 Sharon Hanson, Legal Method & Reasoning (2nd ed., 2003), p. 1
18 Kissam, cited above at note 4, pp 231 & 232
19 Ibid.
20 For explanation of these methods of reasoning, see Terence Anderson, David

Schum, and William Twining, Analysis of Evidence (2nd ed., 2005), p. 56.
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research include language use, especially in understanding the language of
law that demands precision, formality, and generalization, textual
interpretation, legislator's intent, historical consideration, comparative
analysis, textual interpretation, and teleological construction.21

In deployment of these traditional legal research methods, stages of legal
research undertakings are generally clear. In a standard doctrinal research,
there is a legal situation, a legal researcher analyzes the problem by
identifying the facts of the case and legal issues, locates relevant legal texts
from primary and secondary sources (which could be a legislation, a case, a
journal article, or a database), evaluates and updates, and finally applies the
rules to the facts of the case.22 All of these legal research activities are assisted
by finding tools such as codes or consolidations of laws, chronological
publications of laws, digests, authority finders, and indices.23

Finally it should be noted that like disciplines in humanities, doctrinal legal
research is not preoccupied with empiricism and as such might largely ignore
methods in empirical investigation.24 Unlike researches in social and natural
sciences, doctrinal research does not have lists of questions, questionnaire,
observation, and experimentation in order to gather empirical data from
outside. Hence its methods might differ and tempt some into denying the
concept of methodology to doctrinal research. Again some might
conveniently consider its methodologies as "techniques of qualitative
analysis."25 But whether called by the name methodology or not, they are
complex and powerful techniques of traditional legal research that could
match the esteem (if one cares!) of the often praised "scientific" methods in
empirical scholarship.

4. Legal Research and How to Find the Law

With quick review of library catalogues with the title "legal research" in the
School of Law (AAU), one uncovers materials on how to find the law, by
varied names such as how to find the law, practical guide to legal research, and

21 For more on cannons of interpretation, see Matthias Klatt, Making the Law
Explicit: The Normativity of Legal Argumentation (2008), p. 17.
22 This exercise is mostly practiced in courses such as legal skills or legal writing. See
Hanson, cited above at note 17, for more on legal argument construction, p. 207.
23 Morris L. Cohen and Robert C Berring, How to Find the Law (8t ed., 1983), p. 377.
See section 4 of this article for finding tools.
24 Chynoweth, cited above at note 3, p. 37
25 Ibid.
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legal research handbook, all of them referring to finding tools.2
6 In these legal

research materials, legal research is portrayed as synonymous to finding the
law, in effect identifying finding tools with legal research methods. First, it
should be clear that finding tools are not legal research methods, and hence
they should not be mistaken for the "qualitative skills" of the traditional legal
research identified in the previous section. Rather, they are tools utilized to
locate the provisions of the law. Second and the point of this section, it is
hard to overemphasize the importance of finding tools in carrying out
doctrinal research. Simply stated, finding tools simplify access to laws,
without which doctrinal analysis is not possible. Quick and efficient finding
of the law is hard to imagine without finding tools. One could suppose a
situation where thousands of statutory rules and judicial precedents exist in a
given legal system.27 How could a lawyer find the law - statutory rule or a
precedent - pertinent to the issue at hand from this bulk of legal materials?
Whether one likes it or not, everyday activities of the legal researcher - in
academics or practice - relate to finding the law and finding tools are crucial.

Major factors that determine the type and complexity of finding tools of
traditional legal research include the characteristics of the law that basically
mean the interaction between certainty and stability of the law, the legal
system such as the existence or lack of stare decisis in the system, multiplicity
of primary sources of law that might probably be the number of statutes,
judicial opinions and other primary sources of law, forms and volumes of
publication of laws such as the existence of official and unofficial practice of
law reporting, principles of interpretation adopted in the system, court
structures, prevailing classifications of laws, governance structure , e.g.
unitary vs. federal structure, hierarchy of laws, existence of statutory
compilation or codes, and the variety of secondary sources.28 Below is a brief
outline of finding tools, which are likely to be found in any given legal
system.

26 The situation is not peculiar to an Ethiopian law school. For example, those who
searched for "legal research books" in an Australian university found out that "legal
research means finding the law." See Desmond Manderson and Richard Mohr,
"From Oxymoron to Intersection: an Epidemiology of Legal Research", 6 Law Text
Culture 159 2002, p. 160.
27 In American legal system, they have millions of reported cases and statutes; hence
it is difficult to imagine tasks of legal research without finding tools. See Cohen and
Berring, cited above at note 23, for more on the enormity and complexity of
American legal materials and finding tools.
28 See Cohen and Berring, cited above at note 23, especially pp 2-5.
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Finding Tools
As already explained in the previous paragraphs, for quick and efficient
undertaking of legal research, doctrinal research has to employ finding tools -
a term which includes consolidations, 'codes', digests, encyclopedias,
catalogs, indices, tables, and computers that facilitate the access of law and
legal materials to the legal researcher.29 Although sources of laws might vary
as variations in legal systems, the law is usually sought in statutes,
precedents, and secondary sources of law. To find the law in such legal
materials, the following tools are commonly applied.

Case Finders
In common law tradition where judicial precedents are sources of primary
authority, case-finding - a process for locating judicial decisions30- is a crucial
skill that determines the success of legal research. Owing to its importance, in
the USA for example, legal research materials have given considerable
attention to cases, forms of publication, and their finding tools.31 Such might
not be the case for Ethiopia where the principle of judicial precedent has
limited application. In any case, however, in many common law countries,
there are different approaches to case finders such as traditional case digest
systems, table of cases, word indices, legal encyclopedias, restatements,
computer based search systems, and various secondary materials such as
casebooks. These tools are publications, either official or commercial, put to
use by legal researchers to locate cases or precedents.32

Statute Finders
Most relevant finding tools to legal systems such as Ethiopia's whose
primary source of law is statute or legislation are statute finders. These could
be chronological publications, indices of laws, legal consolidations or 'codes'
in common law countries, encyclopedias, indices of legal periodicals,
textbooks, and treatises.33

Authority finders
Before the search for the law is complete, one need ensure the current status
of the statutory rule or the precedent. Since a statute or a case might be

29 Ibid.
30 Id, p. 99
31 Id, p. 17
32 Details on these and lessons from American finding tools and for comprehensive
treatment of specific tools such as the West's American Digest System, Shepard's
Citations, computer search services, etc are found in Cohen and Berring, cited above
at note 23. Recent editions of this material might be more useful.
33 Cohen and Berring, cited above at note 23, p. 13. A 'code' in common law tradition
refers to a subject compilation of current statutes of a given jurisdiction.
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repealed, reversed, modified or amended, this function of authority finders is
valuable lest one argues based on repealed or reversed provision of the law, a
disastrous scenario lawyers are always anxious to avoid. While legal systems
have their own tools to find authorities, the America's Shepard's Citations are
well known.34 Shepard's Citations "trace the judicial history of every
published decision, and the later legislative and judicial treatment of every
enacted statute."35

5. Empirical Legal Research and Methods

For the rational study of the law the black-letter man may be the man
of the present, but the man of the future is the man of statistics and
the master of economics.

Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes,
The Path of the Law, 10 Harvard Law

Review 457 (1897)

Three advance notices: one, as should be understood from notes on
classification, empirical legal research and research about law are not one and
the same. For this article at least, the latter is broader and includes theoretical
studies such as theoretical parts of the "law and society". This section of the
article outlines the former. The latter part, i.e. the "law and" study, as
remarked in the second section, does not raise radical methodological
difficulty apart from traditional legal scholarship and hence its association
with methods in doctrinal research. Therefore, apart from its contribution for
the emergence of empirical research indicated later, it should be left out of
this section.

Two, by empirical, reference is made to both quantitative and qualitative
analysis. There is nothing new with this passing note. Black's Law
Dictionary defines empirical as "of, or relating to, or based on experience,
experiment or observation," irrespective of numerical or non-numerical
nature of the function. Three, as Professor Diamond says, it is "misleading to
view the categories of empirical and non-empirical as mutually exclusive."36

Traditional doctrinal study usually requires empirical investigation. For

34 Ibid. Shepard's Citations is "a set of volumes, which for statutes, indicates every
modifications effected by the legislature and cites every judicial opinion which has
construed, applied, or even mentioned it. It also performs a similar function for
judicial opinions, citing every case which has in any way commented upon a prior
case, and indicating the effect of each such subsequent opinion upon the precedential
authority of the cited case."
35 Id, p. 250
36 Diamond, cited above at note 15, p. 805
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example, it is through empirical investigation that the existence of a law
could be ascertained. As Professors Epstein and King identify in their
excellent work on empirical legal research, a "large fraction of legal
scholarship [in the US] makes at least some claims about the world based on
observation or experience."37 In a similar tone, Professor George, who has
carried out an empirical research of empirical legal scholarship, states "nearly
all law review scholarship [which is the mouth piece of the traditional legal
research] offers some statement about the real world, and thus has an
empirical component."38

Legal realism39 is believed to have initiated empiricism in law, with legal
realists' expectations that empirical research revealed the "true nature of
law."40 But these did not mean that legal scholars immediately scrambled to
undertake empirical legal research. Instead legal realists looked in other
disciplines for empirical findings.41 The subsequent development of the "Law
and" movement such as "law and economics" might have also increased the
chances of empirical legal scholarship.42 Although scholars carrying on "law
and society" research varied in methods, they were all committed to methods
outside the law and to understanding of the law in terms of its social
context.43

Unlike non-empirical legal scholarship which is usually concerned with how
legal institutions "ought to behave," the concern in empirical legal studies is
usually about the actual behavior of the law and its institutions.44 In a typical
empirical legal study, the empirical legal scholar offers a hypothesis of a law or

37 Lee Epstein and Gary King, "The Rules of Inference", 2002 The University of
Chicago Law Review, Vol. 69 No. 1, p. 3. In the article, the authors adapt "the rules of
inference used in the social and natural sciences to the special needs, theories, and
data in legal scholarship."
38 Tracey George, "An Empirical Study of Empirical Legal Scholarship: The Top Law
Schools", 2005 Indiana Law Journal 81(1), p. 146. This article interestingly assesses
"law schools based on their place in the ELS [empirical legal scholarship] movement
and offers an essential ranking framework that can be adopted for other movements
as well."
39 Legal Realism is a theory that says "law is based, not on formal rules or principles,
but instead on judicial decisions that should derive from social interests and public
policy." Garner, cited above at note 2
40 George, cited above at note 38, p. 144
41 Id., p. 146
42 Ibid.
43 Lawrence M. Friedman, "The Law and Society Movement," 38 Stan. L. Rev. 763
1985-1986, p. 763
44 Diamond, cited above at note 15, p. 806
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legal institution and then tests that hypothesis using quantitative and
qualitative techniques developed in the social and sometimes natural
sciences. The evidence may be amassed by laboratory experiment such as
simulated judges or collected systematically from real world observation
such as the actual observation of treatment of children in schools to identify
elements of discrimination, field researches such as on implementation of a
certain legislative act, case studies, e.g. studying court cases of an issue with
documents and interviews with plaintiffs and defendants, and archival
analysis, e.g. review of all cases of the Cassation Division of the Federal
Supreme Court with a sentence of life imprisonment.45

5.1 Methods for Empirical Legal Scholarship

There are various methods developed by social and natural sciences. A look
at the outline of a textbook on social science research displays helpful
insights on methods of empirical research. In a standard social science
research, the following terms and concepts frequently appear: research topic,
research question, hypothesis, quantitative/ qualitative research, research
proposals, research objectives, research design, experimental research,
descriptive/ correlational research, literature review, population,
random/non-random sampling, data gathering, interview/ questionnaire,
FGD (focus group discussion), experiment, survey, observation, data
analysis, statistics, SPSS (Statistical Package for the Social Sciences),
internal/external validity, triangulation, ethnography, variables, replication,
research ethics, and research report. 46 Many of these terms expectedly are
new to the traditional legal scholar. But these are some of the concepts one
has to use when setting out to perform empirical investigation. The question
is: should the legal scholar take these concepts in methods and their
interrelationship in the social sciences and apply them to empirical legal
research?

One thing is clear. The traditional legal scholarship does not have a complete
list of methods to carry out empirical legal research. Hence, it is argued,
"legal scholarship needs to rely on other methodologies" to obtain empirical
data vital to understand "the forces that act upon the legal system and of the

45 See Diamond, cited above at note 15 for explanation of some of the forms of
empirical legal research.
46 This is to incidentally mention terms/concepts one encounters and there is no
intention here whatsoever to discuss methods in social sciences as applied to legal
research. They are left for future research tasks. For those interested in social science
methods, there are easily accessible books online and just googling will result in
valuable research books.
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impact of legal decisions."47 What remain is which methods to select for
adaptation to empirical legal scholarship. "The most useful fields," Professor
Rubin points out, are those "whose subject matter overlaps with that of law
and legal scholarship," providing economics, political science, and sociology
as illustrations.48 Different legal writers have also introduced various
methods from other disciplines.49 For example, Professor Harcourt
introduced to legal studies correspondence analysis, a method that
"integrates in-depth qualitative interviews with an experimental free
associational component, map analysis of the interviews."50

5.2 Why Empirical Research Methods to the Lawyer

A question might be asked as to why law students who are likely to engage
in traditional legal research as judges, for example, should be concerned with
methods of empirical legal research. Two general categories of answers are
identified: the lawyer as the 'consumer' and the lawyer as the 'producer' of
empirical research.51

As the consumer of empirical scholarship, courts have always resorted to
empirical evidence from other disciplines such as the social sciences. It is
possible to mention frequently cited US Supreme Court case of Brown v.
Board of Education, in which the Court utilized researches from the social
sciences and determined "separate educational facilities are inherently
unequal."52 Although no empirical data is available to the writer to tell the
situation of use of scientific findings in Ethiopian courts, a point could be
made using the concept of expert testimony in the Criminal Code. Article 51

47 Edward L. Rubin, "Law and the Methodology of Law", 1997 Wis. L. Rev. 521 1997,
p. 521
48 Id., p. 565
49 For a comprehensive adaptation of research methods to empirical legal
scholarship, especially aimed for use by legal scholars and explained with the help of
actual empirical legal researches in connection with amassing data, summarizing
data, making descriptive or causal inferences, replication, and research design
(research questions, hypothesis, measurement, estimation, recording the process,
identification of population, sampling) see Epstein and King, cited above at note 37.
50 Bernard E. Harcourt, "Measured Interpretation: Introducing the Methods of
Correspondence Analysis to Legal Studies", 2002 U. Ill. L. Rev. 979 2002
51 For brief explanation on being a consumer and producer of research, see Scott W.
Vanderstoep and Deirdre D. Johnston, Research Methods for Everyday Life:
Blending Qualitative and Quantitative Approaches (2009).
52 Cohen and Berring, cited above at note 23, p. 556
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provides for expert testimony.53 Specifically sub-article three says "on the
basis of the expert evidence the Court shall make such decision ... In
reaching its decision it shall be bound solely by definite scientific findings and
not by the appreciation of the expert as to the legal inferences..." (Emphasis
added!)

An issue might arise as to the sub-article's implied assumption that scientific
findings are always definite. As a matter of fact the main criticism for use of
empirical data for legal decision making is that empirical evidence presented
to courts is usually "flawed and unhelpful."54 Again, the sub-article does not
state the criteria for the Court to determine whether the finding is scientific or
not.55 This point is more relevant to the discussion here. What if there are
competing scientific findings in the area under consideration? Reasonably,
the Court has to apply the criteria of methods to appreciate competing
findings. As Professor Meares indicated, "courts, with absence of training in
empiricism, are not capable of dealing with complicated and sometimes
conflicting social science data."5 6 This argument applies to all participants in
law and legal institutions: practitioners, academicians, policy makers, and
legal researchers.

Moreover the complete understanding of law and the legal system is difficult
without the help of empiricism. The traditional legal scholarship usually
considered law as "self- contained system that... works like a syllogism" with
abstract principles and legal rules "combined with ... facts ... leading
deductively to legal outcomes."57 However, in reality as explained by law
and society movement, law is "far from a closed system of logic" and "is
tightly interconnected with society."58

53 The Criminal Code of the Federal Republic of Ethiopia, 2004, Art. 51, Proc. No.
414/2004
54 Tracy L. Meares, "Three objections to the Use of Empiricism in Criminal Law and
Procedure - and Three Answers," 2002 U. Ill. L. Rev. 851 2002, p. 854
55 For example the US Supreme Court has identified four criteria for expert testimony
to be considered as scientific which are associated with possibility of falsifiability of
the theories, publication of the methods in peer-reviewed journals, existence of
known rate of error, and methods generally accepted in the scientific community
concerned. Ulen, cited above at note 13
56 Meares, cited above at note 54
57 Kitty Calavita, Invitation to Law & Society: An Introduction to the Study of Real
a (2010), p. 4

58 Id, p. 5
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Overall as often asserted, most of a lawyer's work involves factual issues
"rather than great abstract issues of law," requiring the ability to find and use
facts.5 9 This in effect requires mastery of methods of empirical research which
would permit the assessment of accuracy and validity of data.

Equally important, as producer, a lawyer needs methods to produce
empirical legal scholarship. As already outlined in previous sections, legal
scholars have been carrying out empirical research. What was missing in
those research works has been the observance of methods of empirical study.
Even in Ethiopian research practices at law schools, it is common to
encounter researches on "the law and the practice" - for example, consider a
research topic which reads "Freedom of Information in Ethiopia: the Law and
the Practice."60 Although it seems on the face doctrinal research, such
researches have elements in empirical investigation. How does the researcher
know the practice? Obviously, through empirical investigation of the
behavior of institutions and individuals involved. Without the knowledge
and proper utilization of methods in empirical investigation, the researcher is
unlikely to accurately describe the practice. Hence systematic usage of
methods is required to accept findings that claim to represent reality.

Another practical reason might be, unlike in the past, many students and
practitioners of law are being called up on, out of necessity in most cases, to
carry out empirical investigation. For example, many investigative researches
on the implementation of human rights laws in Ethiopia are being carried out
by lawyers. Moreover, a few graduates of law are also shunning the
traditional practice of law preferring to engage in other undertakings
requiring skills in empirical research. In all these activities, methods in
empirical research are very important.

It should be noted here that empirical legal scholarship could be carried out
by students from social sciences with their tools and techniques in empirical
research, depriving any urgency to the engagement of law students. It is also
quite possible that empirical legal scholarship is "open to participants from
the social sciences," the principal reason being law schools' traditional
reluctance to train empirical scholars.61 However, "non-lawyers have the
distinct disadvantage of often not understanding legal doctrine or the state of

59 Cohen and Berring, cited above at note 23, p. 517
60 Freedom of the Mass Media and Access to Information Proclamation,2008, Proc.
No 590, Neg. Gaz. Year 14, No. 64
61 Mark Suchman, "Empirical Legal Studies: Sociology of Law, or Something ELS
Entirely?" Amici 2006 13(2), pp 1-4
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the law" to carry out empirical legal scholarship.62 By studying methods in
empirical research, the lawyer will exploit the advantage of understanding
the contours of law and its institutions.

5.3 Areas for Empirical Legal Scholarship

Theoretically speaking, almost all areas of law are candidates to empirical
investigation. Although evidence of increased empirical legal research is
found across numerous areas of legal scholarship, its development within
particular areas is said to be uneven.63 Regarding legal institutions, for
example, studies about court attitudes are common in empirical studies in the
USA, resulting in interesting insights in judicial behavior. For example, a
systematic analysis of appellate court behavior indicated that defendants
have substantial advantage over plaintiffs on appeal.64 Regarding doctrines,
examples are abundant. Professor Korobkin in the USA, for example, carried
out review of empirical researches in contract law, which dealt with various
issues including contracting practices of parties, experimental studies of
contracting behavior (using hypothetical parties), and opinions of contracting
parties about contract law.65

5.4 Shortage of Empirical Legal Research

While there are a number of legal issues that could be subjected to it,
empirical legal scholarship has not matched the volume of traditional legal
scholarship. Some writers speculated on reasons for the shortage of empirical
legal research. One is the traditional perception that law by itself is the
"servant of the legal profession," interested in "expository, doctrinal or black-
letter tradition" instead of empirical investigation.66 Others include lack of
theoretical work that could stimulate a demand for empirical work and lack
of training necessary to carry out empirical investigation.67 A hard work
required for empirical legal scholarship, a fear of embarrassment of

62 Theodore Eisenberg, "Why Do Empirical Legal Scholarship?", 41 San Diego L. Rev.
1741 2004, p. 1741
63 Michael Heise, "The Past, Present, and Future of Empirical Leal Scholarship:
Judicial Decision Making and the New Empiricism", 2002 U. Ill. L. Rev. 819, p. 825
64 Kevin M. Clermont and Theodore Eisenberg, "Plaintiphobia in the Appellate
Courts: Civil Rights Really Do Differ from Negotiable Instruments", 2002 U. Ill. L.
Rev. 947
65 Russsell Korobkin, "Empirical Scholarship in Contract Law: Possibilities and
Pitfalls", 2002 U. Ill. L. Rev. 1033
66 Paul Chynoweth, "Editorial", International Journal of Law in the Built
Environment 2009 Vol. 1 No. 1 pp 5-8
67 Ulen, cited above at note 13, p. 914. The article suggests ways and methods for the
scientific study of law.
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falsification by replication (a possibility in empirical scholarship), lack of
prestige for empirical legal research, and lack of institutional incentive are all
identified as contributing to the shortage of empirical studies in law.68 Other
reasons provided for neglect of empirical legal scholarship include the
inconvenience of going out of the library, inability to control data from the
field, uncertainty of findings, and constraints in resources and time.69 "Lack
of an adequate market for those who become trained personnel" has also
been long identified.70

6. 'Primary' and 'Secondary' Sources

Another point of ambiguity in the study of legal research methods has been
the meanings of these terms as used in law and elsewhere. Before a brief
outline, one initial distinction has to be made. Primary source is no primary
legislation. The terms primary and secondary used together with the term
legislation simply identify the hierarchy of institutions issuing the laws. In
English legal system, for example, primary legislation or simply statute is a
legislation issued by the Parliament while secondary legislation (delegated
legislation or subordinate legislation) is issued by authorized lower organs.71

In the federal context of Ethiopia, proclamations would be primary
legislations while regulations and directives fall under the category of
secondary legislations.

6.1 'Primary' and 'Secondary' Sources in Doctrinal Legal Research

In doctrinal legal research, the terms primary and secondary refer normally
to sources of law. Hence they are about the binding nature of the 'authority'
under consideration. Primary sources of law, which have binding nature,
might be statutes and judicial opinions, assuming the latter are also binding
in the given legal system. In Ethiopian context, primary sources include
proclamations, regulations, and directives. On the other hand, secondary
sources of law, which mostly cite or analyze primary sources, do not have the
binding force as statutes. However, depending on their quality, they may
have persuasive power in supporting legal arguments presented based upon
primary sources of law.72 In the category of secondary sources of law fall
legal encyclopedias, treatises, civil law commentaries, textbooks,

68 Michael Heise, "The Importance of Being Empirical" 26 Pepp. L. Rev. 807 1998-
1999, pp. 816-824
69 Peter H. Schuck, "Why Don't Law Professors Do More Empirical Research?", 39 L
Legal Educ. 323 1989, pp. 333 & 334
70 Llewellyn, cited above at note 14, p.1 4

71 Hanson, cited above at note 17, p. 40
72 Cohen and Berring, cited above at note 23, p. 14
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restatements, legal dictionaries, or periodical articles, which are helpful for
their explanation of concepts, terminology, rules, and summaries of primary
sources of law.73 In continental legal tradition such as in Ethiopia where
there is limited application of the principle of judicial precedent, court
decisions are also good secondary sources of law.

6.2 'Primary' and 'Secondary' in Empirical Legal Research

Taking the example of empirical scholarship in other disciplines, this
classification has to depend on how the data is obtained. First-hand data
collected by the researcher is considered primary data, while information
obtained from reports made available by other researchers or interested
people would be secondary data. Hence from this, data obtained by
observation, experiment, archival analysis, etc by the legal researcher herself
will be primary data and the source primary source of data. Other data
obtained by reviewing research reports, books, encyclopedias, dictionaries,
directories, abstracts, etc would be secondary data and the source secondary
source of data.

7. Legal Research in Ethiopia

As indicated in the introductory section, issues and assertions on the state of
Ethiopian legal research methods are based on personal observations74,
exchanges of ideas with colleagues teaching law, legal practitioners and
students, and an empirical survey. Having noted this, in this paragraph,
issues helping the reader appreciate the gravity of concerns in legal research
tools and methods in Ethiopia are raised. General questions first: where is the
Ethiopian jurisprudence found - the state of the law, the books, the journals,
the cases, and the authorities? Or in terms of the scholar, do academicians
and practitioners of law in Ethiopia quickly and efficiently navigate their way
out of all constitutions, proclamations, regulations, directives, and policies of
the State every time they encounter a legal issue? Less general: does the
Ethiopian legal researcher have bibliographies or indices identifying
materials to understand national jurisprudence? A specific one: how many
law review journals are published in Ethiopia and is there a device or tool -
such as a periodical index - to systematically retrieve and consume any of the
articles in those journals? A question on use of resources: is there any way of

73 Id, p. 433
74 Among others, two years back, the writer taught legal research methods to
students of the School of Law (AAU). Students' home assignments and class
discussions focused mostly on types of research of selected undergraduate papers,
what factors made them so, whether the papers combined features of other research
types, what law finding tools were available to the student, etc.
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finding out whether any Ethiopian law article or a book has ever assisted in
court litigations or policy making? A question on practice: what is the
situation and utility of empirical legal scholarship in Ethiopia? Having raised
general questions, additional questions, many of them rhetorical, are raised
where necessary under categories of doctrinal and empirical research.

7.1 Doctrinal Research

What finding tools do Ethiopian legal scholars have for primary sources of
law? From the writer's observation, there are not many finding tools in
Ethiopia that could be used in doctrinal legal research. This question has also
been part of the survey conducted at the School of Law. To begin with, one
could say that the question may not necessarily be answered by looking at
mere research reports since there is no obligation under rules of citation to
specify how one finds the law except that the law is cited. Although that is
mostly true, clues could be found in the introductory and bibliographic parts
of research reports. For lack of Ethiopian finding tools, however, no
Ethiopian consolidations, law finders, and encyclopaedias were identified in
the research reports investigated. Still Ethiopian journals, books, Negarit
Gazetas, and cases cited in the investigated articles and papers could be taken
as finding tools although their principal aim in the reports is serving as
sources of laws, ideas, arguments and authorities.

Owing to nature and lack of systematic organization of these sources,
however, their services as finding tools are very much limited. Regarding
Ethiopian journals and books, they are not systematically indexed and hence
there is little guarantee that they are either comprehensive or up to date.
Rightly, it has become natural for law schools, associations and institutions to
have their own periodicals. Again, to the delight of legal scholars, many
books on topics such as contract law, criminal law, labour law, and company
law are being published. But there are not similar efforts to index those
articles and books or to prepare bibliography based on systematic
identification of topics and sub-topics. Moreover, chronological publications
of laws - mainly Negarit Gazeta that is invariably used in all legal researches -
do not promise ease of subject access to legal rules.

In this regard, the good beginnings of indexing that was carried out by the
School of Law at the early days of JEL's publication deserve mention here.
During those good times for legal scholarship, the Journal's editors had
indices for JEL's articles both by authors and subject, indices of cases cited,
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and table of laws cited.75 It was unfortunate those good starts were just that.
From recent efforts, ad hoc bibliographies such as the Bibliography on
Ethiopian law by Peter H. Sand and Muradu Abdo are quiet encouraging.76

Still with unmatched importance as a finding tool so far, the electronic copy
of federal laws compiled by Digital Ethiopia PLC is worth noting.77

Coming to other findings, issues could arise as to the existence of tools that
assist legal researchers in ascertaining the state of the law in Ethiopia. It is
common knowledge among academics and practitioners that there is no as
such a systematic tool to identify the present state of the law. There is also
little in the survey findings that indicate the availability of such a tool to the
legal researcher. In the absence of such systematic tool, it is common among
legal scholars to depend on their personal skills to discover the state of the
law by searching through volumes of Negarit Gazet. It is also natural for
Ethiopian legal scholars to depend on common knowledge to determine the
state of the law. For example, researchers on constitutional law might benefit
from the public knowledge that the FDRE Constitution has never been
amended and hence the text is the state of the law. How far personal skills
and common knowledge of the state of the law would be useful for the
present day sophisticated Ethiopian lawyer facing an increasing number of
constitutions, proclamations, regulations, directives, authoritative judicial
and quasi-judicial decisions, and legal publications?

Keeping with constant changes in laws is crucial. The legal scholar has to be
able to easily identify if a legal rule for a case is operational, repealed or
modified. Presently, ad hoc and private compilations, e.g. 'as amended', at
law schools are common. But one could also imagine of something similar to
Shepardizings to Ethiopia. In tracing the state of the law, it should be noted,
the Consolidation works of the 1970's by the School of Law were admirable. 79

75 Reference is made here to Journal of Ethiopian Law, Vol. IV No. 2 (1967) and Vol.
VI No. 2 (1969).
76 Peter H. Sand and Muradu Abdo, "A Bibliography on Ethiopian Law", Journal of
Ethiopian Law Vol. XXIII No. 2, (2009), pp. 204-244
77 Digital Ethiopia PLC (Federal Negarit Gazeta from 1995 to 2006, CD-ROM, 2007)
78 Sheprdizing is a way to determine the subsequent history of a case by using
Shepard's Citators or similar means. Garner, cited above at note 2. It is a hypothetical
equivalent to Ethiopia of a publication that sytematically reports the subsequent
history of each provision of every Ethiopian legislation, which might be a legislative
repeal, amendment, judicial development or interpretation.
79 Faculty of Law of Haile Sellassie I University, Consolidated Laws of Ethiopia: An
Unofficial Compilation of National Laws in Effect as of September 10, 1969 Volumes
I & 11 (1972)
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However, their relevance today is little more than historical for the legal
researcher engaged in everyday doctrinal research.

More questions could be posed not only about tools but the content of the
law itself. How can a legal scholar or a lawyer with an actual case, for
example, locate federal administrative directives in Ethiopia, which are
mostly left unreported, especially considering the total absence of
consolidations of directives with annotations and subject indices? In this
connection, websites of government organs such as the National Electoral
Board of Ethiopia and the Ethiopian Revenues and Customs Authority, if
sustained, are good beginnings in ensuring ease of access of laws, directives
and forms in their areas of responsibility. By providing their sectoral policies,
proclamations, regulations, directives, programs, and strategies, websites of
many other sectoral offices have already become very useful in undertaking
legal research.

Issues also routinely arise regarding laws of regional states. How does one
discover laws of national regional states, for example laws of Oromia
National Regional State, especially where comparative legal analysis is
carried out? This is not a mere theoretical question. For example, law
students frequently encounter difficulties of finding family codes of national
regional states for their assignments in family law. The same applies to their
studies in land law. More important is the necessity of accommodating the
country's federal system of governance in legal research and scholarship. It
may not be the time or will never be to contemplate the issuance of uniform
laws for adoption by regional states, owing to limited legislative mandates of
national regional states; but there are still areas on family law, land
administration, constitutions, and even practices on which comparative
works could flourish. Legal studies as a result will have a few more reasons
to attempt consolidations of laws of regional states thereby ensuring ease of
access of regional laws at national level.

Out of curiosity, do legal researchers profit out of tools, if any, that
systematically organize and report legislative history of say parliamentary
acts, which are usually necessary in works of interpretation? It is stating the
obvious to say that doctrinal legal researches in Ethiopia usually rely to
varied degree on preparatory materials. In the surveyed research reports,
appeal to preparatory works is common. However, accessibility of these
works poses a challenge. For the study of constitutional law, for example,
accessibility of minutes of the Constitutional Assembly - especially physical
and language accessibility - is in doubt. The same applies to the
jurisprudence on constitutional law in Ethiopia as determined and elaborated
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by constitutional review organs, the principal being the House of Federation
(HoF) of FDRE. At present, studies on constitutional law in Ethiopia
substantially depend on comparative analysis of foreign and international
materials. But such studies have to progress towards domestic interpretation
and application of the Constitution mainly by the HoF.80 In this regard, the
Journal of Constitutional Decisions, which publishes decisions of the HoF
regarding constitutional 'interpretation' and 'questions' is praiseworthy.81

With the interpretation power of the Cassation Division of the Federal
Supreme Court, it is now high time to think of devising systematic ways of
case reporting for the Court's interpretative decisions.82 The legal researcher
might think of 'restatement' of interpretations by extracting interpretative
rules found in the Court's judgments. Considering the bilingual nature of
federal laws, there should also be an attempt to have official or unofficial
translation of the Court's interpretative decisions. In this regard, the
publications of the Federal Supreme Court containing judgments of the
Cassation Division classified under major topics such as civil procedure,
jurisdiction, contract, and commercial law and its website containing cases
and federal proclamations are impressive.83

To end this section with an emerging contribution of private individuals for
the doctrinal study of law through the use of information technology is
appropriate. At present, few private Ethiopian websites and blogs have

80 Constitution of the Federal Democratic Republic of Ethiopia, 1995, Articles 62, 83,
& 84, Proc. No 1, Neg. Gaz. Year 1 No. 1. The House of Federation is empowered to
interpret the Constitution with the assistance of its advisory organ, the Council of
Constitutional Inquiry.
81 Office of the House of Federation, Journal of Constitutional Decisions, Vol. 1, No. 1,
Hamle 2000 (E.C.)
82 In publications of cases, in addition to Ethiopia's experience, one could take lessons
from case reporting in common law traditions. For example, in case reporting in the
USA, components of a case include a caption (with names of parties, docket number,
attorneys), and syllabus and head-notes (a summary or digest of a point of law
decided by the court, opinion, and holding and dicta). See Cohen and Berring, cited
above at note 23, pp 26-34.
83 Other headings used in case publications of the Court include family, execution,
criminal law, property, extra-contractual liability, labour, bank and insurance,
customs and taxes, agency, intellectual property and miscellaneous others. The
website of the Supreme Court (http://www.fsc.gov.et/) is the most elaborate from
those of other government offices in providing federal laws and the Courts'
judgments and useful for legal research as long as it is accessible all the time and
sustainable.
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popped up. Some of them are owned and administered by practicing
lawyers, others by academicians and some by postgraduate students. Their
typical features include commentaries on recent legislations, opinion on
controversial legal issues, some allowing participation of guests, and some
with legal news. Interestingly, some of them supply federal laws and
directives. Four of them selected with the help of Google Search deserve
mention here84: http://chilot.me/ a legal blog which supplies proclamations,
regulations, directives, teaching materials, some journal articles and student
papers; http://ethiopianlaw.com/blog which provides brief articles on
variety of legal issues both in Amharic and English and a newsletter to
subscribers; http://www.ethiopian-law.com/ which, though in its early
stage, is a promising one in terms of breadth of coverage and organization of
topics; and http:/ /www.abyssinialaw.com/index.php/home which
provides legal news and allows other bloggers to lead discussions on topics
of their choice.

These and other similar websites, as long as they comply with ethical
standards of the profession, have to be congratulated. One major
disadvantage of these websites and blogs has to be acknowledged, however.
As is the case with other blogs, writings and commentaries appearing in
those websites are not peer-reviewed and hence difficulties arise in assessing
the quality of opinion and positions expressed in those electronic sources.

7.2 Empirical Research

The situation of empirical legal scholarship in Ethiopia is one area that
methods of legal research have to focus. From the survey, it is easy to see that
empirical legal researches are carried out routinely. While the number of
empirical legal researches in journal articles is small (the ratio is 1 to 15), the
number of empirical researches by students especially at graduate level is
impressive. Seven out of ten legal researches in the masters program are
empirical while at undergraduate level it is 4 out of 10. Three hypotheses
might be made to explain the disparity: one is availability of a research fund,
which empirical researches need, to postgraduate students while the fund is
very small to undergraduate students, and almost null for publications in
JEL. Two, postgraduate students have in their curriculum empirical research
methods while there is little guidance on similar methods to contributions for

84 In the selection of these four blogs and websites, the writer used two queries
'Ethiopian legal blog' and 'Ethiopian legal website', one after the other, in Google
Search. The first three search results were identified for both queries, resulting in
four of the websites identified here. The websites were checked for content and
ownership as they stood on the 25th of July 2012.
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JEL. The third explanation is availability of time allocated outside the library.
While students are given time with mandatory requirements, for example a
full semester for graduate students, writers for JEL might have little time to
spare for many of contributors are engaged in teaching or practice that
involves full-time.

In addition to these three, inaccessibility of legal materials could arguably be
another factor that poses a challenge to empirical legal research in Ethiopia.
Ease of access, for example in terms of language and physical accessibility, to
decided cases by Ethiopian courts is crucial in empirical investigation of
judicial practices. From this it is logical to suspect that difficulty of access is
one reason why empirical researches of court practices usually study a
couple of cases and profess empiricism. In one of the research reports
investigated, for example, only three cases were studied to show the practice.
As already indicated, the publication of cases by the Federal Supreme Court
is one step forward towards organized system of case reporting, providing
an opportunity to researchers to study the practice of the Supreme Court.

Another point worth noting of empirical research in Ethiopia is about
methods that suit empirical legal scholarship. Here it should be noted that
considering the curricula of legal research methods both at graduate and
undergraduate levels, the tendency is to adapt social science research
methods to empirical legal studies. That should raise little objection.
However, the full integration of those methods as suiting legal issues and
topics has yet to come. The finding, as outlined in the next section, from the
research reports studied is that there is little to indicate the existence of strict
observance of empirical methods in empirical legal studies.

Regarding topics for research, there seems to be no limit on doctrines and
institutions that could be subjected to empirical scholarship. Commercial law,
the judiciary, intergovernmental issues in the context of Ethiopian federal
system, land, institutional frameworks, international law, human rights law,
finance, customary law, family law, and administrative tribunals were all
subjected to empirical investigation in the research reports examined. What
probably are missing topics from the small number of researchers examined
are reform-oriented researches that are based on empirical studies and
interdisciplinary researches like law and sociology. While there are reform
oriented researches, they are based on comparative studies of international
and foreign experiences and hence mostly doctrinal studies. In
interdisciplinary studies likewise, there is little evidence showing the interest
of legal scholars in carrying out researches on law and economics or law and
sociology in Ethiopian context.
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8. Law Schools and Research Methods

As already indicated, the introduction of empirical research methods to
Ethiopian law schools at undergraduate level is a welcome phenomenon.85

Postgraduate students of law are also taking research methods as a
mandatory preparatory module at AAU. That seems to be the reason why, as
commented earlier, empirical studies are greater in number than doctrinal
studies at postgraduate level. But in light of rules of empirical research
methods, students' works are far from valid. Although small deployment of
empirical methods might lure many of traditional legal academics not trained
in empirical research, students' empirical works are mostly fraught with
methodological errors such as using unrepresentative samples, failure to
identify population of the study, and use of improper tools and techniques.
These errors are happening on the face of students' admission that their
works are empirically carried out with empirical methods.

In the surveyed research reports which are considered empirical, students
have failed to identify the population of their study, the methods of their
sampling, and other necessary elements in methods. Even in those cases
where interviewees are identified, little information is given for the reader to
assess the authoritative nature of statements by interviewees. In a couple of
cases, blanket identification of interviewees as 'authorities concerned' is
made. But such wholesale assertions mean little to the reader in examination
of the persuasive nature of statements made. Moreover, there is little
indication in the empirical studies as to reasons, if any, in limiting any given
sample size. For example, in one empirical study to which a point is made
above, three cases were the only cases for the study, which offers no
explanation as to why the research is limited to these three. This is not to say
that three cases are not in any way enough for empirical studies. It could be
that three cases are the only cases in the country or in some way they are
representative of the whole set of relevant cases, in either case three would be
the right size for the study. But in the instant research report, the reader is not
told if any justifiable reasons existed to take the three as a representative
sample. This brings up the next issue of disclosure.

One crucial point that should be underlined regarding students' empirical
legal research is the importance of disclosure. Often students performing
empirical legal research, like their counterparts in doctrinal research, are

85 In the US they have already started ranking law schools based on empirical
research. Whatever rationale and merits it has, such ranking implies the significance
of empirical legal scholarship in the status of law schools. On such ranking, see
George, cited above at note 38, p. 150.
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reluctant to disclose every step and details of the process of their legal
research. None of the empirical researches investigated for this study have
full disclosure of methodology. Some of them do not have any part in
methodology, except postgraduate students, who have allotted a section on
methodology. From those having a section on methodology, many do not
provide information on their sampling techniques, how representative the
size of the sample is, features of the sample selected, or list of questions for
data gathering. This absence or lack of disclosure is not a good sign for
empirical studies. Unlike in doctrinal research, "publicity and transparency
in empirical inquiry play a crucial role" to verify the reliability of the
findings.86 Disclosure for empirical research is like presenting documentary
evidence and witnesses to a court of law. Without observance of the norms of
disclosure, empirical findings are usually rejected in similar ways a court
rejects claims without evidence. What is important here is "methods and
results underlying empirical claims must be made public in detailed, [and in]
reproducible terms."87 Hence students undertaking empirical legal
scholarship are duty bound to disclose the details of the process of their
research; hence supervision of such works has to enforce this duty.

As far as empirical research works of students are concerned, there are two
choices: either law schools should let students do empirical research in which
case the schools have to strictly enforce the rules on methods in empirical
research lest their researches are superficial and findings flawed; or deny
students where they are not willing or able to observe rules of empirical

86 Gregory Mitchell, "Empirical Legal Scholarship as Scientific Dialogue", 83 N.C. L.

Rev. 167 2004-2005, p. 180
87 For common rules of disclosure, the content, and format, see Id., pp. 202 and 203.
For example, disclosures of primary purpose of the investigation, statement of the
problem, the phenomena to be described, and/or specific hypotheses or theoretical
propositions to be tested, the larger body of empirical inquiry (comparable to
literature review), disclosure of sufficient information to allow another investigator
to evaluate methods and verify results, including disclosure of research design
employed and a description of all variables studied, description of the sample of
observations, the procedure for collecting data, including sampling techniques and
the identity of any archives used in the research, relevant distinguishing
characteristics of different data sources, time period during which observations were
obtained from survey, experimental, and/or field research, data sources that did not
provide complete data or that had to be eliminated after initiation of the study,
explanation as to why complete data could not be obtained, description of any
apparatuses, instruments, or other tangible materials employed in the study, step-
by-step description of the procedure employed in execution of the research, the data
collected and the results of statistical analyses conducted on the data are identified as
subjects of disclosure.
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research in which case they should limit themselves to the traditional legal
research and analysis.

Issues of plagiarism at law schools also deserve some attention here. In
today's scholarship, owing to ease of access of materials, concerns of
plagiarism have been voiced among academicians. Those concerns have
already permeated law papers - law theses and assignments. Plagiarism
means roughly "presenting the ideas or data of others as his or her own."88

This trend has to be countered and remedial measures have to be put in
place. Since ignorance of what amounted to 'plagiarism' is said to be the
principal factor for the commission of the offence, clear instructions have to
be given on plagiarism in courses such as legal research methods. Moreover,
while it will not be a magic wand, systematic organization and retrieval of
Ethiopian legal materials with the help of finding tools might deter
plagiarism. For example, if all law schools share topics and themes of legal
research outputs including students' theses and legal periodicals, detecting
plagiarism in legal writings would be much easier.

9. Rules of Citation

Another important point in any research undertaking is the use of rules of
citation. To create uniformity among legal scholars, close to study of law,
different rules of citation were issued typical of them being the Blue Book in
the USA. One undesirable attitude in Ethiopian legal research in this regard
is the mistaking of rules of citation for legal research methods. Although the
rules are part of rules of methods that should be followed in research
reporting, they are small, still necessary, part of research writing. Again
another undesirable attitude is the lack of attention accorded to rules of
citation in Ethiopian legal studies.

Two points could be raised here. One is whether the Ethiopian legal
scholarship has rules of citation, including for use in court pleadings. The
other issue is whether those rules are mandatory. For the first, there seems to
be no consensus on rules of citation applicable to all law schools, let alone
legal scholarship. Even it is not clear which rules of citation each school or
department of law recommends for use by its students. The example of the
School of Law (AAU) is instructive. It is not unusual to find law students of
the School submitting the final draft of their thesis confessing, when asked,
their ignorance of the Rules of Citation of the Faculty of Law.89 That might

88 Vanderstoep and Johnston, cited above at note 51, pp 19&20
89 Faculty of Law, Book of Citation of the Faculty of Law (1965, unpublished). To the
writer's knowledge, there has not been any attempt to update and popularize this
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arguably be attributed to students' lack of diligence. But are these Rules,
which have not been updated, mandatory for papers submitted to the School
and if yes on what basis? This brings one to the second issue. Are there
compulsory rules of citation in legal scholarship in Ethiopia, referring to the
Blue Book or any other standard citation guide? While court-sanctioned rules
of citation are not unusual in some jurisdictions for memorials or pleadings
presented to courts, the Ethiopian lawyer need not ironically identify the
legal rule in pleadings before courts, let alone sources and proper citations.90

Should this trend continue or should at least law schools be encouraged to
provide express guidance on rules of citation for legal research, with
continuous updating of these rules? The citation guide of JEL in this regard
should be commended.

10. Conclusions and Recommendations

The question in doctrinal legal research is not whether the traditional lawyer
has methodology or not. Although legal scholars do not usually call them
methodology, there are powerful instruments of logic, rules of interpretation,
legal analysis and synthesis, and deductive and inductive reasoning for
research works in doctrinal legal scholarship. These are the instruments and
skills that legal scholars mostly need in their everyday activities as
practitioners and academics of law. However, a noticeable challenge in

valuable Book of Citation. Nevertheless, this Book has been a useful guide in terms of
content and form of citation for students of law. It has also significantly contributed
to the 'rules of citation' section of the present undergraduate teaching material on
legal research methods (cited above at note 1). The Book of Citation provides
comprehensive guidance on forms of citation for materials such as books, journal
articles, newspapers and magazines, judicial decisions, codes, legislations, and
consolidations. If the Book is updated to take account of, among others, the present
state of legal publications in Ethiopia, the existence of federal and regional laws and
courts, and electronic sources, it could be very useful in setting standards of citation
for legal scholarship in Ethiopia.
90 For example, consider the Civil Procedure Code that allows the submission of
pleadings without the necessity of citation of law let alone 'rules of citation.' In the
Civil Procedure Code, Articles 80 and the following, which require pleadings to be as
near as may be to the appropriate Form, no legal arguments are mandated let alone
references and citations. Mention to the Federal Court Advocates' Code of Conduct
Council of Ministers Regulations No. 57/1999 (Article 7.1) may also be made: An
Advocate shall have the obligation, after evaluating the facts and evidences of the
case, to assist his client reach on the proper decision by giving him explanation based
on the law as to the possible result or alternative results of the matter, and the type
and scope of representation that must be assumed to obtain the desired result.
Although legal explanation has to be given, there is no reference to citation or the
exact source of law to be identified to the client.
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doctrinal legal scholarship in Ethiopia exists and it is the absence of finding
tools, either to find the law or literature on Ethiopian laws and institutions.

It should be admitted that it is neither necessary nor desirable to have
complex finding tools like in the American system. The volumes and kinds of
laws and the Ethiopian legal system do not yet justify such a complex scheme
in the study and practice of law. But still, one should agree, statutory
materials and their updates are not easy to locate. There are no
consolidations, little subject access to legislations especially secondary
legislations, no systematic way of tracing later history of statutory provisions,
and so on. Statutes are not all. There are interpretations and practices
produced by institutions and scholars that should be investigated and
studied. One has to be able to easily trace these sources through finding tools
such as indices of legal periodicals and digests of court cases. The task of
devising such tools awaits Ethiopian legal scholars.

Since "contemporary legal scholarship has become pluralistic in its values,
purposes, methods, and perspectives," 91 legal studies have already embraced
empirical research methods. The natural path is adaptation of research
methods in the social sciences and humanities. But the adaptation should be
systematic and well informed. Simple copying of methods without testing
their relevance and application to legal doctrines and institutions has to be
discouraged. An 'empirical' legal scholarship of interviews with a couple of
judges or authorities with no due regard, for instance, to 'population' of the
study and 'representative sampling' is 'mediocrity' in empiricism and hence
efforts have to be exerted to incorporate valid empirical methods in legal
studies.

It is here natural to raise the question of responsibility of tackling urgent
issues of Ethiopian legal scholarship identified in this article. Is it the
responsibility of law schools, legal academics, practitioners, or the
government to tackle any of the issues and concerns expressed in this article?
Law schools - especially research and publication units - might have interest
in taking the initiative to devise networks among all stakeholders in ensuring
systematic publications of all primary and secondary legislations including
directives, notices, and standard forms, systematic reporting of current
developments in the law, and systematic organization of indices of Ethiopian
legal periodicals, and indices of law student research papers. Law schools
could also encourage publication of books like traditional commentaries,
which should integrate the practice to develop national jurisprudence on

91 Kissam, cited above at note 4, p. 252
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various subjects of law. Since law schools have little resources to carry out
either of these activities, they should be encouraged to seek financial
assistance from outside. These same activities could be carried out by bar or
lawyers' associations, which might at the same time extend technical and
financial assistance to law schools.

The Government's role in these undertakings should not be underestimated.
For example, without government's involvement, timely publication and
retrieval of administrative directives, rules, policies and notices is difficult.
The role of the House of Peoples' Representatives in official consolidations of
federal proclamations is unavoidable. Again technical support from
government organs such as the Justice and Legal System Research Institute
(JLSRI) should be counted on.9 2 Among government organs, the legal
mandate of the Ministry of Justice in consolidation of federal and regional
laws is also crucial. The Ministry of Justice, which also controls the JLSRI, has
the powers and duties, among others, to "undertake legal reform studies and
carry out the codification and consolidation of federal laws; collect Regional
State laws and consolidate same as necessary."93

In the end two general concerted efforts are called for: one relates to finding
tools namely to assess the situation of finding tools in Ethiopia, carry out
their comparative analysis in varied jurisdictions, determine the necessity or
desirability of those tools to Ethiopia, and offer concrete suggestions for
action; and two relates to empirical legal research namely to assess the state
of empirical legal scholarship in Ethiopia, carry out comparative analysis of
empirical methods among jurisdictions and disciplines, determine the
promise of empirical methods to the development of legal scholarship, and
offer concrete suggestions for action.

Note, Instructions and Ouestions for the Survey

Note
The survey, carried out with the help of two students at the School of Law, is
made to assess principal features of legal research at the School of Law of

92 Justice and Legal System Research Institute Establishment Council of Ministers
Regulations, 1997, Reg. No. 22, Neg. Gaz. Year 4 No. 8. Given its legislative powers
and duties such as undertaking legal studies with a view to consolidating, updating
and making laws accessible, publishing and distributing legal information, and
undertaking studies necessary for the promotion of legal education (Article 5), the
Institute, in cooperation with law schools, would be the ideal place to tackle many of
Ethiopian legal research issues raised in this article.
93 Definition of Powers and Duties of the Executive Organs of the Federal Democratic
Republic of Ethiopia Proclamation No. 691/2010, Article 16 (2)
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Addis Ababa University. Three categories of research were identified:
researches published in the Journal of Ethiopian Law, researches by
postgraduate students (as a requirement for LLM), and researches by
undergraduate students (as a requirement for LLB).

Note for the Student
Dear Student:
These questions are prepared to survey legal research tools and methods
used at the School of Law, Addis Ababa University. Two important concepts
(doctrinal and empirical or non-doctrinal legal research), which are useful in
making the survey, are indicated. Once you take note of the concepts, you
may proceed with the survey.

1. Doctrinal Research is the conventional legal research, which might try to
formulate legal doctrines through analysis of legal rules; which might try
to clarify the law; and which focuses on black-letter law concerned with
the prevailing state of the law, etc.

2. Empirical Legal Research is a kind of research common in the social
sciences. Unlike doctrinal legal research, the concern in empirical legal
studies is usually about the actual behavior of law and its institutions. In
a typical empirical legal study, the empirical legal scholar offers a
hypothesis of a law or legal institution and then tests that hypothesis using
quantitative and qualitative techniques developed in the social sciences.
The evidence may be gathered by laboratory experiment or collected
systematically from real world observation (such as the actual
observation of treatment of children in school to identify elements of
discrimination), field researches (such as on implementation of a certain
legislative act), case studies (e.g. studying court cases of an issue with
documents and interviews with plaintiffs and defendants), etc.

Instructions
1. Randomly select 5 theses (or senior papers) for each year from those

submitted in the last 3 years. Overall you will select 15 senior papers. You
could simply pick the first 5 in a given list or you could take every 10
until you have 5 for each year or whatever is convenient for you. What is
important is you have to do it randomly. Do not under any circumstances
intentionally select or discard any thesis of the year under consideration.
[Similar instructions were given to all the three categories of research
reports. The instructions for graduate and undergraduate researches are
almost identical. For publications in the Journal of Ethiopian Law, this
instruction reads: Randomly select 5 issues of JEL or you could simply
take the last 5 issues of JEL. The study should be limited to articles (and
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not book/case reviews or opinion). Each issue is likely to have 4 or 5
articles and answers to questions below should be limited to each one of
them]

2. Afterwards, identify/write down:

a. Topic of the thesis; and

b. Whether it is doctrinal or empirical [you might need to go
through the thesis quickly to identify this point or you may as
well need to first answer questions 3 or 4 before you come to the
conclusion that the thesis is doctrinal or empirical];

c. If you find the paper to be doctrinal, you would answer questions
under number three (3) and if you find the paper to be empirical,
you would answer questions under number four (4) below.

3. If the thesis is doctrinal:

a. Does the author use Ethiopian (Ethiopian only!) legal research tools
such as consolidations, encyclopaedias, CDs, case finders or
digests, etc? If yes, identify the kind of tool or tools the thesis is
using. [You could look for legal research tools in the bibliography
and footnotes];

b. Does the thesis mention how the author became aware of the law
or judicial decision? For example, does the paper cite a newspaper
or magazine to locate a certain legislation or court decision?

c. Does the author mention how s/he came to the conclusion that
the law s/he analyzes is the authority or the state of the law at a
given time? That is, how does the author know if the law is not
repealed or amended?

d. Does the author use foreign legal research tools such as
consolidations, encyclopaedias, CDs, case finders or digests, etc? If
yes, identify any one or two of such foreign legal research tools!

4. If the thesis is empirical, identify the following:

a. Does it have a part in the first chapter or in the introduction
discussing methodology or methods? [Clues could be found in
use of terms like primary and secondary sources, interview and
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questionnaire, taking samples, random/non-random sampling,
etc.]

b. Does the author detail the kind of interview, questionnaire, focus
group discussion or any other kind of empirical investigation s/he
has carried out?

c. Does the author provide a list of questions s/he used to gather
data? [This is usually found at the end of the thesis as annex.]

d. Does the author detail how many respondents/interviewees s/he
selected for the research?

e. Related to'd', what are the justifications for the selection in terms
of size and qualities of respondents/interviewees? [For example,
does the author provide explanation as to how and why s/he
selected the number of people for interview or response? Another
example, does the author use any kind of statistical formula in the
selection of the respondents?]

f. Does the author detail the sampling technique such as random
and/or non-random sampling and why?

g. Does the author provide background of the study population or
the sample or the people s/he studied? [The subjects of the study
could be courts, judges, public prosecutors, etc.]

Dear Student:
You could provide any information or opinion you think is relevant to the
study.
I thank you for taking your time in carrying out the survey.
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Towards Legislative History of Modern Taxes in
Ethiopia (1941 2008)

Taddese Lencho*

The spirit of the people, its cultural level, its social measure, the deeds its
policy may prepare.. .is written in its fiscal history. He who knows how to
listen to its message here discerns the thunder of world history more clearly
than anywhere else.

Joseph Schumpeter
The past is never dead. It is not even past.

William Faulkner

1. Introduction
Taxation has a long history in Ethiopia, but the modem system of taxation
began in full earnest after the departure of the Italians in 1941. Immediately
after his restoration to the throne, Emperor Haile Sellassie I began
introducing a spate of modern tax laws which were to change the face of
Ethiopian taxation for ever. What constitutes 'modern' in the context of
taxation is liable to be contested and I am certain historians may take an
earlier date as a starting point for modern Ethiopian taxation. The period
before 1941 was dominated by the traditional system of taxation, although a
few modem taxes had already begun to be introduced before the Italian
period.' The introduction of "excise and consumption" taxes in 1931, the
"entertainment tax" in 1932 and the income tax in 1934 suggested that the
modernization of the Ethiopian tax system would probably have begun
earlier had it not been interrupted by the Italian invasion in 1936.2

The modern system of taxation represents quite a departure from the
traditional system of taxation in Ethiopia. First, of course, is that taxes began
to be published in the official gazette of legal publications- the Negarit

* Addis Ababa University, School of Law; LL.B (AAU), LL.M (University of Michigan
Law School, Ann Arbor), PhD candidate, University of Alabama Law School,
Tuscaloosa; I am grateful to the two anonymous assessors for their comments on the
earlier drafts of this article and particularly to Ato Gebrelibanos Welde-Aregay for
providing me with information about the development of some taxes in Ethiopia. I
am also grateful to DLA Piper Foundation for providing me with research funds for
the writing of this article.
1 For an extensive treatment of taxation prior to the Italian period, see Richard
Pankhurst, Economic History of Ethiopia: 1800-1935 (1968), Haile Selassie University
Press, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, pp. 504-544
2 See Bahru Zewde, "Economic Origins of the Absolutist State in Ethiopia (1916-
1935)" in Bahru Zewde, Society, State and History, Selected Essays, (2008), Addis
Ababa University Press, pp. 114-115
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Gazeta.3 While this development was not for taxes per se, it represented an
important development in taxation at least in ensuring that taxation would
be based on written laws rather than the whim of officials or an appeal to
some vague tradition. Second, the modem period saw the transformation of
the Ethiopian tax system from one that was based predominantly upon in-
kind payments to a cash-based one, taxation thus representing a monetary
obligation regardless of the type of tax levied and the occasion for taxation.4

The traditional system of taxation in Ethiopia was excoriated by a number of
writers largely on account of its in-kind payments system resulting in abuses
of one kind or another.5 The traditional system of taxation exposed
"taxpayers" to various forms of abuses and occasioned arbitrary exercises of
power as the government permitted its "officers" various rights and powers
of appropriation as a form of remuneration for their services and loyalties to
the government. 6 This system of relations was very burdensome particularly
to the peasants, who bore the brunt of the burden. It also left the central
treasury with little revenue of its own.

3 The Negarit Gazeta was promulgated as an official gazette for publication of laws in
1941; see Negarit Gazeta Establishment Proclamation, 1942, Proc. No. 1, Negarit
Gazeta, Year 1, No. 1
4 See Richard Pankhurst, State and Land in Ethiopian History (1966), the Institute of
Ethiopian Studies and the Faculty of Law, HSIU, pp. 176-179
5 Several writers lamented the deplorable situation of tenants under the traditional
taxation system of Ethiopia. Gebre Hiwot Baykedagn, an early Ethiopian intellectual,
for example, wrote the following poignant passage bemoaning the suffering of
tenants under the traditional tax system of Ethiopia: "Great is the hardship of the
farmer in our country. Before he starts to hold the plough to farm, an officer comes to
charge him land tax. When he goes home after a hard work on the field, he finds his
wife being kicked and slapped by the soldiers that she should prepare them food.
Whenever he is ordered by his rulers, he goes and works for them like a slave leaving
his work aside." Gebre Hiwot Baykedagn proposed a solution to end these abuses,
one of which was to fix the tax according to the produce of peasants and pay tax in
terms of dollars and not in terms of cereals, honey and cattle'; see Gebre Hiwot
Baykedagn, Berhan Yehun, (Asmara) passim, quoted in Richard Pankhurst, supra
note 4, p. 177; another Ethiopian intellectual of the same period, Afework Gebreyesus,
relates a story of a farmer who had to endure the ignominy of denying that a woman
living with him was his wife and passing her off as his sister in order to stave off an
abuse by a quartering government soldier who was obviously intent on making
advances on his wife; see Afework GebreYesus, "Dagmawi Atse Minilek" Reissued
2001 E.C.,(in Amharic, originally published in 1901 E.C.), p. 3
6 John Markakis, Ethiopia: Anatomy of A Traditional Polity, (2006), Shama Books,
p.148; see also Richard Pankhurst, supra note 4, pp. 176-179
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The modernization of the Ethiopian tax system after 1941 was in part
therefore motivated by the desire of the central government to assert full
powers of appropriation and assume full responsibilities for paying its
officers and public servants remuneration for their services in stead of the
latter exacting their own price from the population. Hence, one of the first
regulations to be issued after the departure of the Italians in 1941 was an
administrative regulation in which the government proclaimed that the
government would pay all its employees monthly salaries. 7 Taxes
represented one of the principal sources of revenue for a government intent
on paying its servants directly.

Although hundreds of tax laws have been issued since 1941, no systematic
work has been done to document how these tax laws developed and evolved
into the taxes we have in the books now. It has been remarked elsewhere that
the Ethiopian tax system is "chaotic, disorganized, uncoordinated and
worse," 8 and this is in part due to the absence of a research that documents
the development of Ethiopian taxation over the modern period. It is easy to
dismiss an exercise like this as an arcane fascination of an 'academic
squirrel",9 but the importance of modem tax history for the understanding of
the Ethiopian tax system cannot be emphasized enough.

Those who follow the contemporary rumbles of taxation in Ethiopia are liable
to forget that the issues they grapple with today were also contemplated in
the past. One can cite a number of instances but it is enough for now to
mention one contemporary debate of Ethiopian taxation. At the time of
writing, a debate is raging over the design of presumptive taxation for small
businesses.10 This is not a problem that suddenly cropped up in Ethiopian tax
system. Small businesses have always been the Achilles heel of the Ethiopian

7 John Markakis, supra note 6, p. 148, quoting Imperial Ethiopian Government,
Ministry of Interior, Administrative Regulations, Addis Ababa, 1941 in foot note 152
8 See Taddese Lencho, "The Ethiopian Tax System: Cutting Through the Labyrinth
and Padding the Gaps," Journal of Ethiopian Law vol. 25, No. 1 (September 2011),
p. 86
9 The expression 'academic squirrel' is a variation on Gore Vidal's expression 'scholar
squirrels'. Gore Vidal describes 'scholar squirrels' as those in the academia who
suffer from "the delusion that there is a final Truth revealed only to the tenured few
in their footnote maze" and who "must itemize everything in the shop"; see Gore
Vidal, "Lincoln and the Priests of Academe", in United States, Essays 1952-1992
(1993) Random House, pp. 675, 678
10 See, Eden Sahle, "Small Businesses Threaten Shutdown,(sic) Over New Tax
Pressures," Fortune Vol. 12, No.587, July 31, 2011; "Y :) h(MaN 17E Nhthf Aw
Af T"t andHfCYt a"hifi ¶,dh 10 2003 59 16 l:6-7 W9 12 .8-Ah-f
see also Kirubel Tadesse, "Pay Tax - it is only fair!!" Capital August 01, 2011
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tax system. But because the institutional memory of Ethiopian tax history is
so limited, those tasked with the problem are more likely to search for
solutions across the Atlantic or the Mediterranean than revisit how things
were organized during the early period. One of the surprises of this study is
that the early modern tax laws of Ethiopia contain some nuggets of prudent
tax policy for contemporary debates about Ethiopian taxation.

Organizing and documenting a tax history - even of a brief period - in
Ethiopia is an incredibly difficult and precarious task." Since tax laws are
some of the most frequently revised pieces of legislation in Ethiopia, one has
to literally review hundreds, perhaps thousands of individual pieces of tax
legislation to piece together and understand the development of modern
taxation in Ethiopia. The task is undertaken with the lingering suspicion that
something might have slipped through one's hands, so disorganized the tax
laws have been. This article is no guarantee that those lingering doubts are
completely removed and laid to rest, but every effort has been made to
provide as accurate a picture of modern Ethiopian taxation as it is possible to
glean from individual pieces of tax legislation.

Several types of taxes emerged during the modern period. Some are no
longer in the books; many have survived with some changes and a few
completely new forms of taxes have been added to the lexicon of the
Ethiopian tax system. Many of the taxes that have formed part of modern
Ethiopian fiscal history were introduced in the 1940s and 1950s (the
formative period of Ethiopian modem tax history). Some structural
principles laid down during this formative period continue to inform and
shape the structure of the modern Ethiopian tax system to this day - another
reason why documenting the history of modern taxation is necessary.

As the title suggests, the article attempts to trace the modern history of
taxation from a decidedly narrow perspective of the legislative development
of various taxes in Ethiopia. Unlike similar exercises on related subjects,12 the

11 Eshetu Chole made a valiant effort to document the history of taxation of the early
modern period (1941-1974), but even his meticulous documentation could not spare
him from making occasional errors, as when he wrongly assumed that the first stamp
duties were introduced in 1957 when in fact they were introduced in 1943; See Eshetu
Chole, "Towards a History of the Fiscal Policy of the Pre-Revolutionary Ethiopian
State: 1941-1974", in Eshetu Chole, Underdevelopment in Ethiopia (2004),
Organization for Social Science Research in Eastern and Southern Africa, p. 73
12 See, for example, Eshetu Chole, supra note 11, pp. 63-73; Eshetu Chole, "Income
Taxation in Pre- and Post-Revolution Ethiopia: A Comparative Review," Ethiopian
Journal of Development Research (April 1987), vol. 9, No. 1, pp. 50-77; Lesane-
work Deme, "The Agricultural Tax in Socialist Ethiopia," Ethiopian Journal of
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treatment of the history of the various taxes of Ethiopia does not attach any
special importance to any one of the taxes covered in the article. None of the
taxes covered in this article receive any special emphasis either because of
their contribution to the public economy or their role in the political
trajectory of the country, although some passing references are made to vital
incidents of fiscal history associated with some of the taxes.13 In short, this is
a history of how different taxes emerged, evolved and developed into what
they are now.

The article is structured around the individual taxes that were introduced
since 1941. Starting with land and agricultural income taxes, the article will
trace the emergence and development of taxes like income taxes, excise and
sales taxes, customs and export duties, stamp duties, municipal taxes, and tax
incentives. Most tax incentives in Ethiopia are issued in general investment
incentive laws and are usually viewed as part of investment laws of the
country. Nonetheless, tax incentives cannot be separated from the rest of the
Ethiopian tax system for the simple reason that these incentives use taxes as
instruments of a specific public policy, in the case of incentives, that of
encouraging capital investment.

2. Land and Agricultural Income Taxes
The first taxes of the post-Italian occupation period targeted land - not at all
surprising in an agrarian country like Ethiopia.14 Land tax law was
promulgated in 1942, applying a crude form of graduated taxation by
dividing land into 'fertile', semi-fertile' and 'poor' lands. Landowners
holding fertile land were to pay more per gasha 15 than landowners holding
semi-fertile lands, and semi-fertile land owners were to pay more than those
holding poor lands. Not all lands were measured in gasha and the 1942 land
tax law had provisions for those areas where land was not measured. The
land owners in these areas were to pay tax in accordance with a law passed
back in 1935.16

Development Research (Oct. 1979) vol. 3, No. 2; Peter Schwab, "The Tax System of
Ethiopia," American Journal of Economics and Sociology (Jan. 1970), vol. 29, No. 1.
13 Comparable attempts on the subject in the past have tended to focus on revenue
contributions of different taxes and have therefore suffered from giving 'undue
attention' to the few taxes that mattered; see Eshetu Chole, supra note 11, and Peter
Schwab, supra note 12.
14 A Proclamation to Provide for a Tax on Land, 1942, Proc. No. 8, Negarit Gazeta,
Year 1, No. 1
15 'Gasha' is a unit of land measurement at the time equaling about 40 hectares; see
Teshale Tibebu, The Making of Modem Ethiopia: 1896-1974 (1995), The Red Sea
Press, Inc., p. 87
16 A Proclamation to Provide for a Tax on Land, 1942, cited above, Article 3 (ii)
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The 1942 land tax law was repealed and replaced two years later by a law
which revised the modality of land taxation at the time and above all
introduced the first modern agricultural income taxation in Ethiopia.17 The
1944 land tax law took some of the modalities of land taxation of the 1942 law
by dividing some lands into 'fertile', 'semi-fertile' and 'poor' lands but went
further and divided the country into clusters of provinces - no doubt
reflecting the political and traditional configuration of the time.

The first group consisted of the then provinces of Wellega, Sidamo, Illubabor,
Gemu Gofa and Kafa. Landowners holding 'fertile' lands in these regions were
to pay 15 Birr per gasha, those holding 'semi-fertile' lands 10 Birr per gasha,
and those holding 'poor' lands 5 Birr per gasha. The second group consisted
of the then provinces of Shoa, Harar, Arussi and Wollo, whose landowners
were to pay 15 Birr per gasha, 10 Birr per gasha and 5 Birr per gasha for
'fertile', 'semi-fertile' and 'poor' lands respectively. The third group consisted
of the then provinces of Gojjam, Tigre and Beghemder whose land owners were
to pay land tax at the rate which was fixed in 1927.18 There was perhaps fear
that the people in these areas would be slow to tax reform because of their
sentimental attachment to traditional system of land tenure and taxation.19

As alluded to before, the 1944 tax law was more than a land tax for it added
an agricultural income tax, thus replacing the long standing traditional tax
known as the 'tithe' or asrat in Amharic(to signify that 1/10th was
contributed as a tax).20 The 1944 tax marked an additional evidence of an
advance towards full monetization of the Ethiopian tax system. The
agricultural income tax of 1944 applied the same crude form of graduation
for taxation and followed the same classification as the land tax. The

17 Land Tax, 1944, Proc. No. 70, Negarit Gazeta, 4th year, No. 2
18 Id, Article 4; there was a fourth category - not based on region but on the status of
the land as an 'unmeasured' land. All the previous categories depended on
measurement of land for taxation. Unmeasured lands were classified into five
categories whose owners were to pay a fixed amount of 20 Birr, 17 Birr, 15 Birr, 10
Birr and 5 Birr respectively.
19 See Eshetu Chole, supra note 11, p. 67.
20 Land tax is a property tax based on the wealth of the taxpayer (such as land)
chargeable regardless of whether the owner obtains gain from the produce of the
land or not. An income tax (e.g. agricultural income tax) is based on the gain
produced from the use of the land and is not necessarily attachable to the owner of
the land. These technical distinctions may seem trivial to a non-specialist but they are
significant in tax literature. Land tax cannot survive without private ownership of
land while income tax will always be chargeable as long as the land is productively
used. That is why agricultural income taxation persisted after the nationalization of
land following the 1974 Ethiopian revolution while land taxation was abolished.
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agricultural income tax also followed the same principles for all the other
categories. The burden of agricultural income taxes was greater for the
southern provinces than the northern provinces, and those whose lands were
unmeasured were to pay higher taxes in total than those whose lands were
measured, presumably to encourage the former to have their lands
measured.21

The land taxes of the 1940s left out a vast expanse of the Ethiopian lowlands
where another form of ownership was in place. The land and agricultural
income taxes of 1942 and 1944 were designed to reach landowners and
farmers who derived income from farming. It took more than a decade before
the government remembered or became interested in the pastoral areas as
potential sources of government revenue. In 1954, the Ethiopian government
introduced a 'cattle tax' to ensure, in the words of the preamble of the law,
'equality between those who obtain their livelihood from agricultural
pursuits and [those who obtain their livelihood from] pastoral activities.'22

The tax rates of the 1954 cattle tax were again crude for a modern taxation.
The cattle tax rates were pegged against the type of domestic animal owned
by pastoralists. Pastoralists were to pay 0.50 Birr per head of camel, 0.25 Birr
per head of homed cattle, 0.25 Birr per head of horse, 0.25 Birr per head of
mule, 0.10 Birr per head of donkey, 0.05 Birr per head of sheep or goat and
1.00 Birr per head of pig. Since this tax was an 'equalizing' tax, taxpayers who
were subject to the agricultural income tax under the 1944 agricultural
income tax law were exempted from the payment of cattle tax. The cattle tax
law had a special procedure for assessment of taxes in the pastoralist areas.
According to a regulation issued in the same year (1954) to provide for the
implementation of the cattle tax, the Governor of the Awradja was to invite
not less than five chieftains and elders from each 'Mikitel Woreda' (sub-
district) for counting cattle, or the pastoralist himself could choose to have his
cattle counted for purposes of assessment of the cattle tax.23

The land and agricultural taxes faced the stiffest of challenges in their
implementation. Although agriculture represented the mainstay of the
Ethiopian economy, the government was not able to raise revenues
commensurate with the share of agriculture in the economy. The low revenue
yield of agricultural taxation at the time was attributed to four principal

21 See Land Tax Proclamation No. 70/1944, cited above, Article 4
22 See a Proclamation to Provide for Cattle Tax, 1954, Proc. No. 142, Negarit Gazeta,
14t year, No. 1
23 See Rules Issued Pursuant to the Cattle Tax Proclamation, 1954, Article 2, Proc. No.
187, Negarit Gazeta, 14t year, No. 1
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factors: 24 i) the Ethiopian Orthodox Church, which owned about a third of
the land at the time, was exempted from the tax; ii) many landowners were
able to use their powers and connections to evade the tax; iii) proper land
measurements were not undertaken; and iv) the existing tax rates were not
progressive.

The government was thus keen to reform the agricultural income taxes and
improve their performance. It finally managed to pass a uniform agricultural
income tax in 1967, with progressive tax rates upon the entire population,
with the exception of pastoralists who would continue to pay head tax on
their cattle.25 However, the agricultural income tax of 1967 was destined for
doom as it was issued in the midst of political upheaval, which eventually
brought down the Monarchy in 1974. Before the coup de grace was delivered
by the 1974 Ethiopian Revolution, the agricultural income tax of 1967 faced
stiff resistance in the period leading up to its passing and after its
introduction. It was subjected to 'considerable maneuvering and delaying
tactics' when attempts were made to pass the bill. 2

6 Upon introduction, it led
to immediate protests in some places, largely due to the perception that the
tax 'would lead to measurement of land' -something of an anathema in some
regions of Ethiopia where this was seen as an end to the traditional land
holding system.27 As a result of this resistance, the Emperor at the time was
forced to make painful tax concessions to taxpayers in the epicenter of the
revolt against the tax - Gojjam. 28 Resistance to agricultural taxes was not
confined to Gojjam, of course. There were reports of resistance to taxation in
the lowland areas, like the Somali region of Ethiopia.29

When the 1974 Ethiopian Revolution broke out, it was evident that the first
tax to become the casualty of the Revolution was the land tenure and taxation
system that prevailed during the imperial times. A number of laws were
issued after the 1974 Ethiopian Revolution radically altering the landscape of
land tenure and tax system of the country. One of these laws was the 1975
law that abolished private ownership of land and made it public property.30

24 Eshetu Chole, supra note 11, p. 67; see also Eshetu Chole, Taxation in Ethiopia
1967, Faculty of Law, Addis Ababa University, Archives (unpublished), p. 2
25 Peter Schwab, supra note 12, p. 77
26 Schwab, 1972, ch. 5, quoted in Eshetu Chole, supra note 11, p. 68
27 Eshetu Chole, supra note 11, p. 68
28 Schwab, 1972, 166, quoted in Eshetu Chole, supra note 11, p. 69; see also John
Markakis, supra note 6, pp. 450-462
29 See John Markakis, supra note 6, p. 441
30 Public Ownership of Rural Lands, 1975, see Article 3, Proc. No. 31, Negarit Gazeta
34h year No. 26
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The 1975 Proclamation effectively repealed the land taxation by abolishing
private ownership of land upon which land taxation was predicated. In any
case, an agricultural and land use fee was promulgated in 1976 consistent
with the new political economy - socialism.31

The land use fee set a lower fee for members of agricultural cooperatives in a
bid no doubt to encourage farmers to join the cooperatives. The agricultural
income tax was flat up to a certain threshold of income (up to 1200 Birr) but
farmers whose income exceeded 1200 Birr were a subject of a progressive
income tax rate up wards from 15% to 70%, while State farms were subject to
a flat tax rate of 50% on their taxable income. 32 Taxpayers were allowed to
deduct all 'necessary expenses' including an allowance for depreciation of
capital assets used in agricultural activities.33 The agricultural income tax
system put in place since 1976 remained in force well into the 1990s.

Although the Derg34 regime was removed from power in 1991, there wasn't
any fundamental change in the policy towards land and agricultural taxation
except perhaps in the significant reduction in the rates of taxation. Land
continued under public ownership and for a while the agriculture land use
fees and income taxes that were introduced by Derg remained in force long
after Derg was ousted. The only notable transformation in this area in the
post 1991 period is the decentralization of land and agricultural taxes to
regional governments.35

31 It was significant that the new law used the word 'fee' in stead of 'tax'. The name
was to signify that the government was now the owner and the holders, mere users
of land; see Rural Land Use Fee and Agricultural Activities Income Tax, 1976,
Proclamation No. 77, Negarit Gazeta, 35t year, No. 19
32 See Proclamation No. 77/1976, cited above, Articles 17 and 25; the land use fees
and agricultural income tax rates were raised two years later by an amendment to the
1976 Land Use Fee and Agricultural Income Tax Law. And characteristic of the tax
rates in other areas, the agricultural income tax rates were raised, the top income
earners being subject to a marginal tax rate of 89%; see Rural Land Use Fee and
Agricultural Activities Income Tax Amendment, 1978, Proc. 152, Negarit Gazeta, 39th

year, No. 2
33 See Proclamation No. 77/1976, cited above, Article 24
34 Derg is the name of the communist regime that took over power after the 1974
Ethiopian Revolution
35 The decentralization was at first recognized in a law passed during the transitional
period and later entrenched in the Constitution of 1995; see A Proclamation to Define
the Sharing of Revenue between the Central Government and the National/Regional
Self-Governments, Negarit Gazeta, 52nd year, No. 7; the Constitution of the Federal
Democratic Republic of Ethiopia, Federal Negarit Gazeta, 1st year, No.1, Articles 94-
99
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The Regional States took quite sometime before they were able to write their
own agricultural income tax laws although agricultural income taxes were
thoroughly decentralized both during the Transition period and after the
passing of the Constitution.36 Once starting to issue their own agricultural
income tax laws, however, the Regional States have instituted various
methods of agricultural taxation - perhaps to be expected in a decentralized
agricultural income tax system.37 The variations are seen not only across
regions but also over the course of time in the same region. While many of
the regions initially followed the progressive agricultural income tax system
inherited from the agricultural income tax system in place since 1976, some of
them have since then reverted to a cruder form of agricultural income
taxation based on the size of land holding. For example, the Oromia Regional
State initially adopted a progressive agricultural income tax system, but
replaced this practice with an agricultural income tax system based on the
size of landholding, rather than the amount of agricultural produce.38 The tax
base of agricultural income taxation in Benishangul-Gumuz and Gambella is
the annual agricultural produce (and therefore predictably varies from year
to year), while in regions like Tigray and Harari, the tax is fixed on the basis
of the size of land holding.39 In some regions, the tax burden varies with the
specialty produce of the area, its location or the kind of production.40 For
example, in Southern Nations, Nationalities and Peoples Region (SNNPR),
higher rates of agricultural income tax are imposed on holders of land used
for chat or coffee production,41 taking obviously into consideration the higher
market value of these commercial crops. It will be interesting to explore the
impact of these wide ranging divergences in agricultural income taxation
upon the state of the agrarian economy.

36See Deso Chemeda, Taxation of Agricultural Income and Rural Land Use Payment
: the Law and the Practice in Oromia (2008, Unpublished, AAU Law Library
Archives); see also The Southern Nation (sic), Nationalities and Peoples' Regional
Government Rural Land Use Rent and Agricultural Activities Income Tax, 1996,
Proclamation No. 4, Debub Negarit Gazeta, 1st year, No. 5; A Proclamations (sic) to
Provide for the Rural Land Use Rent and Agricultural Activities Income Tax in
Benishangul Guzuz Regional State, 1997, Proc. No. 7, in Compiled Laws of the
Benishangul-Gumuz Regional State.
37 See The Federal Democratic Republic of Ethiopia, The New Federal Budget Grant
Distribution Formula May 2007, Addis Ababa, pp. 20-22.
38 See Deso Chemeda, cited above, note 34, pp. 37-48; see Oromia National Regional
Government Rural Land Use Payment and Agricultural Income Tax Amendment,
2005, Proc. No. 99, Megeleta Oromia, 13th year, No. 13/2005
39 See The Federal Democratic Republic of Ethiopia, cited above, note 35, pp. 20-21
40 Id, p. 21
41 Ibid
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2.1 Benefit Taxes Tied to Land and Agricultural Income Taxes: The
Education and Health Taxes

Traditionally, land attracted various forms of taxes and levies even before
1941 period and that tradition continued after 1941 with the levying of
various taxes associated with or pegged upon land in the rural and urban
areas. Thus, in 1947, the Ethiopian government issued an 'Education Tax'
upon landholders with a stated purpose of raising revenues for provision of
education as a public good.42 The education tax was an 'earmarked' tax in the
sense that the proceeds of the tax were destined for expenditure on
education. This was quite unlike many other taxes whose proceeds are
deposited in general government accounts for appropriation in general
government budgetary purposes. The 1947 Educational Expenditure law
(passed immediately after the Education Tax) specifically directed the
Ministry of Finance to set aside the proceeds from this tax for education.43

Since, the education tax was tied to land, the tax followed the same principles
and modalities of the land tax of 1944, except that the amounts charged were
different.44

The principle of 'earmarked' taxation extended to health services in 1959 with
the coming into force of the Health Tax, which, like the education tax, was
tied to land holding.45 The preamble of the 'Health Tax' law states the reason
for the introduction of the new tax as 'the need for additional finance for
health services' and like the education tax, the Ministry of Finance was to set
aside the proceeds from the tax for the specific purposes of providing public
health.46 Again the "Health Tax" followed the same modalities of land
taxation issued back in 1944, with the only difference seen in the amounts of

42 The preamble of this law states: 'Education for all is an asset and benefit to the
nation"; see Education Tax Proclamation, 1947, Article 3, Proc. No. 94, Negarit Gazeta,
7t year, No. 3, Article 3.
43 See Educational Expenditure Proclamation, 1947, Proc. No. 95, Negarit Gazeta, 7
year, No. 3
44 The landowners living in Wellega, Sidamo, Illubabor, Gemu Gofa and Kafa were to
pay 13.50 Birr, 12 Birr and 4.50 Birr for 'fertile', 'semi-fertile' and 'poor' lands and 6
Birr if their land was unmeasured; See Education Tax Proclamation No. 94/1947,
Negarit Gazeta, 7th year, No. 3, Article 3; it is to be noted that the education tax, which
was originally tied to rural lands, was extended to urban lands and personal income
taxes by 1970; see Eshetu Chole, supra note 11, p. 70;
45 See The Health Tax, 1959, Decree No. 37, Negarit Gazeta, 18t year, No. 14
46 An order was issued in 1960 instructing the Ministry of Finance to collect the
health tax and appropriate the proceeds to the Ministry of Health, which shall then
use the fund for the purpose of expanding and improving public health facilities; see
Health Tax Administration, 1960, Order No. 22, Negarit Gazeta, 19th year, No. 11
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tax chargeable.47 The Health Tax law, like the Education Tax law, had a
provision instructing the Ministry of Finance to keep the revenues separately
from the general accounts of the government, and to disburse the proceeds
for the provision of health services only.48 Although these taxes were
repealed in 1978,49 they provide an interesting alternative for the financing of
education and health in Ethiopia. Since the proceeds are earmarked, they
have an undeniable advantage in creating some level of accountability in
how tax proceeds are spent and in raising the awareness of the taxpaying
community. Taxpayers are generally more demanding and exacting when
they pay taxes that are earmarked and that may improve the quality of health
and educational services by the government.

3. The Main Income Taxes5 0

The first modern income tax law (outside the agricultural system) was issued
in 1944 and was named a "Proclamation to Provide for the Payment of a Tax
by All Individuals and Businesses".51 The Proclamation defined income as
'every income earned or unearned, accruing from or received' in the Empire
except salaries received by members of the regular armed forces and income
earned from agriculture.52 The 1944 income tax law established the schedular
approach to income taxation in Ethiopia, which has remained as the basic
structure of income taxation to this day.

The 1944 income tax law created three schedules for income taxation.
Schedule A of that income tax law did not specify the types of income subject

47 One other notable difference was that the health tax attached to city lands as well -
30% of the municipal tax on land. It is to be incidentally noted that the education tax
did not attach to city land until 1970 when a Proclamation was issued to extend the
payment of education tax to urban land, payable at the rate of 30% of the municipal
land tax and on personal emoluments, payable monthly at the rate of 0.50 Birr for
those whose monthly emoluments were between 50 Birr and 100 Birr and 2 Birr for
those whose monthly emoluments exceeded 100 Birr.
48 See Health Tax, 1959, Article 7, Decree No. 37, Negarit Gazeta, 18th year, No. 14;
Health Tax Administration Order, 1960, Article 2, Order No. 22, Negarit Gazeta, 19t

year, No. 11
49 See A Proclamation to Amend the Income Tax, 1978, Proc. No. 155, Negarit Gazeta,
38t year, No. 3
50 "Income taxes" refers to the taxes on employment, rental, business and
professional as well as miscellaneous incomes. The use of 'income taxes' in the plural
is deliberate. It is to convey that there are multiple income taxes in Ethiopia although
most of these taxes are stipulated in a single principal legislation.
51 See Personal and Business Income Tax Proclamation, 1944, Proc. No. 60, Negarit
Gazeta, 3rd year, No. 9
52 See id, Article 2(2)
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to tax, but it probably covered personal income. The amount of taxes was
fixed in pounds (reflecting perhaps the British influence at the time) and the
tax rates covered income grounds as low as 30 pounds and as high as 9000
pounds. The income brackets were much longer than the ones we have in the
law now. And more significantly, the accounting period for personal income
tax was a year, and the tax year at the time was the Ethiopian calendar, which
ran between 1st of Meskerem and the end of Pagume, but tax was payable on
the 1st of Yakatit, six months after the tax was due.53

Schedule B of the income tax law of 1944 covered the income ground
covered by Schedule C today - income from business. The last income tax
Schedule -Schedule C - was a sur-tax on special classes of Schedule B
taxpayers, applying graduated tax rates to those businesses earning income
above a baseline.54 Schedule B of the 1944 income tax law grouped businesses
into categories of traders, retailers, premises and sundry establishments,
which were further classified into three classes (as Class A, B and C) with
higher taxes levied on Class A than B and B than C (the modern equivalent of
Category A, B and C taxpayers). Traders included brokers, commission
agents, contractors, general importers and exporters, sub-contractors and
wholesale dealers. Retailers included bakers, barbers, booksellers, boot and
shoe sellers, butchers, chemists and druggists. In the premises category, we
meet with businesses like bars, biscuit factories, breweries, cinemas, cotton
mills, distilleries and flour mills. No explanation was provided in the law as
to why such classifications were adopted. Judging by the tax rate
differentials in that law, it must have been assumed that these different
categories of businesses represented different taxpaying abilities.

The 1944 income tax was replaced fives years later in 1949 by Proclamation
No. 107/1949, bearing the same name. The 1949 income tax law defined
income more broadly than the 1944 law as 'every sort of income earned or
unearned, whether in the form of gains, profits or rents, salaries, wages or
compensation for personal services of whatever kind'.55 Income earned by
members of the armed forces, which was exempted under previous income
tax law, was now made taxable. The only source of income that was excluded
from this law (because it was covered by another tax regime) was income
from agriculture.

53 See id, Article 3(ii)
54 See id, Schedule C
55 See a Proclamation to Provide for the Payment of Tax by All Individuals and
Businesses, 1949, Article 2(2), Proc. No. 107, Negarit Gazeta, 8th year, No. 12
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The 1949 income tax law made a few changes in the structure laid down by
the 1944 law. The currency of tax payment was now Ethiopian Birr, instead of
a pound. The Scope of Schedule A was clearer than the 1944 income tax law.
Schedule A applied to salaries, wages, emoluments or personal
compensation, and rents on property in a non-commercial setting (a
composite of today's Schedule A and B income tax). It might be said that the
1949 income tax law was the first to explicitly refer to 'rental income' as a
taxable source of income. Schedule B of the 1949 income tax law covered the
same ground as that of the 1944 income tax law, except that the types of
businesses subject to tax were now almost exhaustively listed (more than 70
overall). Each business category was further divided into seven classes
(instead of the three classes under 1944 income tax law) for purposes of the
application of a crude form of graduation. The income tax was presumptive
over all, and not really based on income but on the type of business and the
class into which the business falls. For example, a baker classified as 1st class
was to pay 300 Birr annually while a baker classified as 7th class was to pay 25
Birr only. This, it will be noted, is a modern equivalent of standard income
taxation for category C taxpayers. A classification of businesses into seven
classes was to be made by a Commission set up in that same year.56

Schedule C of the 1949 income tax law was a sur-tax like that of the 1944 law
except that under the 1949 law importers and exporters were to be subject to
withholding on the point of imports and exports at the rate to be fixed by the
Ministry of Finance, which fixed the rates in regulations afterwards at 4%
and 1% of the customs valuation for imports and exports respectively (the
first such attempt at withholding at source).57 The sur-tax for special class of
Schedule B taxpayers was an additional tax rate of 10% upon income
exceeding 100, 000 Ethiopian Birr. An income tax amendment issued in 1954
eliminated the sur-tax of 1949 (eliminated Schedule C, at least temporarily)
and reclassified importers and exporters under Schedule B58, reducing the
income tax system to two schedules.

The 1949 income tax law was of historical significance because it was the first
piece of legislation to grant income tax exemptions to encourage investment.
The 5-year income tax holiday, which became a standard tax incentive since

56 See the Personal and Business Tax, 1949, Legal Notice No. 138, Negarit Gazeta, 9t

year, No. 4
57 See id, Article 2(ii); the withholding tax rate was raised in 1952 by 1% for both
imports and exports; see Legal Notice No. 164/1952, Negarit Gazeta, 11t year, No. 9
58 See a Proclamation to Amend the Personal and Business Tax, 1954, Proclamation
No. 144, Negarit Gazeta, 14t year, No. 2
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then, was for the first time recognized in the 1949 income tax law(for tax
incentives, see below).59

It was as if the income tax system of Ethiopia needed change every five years.
The 1949 income tax law was replaced by an Income Tax Decree in 1956.60
The 1956 income tax law reorganized the schedules of the income tax as they
were then known. Schedule A was narrowed down to income from
employment, covering salaries, wages, pensions and other personal
emoluments. Schedule B became income from rent of lands and buildings
used other than for agricultural and cattle-breeding purposes. Schedule C
was created to cover income from businesses, from professional and
vocational occupations, from exploitation of wood and from all other sources
not previously mentioned (in effect, Schedule C was a catch-all basket).
Schedule C also subsumed a sur-tax, which was previously handled under a
separate Schedule.61

For the first time, the 1956 income tax law introduced a monthly accounting
system for schedule A tax (income from employment) and income brackets
were created up wards from 30 Birr to the top of 1500 monthly income for
purposes of computing the tax under this schedule. The accounting period
for Schedule B and C income tax remained a year, up wards from 360 Birr to
top of 18, 000 Birr. The 1956 income tax decree ended the classification of
businesses into categories, except for small businesses that do not keep
proper books of accounts. The taxable income of small businesses was to be
estimated by the Ministry of Finance.62 All other businesses were to be subject
to a single income tax rate table based on their taxable income.
Of all the early income tax laws, the 1956 income tax law strikes us as the
most familiar, because it was really in that law that some of the most
enduring substantive principles of Ethiopian income tax system were laid
down. The content of the three Schedules (A, B and C) of the Ethiopian
income tax have changed very little since the 1956 income tax law. The 1956
income tax law contained a long list of exemptions some of which are still
with us today. For example, the exemptions for unskilled workers and
members of the diplomatic community are traceable at least in part to the
1956 income tax law.6 3

59 See Proclamation No. 107/1949, cited above, Article 3(iii)
60 Income Tax, 1956, Decree No. 19, Negarit Gazeta, 16t year, No. 1
61 See Proclamation No. 107/1949, cited above, Article 14
62 See Decree No. 19/1956, cited above, Article 43
63 The current exemptions for unskilled workers and members of diplomatic
community are traceable to the 1956 income tax law.
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The 1956 income tax decree was replaced in 1961 by Proclamation No.
173/1961. The 1961 income tax law was a better known income tax law in
modern income tax history because it remained in force for a long time - for
more than 40 years until 2002, but the 1961 income tax law introduced very
little to what the 1956 income decree did- in fact, close examination of the two
laws reveals striking similarities between the two. Even in an area where one
would expect some changes (e.g., tax rates), there was little difference
between the contents of the 1956 income tax law and 1961 income tax law. It
might be even stated that the 1961 income tax law was the 1956 income tax
decree in the guise of a Proclamation. 64

The 1961 income tax law turned out in the end to be one of the longest
running tax laws in the book. In a manner of saying, the 1961 income tax law
survived the vicissitudes of three Ethiopian regimes before it was finally
repealed in 2002. Ironically, it wasn't a change of regimes but a tax reform
undertaken independently of a change of government that finally became its
undoing. It was the 2002 tax reforms that finally repealed the 1961 income tax
law.65

While the 1961 income tax law was clearly a survivor of many regimes, it
survived only because it underwent too many amendments to count here.
One of the notable amendments of the 1961 income tax law was the addition
(incorporation) in 1967 of agricultural income taxation in the body of the
main income tax system of Ethiopia. The agricultural income tax law of 1967
was added to the main body of the income tax system (for the first and last
time, it turns out) when Emperor Haile Sellassie I issued an agricultural
income tax law to repeal and replace the 1944 tax in lieu of tithe. The 1967
income tax law added income from agricultural activities as Schedule D of
the 1961 income tax law, but, as pointed out above, this incorporation of
agricultural income taxation was short-lived.

The aftermath of the 1974 Ethiopian Revolution had a major impact upon the
structure and content of Ethiopian income tax system. The Revolution was
directly responsible for tax reforms which removed two of the Schedules (B
and D) of the 1961 income tax as well as for the major overhauls of the two
remaining schedules at the time (A and C).

64 The Emperor presented the 1956 income tax decree for approval because He was
required by the Constitution of the time. It was the 1956 income tax decree which
became the 1961 income tax proclamation when it was finally approved by the then
parliament.
65 See Income Tax, 2002, Proc. No. 286, Federal Negarit Gazeta, 81 year, No. 34
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The first schedule to be affected was Schedule D - the tax on income from
agricultural activities. Only recently added to the main body of the Ethiopian
income tax system, the agricultural income tax system of the ancien regime
was destined to become history as a consequence of the 1974 Ethiopian
Revolution. The official repeal of Schedule D came in 1976 when Derg issued
its own agricultural income tax law consistent with the new ideology.66 This
ended the brief incorporation of agricultural income taxes in the main body
of the Ethiopian income tax system. The agricultural income tax system of
Ethiopia has operated as autonomous tax regime since 1976, as it did prior to
1967.

Another casualty of the 1974 Revolution was Schedule B - which was a tax on
income from rental of lands and buildings at the time. The 1975 Proclamation
which abolished private ownership of urban lands and expropriated extra
houses had the effect of abolishing Schedule B from the income tax system
altogether. The 1975 law nationalized urban lands, which meant that there
would no longer be any income from rental of lands. The 1975 law also
outlawed rental of houses by any person, family or organization, except by
the government itself.67 The law specifically abolished lessor-lessee
relationships68- one of the sources chargeable with income tax under
Schedule B at the time. Although the 1975 law made no specific reference to
the income tax law at the time, it was evident that there would be no rental
income to be taxed after that.

The other schedules - A and C - were also affected by the changes spawned
by the Ethiopian Revolution of 1974, but they did not suffer the kinds of fatal
blows Schedules B and D suffered. The whole reform of the tax system at the
time reflected the paradoxical approach of radically changing some parts of
the income tax system while keeping the main framework of the system in
place. In spite of the transformative changes to the income tax system, the
framework of the income tax system of the Imperial period was maintained.
In 1978, for example, the income tax law of 1961 underwent significant
revisions both in its content (substance) and form. 69 The 1978 income tax law
added schedule D- which remained vacant after agricultural income tax was
removed from main income tax system - now with entirely new sources of
income. The 1978 income tax law added hitherto unknown sources of income

66 See Rural Land Use Fee and Agricultural Activities Income Tax, 1976, Proc. No. 77,
Negarit Gazeta, 35th year, No. 19
67 See Proclamation No. 47/1975, cited above, Article 20
68 Ibid
69 See a Proclamation to Amend the Income Tax, 1978, Proc. No. 155, Negarit Gazeta,
38h year, No. 3
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and sources which were previously exempted under earlier income tax
laws.70 Unlike the other schedules of the income tax system, the new schedule
contains an assortment of sources of income which are unified neither by
their sources nor by the tax rates. For lack of a unifying name, the 1978
income tax law referred to these sources as 'miscellaneous' income. The new
sources of income that became chargeable with tax were: income from games
of chance (mostly lottery winnings), royalties from patents and copyrights,
income from technical services rendered abroad, income from casual rental of
property and dividends.71 The new sources of income, the circumstances
leading to taxation and the tax rates are different for each new source of
income chargeable under Schedule D. The only thing common among them
(apart from the fact that they all fall under Schedule D) is that almost all the
new sources were to be collected through withholding by intermediaries.72

In addition to bequeathing new sources of income to the Ethiopian income
tax system (and in the process broadening the base of the tax system), the
1978 income tax law gained some notoriety for raising tax rates (and
burdens) to heights never reached before and after in the history of the
Ethiopian income tax system.73 The 1978 income tax law came at the height of
socialism, when it was fashionable to view high income groups with
suspicion, if not outright hostility. The 1978 income tax law raised the top
marginal tax rates for individuals to as high as 89% (for businesses) and 85%
(for employees). The tax law raised the tax rates for companies to a high of
50%, which was over and above the tax levied on dividends, which was 25%
at the time. The tax rates on newly added 'miscellaneous' sources of income
were not as high as the other sources but they were quite high: royalties
(40%), income from technical services (10%), dividends (25%) and income
from games of chance (10%).74 The tax rates were quite high and the effective
tax rates were considerably higher than the legal rates when we consider the
fact that these tax rates were levied upon gross receipts.

The 1990s continued the piecemeal revision of the 1961 income tax law in
spite of the changes of government and shifts of economic policy. The most
notable developments of the 1990s in the area of income taxation were the re-

70 The 1961 income tax law exempted 'income from dividends'; see Article 18 (f) of
Income Tax Proclamation No. 173/1961 (now repealed).
71 See Income Tax Amendment Proclamation No. 155/1978, cited above, Article 2(7)
72 Ibid
73 See, generally, Bekele Haile Selassie, "Salient Features of the Major Ethiopian
Income Tax Laws," Journal of Ethiopian Law vol. 15, 1992, p. 59
74 The government was probably comparatively lenient on income from gambling
because it had a monopoly over the administration of lottery.
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introduction of 'income taxes on rental of buildings'75 and the reduction of
tax rates both for individuals and companies. The tax on 'income from rental
of buildings' was introduced after a hiatus of 18 years. The reduction in tax
rates was initiated by the Derg which during its waning days adopted some
liberal policies towards private enterprises and investment.76 Hence, in 1990,
Derg reduced the marginal tax rates for individuals from the high of 89% to
59% and dividend tax rates from the high of 25% to 10%. After the change of
government in 1991, the tax rates continued falling until they reached the
current rates - 30% tax rates for companies and 35% top marginal rates for
individuals.77 The tax rates for miscellaneous sources of income also fell
considerably: royalties (from the high of 40% to 5%), income from technical
services (which remained the same: 10%), dividends (from the high of 25% to
10%). The only sources of income whose burdens appear to increase in the
post 1990 period were income from games of chance (from 10% to 15%),
interest from bank deposits (from 0 to 5%) and capital gains (from 0% to 15%
and 30%). Income from interest on bank deposits was not mentioned as a
source chargeable with tax until 2001 and capital gains were for the first time
mentioned as sources chargeable with tax in 1994.78 (For more, see appendix
1 below)

As alluded to before, the approach to income taxation may be described as
one of incremental reform or revision in which an old tax law was
maintained as the framework legislation and whatever changes needed were
introduced as an amendment to the old piece of legislation. This approach is
particularly dominant in the field of income taxation. Many seemingly
radical transformations of the income tax system were paradoxically
accommodated within the framework of the existing income tax system.

Whatever merits this approach might have, its downsides were palpable. The
piecemeal revisions of existing income tax law/s became a major source of
concern as uncertainties grew over which rules were in force and which rules
were abrogated. Several pieces of legislation were in force at one time,

75 See Income Tax (Amendment), 1993, Proc. No. 62, Negarit Gazeta, 52nd year, No. 54
76 See Council of State Special Decree to Amend the Income Tax, 1990, Proc. No. 18,
Negarit Gazeta, 49th year, No. 15, which reduced the tax rates for businesses from the
high of 89% to 59%; see Income Tax Amendment, 1994, Proc. No. 107, Negarit Gazeta,
54t year, No. 3, which brought the tax rates down to 40% for Schedule A and C
income tax groups
77 See Income Tax Proclamation No. 286/2002, op cit, Articles 10, 15, and 19
78 See Income Tax (Amendment), 2001, Proc. No. 227, Federal Negarit Gazeta, 7th year,
No. 9; Payment of Tax on Gains from Capital, 1994, Proc. No. 108, Negarit Gazeta, 54t

year, No. 4, Article 4
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making the task of understanding the tax system extremely arduous for
average taxpayers. There were times when it was necessary to read more
than a dozen pieces of major legislations on income taxation alone to get a
clear idea about the Ethiopian income tax system - and this without counting
other subsidiary pieces of legislation like directives and internal manuals and
memos.

When laws are revised haphazardly, it is inevitable that discrepancies arise
among the different pieces of legislation, as reformers are more concerned
about their revisions than the impact of their reform upon taxpayers in
general. A byproduct of the piecemeal revision of taxes was the visible
discriminatory treatment of various categories of taxpayers. This actually
happened in the 1990s. The top marginal tax rate for taxpayers engaged in
rental of buildings was 45% while the top marginal tax rate for taxpayers
falling under Schedule A and C was 40%.79 The income brackets among
different schedules were not uniform either. The taxable income bracket
(above the exemption floor) for Schedule A taxpayers started at 1400 ETB
while for that of Schedule B and C taxpayers, it started at 1800 ETB.80 The tax
rate differentials as well as the disparate income brackets were largely the
product of the piecemeal revision of income tax laws and were probably
unintentional.81

These problems of income tax reform in Ethiopia became one of the major
reasons why the Ethiopian Government undertook what might justifiably be
called 'comprehensive' income tax reforms culminating with the passing of
income tax laws in 2002. The 2002 income tax laws put an end to the
incremental approach to revision of income tax laws and repealed all
previous income tax laws in force up to that time, except the autonomous
income tax regimes in agriculture and mining sector.82

The 2002 income tax laws introduced many changes to the Ethiopian income
tax system, one of which was the implementation of uniform tax rates and
income brackets for different categories of taxpayers subject to income tax
under the main income tax system.83 Nonetheless, the 2002 tax laws retained

79 See Proclamation No. 62/1993, cited above, Article 2(3), and Proclamation No.
107/1994, cited above, Articles 2(2) and 2(3)
80 See Proclamation No. 62/1993, cited above and Proclamation No. 107/1994, cited
above
1 See Taddese Lencho, Income Tax Reforms of 2002: An Appraisal of some
Substantive Principles a manuscript in author's possession
82 See Income Tax Proclamation No. 286/2002, op cit, Article 119
83 For more on this and critique of the reforms, see Taddese Lencho, supra note 81.
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the schedular structure of Ethiopian income tax system and introduced very
little to the content of the existing schedules.

In terms of modernization of the income tax system, the 2002 income tax laws
must stand head and shoulders above all of the previous income tax reform
attempts in Ethiopia. The 2002 income tax laws succeeded in bringing
together scattered pieces of income tax legislation in a single body of
principal income tax laws (a proclamation and regulations) -although the
situation has since then unfortunately gone back to the bad habits of the old
times.84 The 2002 income tax reforms have also introduced some modern
principles of income taxation, such as the extension of Ethiopian income tax
jurisdiction over the worldwide income of residents, the insertion of
provisions to combat avoidance of income taxation and, and special sections
and rules on income tax accounting.85 Most of these reforms are of symbolic
significance only as the Ethiopian Tax Administration has yet to create the
capacity to implement some of the modern-sounding principles of income
taxation on the ground.

4. Special Income Tax Regimes: Petroleum and Mining Income Taxes
For much of the modern history of income taxation, only the agricultural
sector charted its own autonomous course of history of income taxation in
Ethiopia (the exception, as previously noted, was the period between 1967
and 1975, when agricultural income taxes were incorporated into the main
body of Ethiopian income tax system). Many economic sectors were the
subject of special government regulations in Ethiopia, but these special
treatments never spilled over into taxation. For example, the exploration and
extraction of minerals attracted special government regulation and attention
since 1971 but the main income tax system continued to apply to this sector
with minor adjustments.86

In 1986, the immense wealth to be had from petroleum extraction prompted
the Ethiopian Government to fashion special incentive schemes for those
involved in the exploration and extraction of petroleum in Ethiopia.87 In that

84 See Income Tax (Amendment), 2008, Proc. No. 608, Federal Negarit Gazeta, 15t year,
No. 15
85 See Income Tax Proclamation 286/2002, cited above, Articles 2(4) (5), 3-5, 22, 23, 29,
59-63
86 The tax rate applicable to the mining income was 510%, a much higher rate than the
regular income tax rate at the time; see Article 4(1) of Proclamation No. 282/1971.
87 Wondemagegnehu G. Selassie, "Mining and Development: an Overview of the
Ethiopian Experience Within the Context of Mining Laws," Ethiopian Bar Review
Vol. 2, No. 2, March 2008
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year, the Ethiopian Government issued a proclamation to impose tax on
petroleum operations along with a law that purported to regulate the
operation of petroleum explorations in the country.88 The main objective of
this law was not to raise revenues but to respond to the special characteristics
of petroleum explorations, thus encouraging investment in the area. The 1986
petroleum operations law states that the issuance of a special law regulating
petroleum exploration would foster petroleum infrastructure and develop
domestic expertise in the area of petroleum explorations.89 The preamble of
the 1986 petroleum income tax law strengthens this by stating that the 'nature
of petroleum operations calls for special law to regulate income tax thereon'.
And the special rules to regulate become immediately clear when we read the
provisions of this income tax law. The accounting /tax year is different from
the tax year under the main income tax laws - Gregorian calendar - perhaps
recognition of the fact that the exploring companies would be foreign owned
concerns. There was a long list of special definitions as it is to be expected
befitting such special law. There are special rules on the meaning of taxable
income, deductions, capital expenditure and valuation, among others. The
applicable tax rate at first was 50% at the organization level, but the
distribution of dividends was exempted from income tax.90 A definition of
taxable income in this special income tax law is different from what we are
used to in other income tax laws. The 1986 petroleum income tax law defines
'taxable income' as the value of all petroleum produced and saved in
accordance with special agreement between contractor and the government'.

In general, the petroleum income tax law was not intended to generate
revenues from existing activities but to encourage investment in the field of
petroleum exploration by providing for special benefits and incentives
through the tax system. It was perhaps in response to the specific request of
petroleum exploration companies that demanded some guarantees through
special tax regimes for their activities.

Another special income tax regime joined the Ethiopian income tax system in
1993, when a special mining law and an income tax law were issued.91 The

88 See Petroleum Operations Income Tax, 1986, Proc. No. 296, Negarit Gazeta, 45th

year, No. 7; and Petroleum Operations, 1986, Proc. No. 295, Negarit Gazeta, 45t Year,
No. 6
89 See the preamble of Petroleum Operations Proclamation No. 295/1986, cited above
90 The tax rate has since fallen to the current rate of 30%; see A Proclamation to
Amend the Petroleum Operations Income Tax, 2000, Proc. No. 226, Federal Negarit
Gazeta, 7th year, No. 8
91 See Mining Proclamation, 1993, Proc. No. 52, Negarit Gazeta, 52nd year, No. 42 and
Mining Income Tax, 1993, Proc. No. 53, Negarit Gazeta, 52nd year, No. 43
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1993 mining income tax law has sui generis rules for businesses engaged in
exploration and extraction of minerals. The tax rate at the time of its
introduction was 35% for small-scale mining activities and 45% for large-
scale mining activities.92 The mining income tax law has, like the petroleum
income tax law, special definitions for taxable income, gross income, revenue
expenditure, depreciation, reinvestment deduction and permitted losses.93

All these rules are different from comparable situations under the main
income tax law. To mention some of the special rules that apply to mining
activities, the mining income tax law permits depreciation allowance at a
straight-line deduction over the useful life of all capital expenditures and pre-
production costs for four consecutive years.94 The mining income tax law also
allows deduction of 'reinvestment' income (5% of the gross income of the
mining company) if the company wishes to reinvest its profits, and more
importantly, there are rules for deduction of financial losses and physical
losses, in the former case allowing the mining company a carry-forward of its
losses for ten consecutive accounting years.95 While the petroleum income tax
law exempted dividends,96 the 1993 mining income tax law imposes 10% tax
on dividends.97 Since the 1986 petroleum income tax has not been repealed,
companies engaged in petroleum operations may take advantage of the
exemption provisions therein. All indications are that the mining income tax
law, like its predecessor, the petroleum income tax, was intended primarily
to encourage investment in the mineral extraction sector rather than to
generate revenues for the government.

The differences between the petroleum and mining income tax laws seem
trivial and accidental on closer examination. The two tax regimes reveal
substantial similarities, and if anyone is paying attention, it may be
appropriate to merge the two tax regimes and issue a new tax law for mining
sector, including petroleum extractions (for timeline of special income taxes,
see appendix 2 below).

5. Provisional Income Taxes
Governments are never as inventive in their fiscal policies and instruments as
in times when they are strapped for money, such as in times of war and
economic crisis. The history of taxation throughout the world is a testament

92 See Mining Income Tax Proclamation No. 53/1993, cited above, Article 4
93 See id, Articles 4, 7, 8, 9 and 10
94 See id, Article 8
95 See id, Article 10 and compare that with Article 28 of the Income Tax Proclamation
No. 286/2002, cited above
96 See Proclamation No. 296/1986, cited above, Article 12
97 See Proclamation No. 53/1993, cited above, Article 12(2)
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to the tremendous creative energy governments unleash in their search for
new sources of revenue during times of crisis. Some of the taxes that we take
for granted today were introduced in times of crisis. Income taxes are today
recognized throughout the world as popular sources of revenue for
governments but it is often forgotten that these taxes were first introduced by
England in order to ease its financial burden as a result of the ongoing war
with Napoleon at the time.98 The United States first experimented with the
income tax during the American Civil War and later returned to this tax as
one of its major sources of revenue today.99

In the Ethiopian tax history, temporary taxes are not unheard of - although
we may disagree upon what names we should give these taxes. One such tax
is the so-called 'contributions' law of 1988. This law was issued at a time
when the Government was hard-pressed for money by war particularly in
the northern parts of the country. It had a long title - 'Contributions for the
unity and territorial integrity of the Motherland Council of State Special
Decree'.100 The contributions law of 1988 covered virtually everybody -
employees, pensioners, peasants, companies, professionals, Ethiopian
nationals living abroad, producers' cooperatives, lottery winners, urban
dwellers, agricultural service cooperatives, thrift and credit associations,
public enterprises, and the National Bank of Ethiopia. Although it was called
a 'contribution,' there was little doubt that this was an additional tax. The use
of the word 'contribution' was a pure rhetorical device to stir some patriotic
feelings in time of war. The contribution law imposed tax primarily on the
basis of income. Employees, pensioners, and peasants were to pay an amount
equal to one month of their income payable in 12 equal installments. The tax
rates were not proportional at all. Some classes of taxpayers were subject to
heavier tax rates than others. For example, persons engaged in petroleum
trade and commission agency were to pay 15% of their total assessment
annual income, thrift and credit associations to 25% of their total assessment
annual income and public enterprises to 10% of the amount transferred to
their general reserves. The 1988 'contribution' law may be cited as a
legislative example of temporary taxes but it is a matter of public knowledge
that these kinds of contributions in Ethiopia are intermittent sources of public
revenues in times of great crises like famine and the initiation of public
projects, the latest prominent example of which is the 'the Renaissance Dam'
on the Abay River.

98 See Edwin R. A. Seligman, The Income Tax, A Study of the History , theory and
practice of income taxation at home and abroad, The Macmillan company, 1911
99 Ibid,
100 See Contribution for the Unity and Territorial Integrity of the Motherland Council
of State Special Decree, 1988, Decree No. 2, Negarit Gazeta, 471 year, No. 21
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6. Excise and Sales Taxes
a. Excise Taxes

Excise - A hateful tax levied upon commodities, and adjudged not by the
common judges of property, but wretches hired by those to whom excise is
paid.

Samuel Johnson01

Excise taxes are indirect taxes 'imposed upon the production or sale of
particular commodities or related groups of commodities'.102 Excise taxes are
nothing but sales taxes imposed on a limited category of goods.103 Excise
taxes were one of the first modern taxes to be spotted by the Ethiopian
Government as potential sources of revenue. Some excise taxes had already
been introduced before the Italian occupation targeting goods that were
considered luxuries or primary exports at the time. 104 Before the Italian
occupation, selective excise taxation was introduced in 1931 targeting
products like alcoholic drinks, cigarettes, incense, carpets and wear.105 This
tax was introduced for the specific purpose of financing the purchase of Bank
of Abyssinia, which was under the British concern at the time.106

In the post-Italian period, excise taxes became one of the first taxes to be
introduced - they at least preceded general sales taxes by more than a
decade. This is hardly surprising. Excise taxes, as selective taxes or
production taxes, are much easier to administer than sales taxes with
application on broad range of goods. The nascent Ethiopian tax
administration at the time pursued a prudent policy of first introducing taxes
on selective goods and then later extending the net to cover larger number of
goods.

The first target of excise taxation was tobacco - in 1942. In that year, the
Government asserted a state monopoly over the 'manufacture, purchase,

101 Quoted in Ben J. M. Tarra, 'Excises', in Victor Thuronyi, Tax Law Design and
Drafting, International Monetary Fund, vol. 1, 1996, p. 146
102 Babak A. Rastogoufard, "Too Much Smoke and Not Enough Mirrors: the Case
Against Excise Taxes and for Gasoline Taxes," Urban Lawyer vol. 36, 411, Summer
2004
103 Excise taxes are typically imposed at the producers' or manufacturers' level, but
some countries also impose excise taxes at the retail level (e.g., the US imposes
gasoline taxes at the retail level); see Victor Thuronyi, Comparative Tax Law, (2003),
KIuwer Law International, p. 58
104 See Bahru Zewde, supra note 2, pp. 114-115
105 Bahru Zewde, "Relations between Ethiopia and the Sudan on the Western
Ethiopia Frontier," 1976, 301, quoted in Eshetu Chole, supra note 11, p. 72
106 Bahru Zewde, 1976, 301, quoted in Eshetu Chole, supra note 9, p. 72; Bahru Zewde,
supra note 2, p. 115
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preparation, sale, import and export of tobacco.'107 The 1942 law also
established a Tobacco Monopoly Board, which was empowered to license
tobacco production and, more importantly, to collect taxes, a proportion of
which was to go to the Ministry of Finance as general revenue.

The second targets of excise taxation were alcohol and alcoholic products - in
1943. 108 The excise duty of 1943 levied ad-rem duties upon the production of
alcohol, and befitting the nature of the tax, the amount of duty depended
upon the alcoholic content and concentration of an alcoholic product.109 The
excise tax regime on alcoholic products went beyond taxation of alcohol and
alcoholic products. A series of regulations were successively issued in the
1940s, some with a view to regulating the production of alcohol in the
country, and others with a view to regulating the licensing and warehousing
of alcoholic production. 110 At first, alcohol excise duties were limited to
foreign produced alcoholic products but these duties were later extended in
the mid 1950s to locally produced wine and bar beverages. "'1 But these
alcohol excise duties prudently relieved the production of tej and tella
(traditional alcoholic beverages) from the payment of excise duties.112 It

would have been administratively impractical to levy excise duties on these
products as they are produced in innumerable households with no
attachment to modern commercial establishments. Although not mentioned
in name, the omission of 'chat' (a mildly addictive chewable plant) from the
list of products subject to excise duties must have been motivated by the
traditional nature of 'chat' production in Ethiopia. As part of the excise tax
regime, the taxation of alcohol and tobacco production is usually
accompanied by warehousing obligations.113 It is administratively easy (or at

107 A Proclamation to Establish A State Monopoly in Respect of Tobacco, Matches,
and Pocket Lighters, 1942, see Article 3, Proc. No. 30, Negarit Gazeta, 2nd year, No. 2
108 Alcohol Excise Duty, 1943, Proc. No. 40, Negarit Gazeta, 2nd year, No. 10
109 See the Alcohol Excise Duty rules, 1943, Legal Notice No. 23, Negarit Gazeta, 2nd

year, No. 10
110 See Alcohol Excise Duty, 1944, Proc. No. 51, Negarit Gazeta, 3rd year, No. 6; Legal
Notice No. 44/1944, Negarit Gazeta, 3rd year, No. 6; Legal Notice No. 108/1947,
Negarit Gazeta, 7th year, No. 3; Proclamation No. 108/1949; Legal Notice No.
129/1949, Negarit Gazeta, 81 year, No. 12; Legal Notice No. 130/1949, Negarit Gazeta,
8t year, No. 12
111 See A Decree to Provide for the Payment of Federal Alcohol Consumption Tax,
1956, Proc. No. 18, Negarit Gazeta, 18t year, No. 13; Legal Notice No. 203/1956,
Negarit Gazeta, 18th year, No. 13
112 See a Decree to Provide for the Payment of Federal Alcohol Consumption Tax,
1959, Article 17, Proc. No. 33, Negarit Gazeta, 18t year, No. 17
113 Alcohol producers are required to obtain special license for alcoholic production
and to construct bonded warehouses approved by the Tax Authorities.
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least manageable) to enforce warehousing obligations upon alcohol and
tobacco producers - since the producers employ modern technology of
organized production. It is extremely difficult to enforce warehousing
regulations on the production of traditional products like tej, tella and chat.114

In 1948, another species of excise taxation was added to the excise tax regime
of Ethiopia - Highway Renovation Tax.115 The Highway Renovation tax
targeted one type of product - petrol - as a way of raising revenues for and
recovering expenses of highway maintenance and construction. Petrol was
selected as a target because of its close functional affinity with roads. Those
who used highways used petrol to drive around. It is only appropriate that
they were made to foot the burden of highway maintenance and
construction. To convey the message that the tax was levied for purposes of
raising revenues for highway maintenance and construction, the 1948 law
prescribed the setting up of a special account called 'Highway Renovation
Account' to which the proceeds from the tax were to go. The law instructed
the Ministry of Finance to disburse from the account amounts for contracts
signed by the Ministry of Public Works and Communications (at the time the
public body in charge of highways).116 It was clear that the construction of
roads and highways was one of the major public work priorities of the
Government at the time as the Ethiopian Government introduced a road tax
in the same year, which was enforceable as a road toll on major highways.
The road tax law of 1948 empowered the Ministry of Communications to
specify highways upon which the road toll was to be imposed, and the rate of
taxation was to be determined for every 100 kilometers of road used.117

114 See the Customs Revised Import and Export Regulations, 1951, Legal Notice No.
153, Negarit Gazeta, 10th year, No. 8; incidentally, chat was the subject of other types
of taxes from a fairly early period in the modern tax history of Ethiopia. It was a
subject of export taxes since 1951(see below), and income taxes since 1987. The 1987
income tax law required payment of tax by any person 'possessing, carrying, or
otherwise handling chat for sale or destined for sale'. The chat tax is today enforced
by both the Federal Government and the Regional Governments, collected usually at
certain points of entry of chat into the market (called kella or toll booths).
115 A Proclamation to Provide for the Renovation of Highways, 1948, Proc. No. 103,
Negarit Gazeta, 8th year, No. 4
116 Id, Article 6
117 Although, it was not clearly indicated in the law as to how the tax was to be
collected, it would certainly have required installment of toll-booths on highways
selected for collection of road tolls. Motor cars were to pay 0.25 Birr while other
vehicles were to pay varying rates depending on their loading capacity. Those who
used vehicles which do not normally use roads (e.g. tractors) needed to pay specified
fees and special permit from the Ministry of Communications to be able to use roads.
The road tax of 1948 exempted all vehicles of Ministry of Public Works from the road
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The highway renovation tax, as well as the road tax, of 1948 was seen as one
source of revenue for construction and maintenance of highways. It was
evident that the proceeds from these taxes were never going to be sufficient
to cover the enormous costs of road construction and maintenance in a
country with an extremely low density of highways. This was in any case
made very clear in the laws when it was stated that the tax would not alter
the normal budgetary allocation for construction of highways.118

The 1948 Highway Renovation Tax established some important principles of
taxation, which were sadly discarded in later developments of taxation in
Ethiopia. The first principle is the principle of transparency of aims and
objectives of taxation. The 1948 tax law was transparent not only in the use of
the expressive name - 'highway renovation tax',119 but also in the
specification of the objectives for which the tax was imposed - which was to
cover the costs of highway maintenance and construction.

In the 1940s and early 1950s, excise taxes were faithful to the traditional tax
policy objectives of excise taxes.120 We observe this admirably reflected in the
alcohol and tobacco excise taxes of 1940s and 1950s and the highway
renovation tax of the 1948. However frequently the government revised the
tax laws, we can see that the excise tax regimes were broadly faithful to the
textbook version of excise taxation. Excise taxes as instruments for
discouraging consumption of harmful products were admirably reflected in
alcohol and tobacco excise taxes. Excise taxes as benefit taxes were also
reflected in highway renovation taxes. With respect to benefit excises, the
policy considerations were faithfully adhered to until the late 1960s when the
laws in this regard took care to exempt petroleum not destined for highways.
The 1967 petroleum excise tax, for example (the successor to the highway

tax. The 1948 road tax was the only known toll law in Ethiopian tax history; See Road
Tax Proclamation, 1948, Proc. No. 98, Negarit Gazeta, 71 year, No. 8
us A Proclamation to Provide for the Renovation of Highways No 103/1948, cited
above, Article 7
119 In this regard, the 'Highway Renovation' Tax of 1948 shares the plaudits with
some other taxes that came out during the same period, namely the Education Tax of
1947 and the Health Expenditure Tax of 1959 (see above)
120 According to Cnossen, excise taxes are distinguished by their selectivity in
coverage, discrimination in intent and some form of quantitative measurement in
determining tax liability; see Sijbren Cnossen, Excise Systems (1977), quoted by Ben J.
M. Terra, Excises, in Victor Thuronyi (ed.), Tax Law Design and Drafting
International Monetary Fund, vol. 1, 1996, p. 248; see also John F. Due and Ann F.
Friedlaender, Government Finance, Economics of the Public Sector 2002, pp. 390-
402; Ward M. Hussey and Donald C. Lubick (eds.), Basic World Tax Code and
Commentary, Harvard University International Tax Program, 1992
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renovation tax), exempted petroleum destined for use by the navy, railways,
and industries.121

As an earmarked tax, the 'highway renovation' tax of 1948 could have served
as a model for some other taxes, which should be earmarked given the aims
for which these taxes are introduced in the first place. In other tax systems,
the idea of earmarking a tax is not confined to benefit excises as such. We see
some countries earmarking excise taxes on alcohol, tobacco, and other
harmful products like asbestos. In the US, for example, excise tax proceeds
imposed on coal mining are set aside for the benefit of miners who suffer
from black lung cancer - an ailment associated with coal mining.12 2 The
proceeds from the excise duties on coal mining go to a special account called
"Black Lung Disability Trust" from which disbursements are made to take
care of those afflicted by black lung cancer.123 Similarly, the proceeds from
excise taxes on cigarettes are placed in a special account to benefit those who
suffer from cigarettes smoking.124 In Ethiopian tax history, the Highway
Renovation, education and health taxes were the only taxes that were
earmarked for the purposes for which the taxes were introduced in the first
place. The wisdom of earmarking could have been extended to excise taxes
on cigarettes, alcohol and some other harmful products. The idea of
earmarking seems to have been completely abandoned as the requirements
for earmarking faded from the later amendments of petrol taxes and as the
education and health taxes were repealed. The production and import of
products like alcohol, cigarettes and some other products out there has
become just an excuse for raising additional revenues from these products.

From the middle of the 1950s and increasingly after that, Ethiopian
Governments began to see excise taxes not merely as instruments of specific
public policy but also as sources of easy revenues. Hence, we had an excise
tax regime targeting salt in 1955.125 The aim of this tax -which incidentally
continues to this day - is revenue generation, although some people might
argue that the aim is to discourage consumption of salt (a harmful
product?).126 Although some variety of salt can be harmful to health (and

121 See a Proclamation to Provide for Payment of Excise Tax on Petroleum Products
and Lubricants, 1967, Proc. No. 249, Negarit Gazeta, 26th year, No. 14
122 Federal Tax Course, CCH 1999 CCH Incorporated p. 124
123 Ibid
124 Ibid
125 See a Proclamation to Amend the Federal Tax Proclamation, 1955, Proc. No. 146,
Negarit Gazeta, 14th year, No. 19
126 Initially, those people who argue that the taxation of salt has something to do with
it being 'harmful' product may have a point. The first salt tax law of 1955 imposed
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therefore an occasion for excise taxation), the taxation of salt in Ethiopian
context remains to be predominantly motivated by the desire to generate
additional revenues from an easy target - i.e., the collection of salt tax in
places where salt is mined (mainly in the Afar Region- Afdera).

In 1956, the excise tax regime was unabashedly deployed to target
unconventional but easy targets of excise taxation. The 1956 excise tax law
extended the reach of excise taxes to widely consumable goods like sugar,
yarn of cotton and textile fabrics.127 And a year later, the net of excise taxes
was widened to target locally produced goods like eucalyptus trees, stones,
chalk, sand, jewelry and coal - clearly indicating the aim of the government
to use excise taxes as means of generating additional revenues.128 Another
excise tax, introduced in 1960, further broadened the regime of excises, with
taxes then levied on building materials like planks and rafters produced at
sawmills, tiles and bricks.129  This period represented a moment of
unprecedented expansion for excise tax regimes in Ethiopia.

Luckily, some of these extensions of the excise tax regime beyond the
traditionally 'excisable' products did not meet with approval with the then
parliament. The excise taxes on local products like eucalyptus trees and
stones and the excise taxes on building materials were rejected by the then
parliament when the government presented them for approval in 1963.130 The
excise taxes on goods like eucalyptus trees, stones and sand and the excise
taxes on building materials have never been revived again after the
disapproval of the then parliament. However, these setbacks never seemed to
dampen the appetite of Ethiopian governments over the use of excise taxes as
sources of additional revenues from selected products out there. In the same
year when 'building materials' excise taxes were turned down by the then
Parliament, the Government succeeded in getting approval for an excise tax
regime that targeted widely consumable goods like sugar, cotton and textile

differential rates of tax based on the 'foreign elements' of salt and exempted from salt
tax salt used for dressing hides and skins and salt used for the preparation of canned
meat. These provisions seem to suggest that the aim was at least in part to discourage
the consumption of salt. As in other areas of excise taxation, these aims were lost in
later revisions of these taxes.; see Salt Tax Regulations, 1962, Regs. No. 254, Negarit
Gazeta, 21st year, No. 9
127 See Federal Excise Tax Decree, 1956, Decree No. 16, Negarit Gazeta, 15t year, No.
11; and Federal Excise Tax Regulations, 1956, Regs. No. 205, Negarit Gazeta, 16t year,
No. 1
12s See Local Products Excise Tax, 1957, Decree No. 1, Negarit Gazeta, 17t year, No. 1
129 See Building Materials Excise Tax, 1960, Decree No. 41, Negarit Gazeta, 19th year,
No. 11
130 See Notice of Disapproval No. 1/1963
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fabrics -which were already in force since 1956 in the form of decrees.131

Unlike the excise taxes on building materials, the excise taxes on sugar and
textile products have been so well-established in the Ethiopian excise tax
regime as to become part of the 'tax canon' of Ethiopian excise taxation. The
policy justification for levying excise duties upon these products may be
tenuous, but this has not prevented Ethiopian governments from continuing
to view these as legitimate targets of excise taxation.

Excise taxes are some of the most frequently revised tax laws in the books,
most for purposes of revising the tax rates. By 1960s, the products upon
which Ethiopian excise taxes were levied seemed to be clearly established
and the tax regime has stabilized by and large since then. We could clearly
discern at least four categories of excise taxes since 1960s.1 32 There are excise
taxes on products selected for sumptuary purposes (e.g., sumptuary excises
on alcohol, tobacco, and asbestos). There are also the so-called 'benefit'
excises imposed upon petroleum and kindred products to recoup the costs of
road construction and maintenance. And thirdly, we have so-called luxury
excises imposed on luxury items like watches, jewelry and vehicles. And
fourthly, we have 'revenue' excises levied upon widely consumable goods
like sugar and textile products.133

These four categories were clearly distinguishable particularly until the end
of the 1980s as excise tax laws were issued separately for all the four
categories. We had therefore excise taxes separately for tobacco, alcohol, for
petroleum products and lubricants, for widely consumable goods like sugar
and textiles and for luxuries. Some of these tax laws were identified by the
products upon which the excise taxes were to be imposed - e.g., as alcohol
excise taxes, petroleum and lubricants excise taxes, while others were simply
known by the generic name 'excise taxes'.134

131 See a Proclamation to Provide for Payment of Excise Tax, 1963, Proc. No. 204,
Negarit Gazeta, 22nd year, No. 17
132 For classification of excise taxes, please see Due and Friedlaender, supra note 120,
pp. 390-402
133 Like all classifications, these classifications are not watertight. Due and
Friedlaender identify four different excise tax categories: excises designed to improve
efficiency in the use of resources (sumptuary excises), excises in lieu of charges
(benefit excises), excises for general revenue, and miscellaneous excises; see Due and
Friedlaender, supra note 120, pp. 391-402
134 See, for example, a Proclamation to Provide for the Payment of an Excise Tax on
Alcohol, 1965, Proc. No. 217, Negarit Gazeta, 24th year, No. 10, which applied
obviously to alcohol and alcoholic products; a Proclamation to Provide for the
Payment of Excise Tax on Petroleum Products and Lubricants, 1967, Proc. No. 249,
Negarit Gazeta, 26th year, No. 14; and compare them with a Proclamation to Provide
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Separate legislation of excise taxes (as if to stress their specific and select
character) came to an end with the issuance of a consolidated excise (and
sales) tax law in 1990.135 The consolidation of 1990 clearly made excise tax
laws accessible. Almost by single stroke, the 1990 tax law brought together
the previously separate pieces of legislation on excise taxes, alcohol excise
taxes, petroleum products and lubricants excise taxes, salt tax, and
transaction taxes.136

However, the consolidation of excise tax regimes (while commendable on
accessibility grounds) may have relegated the policy considerations which
made excise taxes relevant in the first place. Excise taxes are nowadays
virtually indistinguishable from other forms of taxes except for the fact that
all the products that are subject to excise taxes are listed in a schedule.

Later developments of the excise tax regimes of Ethiopia abandoned the
policy considerations altogether. Petroleum continues to be the subject of
excise taxation but the proceeds are no longer placed in a special account as
in the early modern period, which means that the proceeds might be used for
general government services.137 Various types of alcoholic products also
continue to be the subject of excise taxation even when these products are
destined for desirable objectives, like the use for treatment in hospitals. 138

for the Payment of Excise Tax, which with that generic name applied to widely
consumable goods like sugar, yam of natural cotton and textile fabrics; see a
Proclamation to Provide for the Payment of Excise Tax, 1963, Proc. No. 204, Negarit
Gazeta, 22nd year, No. 17.
135 See Sales Tax Council of State Special Decree, 1990, Decree No. 16, Negarit Gazeta,
49h year, No. 11
136 The 1990 law repealed the Excise Tax Proclamation No. 204/1963; the Alcohol
Excise Tax Proclamation No. 217/1965; the Petroleum Products and Lubricants
Excise Tax Proclamation No. 249/1967, the Federal Salt Tax Proclamation No.
144/1955 and the Transaction Tax Proclamation No. 205/1963; see Article 3 of Decree
No. 16/1990, cited above.
137 There is, incidentally, an intention to revive the practice of earmarking some taxes
for the construction and maintenance of roads, as can be gathered from the reading
of the Road Fund Proclamation of 1997. This Proclamation lists the sources of this
Fund, one of which is the so-called 'Road Maintenance Fuel Levy". The Proclamation
authorizes the Council of Ministers to issue regulations for this levy, but no such
regulations have been issued so far; see Road Fund Establishment Proclamation,
1997, Articles 5 and 5, Proc. No. 66, Federal Negarit Gazeta, 3rd year, No. 24
13s The 1990 Excise Tax Law, for example, charges alcohol destined for 'medical,
industrial, scientific or technical purposes' with an excise tax rate of 239%, a little less
than alcohol destined for beverages, which is chargeable with 267%; see Schedule A
of Decree No. 16/1990; Compare the Schedules of Ethiopian Excise Tax Proclamation
with the list of items subject to excise taxation in the Basic World Tax Code; more
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The reason for all of these developments is that the recent excise tax laws of
Ethiopia no longer contain provisions that enjoin the government to earmark
the proceeds or exempt the products when they are used for desirable goals.
In sum, excise taxes have become taxes by a different name.

The other controversial development of excise taxes is the use of excises as
revenue generation schemes. The imposition of excise taxes on sugar, salt and
textile products has no other explanation (in Ethiopian context) than the
generation of easy revenues from easily accessible products out there. The
burden on these products has not been relieved even in times when there is
scarcity of these products in the market. We can also take issue with the list
of so-called luxury items in the Ethiopian excise tax regime. The import and
production of vehicles attracts excise taxation regardless of the make of the
vehicle.139 Contrary to the nature of conventional excise taxes (which are
normally used as fiscal tools for discouraging harmful products in the
market), the excise tax regime on vehicles has the unintended consequence of
recycling old vehicles in the market, with deleterious consequences upon the
environment. The heavy excise duties upon imported vehicles force
consumers to opt for the less environmentally friendly used cars. Sometimes,
the excise tax rates defy reason. There was a time when the import of four-
wheel drive vehicles carried 20% excise tax rate when other types of cars
attracted as much as 100%.140

In general, excise tax regimes have become the first taxes to turn to whenever
governments feel under pressure to raise extra revenues from selected
products. The 1990 excise tax law is a case in point in this regard. This tax
law- which incidentally came out when the government was waging civil
wars in the north- came close to being a general sales tax law, with excises
levied on not just the conventional excise target goods like tobacco and
alcohol, but also on products like sandals, boots, vermin traps, advertising
models, goods imported by hotels, chemicals and reagents, and flour and
agricultural products (see appendix 3 below).

than half of the items subject to excise taxation in Ethiopia are not mentioned in the
Basic World Tax Code; the Code mentions alcoholic products, tobacco products and
motor vehicles as subject to excise taxation; see Ward M. Hussey and Donald C.
Lubick (eds.), Basic World Tax Code and Commentary, Harvard University
International Tax Program, 1992, pp. 119-127.
139 See Schedule D of Sales and Excise Tax Proclamation, 1993, Proc. No. 68, Negarit
Gazeta, 52nd year, No. 61
140 See the Schedule attached to Proclamation No. 68/1993 (now repealed), cited
above
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Since the consolidation of disparate excise taxes in the 1990s, the Ethiopian
excise tax regime maintained a unified body. With the exception of revisions
involving tax rates, the substance of excise tax regime has remained largely
unchanged in the 1990s and 2000s. Excise taxes formed part of the
comprehensive tax reform package of 2002, but though the law changed, the
tax reforms actually changed very little about the existing excise tax regime at
the time.141

b. Transactions Taxes/Sales Taxes
General sales taxes were comparatively late comers onto the scene of
Ethiopian tax system. General sales taxes apply to a wide range of supplies of
goods and services compared to excise taxes, which are limited in
application. As a result, general sales taxes are comparatively more difficult
to administer. That explains why the Ethiopian Government waited until
1954 to introduce a general sales tax law and even then a sales tax law with
limited application. In that year, the Government introduced what it called
'Federal Tax' to be levied on imports and exports of goods in general.142 At
first reading, the 1954 Federal Tax law may be difficult to pin down for
taxonomists. The law uses a generic name 'federal tax' which says little about
the nature of the tax. Even more puzzling is that the 1954 Federal Tax Law
applied on imports and exports. We may be inclined to call it a tax on
imports and exports as result, but since Ethiopia had already had customs
duties by that time, it is fair to conclude that the 1954 law was the first
general sales tax law in Ethiopia.143 In any case, since the 1954 law replaced

141 See the Turnover Tax, 2002, Proc. No. 308, Federal Negarit Gazeta, 9t year, No. 21,
and compare it with Sales and Excise Tax, 1993, Proc. No. 68, Negarit Gazeta, 52nd
year, No. 61, which it replaced
142 See Federal Tax Proclamation, 1954, Proc. No. 143, Negarit Gazeta, 14t year, No. 2;
by the way, the prefix 'federal' is a reference to the Federation of Ethiopia with
Eritrea at the time; it is sometimes difficult to label some taxes in the early period as
'this' or 'that' type of tax. This is to be expected - governments, under pressure to
raise revenues, are more interested in how revenues are raised than what experts
would call their taxes.
143 At the time of the introduction of federal tax in 1954, Ethiopia had already had an
import and export duties law preceding the 1954 law by more than a decade. The
1954 Federal Tax was not intended as replacement of the customs duties of Ethiopia
at the time, but as an additional and different tax on imports and exports. It appears
that the points of imports and exports were selected solely for their administrative
ease - entirely understandable given the limited administrative resources of
Ethiopian tax system at the time; see Customs and Exports Duties Proclamation,
1943, Proc. No. 39, Negarit Gazeta, 2nd Year, No. 10 (now repealed); see below for
more on customs duties
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by a transaction tax law in 1956, this should dispel any doubts about the
nature of the 1954 tax law.

The 1956 Transaction Tax law extended the scope of the sales tax regime from
imports and exports to goods manufactured locally - the first sales tax on
manufacturers.144 Although the scope of application of transaction taxes was
wider than excise taxes, we could see that the scope was still limited to one
level of distribution and even then to limited number of goods. The imports,
exports and the collection of tax from manufacturers were carefully selected
for their ease of tax administration. Imports and exports are the easiest points
of reach and manufacturers are more easily accessible than other actors in the
supply chain (wholesalers and retailers) as the number of manufacturers is
generally fewer than wholesalers and retailers.

The 1956 Transaction Tax law was further limited in scope by the wide range
of exemptions granted to supplies of certain goods. Imports of agricultural
and industrial machinery, implements and spare parts, supplies used as
inputs or raw materials, goods manufactured by small businesses, goods
produced by flour mills, bakeries and dairies were among the long list of
goods exempted from the payment of transaction tax at the time.145 Some of
these exemptions were justified by the need to maintain that the sales tax
regime remain a consumption tax and not a production tax (e.g., the
exemption for agricultural and industrial machinery was intended to prevent
the tax from becoming a production tax). Other exemptions were motivated
at least in part by the realization that the resources of the tax administration
were limited (e.g., exemptions for small business manufacturers).

Subsequent amendments of Ethiopian sales tax laws predictably widened the
coverage of sales taxes as the tax administration became more confident in its
enforcement capacities. Thus, in 1963, a transaction law that replaced the
1956 transaction tax decree extended the sales tax regime to wholesalers and
retailers by introducing a turnover tax upon all sales at all levels. 146 The 1963
transaction tax law also extended the sales tax regime to services for the first
time - although only one type of service (i.e., construction work) was

144 See Decree to Provide for the Payment of a Federal Transaction Tax, 1956, Articles
4 and 7, Decree No. 17, Negarit Gazeta, 15th year, No. 11
145 See id, Article 5 and 7
146 See a Proclamation to Provide for Payment of Transaction Taxes, 1963, Proc. No.
205, Negarit Gazeta, 22nd year, No. 18
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chargeable with sales taxes at that time. 147 The turnover tax became a popular
form of sales tax for the government in the 1970s, 80s and early 90s.

The landscape of sales taxation largely remained unaffected by the
developments of the Ethiopian Revolution and its aftermath. Although sales
taxes were a subject of numerous revisions (almost all of them in respect of
rates), at the end of the day, the sales tax regime laid down during the
Imperial period was maintained for much of the 1970s and 1980s. In 1990, the
sales taxes and excise taxes were issued in a consolidated piece of legislation,
but apart from the consolidation, there was little change in the substance of
the taxes themselves.

After the change of the regime in 1991, sales taxes became a subject of a major
revision in 1993. The sales and excise tax law of 1993 slightly contracted the
scope of application of the sales tax regime. Turnover taxes were eliminated
from the sales tax and the sales tax regime became a thoroughly single-stage
sales tax regime with application upon imports, goods manufactured locally
and a limited number of services.148

After a hiatus of about a decade, the turnover taxes returned after the
comprehensive tax reforms of 2002, this time as supplementary taxes to the
value added tax (VAT).149 The introduction of the value added tax in 2002
(effective 2003) clearly marked the biggest transformation of the sales tax
regime of Ethiopia of recent times.150 The value added tax, along with the
supplementary turnover tax of 2002, broadened the reach of the sales tax
regime in Ethiopia, with sales taxes potentially reaching small retail products,
not just production as was previously the case. The turnover taxes are
provisional taxes, readmitted into the Ethiopian tax system as necessary
evil.151  We have every reason to believe that the turnover taxes will
eventually peter out as more and more transactions are brought under the
regime of VAT or for that matter another type of general sales tax.

147 The 1963 transaction tax law referred to one type of service only as subject to
transaction taxes - namely, construction work. All other types of services were
exempted by omission.
148 See Sales and Excise Tax, 1993, Proc. No. 68, Negarit Gazeta, 52nd year, No. 61
149 See the Turnover Tax, 2002, Proc. No. 307, Federal Negarit Gazeta, 9th year, No. 21
150 See the Value Added Tax, 2002, Proc. No. 285, Federal Negarit Gazeta, 81 year, No.
33, Value Added Tax Regulations, 2002, Regs. No. 79, Federal Negarit Gazeta, 9th year,
No. 19
151 For the distortionary effects of turnover taxes, see Due and Friedlaender, supra
note 120, pp. 415-416
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7. Customs Duties - Import and Export Duties
a. Import Duties
The first customs duties of the modern era were issued in 1943.152 The
customs duties of 1943 covered both import duties and export duties. For
duties on imports, a tariff schedule was attached (as it has always ever since
been) to the customs law of 1943 - a long list of goods classified into
categories, with rates attached thereto. The rates ranged from 'free' to duties
as high as 70% at the time. The rates were both ad rem (based on the unit of
the good charged) and ad valoreum (based on the value of the good charged).
The ad rem rates were used on class II goods of the customs tariffs, which
included alcoholic products and cigarettes - no doubt to discourage their
import through the import duties.

Customs duties are some of the most frequently revised tax laws, and indeed
of any laws in the land. Most of these amendments are in the area of the
customs tariffs, which require revising from time to time whenever a need
arises for changing the tax rates, sometimes for reclassifying the goods and at
times for completing the customs tariff laws, which, at the time of issuance,
did not cover some subjects like regulation of customs warehousing and
customs invoicing. When taxes are the subject of frequent revision, there is
always a problem of keeping track of which tax laws are in force and which
have been repealed. This problem is very acute in the area of customs tariffs.
The Government was able to relieve some of the difficulties in this regard by
undertaking a consolidation of the various customs' tariff laws at various
times in modern history. The first consolidation was done in 1955153 and since
then consolidated customs laws were issued at various times.154The most
unstable part of the customs laws, the tariffs schedules, kept pouring out
every now and then.

Customs duties have never been disinterested sources of revenue - not
anywhere, not in Ethiopia.155 Customs duties are often used by governments

152 See Customs and Exports Duties Proclamation, 1943, Proc. No. 39, Negarit Gazeta,
2nd Year, No. 10; for the history of customs duties before the Italian invasion, see
Mahteme Sillassie Wolde Meskel, Zikra Nagar 2nd Issue (in Amharic), 1962 E.C., pp.
172ff; see also Bahru Zewde, supra note 2
153 See a Proclamation to Consolidate and Amend the Law Relating to the Customs,
1955, Proc. No. 145, Negarit Gazeta, 14t year, No. 7
154 The latest is in 2009; see Customs Proclamation, 2009, Proc. No. 622, Federal Negarit
Gazeta, 15th year, No. 27
155 See generally, John F. Due, "Customs, Excise, Export duties," in Milton C. Taylor
(ed.), Taxation for African Economic Development Hutchinson Educational Ltd.,
1970, pp. 392-413
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to promote specific public policies other than generation of revenues. Their
differential rates or tariffs are ideal for enforcing these policies. The history of
customs duties in Ethiopia is no different. The government sought to
discourage the consumption of certain imports (e.g., alcohol and tobacco) by
imposing heavier burdens of customs duties upon these imports and
encourage the consumption or use of other imports (e.g., agricultural
machinery and books) by relieving these imports from customs duties.156

Apart from the customs tariffs, imports are a convenient route for imposing
various forms of taxes. As goods enter through designated customs routes,
governments have used these places as proxies for levying many of the other
taxes in customs offices. Most of the indirect taxes (e.g., sales and excise
taxes) have always used imports as a point for tax collection. Imports have
also been used as convenient collection points for even income taxes
(withholding taxes) and sometimes sur-taxes. At the time of writing, for
example, imports are used for levying withholding income taxes (3%) and
sur-taxes, which are imposed on most goods imported into Ethiopia.157

b. Export Duties
The export duties - which were introduced along with import duties in 1943
- were not as extensive as the import duties. Few products were at first listed
as subject to export duties: hides and skins, civet, bees wax and coffee.158

Then in 1951, the range of commodities subject to the export duties was
broadened to include oil seeds, chat, sheep and lamb skins, goat and kid
skins, leopard skins, ivory, saffron, butter, bazaar and ghee.159 The limitation
of export taxes to specified products should not be surprising. The exports of
Ethiopia were limited to begin with (compared to the imports). It would have
been pointless to issue an export tariff as extensive as that of the import
tariffs. Secondly, even if there were other goods exported from Ethiopia, they
weren't in any significant quantity - hence the concentration on high value
exports like coffee and hides and skins. The export duties used both ad rem
and ad valorem rates. Ad valorem rates were used for hides and skins, bees wax
and coffee while an ad rem rate was used for civet.

156 See the Customs Revised Import and Export Regulations, 1951, Legal Notice No.
153, Negarit Gazeta, 10t year, No. 8
157 See Income Tax Proclamation No. 286/2002, cited above, Article 52; Import Sur-
Tax Council of Ministers Regulations, 2007, Regs. No. 133, Federal Negarit Gazeta, 13t
year, No. 23
15s See Customs and Export Duties Proclamation No. 39/1943, op cit; see also Eshetu
Chole, supra note 11, p. 70
159 See The Customs Revised Imports and Export Regulations, 1951, Legal Notice No.
153, Negarit Gazeta, 10t year, No. 8
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Coffee - being the premium export product of Ethiopia for a long time - was
frequently a subject of various forms of export duties. In addition to the
regular duties imposed as part of the regular customs duties, coffee was
subject to various additional duties at various times. For example, a
regulation issued in 1954 increased coffee export duty and imposed a surtax
of Birr 40 per 100 kg of coffee based on the price quotations on the New York
Coffee Exchange.160 And in 1957, the Ministry of Commerce and Industry
was authorized by law to impose a cess161 on all coffee products produced in
and exported from Ethiopia.162 A year later a National Coffee Board Cess
Regulations163 was issued, imposing 1 Birr per quintal of coffee exported.
Although the cess was to be collected by the Customs Department (for
obvious reasons), the law instructed the Department to appropriate the
proceeds to the National Coffee Board for its administration. It was clearly an
indirect tax to defray the costs of administration by the Board.

The outlook on exports has changed significantly in the 1990s and 2000s, with
the government keen to promote the export sector by removing all kinds of
barriers to exports, including taxes and duties. Instead of imposing export
duties, the government introduced a number of laws aimed at removing all
taxes and duties on exports, allowing exporters to import inputs duty-free
and drawing back any taxes and duties paid upon goods exported from
Ethiopia.164 Exporters have also enjoyed zero-rated privileges under the VAT
regime, which allows them to compete in international trade without the
deadweight of Ethiopian taxes and duties.165 However, the government has
been slow to give up revenues from the premium product of Ethiopia -

160 See the Customs Import and Export Duties Regulations, 1954, Article 5, Legal
Notice No. 185, Negarit Gazeta, 13t year, No. 9
161 The term 'cess' (a shortened form of "assess"; the spelling is due to a mistaken
connection with census) generally means a tax- htt n.w p aorg/i /Cess
visited on July 10, 2011; it stands in general for a levy, an assessment or tax, and in
some countries used in connection only with local taxes (Britain), land taxes
(Scotland) and taxes on commodities (India); see Merriam Webster's Dictionary
Third International Edition; Black's Law Dictionary defines a 'cesse' as an
'assessment or tax'; see Black's Law Dictionary, With Pronunciations, 6th edition..
162 See A Decree to Make Provision for the Establishment of a National Coffee Board,
1957, Decree No. 28, Negarit Gazeta, 17t year, No. 4
163 See the National Coffee Board Cess Regulations, 1958, Legal Notice No. 217,
Negarit Gazeta, 17t year, No. 10
164 See a Proclamation to Establish Export Trade Duty Incentive Scheme, 1993, Proc.
No. 69, Negarit Gazeta, 52nd year, No. 62
165 See Value Added Tax Proclamation No. 285/2002, cited above, Article 7(2) (a) and
(b)
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coffee. It has waited until 2002 to remove export duties upon coffee, but even
then, the government has kept a window open to reintroduce export duties
on coffee if the 'international price of coffee improves'.166

Like import duties, export duties are seldom about revenues per se. Export
duties have been used by various governments as instruments of various
public policies. For instance, export duties are sometimes used by
governments to discourage certain exports.167 In Ethiopia, while the curtain
on revenue export duties seemed to have been brought down, the other kind
of export duties has emerged as a driver of certain public policies - export
duties as instruments for discouraging the export of raw/unprocessed
products from Ethiopia. The Raw and Semi-Processed Hides and Skins
Export Tax Law of 2008 is a very good example of this type of export
duties.168 The preamble of this law makes the aim of the duty abundantly
clear when it reads in part "... the tax system will serve as an instrument to
encourage industries engaged in the production of hides and skins (sic) shift to
exporting processed hides and skins than exporting raw and semi-processed hides
skins." The 2008 export duty law imposes differential tax rates upon the value
of exports ranging from 5% (on wet blue goat skins) to 150% (on raw hides
and skins).169

8. Stamp Duties
1943 was probably the busiest year on Ethiopian tax calendar. The first stamp
duties were issued, like customs duties and many other taxes already
considered, in 1943.170 Stamp duties are transfer taxes distinguished from
many other taxes due to their close association with documents that contain
certain legal rights or involve the transfer of certain legal rights over
property.171 Stamp duties are invariably imposed on documents, although
their impact ultimately falls on whoever benefits from the authentication and
enforcement of those documents by the government. The first stamp duty
law of Ethiopia listed the documents which are chargeable with stamp duties:

166 See Tax on Coffee Exported from Ethiopia (Amendment) Proclamation, 2002,
Article 2(2), Proc. No. 287, Federal Negarit Gazeta, 8th year, No. 35
167 See generally, John F. Due, "Customs, Excise, Export duties," in Milton C. Taylor
(ed.), Taxation for African Economic Development Hutchinson Educational Ltd.,
1970, pp. 392-413
168 See Raw and Semi-Processed Hides and Skins Export Tax, 2008, Proc. No. 567,
Federal Negarit Gazeta, 14th year, No. 18
169 Id, Article 4
170 See a Proclamation to Provide for Stamp Duties, 1943, Proc. No. 41, Negarit Gazeta,
2nd year, No. 11
171 Stamp duties derive their name from the conventional method of enforcement of
stamp duties, which is by affixing stamps.
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affidavits, articles of association, awards, bills of exchange, bonds, cheques,
conveyances, customs bonds, leases, mortgages, notarial acts, powers of
attorneys, petitions, receipts, share warrants and tickets of admission to
places of public entertainment.17 2 These lists have been repeated in successive
stamp duty laws.

Apart from their association with documents, stamp duties are also
distinguished by their method of enforcement. There are two aspects to the
enforcement of stamp duties that distinguishes them from other types of
taxes. The first is that stamp duties are paid by affixing adhesive stamps,
which are available in various denominations for purchase by those obligated
to affix documents with the stamps.173 The second trademark enforcement of
stamp duties is a provision of the law that denies any legal notice to
documents that are not affixed with stamp duties. Except in criminal
proceedings, documents which do not bear evidence of payment of stamp
duties are not entitled to notice by public authorities and therefore remain
unenforceable until stamp duties are paid.174 The withdrawal of public notice
from documents is perhaps unique to stamp duties. In addition to this
peculiar method of enforcement, stamp duties laws also contain provisions
that impose penalties upon parties obligated to affix stamp duties on
documents.

Since 1943, the stamp duties regime in Ethiopia has been revised in a major
way at least four times, in 1957, 1987, and 1998.175 However, the substance of
stamp duties laws has changed very little since 1943. Most of the revisions
are in the redefinition of the documents76 and of course the tax rates or the
amounts of tax chargeable to each document. With few exceptions, most of

172 See Proclamation to Provide for Stamp Duties No. 41/1943, cited above
173 This form of payment is effected as long as the amount of duty is not in excess of a
threshold amount (e.g., $50 ETB). An amount in excess of the threshold is usually
paid directly to the tax authorities; see Stamp Duty Proclamation, 1998, Article 7(2),
Proc. No. 110, Federal Negarit Gazeta, 4t year, No. 36
174 See Stamp Duties Proclamation, 1998, Article 10, Proc. No. 110, Federal Negarit
Gazeta, 4th year, No. 36
175 See Stamp Duty Decree, 1957, Decree No. 26, Negarit Gazeta, 17t year, No. 4;
Stamp Duty Proclamation, 1987, Proc. No. 334, 46t year, No. 23; Stamp Duty
Proclamation, 1998, Proc. No. 110, Federal Negarit Gazeta, 4th year, No. 36; Stamp Duty
(Amendment) Proclamation, 2008, Proc. No. 612, Federal Negarit Gazeta, 15th year, No.
9
176 For example, the document regarding transfer of immovable property later
became documents of title to property; contracts in the early laws branched out into
contracts in general, contracts of employment and collective agreements in more
recent stamp duties laws
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the documents that were listed as chargeable with stamp duties in 1943 have
been retained over the years. With the decentralization of government in the
post 1991 period, many Regional Governments have issued their own stamp
duty laws although in this, as in many other cases, they have simply copied
Federal Stamp Duty law of 1998.177

9. Urban Taxes - Municipality Taxes - Property Taxes
Municipality taxes were anticipated as sources of revenue immediately after
the end of the Italian occupation.178And in 1945, a law was issued authorizing
municipalities and townships to impose and collect various rates, taxes and
fees on the inhabitants of municipalities.179 Municipalities and townships
were authorized to raise and finance their expenditures by levying what were
known as 'municipality taxes' - really an assortment of 'rates', 'taxes', and
'fees' on town dwellers.180 Not all of them were taxes. What really qualified
as a property tax in the strict sense of the word was the tax or rate on
immovable property. Others were really 'fees' - a distinction which is
significant in tax literature.181 In any event, municipalities and townships
were authorized to raise revenues from license fees, market fees (stall fees),
and municipality service fees (e.g. fees for fire brigades and fees for
considering and approving building plans).182 The municipality rates were to
be developed by the 'municipality councils' and needed the approval by the

177 see, for example, The Southern Nations Nationalities and Peoples' Regional State
Stamp Duty Proclamation No. 25/1999, Debub Negarit Gazeta, 4th year, No. 5;
Benishangul Gumuz Regional State Proclamation to Provide for the Payment of
Stamp Duty No. 61/2006
178 See Teklay Ghizat Administration, 1942, Decree No. 1, Year 1, No. 6, Parts 74, 75
and 76.
179 See Article 11 of a Proclamation to Provide for the Control of Municipalities and
Townships, 1945, Proc. 74, Negarit Gazeta, 4th year, No. 7; the 1945 law classified
Ethiopian towns and cities into two categories calling them 'municipalities' and
'townships'. Addis Ababa, Gondar, Harar, Jimma, Dessie, and Dire Dawa were
'municipalities'. All others were 'townships'. The townships were further classified
into three classes as 'first class', 'second class' and 'third class' townships; See the
Schedule attached to Control of Municipalities and Townships Proclamation No.
74/1945, cited above
180 See Proclamation No. 74/1945, cited above, Article 11 (i) - (iv)
181 For a distinction, see Laurie Reynolds, "Taxes, Fees, Assessments, Dues, and the
"Get What you Pay for" Model of Local Government," Florida Law Review April,
2004; see also Victor Thuronyi, Comparative Tax Law, KIuwer Law International,
2003, p. 58
182 See Proclamation No. 74/1945, cited above, Article 11(i) - (iv)
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Minister of Interior at the time to become law. These municipality rates were
effective only after publication in the Negarit Gazeta.183

The first municipality rates were issued for the city of Addis Ababa in 1947
(no surprise there).184 The first Addis Ababa City regulations covered a tax on
immovable property, which was based on area (in square metres) and the
location of the immovable property. The city was classified as 'first class' and
'second class' and three categories were created for each 'class' to apply
differential property tax rates. First category of first class, for instance, paid
$3 per 50 square metres, while third category of first class paid $4 per 500
square metres.185

Some municipalities followed Addis Ababa in issuing their municipality
rates and taxes. For example, the city of Nazareth (now Adama) issued its
own rates and taxes in 1968, which in form as well as content were similar to
the rates and taxes issued by the municipality of Addis Ababa.186
Municipality rates and taxes for specific cities were the exception rather than
the rule. For most other towns, the municipality rates and taxes were fixed
for whole provinces, instead of specific towns or municipalities, with wider
application in all towns that fell under those provinces. Municipality rates
and taxes were, for example, issued for provinces like Arussi (Arsi now),187

Wellega,188 Sidamo,189 Shoa,190and Illubabo1 91 (now Illu-Abba-Bora). Issued by
the then Ministry of the Interior, these municipality rates and taxes often

183 Id, Article 11(v)
184 See the Municipalities Proclamation 1945 Order, 1947, Legal Notice Nos. 111and
112
185 See also Addis Ababa Land Tax (classification) Regulations, 1968, Legal Notice
No. 341, Negarit Gazeta, 271 year, No. 21
186 Nazareth Municipality Rates, 1968, Legal Notice No. 339, issued pursuant to
Municipalities Proclamation No. 74/1945
187 See Arussi Teklay Gizat Municipalities Rates and Fees Regulations, 1969, Legal
Notice No. 369, Negarit Gazeta, 286 year, No. 20
18 Rates, Dues and Fees Regulations for the Municipalities of Welega Tekaly Gizat,
1969, Legal Notice No. 372, Negarit Gazeta, 28t year, No. 27
189 See the Sidamo Teklay Gizat Municipalities Rates and Fees Regulations, 1969,
Legal Notice No. 378, Negarit Gazeta, 29t year, No. 5
190 See Rates, Dues and Fees Regulations for the Municipalities of Shoa Teklay Gizat,
1970, Legal Notice No. 385, Negarit Gazeta, 29th year, No. 21
191 See Rates, Dues and Fees Regulations for the Municipalities of Illubabor Teklay
Gizat, 1970, Legal Notice No. 386, Negarit Gazeta, 29t year, No. 24
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contained multiple tables of rates and taxes corresponding to major towns
falling under those provinces.192

Like in the rural land and agricultural taxes, the Ethiopian Revolution of 1974
affected the state of land taxes in urban areas quite significantly. The
abolition in 1975 of private ownership of land in both rural and urban areas
and the expropriation of extra urban houses1 93 all but abolished the taxes that
were associated with urban lands and urban houses. In any case, an Urban
Land Rent and Urban Houses Tax law was promulgated in 1976 abolishing
all the urban land and house taxes that prevailed during the Imperial
period.194 The urban land taxes were abolished and replaced by urban land
rent, which was to be based on the grade of the land. One type of tax
nonetheless survived - urban house tax (for those who survived the
expropriation and those who built houses after the Revolution), which was
based on the estimated rental value of a house.195 The Urban Rent and Urban
Houses Tax law of 1976 contained a uniform schedule of rates (Schedule 1, 2,
3) for rent and tax, but town administrations could issue their own rates in
consultation with the then Ministry of Public Works and Housing.196 The City
of Addis Ababa, always at the forefront in this regard, issued a regulation in
the same year,197 which divided the city into three grades and applied
differential rates based on these grades.

And in 1979, provincial urban land rent and urban house tax regulations
were issued for the urban centers in the provinces.198 These Regulations
classified all the urban centers outside Addis Ababa into four categories, for

192 The municipality rates and taxes for Wellega, for example, came out with multiple
rates and tables for the towns of Lekemte (now Nekemte), Gimbi, Arjo, Shambu, Sirey,
Nejo, Mendi, Asosa, and Dembi Dollo; see Legal Notice No. 372/1969, op cit
193 Shortly after the promulgation of the public ownership of rural lands, the
Provisional Military Administrative Council issued the Urban Land and Extra
Houses Proclamation in July 1975. This Proclamation did to the urban lands what the
Rural Land Proclamation did to the rural lands (i.e. nationalize all urban lands for
public ownership and expropriate extra houses). As in the case of rural lands, no
person could from then onwards buy, sell or transfer urban land.
194 See Urban Land and Urban Houses Tax, 1976, Proc. No. 80, Negarit Gazeta, 35th

year, No. 25
195 See id, Article 6(1)
196 Id, Article 19
197 See Addis Ababa Land Use Rent and House Tax, 1976, Legal Notice No. 36,
Negarit Gazeta, 35th year, No. 25
198 See Provincial Urban Land Rent and Urban House Tax Regulations, 1979, Legal
Notice No. 64, Negarit Gazeta, 38th year, No. 9
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which schedules were developed for land rent and house tax payments.199

The urban centers were categorized in orders of their size, with the city of
Asmara (then part of Ethiopia, now capital of independent Eritrea) having its
own schedule, while other urban centers were categorized in groups in
orders of their size.200

In spite of the adoption by the country of a federal system of government
after 1991, the urban rent and urban houses tax law of 1976 as well as the
regulations issued by the City of Addis Ababa in the same year have
remained in force long after Derg was toppled.201 Indeed, some of the taxes
and rates that are still applicable in Addis Ababa are traceable to the Imperial
times.202 A case in point is the 'Amusement Tax' law - a tax on tickets of
admission to places of amusement (theatres, cinemas, stadiums, etc), issued
back in 1964 - is still applicable today, as were the license rates and fees
issued back in 1947 and 1952.203

While Addis Ababa continues to rely upon municipality tax laws issued as
far back as the Imperial times, some of the Regional States have issued their
own legislation on fees and taxes following the decentralization of power in
the post 1991 period. The practice in some of the Regional States is that the
minimum and maximum tariff rates as well as the division and rank of cities
within a regional state are determined by the Regional Council while the
cities and towns determine the actual tariff amounts based on the 'objective
situation of the locality'. The Regional Tariff Rates for municipalities and
towns contain 'benefit taxes' and fee rates for various services provided at the
municipality and township level. The taxes are levied on taxpayers without
the municipalities and towns showing evidence of specific service while the
fees or charges are imposed directly upon the beneficiaries of specific public
services. The Amhara Regional State Tariff Rates for Cities in the State, for

199 See id, Article 4
200 The second Schedule was for medium-sized cities like Assela, Bahr Dar and Gonder,
while the third Schedule was devoted to smaller cities like Dilla and Gimbi, and the
last Schedule was devoted to small towns like Dodola and Dukem; See the schedules
attached to the 1979 Regulations.
201 The rates for some of municipal services have been revised but the laws of 1976
have remained intact; interview with Ato Gebrelibanos Welde-Aregay, ERCA, Yeka-
Sub-City Revenues Bureau, on December 28, 2010
202 See, however, Regulations No. 6/1998 Issued to Collect Service Charge on
Outdoor Advertisement, Addis Negarit Gazeta, 1st year, No. 6
203 See Municipality of Addis Ababa Amusement Tax Regulations, 1964, Legal Notice
No. 291, Negarit Gazeta, 23rd year, No. 20; Legal Notice No. 167/1952, and Legal
Notice No. 112/1947
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example, authorizes cities and towns to levy what it calls 'Trade and
Professional Service Tax" which is to be assessed based on five factors: size of
land holding, annual gross sales, environmental impacts of the activity, the
location of business, and the amount of capital invested.204 Similarly, Tigray
Regional State has a law authorizing cities and towns in Tigray to levy 'Trade
and Professional Service Tax" the amount of which varies according to
factors like the rank of the city or town in which a trader or a professional
service provider operates.205

Finally, it is important to note that some Cities in Ethiopia have a special
constitutional status that gives them the power to act not just as
municipalities but also as virtual regional states. The City of Addis Ababa
has a special constitutional status as the seat of the Federal Government.206

The City of Addis Ababa is also recognized as a separate city administration
and collects tax revenues not just from what are traditionally known as
'municipal taxes and rates' but also taxes assigned by the Ethiopian
Constitution to the Regional Governments.207 The City of Dire Dawa, which
obtained special status due to 'competing claims' from the Oromia and
Somali Regions, also operates pretty much like a region, with all the fiscal
powers of a regional government.208

10. Tax Incentives
Most tax incentives in Ethiopia came out in separate tax legislations,
justifying their separate treatment here.209 They were usually issued in the
body of investment incentive laws in general. The first mention of tax
incentives as deliberate policies to encourage investment was in the 1949
income tax law. The 1949 income tax law granted an income tax exemption -
what is today called a tax holiday - to 'long term investments in industrial,

204 The Amhara National Regional State Revised Cities Revenue Title and Tariff
Determination, 2009, Council of the Regional Government Regulation No. 69, Zikra
Hig, 14th year, No. 11.
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206 See The Constitution of the Federal Democratic Republic of Ethiopia, 1995, Article
49, Proc. No. 1, Federal Negarit Gazeta, 1st year, No. 1
207 See id, Article 97; see also Addis Ababa City Government Revised Charter
Proclamation, 2003, Article 52, Proc. No. 361, Federal Negarit Gazeta, 9th year, No. 86
20s See the Dire Dawa Administration Charter Proclamation, 2004, Article 43, Proc.
No. 416, Federal Negarit Gazeta, 10th year, No. 60, Article 43
209 For the early development of tax incentives in Ethiopia, see Timothy P. Bodman,
"Income Tax Exemption as an Incentive to Investment in Ethiopia," Journal of
Ethiopian Law vol._6, No. 1, 1969, pp. 215-225
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transport, or mining enterprises, and the exemption period was five years.210

A legal notice was issued shortly afterwards with a title 'Statement of Policy'
providing a tax incentive to foreign capital investment - tax holiday
extending to five years to newly established foreign investments.211 These
were the earliest instances of Ethiopian government using the tax system to
stimulate investment in Ethiopia. And in 1954, a separate law was issued to
'encourage agricultural and industrial expansion' in Ethiopia.212 This law
exempted agricultural or industrial machines and parts from all kinds of
taxes that were in existence at the time - customs duties and taxes, health and
education taxes, personal or business taxes, and municipal taxes.213

The desire to use taxes as instruments for attracting investment continued in
the 1960s - with the issuance of a proclamation to encourage capital
investment in Ethiopia in 1966.214 This law really became a model for
subsequent investment incentive laws. In terms of scope, the 1966 investment
incentive law contained tax and non-tax incentives. In its tax incentive
sections, it provided for tax incentives in the form of income tax reliefs
(income tax holidays), import duty reliefs and export duty reliefs.215 In its
non-tax incentives sections, the 1966 law included such schemes like
repatriation guarantees and access to immovables by foreign investors,216

Newly established enterprises with a capital of not less than ETB $200, 000
enjoyed a five year income tax holiday and enterprises which had expanded
their existing businesses enjoyed an income tax holiday for three years. All
types of enterprises were beneficiaries of this income tax holiday, except
industries engaged in manufacture of alcoholic beverages and liquors.217

210 See Proclamation No. 107/1949, op cit, Article 3(iii)
211 See Statement of Policy for the Encouragement of Foreign Capital Investment,
1950, Legal Notice No. 10, Negarit Gazeta, 9th year, No. 6
212 See A Proclamation to Encourage Agricultural and Industrial Expansion, 1954,
Proc. No. 145, Negarit Gazeta, 14t year, No. 3
213 Although the list of taxes, from which agricultural or industrial machines were
exempted, was very expansive, the 1954 was actually limited to exemption from
import duties - the other taxes were not imposed on these machines in any case; see
a Proclamation to Encourage Agricultural and Industrial Expansion, 1954, Article 2,
Proc. No. 145, Negarit Gazeta, 14t year, No. 3.
214 See a Proclamation to Provide for the Encouragement of Capital Investment in
Ethiopia, 1966, Proc. No. 242, Negarit Gazeta, 26t year, No. 2.
215 See id, Articles 5, 6 and 7
216 See id, Articles 8 and 10
217 See id, Article 5(3)
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The customs duties relief was limited to agricultural and industrial
enterprises and available only if the imports were not produced within
Ethiopia.218 The beneficiaries of this relief were exempted from not just
import tariffs, but also transaction taxes on imports, municipal and all other
taxes due on imports.219 The export duty incentive was available on
discretionary basis to manufactured finished goods destined for export. The
incentive period was not specified (the law simply says 'reasonable period').
It depended on the determination of the 'Investment Committee' which
would extend the relief if it was convinced that the relief would assure the
competitive position of the goods on export markets.220

The early decade of the 1974 Revolution was marked by overt hostility
towards private investment and private capital formation in general. Instead
of encouraging investment (domestic or foreign), the Government actually
took action to impose heavy burdens of taxation - with the obvious intent to
stamp out private investment and arrest the development of capitalism. The
1978 income tax law with its extraordinarily steep marginal tax rates (up to
89%) was an example of hostile government policy towards private
investment and capital formation (see above). The steep tax rates of the 1978
income tax law followed on the footsteps of legislations which nationalized
land in both rural and urban areas, extra houses in urban areas and
expropriated major economic sectors and brought them under the ownership
of the government.

There was a relaxation of this antipathy towards private investment (partially
at least) in the early and late 1980s. First, the Military Government issued a
Joint Venture Proclamation in 1983 to encourage the participation of
domestic and foreign investors to participate in joint venture investments.221

The joint venture law of 1983 contained a number of tax incentives for
investors that signed the joint venture agreement with the government at the
time. The tax incentives contained the usual stock - exemption from customs
duties on import of investment goods and spare parts, income tax holidays
for five years in case of new projects, for three years in case of extension of
existing projects, possible exemptions from customs duties for imports of raw
materials, and from customs and transactions taxes for goods exported.222

218 See id, Article 6(1)
219 Ibid
220 See id, Article 7
221 Joint Venture Proclamation, 1983, Proc. No. 235, Negarit Gazeta, 42nd year, No. 6
222 See id, Article 27
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Another law which contained tax incentives at the height of socialism in
Ethiopia was the Petroleum Operations law of 1986, which was followed
immediately by the issuance of Petroleum operations income tax.22 3 The 1986
petroleum operations law provided for tax incentives - exemption from
import duties for import of machinery, equipments, vehicles, fuels, and
chemicals necessary for the operations of petroleum explorations and
extractions.224 In addition, the expatriates to be hired by petroleum
companies were exempted from import duties for import of goods and
personal effects and from personal income taxes.225

As the Military Regime relaxed its tight grip upon the economy and
embraced a mixed economic policy, it adopted a more aggressive investment
and/or tax policy to encourage investment from the private sector. The
regime issued an investment incentive law in 1990 in a bid to stimulate
private capital investment in general.226 The 1990 investment incentive law
effectively ended the hostility of the regime to private investment and
extended wide open arms to those who wished to invest in agriculture,
industry, construction and hotel services.

The outlook for domestic and foreign investment changed for the better after
change of government in 1991. A proclamation was issued in 1992 to
'encourage, expand and coordinate investment.'227 The 1992 law contained a
long list of tax exemptions for domestic and foreign investment: exemption
from import duties for import up to the 15% of the capital invested of capital
goods and spare parts; income tax holidays for three years for
commencement and 2 years for expansion; exemption from export duties; tax
deductions for research and development expenses, loss carry-forward
beyond the tax holiday period and income tax holiday for three years for
reinvestment.22 8 The export sector received a huge boost with the issuance in

223 See a Proclamation to Regulate Petroleum Operations, 1986, Proc. No. 295, Negarit
Gazeta, 45th year, No. 6, and Petroleum Operations Income Tax Proclamation, 1986,
Proc. No. 296, Negarit Gazeta, 45t year, No. 7
224 See Petroleum Operations Proclamation No. 295/1986, cited above, Article 21
225 Ibid
226 See Council of State Special Decree, 1990, Decree No. 17, Negarit Gazeta, 49t year,
No. 12
227 See Proclamation to provide for the Encouragement, Expansion and Coordination
of Investment, 1992, Proc. No. 15, Negarit Gazeta, 51st year, No. 11
228 See id, Article 13
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1993 of a law that abolished all taxes and duties on export goods, with the
exception of coffee.229

Many tax incentives issued during this period were of general application to
both domestic and foreign investment. But there were incentives that
targeted specific economic sectors. One such tax incentive was, for example,
offered in 1992 to importers of passenger and freight commercial vehicles.230

The 1992 Regulations for the transport sector offered duty free privileges to
imports of vehicles of a certain carrying capacity.2 31 The 1993 mining law was
another example.232 The 1992 mining law was of course a general law
regulating the operations of the mining sector (with tax incentives as minor
footnotes) but its overall objective was to acknowledge the role of private
investment in capital formation, technology transfer and marketing of
minerals.233 The 1993 mining law devoted a few provisions to tax incentives.
It exempted expatriates working for mining companies from the payment of
income tax.234 It relieved the import of all equipment, machinery, vehicles,
spare parts for mining operations from the payment of customs duties and
taxes, and it relieved the export of all minerals from Ethiopia from export
duties.235

Tax incentives are controversial instruments of public policy. Many writers
believe that tax incentives are ineffective instruments for attracting
investment and argue that tax incentives result only in revenue losses for
governments.236 Tax incentive regimes of Ethiopia have attracted their fair
share of criticism from various quarters. The jury is still out on whether the
tax incentive regimes of Ethiopia have actually attracted investment into the
country. Due to legislative and administrative gaps, tax incentive regimes
have also gained some notoriety in Ethiopia for providing some
unscrupulous beneficiaries with opportunities for tax evasion and avoidance.

229 See a Proclamation to Cancel Taxes and Duties Levied on Export Goods, 1993,
Proc. No. 38, Negarit Gazeta, 52nd year, No. 23
230 See Council of Ministers Regulations, 1992, Regs. No. 3, Negarit Gazeta, 51st year,
No. 12
231 A carrying capacity of 44 passengers or 100 quintals; see id, Article 3(1)
232 See Mining Proclamation, 1993, Proc. No. 52, Negarit Gazeta, 52nd year, No. 42
233 See id, the preamble
234 Id, Article 38(2)
235 See id, Articles 34(2) and 41(4)
236 See David Holland and Richard Vann, "Incentives for Investment", in Victor
Thuronyi (ed.), Tax Law Design and Drafting, International Monetary Fund, 1998,
vol. 2; United Nations Conference on Trade and Development, Tax Incentives and
Foreign Direct Investment A Global Survey, ASIT Advisory Studies, Geneva, 2000
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The reported cases of tax incentive abuses and overall doubts about the
effectiveness of tax incentives have yet to dampen the appetite of the
Ethiopian Government in this regard, as successive amendments to
investment incentives have only maintained most of the benefits.237

Sometimes, however, the Ethiopian Government has reacted to the news of
abuses by taking away some tax incentives and privileges, although it has yet
to jettison the whole tax incentive regime.

11. Conclusion
We have outlined the beginnings, developments and transformations of the
modern Ethiopian tax system over the last seven decades. Leaving the details
to the main body of this article, we note the following developments:

* Of all the modern taxes of Ethiopia, the agricultural taxes (land and
income taxes) have gone through extreme vicissitudes largely
spawned by the ideological shifts Ethiopia went through during the
modern period. The agricultural taxes also appear to be the most
susceptible to popular sentiments with regard to these taxes (no
doubt, in large part due to the sentimental attachment of the people
towards land and agriculture). They are not an important source of
government revenue but they are an important source of political
capital or political anguish depending on how they are viewed by the
public.

* While the structural frameworks of the income taxes have remained
largely unchanged (e.g., the schedular orientation of Ethiopian
income tax system), the income taxes have developed from purely
presumptive income taxes of the early days to modern income taxes
which are based on declaration of actual income for fairly large
taxpayers (category A and B taxpayers). The income tax bases have
also progressively broadened over the years.

* Indirect taxes like the sales and excise taxes have also broadened their
bases over the years. Although excise taxes are normally limited to a
few 'excisable' goods, the Ethiopian excise tax regime has increasingly
become just another tax to generate revenues (easy revenues as that)
for Ethiopian governments. The remarkable policy orientations of the
early excise tax regimes have also been overlooked in the recent tax

237 See Investment (Amendment) Proclamation, 2003, Proc. No. 373, Federal Negarit
Gazeta, 10* year, No. 8; Council of Ministers Regulations on Investment Incentives
and Investment Areas Reserved for Domestic Incentives, 2003, Regs. No. 84, Federal
Negarit Gazeta, 9t year, No. 34; see Eden Sahle, "Hotels Pay up for Duty-free
Abuse," Fortune vol. 11, No. 550, Nov. 14, 2010
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reforms of the Ethiopian excise tax regime - once again turning excise
taxes to just taxes with a different name to generate revenues for the
governments. The modern excise tax regimes have a lot to learn from
the early excise taxes in this regard.

* The most important feature of the development of modern taxation -
one habit that dies hard - is the haphazard way tax reforms and
legislations have been introduced in each successive period. With few
exceptions, the piecemeal revision of each tax, almost unconnected
with other taxes, has continued to this day. The consolidation
attempts in the 1990 sales and excise tax system and the income taxes
in 2002 should have spilled over to all the other taxes of Ethiopia, but
these 'ideals' were soon forgotten even for those taxes which were
consolidated through those efforts. Subsequent amendments of these
taxes have overturned the 'ideals' of consolidation, returning the tax
system to its haphazard ways. These developments have been serious
challenges in understanding the Ethiopian tax system as a whole, and
even more of a challenge to average taxpayers who have to pay taxes
whether they understood these taxes properly or not. Luckily, much
of the tax system relies upon intermediaries, who are significantly
fewer than the much larger number of taxpayers. Whatever it is, it is a
development which needs to be brought to an end in future tax
reforms of the Ethiopian tax system.

* Although the progress of Ethiopian tax system has been uneven,
there is a lot of progress in many respects. But, as often happens in
history, the early income tax laws have a lesson or two for modern tax
laws of Ethiopia. It is sometimes necessary to go back and revisit how
some taxes were designed in the early period and take lessons from
these designs because the early modern taxes of Ethiopia were
surprisingly very modern even for today's needs. If only for this, the
study of the history of modern taxation of Ethiopia is worth paying
attention to. After all it is not without reason that William Faulkner
famously said 'the past is not dead, it is not even past', if we care to
look back.

Appendix 1: Time line of the Key Developments in the history of Main
Income Tax System of Ethiopia

Years Schedule A Schedule B Schedule C Schedule D
1944 Personal income Business income Sur-tax on N/A

Schedule B
taxpayers
(excess profits
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tax)
1949 Salaries, wages, Business income Sur-tax on N/A

personal Schedule B
compensation, taxpayers
rents on
property in a
non-commercial
setting

1954 Sur-tax N/A
repealed

1956 Wages, salaries, Rent of lands Income from N/A
pensions and and buildings business,
other personal used other than professional
emoluments for agricultural and vocational

produce, cattle occupation,
breeding exploitation of
purposes wood and

other sources
not mentioned
elsewhere

1961 Same Same Same N/A
1967 Income from

agricultural
activities
incorporated
in the main
income tax
system

1975 Same Repealed Same Same
1976 Same Repealed Same repealed
1978 Same Same Income from

miscellaneous
sources
included for
the first time:
royalties,
income from
technical
services,
income from
games of
chance, and
dividends.

1993 Same Reintroduced as Same Same
a tax on rental of
buildings
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1994 Capital gains
taxation
introduced
for the first
time

2002 Revised Revised Revised Revised

Appendix 2: Time line of Autonomous Income Tax Regimes

Years Type of Income Tax
1944 Tax in lieu of tithe
1967 Incorporation of agricultural income tax into the main

body of income tax system
1976 Promulgation of autonomous agricultural income tax
1978 Revision of agricultural income tax
1986 Introduction of petroleum income tax
1992 Decentralization of agricultural income taxation to the

Regions
1993 Introduction of mining income tax
1995 Constitutional Recognition of decentralization of

agricultural income taxation to the Regional States

Appendix 3: Time Line of Key Events in the Ethiopian Excise Tax
System

Year Type of excise tax Chargeable
Goods/products

1942 Tobacco Excise Tax Tobacco and cigarettes
1943 Alcohol Excise Tax Alcohol and Alcoholic

Products
1948 Highway Renovation Tax; Petrol, vehicles

Road Toll Tax
1950s, 1960s,1970s Alcohol Excise Tax; Alcohol, alcoholic

Petroleum and lubricants liquors, wine, beer and
Excise Tax; Excise Tax stout, perfumes, tej

and tella,
manufactured in
factories; Petroleum,
benzene, naphta,
Kerosene, Grease and
oils, sugar, yam of
natural cotton, textile
fabrics, soft drinks,
iron and steel rods,
footwear, plastic
rubber
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Sales and Excise
Consolidated

Sales and Excise Tax
Revised

+ F
Separate Excise Tax

1990

Sugar, drinks (soft
drinks, bottled water,
alcoholic drinks (beer,
wine, whisky, and
others), pure alcohol,
tobacco and tobacco
products, salt, fuel,
perfumes and toilet
waters, textile and
textile products,
personal adornment,
dish washing
machines, washing
machines, video decks,
TV, video cameras,
vehicles, carpets,
asbestos and asbestos
products, clocks and
watches, dolls and toys
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1993

2002

Tax Sugar, drinks (soft
drinks, beer, wine),
alcohol and alcoholic
products, tobacco and
tobacco products, salt,
textile fabrics, sandals,
boots, vermin traps,
advertising models,
goods imported by
hotels, chemicals and
reagents, and flour and
agricultural products
Sugar, drinks (soft
drinks, mineral water),
alcohol and alcoholic
drinks, tobacco and
tobacco products, salt,
fuel, perfumes, leather,
textile, personal
adornments, dish
washing machines,
video decks, TV, video
cameras, receivers,
passenger vehicles,
and 4-wheel drives



Scrutiny of the Ethiopian system of Copyright Limitations in the
Light of International Legal Hybrid resulting from (the Impending)

WTO Membership: Three-Step Test in Focus

Biruk Haile*
1. Introduction
There are least developed countries (LDCs) including Ethiopia on WTO
accession negotiation. This requires them, among others, to bring their
copyright rules compatible to the norms of the Agreement on Trade Related
Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS) that prescribes minimum
standards national legislations should meet. On the other hand, there is
strong desire in these countries to promote education and knowledge through
dissemination of copyright materials by crafting copyright limitations in a
manner that reflects their domestic socio-cultural and economic realities.
Especially the need for bulk access to copyright works in their languages is
tremendous. This requires a harmonious understanding and application of
standards of copyright limitations incorporated in the TRIPS Agreement
which has incorporated the Berne Convention for Protection of Literary and
Artistic Works (1971) (Berne Convention). Such undertaking also requires
utilization of the TRIPS flexibilities in proper manner.

This article seeks to evaluate the system of copyright limitation in Ethiopia
which is currently tabled for WTO accession negotiation in the light of the
TRIPS Agreement. In doing so, the article argues the Ethiopian copyright law
in many instances failed to craft appropriate system of copyright limitation in
tune with its domestic realities within the framework of TRIPS flexibilities. It
also argues the system of limitation in the TRIPS system fails to adequately
systematize copyright limitations and guarantee availability of copyright
works at affordable prices in local languages.

Copyright limitation may be seen from various perspectives including the
subject matter covered, requirements for protection, duration of protection,
etc. But this article examines only limitations to the exclusive rights. Similarly,
this article will not deal with other international instruments like WIPO
Copyright Treaty 1996 (WCT) and bilateral treaties that provide standards on
copyright (limitations) which are not directly intertwined with the TRIPS
system.

Section II examines the place of copyright limitations in the copyright system.
Section III explores issues relating to incorporation of the Berne Convention in

* LL.B,LL.M, PHD; Asst. Professor, School of Law, Jimma University
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to TRIPS Agreement. Section IV examines the triple test and, finally, section V
examines limitations under the Ethiopian law in the light of TRIPS standards.

2. Limitations as Integral Part of Copyright System
Various terminologies are used in different jurisdictions and international
instruments to refer to dealings permitted with respect to copyrighted works.
These include limitations, exceptions, exemptions, users' rights, rights of the
public, permitted acts, defenses etc.1 Setting aside doctrinal differences, all of
these refer to acts the law allows users of copyrighted works to undertake
which otherwise would amount to copyright infringement. In the context of
the North-South dialogue there is a growing enthusiasm especially on the part
of developing countries to use copyright limitations as balancing instruments
to the ever strengthening system of copyright protection. We should note at
this stage that currently the main argument surrounding copyright limitations
is not whether or not to have them as part of copyright system, but the debate
is on the nature and scope of limitations.

Writers like Hugenholts identify three justifications that explain copyright
limitations.2 First, there are limitations intended to mitigate the adverse effect
of copyright protection on such fundamental rights and freedoms as freedom
of expression, freedom of press, right to information, and right to privacy.
Secondly, there are limitations explained on account of protection of public
interests which can be met by use of copyright works by institutions engaged
in dissemination of knowledge such as libraries, archives, museums, and
educational establishments. Thirdly, there are limitations motivated by market
dysfunction in those areas where the copyright owners cannot effectively
exercise their rights and levy price. We can also include limitations meant to
foster dissemination of knowledge and expansion of education like limitations
for research and education and compulsory license embraced with enthusiasm
in developing countries.
On the part especially of copyright systems founded on 'author's right'
doctrine there is inbuilt assumption that copyright limitations are in principle

1 Legal literature also distinguishes between exceptions and limitations based on
whether the permitted dealing eliminates or limits a given exclusive right. However,
such distinction is said to be immaterial for TRIPS purposes because as will be seen
later, the same requirement is applicable whether the dealing comes in the form of
exception or limitation. Articles 9-19 of the Ethiopian Copyright Proclamation No.
410/2004 do not engage in to choice of any of such terminologies.
2 B. Hugenholtz, The Future of Copyright in a digital Environment (1996), pp. 94 et
seq., in Anne Lopage, "Overview of Exceptions and Limitations to Copyright in the
Digital environment," UNESCO e-Copyright Bulletin 2003, p.4 .
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opposed to ideals of copyright protection and weaken copyright system.3 This
bias can also be discerned from the various revisions of the Berne Convention
that emboldened the rights accorded and broadened the subject matters
protected and enhanced author's grasp on new media of expression and
dissemination.4 Moreover, limitations are not firmly established in the
preamble of the Convention though they appear in substantive provisions of
the Convention.

Similarly, in the TRIPS Agreement while the rights are specifically provided
and mandatory,5 limitations are not systematized and are optional.6 This
means the TRIPS system does not guarantee minimum limitations and
members are allowed to craft their copyright systems without limitations.
Furthermore, there is no clear regulation of contractual arrangements
(supported by technological methods of restricting access (digital lock-ups))
that may outlaw the exceptions as between the parties. The fact that national
systems are left with 'free hand' with regard to copyright limitations under
major international instruments including the TRIPS Agreement has raised
two major concerns from the point of view of especially LDCs.7 Firstly,
generally these countries lack the technical human resource and institutional
competence to systematically provide coherent and acceptable system of
limitations in their domestic laws and whatever room for flexibility is left for
domestic legislation usually remains highly unexploited.8 Even the specific
limitations provided in the Berne Convention are flexibly worded and need
national adaptation in line with local realities. That is, developing countries
lack capacity to implement the full range of limitations available to them
under international law; ten of eleven countries in Asia Pacific had not

3 Lucie M.C.R. Guibault, Copyright Limitations and Contracts: An Analysis of
Contractual Overridability of Limitations on Copyright (2002).
4 It is important to stress that the 1908 Berlin Act prohibits formalities as a condition of
enjoyment and enforcement of rights. It broadened subject matters to include
photographic works; recognized the exclusive right of adaptation in relation to
musical works, and guaranteed minimum duration of protection. The 1928 Rome Act
also recognized exclusive right of broadcasting and moral rights. Similarly, the 1967
Stockholm Act expressly recognized the exclusive right of reproduction.
5 See Articles 9-11, TRIPS Agreement
6 See Article 13, TRIPS Agreement
7 This is said to have resulted in bewildering differences even in European national

copyright Acts in areas of limitations. See Robert Burrel and Allison Coleman,
Copyright Exceptions; the Digital impact (Cambridge Studies in Intellectual Property
RwYhts) (2005), p.2 .
8 Ruth L. Okediji, International Copyright System: Limitations, Exceptions and Public
Interest Considerations for Developing Countries (UNCTAD-International Center for
Trade and Development, Issue Paper No. 15), (2006), p. 6.
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incorporated teaching exceptions to extent allowed and none of the eleven
countries had taken advantage of all the limitations available to them under
international copyright instruments.9 Secondly, bilateral agreements being
concluded with developed countries tend to emphasize on enhancing rights
and enforcement than systematizing limitations.10 We should also note the
current wave of influence from copyright industry and some national
copyright systems for protection of technological measures of protection used
by right holders that will have the obvious effect of undermining permitted
uses."

National copyright systems, too, do not embrace limitations in the same
footing as the rights. In the Ethiopian context, like in the case of other
countries, the Constitution protects proprietary rights both for tangible and
intangible property in depth but copyright limitations (or limitations to
intellectual property in general for that matter) are not well grounded except
that reference is made to 'public interest'.12 Similarly, the preamble of the
Ethiopian copyright proclamation stresses the importance of protecting
copyright and neighboring rights but express reference is not made about the
importance of dissemination and exploitation of the protected works through
limitations.13

Such limited space accorded to copyright limitations in international
instruments and national legislations raises the question whether the
prevailing copyright systems reflect a proper balance between the need to
protect authors and the need to ensure access or exploitation of the works. It is
advocated that there is a dire need on the part of developing countries to
correct such imbalance.14

9Consumer International, Copyright and Access to Knowledge; Policy
Recommendations on Flexibilities in Copyright Law, (Kuala Lampur, 2006) in Gaele
Krikorian and Amy Kapczynski (eds.,), Access to Knowledge in the Age of Intellectual
Property (Zone Books, New York), (2010), p. 518
10 Okediji, supra note 8, p. 4.
11 For example see the US Digital Millennium Copyright Act 1998, sec. 1201, Article 18
of WPPT, and Article 11 of WCT.
12 Federal Democratic Republic of Ethiopia (FDRE) Constitution (1995), Article 40 (1)
13 Copyright and Neighboring Rights Protection Proclamation, 2004, preamble para. 1
& para. 2, Proc. No. 410/2004, Federal Negarit Gazetta, 10th year, No. 55.

14 'Balance' is susceptible to different meanings in different jurisdictions as a reflection
of the state of economy, culture and technology. We are simply referring to the
appropriate scale of weight each legal system has to attribute to both interests.
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Some times it is viewed that the two policies, i.e., the policy of protecting
individual authors and public access to such creative works are distinctly
antagonistic. However, this is not shared by the author because protection
accorded to authors is in the interest of public to the extent it can be explained
as providing incentive for creation of works which are ultimately consumed
by the public. Similarly guaranteeing access to protected works is in the
interest of authors to the extent that creation is an incremental process where
any new creation is derived in one way or the other from existing creations,
i.e., creation is partly derivative process.15 Thus, it seems plausible to conceive
that both copyright protection and limitations do serve to promote and protect
both interests.

The notion of copyright limitation is known to both the civil law and common
law countries. However, the conception and approach varies in the two
systems. While the common law system maintains a closed system of rights
and open system of limitations, the civil law tradition maintains a reverse
system where rights are defined broadly and limitations are strictly defined
and closed.16 The former approach provides broadly worded limitation that
leaves courts the space and task of establishing whether a specific
circumstance falls within the wording, but the latter provides specific and
carefully defined exceptions. This is mainly because the European continental
system (especially that of France) is founded on natural right theory where
right of the author is understood as absolute and unrestricted individual right
whereas the American system is crafted on utilitarian considerations mainly to
promote social good.17

It should also be stressed that there is diversity within each system including
the 'fair use' doctrine in the U.S and semi-closed 'fair dealing' system in UK.
Within the continental European legal tradition some countries like Germany
and Holland, although they primarily subscribe to ideals of natural right
theory, concede wider latitude for public interest motivated limitations. There
is also diverging attitude towards copyright limitations between the

15 Judith Sullivan, Study on Copyright Limitations and Exceptions for the Visually
Impaired, Standing committee On Copyright and Related rights, (WIPO, SCCR/15/7,
2007) p. 12.
16 Guibaultcited above at note 3, p. 17.
17 This means in systems predicated on utilitarian considerations rights will be
restricted in any case where it does not help attain a given social goal or negatively
affects it; but in system of 'author's right' exceptions will highly be restricted. On the
other hand, there is recently a growing question as to whether the two systems today
markedly vary in substance or methodology towards exceptions.
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developed and developing countries in the history of international copyright
instruments including the TRIPS Agreement.

3. The Incorporation of the Berne System of Limitations in to the TRIPS
One of the most challenging tasks for domestic lawmakers and courts is to
craft and apply domestic copyright limitations compatible with the intricate
system of limitations within the TRIPS system. The difficulty mainly stems
from the fact that the TRIPS Agreement does not have a self-contained system
of copyright limitation. It rather develops on the system of limitation already
existing under the Berne convention. Therefore, it is imperative to explore the
relevance of the Berne system of limitations in the TRIPS context.

Article 13 of the TRIPS Agreement provides that members shall confine
limitations or exceptions to exclusive rights to certain special cases which do
not conflict with a normal exploitation of the work and do not unreasonably
prejudice the legitimate interests of the right holder. Thus, limitations to the
exclusive rights should pass the so called three-step test. Firstly, limitations
should be confined to certain special cases; secondly, they should not conflict
with the normal exploitation of the work, and thirdly, they should not
unreasonably prejudice the legitimate interests of the right holder. The
wording of Article 13 of the TRIPS Agreement takes inspiration from and
resembles Article 9 (2) of the Berne Convention.18 The three-step test standard
expanded, though with some variations, to other areas of intellectual property
and international instruments as a model.19

Article 9.1 (first sentence) of the TRIPS Agreement requires members to
comply with Articles 1 through 21 of the Berne Convention (1971) and the
Appendix thereto.20 The Berne Convention, in those substantive provisions

1s However, the two provisions are different because while Article 9 (2) of Berne
Convention provides yardsticks for limitations to the exclusive right of reproduction,
Article 13 Article 13 of TRIPS Agreement seems meant to affect limitations to all
exclusive rights. Moreover, while the former provision does not exclude other
limitations, the latter is restrictive in its formulation and does not leave any space for
other specific limitations that may not pass the three-step test. Furthermore, while
Article 9 (2) makes reference to 'legitimate interest of the author', under Article 13
TRIPS Agreement reference is made to 'legitimate interests of right holders'.
19 We can see Article 30 of TRIPS (patents), Article 26 (2) TRIPS (industrial designs),
Article 10 (WIPO Copyright Treaty (WCT)),and Article 16 (WIPO Performances and
Phonograms Treaty (WPPT)
20 Incidentally, it should be reckoned that for countries like Ethiopia on WTO
accession process accession to the Berne Convention is not required for TRIPS
compliance.
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incorporated in the TRIPS Agreement, provides, apart from the three-step test
limitation to the reproduction right under Article 9 (2), specific limitations to
exclusive rights.21

When we see article 2 (2) of the TRIPS Agreement, it provides that nothing in
Parts I to IV of this Agreement shall derogate from existing obligations that
members may have to each other under the Berne Convention. This seems to
suggest that members of the TRIPS Agreement did not intend to undermine
the protection in the Berne Convention by providing diminished protection.
This is compatible with Article 20 of the Berne Convention (that is already
incorporated in the TRIPS agreement) which provides the Governments of the
countries of the Union reserve the right to enter into special agreements
among themselves, in so far as such agreements grant to authors more
extensive rights than those granted by the Convention, or contain other
provisions not contrary to this Convention. It can be argued that the TRIPS
Agreement, by incorporating Article 20 of the Berne Convention, does not
allow its members to provide exceptions in excess of those provided in the
Berne convention. Thus in principle the application of the three-step test in the
TRIPS Agreement can be understood as not entailing broader exceptions. This
particularly is the case if we subscribe to the argument that the role of the
TRIPS triple test with respect to rights recognized in the Berne Convention is
to discipline the so called minor exceptions.

There was argument that the TRIPS three-step test applies only with respect to
new rights recognized in the TRIPS Agreement, i.e., the exclusive right of
commercial lending under Article 11 and not with respect to rights that
existed under the Berne convention. However, the WTO Panel in the United
States-Section 110 (5) case has clarified that TRIPS three-step test is applicable
also with respect to rights that existed even in the Berne convention. It
provides:

In our view, neither the express wording nor the context of Article 13 or any other
provision of the TRIPS Agreement supports the interpretation that the scope of

21 These are 1) reproduction by the press or broadcasters of lectures, addresses and
other works, of same nature (2bis (2)), 2) quotation from work that has already been
made available to the public as long as it is compatible to fair practice and its extent
justified by purpose (Art. 10 (1)), 3) use of literary or artistic works for teaching
provided that the use is compatible with fair practice (art. 10 (2)), 4) reproduction by
the press , the broadcasting or communication to the public of articles published in
newspapers or periodicals on current economic, political, or religious topic (art. 10bis
(1)), and 5) reproduction of works for purpose of reporting current events to extent
justified by informatory purpose (art. 10bis (2)).
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application of Article 13 is limited to the exclusive rights newly introduced under
the TRIPS agreement.22

In fact, as noted by many commentators, Article 13 of TRIPS refers to
limitations or exceptions to 'exclusive rights', not just only to the new rights
brought about by the TRIPS Agreement.

Another issue relates to whether the TRIPS three-step test further applies in
relation to the specific limitations provided in the Berne Convention. One may
argue that the Berne specific limitations cannot prevail in the TRIPS context
unless they further pass the TRIPS three step test. However, several authors
including Professor Carlos Correa have argued that Article 9 (1) of the TRIPS
Agreement incorporates into the TRIPS system not only rights but also
limitations in the Berne Convention, i.e., Articles 1 through 21.23 This means
there is no need to test those specific Berne limitations against the TRIPS three
step test. This also means that with respect to the exclusive right of
reproduction it is the three-step test in Article 9 (2) of the Berne Convention
than article 13 of the TRIPS that applies.

The next logical question will be whether the creation of further TRIPS three-
step-test- compliant limitation in relation to the rights provided in the Berne
Convention will be justified under the latter instrument. In this connection
most writers observe that the system of limitation in the Berne Convention is
not limited to those specifically provided exceptions but also the instrument
tolerates the so called minor exceptions (de minimis doctrine).24 In the US-
Section 110 (5) case the Panel observed the following:

We note that, in addition to the explicit provisions on permissible limitations and
exceptions to the exclusive rights embodied in the text of the Berne convention
(1971), the reports of successive revision conferences of that convention refer to
"implied exceptions" allowing member countries to provide limitations and
exceptions to certain rights. (i.e., the so called "minor reservations" or "minor
exceptions" doctrine).25

22 United States-Section 110 (5) of the US copyright Act, Report of the Panel, (World
Trade Organization, 2000, WT/DS160/R, Para 6.80).
23 Carlos M. Correa, Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights: A
Commentary on the TRIPS Agreement (2007).
24 Peter Tobias Stoll, Max Plank Commentaries on World Trade Law (WTO): Trade
Related Aspects of intellectual Property Rights (2008), P. 279.
25 United States-Section 110 (5) of the US copyright Act, cited above at note 22, Paras.
6.48-6.49. And Article 9 (1) of TRIPS Agreement incorporates the Berne exclusive
rights together with the possibility of drawing minor exceptions on them (i.e., Berne
aqcuis-Berne interpretation and doctrine)) (as no reference is made otherwise).
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This means it is allowed for members of the TRIPS Agreement to provide any
limitation to the rights provided in the Berne Convention (in addition to those
limitations specifically provided) as long as such limitations are compatible
with the requirements of the three-step test. This may evoke an argument that
such approach opens up the door for WTO members to expand the scope of
limitations beyond what Berne Convention provides. However, in the above
WTO case the argument of the US against the European Union is that the
three-step test will not yield limitations in excess of the Berne compliant
regime of minor exceptions.26

4. Analysis of the three-step test under the TRIPS Agreement
The three-step test is extensively analyzed by WTO Panel in relation to the
Section 110 (5) of the US Copyright Act 1976 (as amended by the Fairness in
Music Licensing Act of 1998, which entered into force in 1996) challenged by
European Union as not complying with the test. Section 110 (5) puts certain
limitations on the exclusive rights provided in Section 106 of the Act in respect
of certain performances and displays. The "home-style exemption" under sub
paragraph (A) of Section 110 (5) relates to the communication of transmission
embodying performance or display of a dramatic musical work by public
reception on a single receiving apparatus of the kind commonly used in
private homes. The "business exemption" in Section 110 (5) (B) relates to
communication by an establishment of a transmission or retransmission
embodying a performance or display of non-dramatic musical work intended
to be received by the general public, originated by a radio or television
broadcast station or by a cable system or satellite carrier. The Panel, after
making factual analysis, found out the former to be in compliance with Article
13 of TRIPS and the later to be in violation of the triple test.

The Panel provides that the three requirements under Article 13 of the TRIPS
Agreement are independent and cumulative requirements that member
countries have to satisfy.2 7 This means even though a limitation/exception/ is
confined to certain special case, it may conflict with normal exploitation of
works or unreasonably prejudice the legitimate interests of the right holder.
Conversely, an exception /limitation/ that does not conflict with normal
exploitation of the work and that does not prejudice the legitimate interest of
the right owner may not be limited to certain special cases. This approach

26 We can even otherwise argue that such conclusion results from the clear language of
the TRIPS Agreement and that the freedom of members should not be curtailed
simply on account of implied argument.
27 United States-Section 110 (5) of the US copyright Act , cited above at note 21, Para.
6.79.
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seems to be in tune with the wording of Article 13 even though some writers
would like to argue otherwise as will be seen hereunder. As long as it meets
these requirements, the TRIPS Agreement leaves national legislators
(judiciary) to set limitation to any exclusive right as reflection of their peculiar
social, economic and cultural realities. One may be tempted to argue that
TRIPS Agreement leaves members free to define these requirements as they
like. However, the very requirement set out in the agreement means that
members cannot design a limitation that does not pass these criteria assessed
objectively (taking into account national realities).

The first task in this analysis is to establish what is meant by 'certain special
cases'. In this regard it is important to examine the interpretation provided by
the WTO Panel in United States- Section 110 (5) of the US Copyright Act that
embarked on establishing the ordinary meanings of individual words
'certain', 'special', and 'cases'.28 In this regard it seems to be agreed between
both the US and EU (and affirmed by the Panel) that the fact that the word
'special' is not defined in the agreement means that it is up to national
legislature/judiciary to determine whether particular case represents an
appropriate base for the exception as long as it falls within the definition of
the first test. Accordingly, the Panel provided that the ordinary meaning of
the word 'certain' is "known and particularized, but not explicitly identified",
"determined, fixed, not variable; definitive, precise, exact".29 The Panel (in the
same paragraph) further explained that this element of the first requirement
means that as long as the limitation is clearly defined and the scope of the
exception is known and particularized there is no need to identify explicitly
each and every possible situation the exception could apply.

It can be noted that the system of copyright limitation in countries following
the continental European tradition where the legislature provides limited list
of exceptions this first requirement in the first condition of the three-step test
will easily be met. However, in the common law tradition with an open ended
'fair use' or 'fair dealing' doctrine serious questions can be raised as to their
compatibility with the TRIPS-three- step test even though, so far, no such a

28 Even though the Panel's decisions do not have the effect of precedent (as it can be
reversed by AB under article 17 of DSU), its analysis has significant persuasive value.
In its attempt to find out the ordinary meanings of these words as per Article 31 of the
Vienna Convention on Law of Treaties (VCLT), the Panel relied on dictionary
meaning (Oxford English Dictionary)
29 United States-Section 110 (5) of the US copyright Act, cited above at note 22, Para.
6.108.
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challenge has been launched before the WTO Dispute Settlement Body
(DSB).30

The Panel also tried to define the ordinary meaning of the second word in the
first test. It stated:

the term 'special' connotes "having an individual or limited application or
purpose", "containing details; precise, specific', "exceptional in quality or degree;
unusual; out of the ordinary", or "distinctive in some way". This term means that
more is needed than a clear definition in order to meet the standard of the first
condition. In addition, an exception or limitation must be limited in its field of
application or exceptional in its scope. In other words an exception or limitation
should be narrow in quantitative as well as qualitative sense.31

This part of the Panel's reasoning is obliterated by some commentators as the
most incoherent. Professor Daniel Gervais, for example, argues the phrases
'limited in its field of application' and 'exceptional in its scope' are not
equivalent (as connected by disjunction 'or') for the reason that while the
former is not very restrictive, the latter is.32 He further argues that the fact that
a limitation is 'limited in its field of application' does not necessarily lead us to
a conclusion that it must therefore be 'narrow in quantitative as well as
qualitative sense'. This concern will be much reinvigorated when we consider
the Panel's final remark that this requirement of the first condition, in the
context of the second condition, means the limitation should be the opposite
of non-special, i.e., normal.33 This is unhelpful approach in that it
accommodates a very wide range of limitations and refutes earlier suggestion
that the limitation should be limited in its field of application or exceptional in
its scope. The opposite of non-special (normal) may not necessarily be
exceptional in its scope. That is why Professor Gervais argued that the
definition of the word 'special' given by the Panel will ultimately render the
requirement useless because any exception short of complete repeal of
Copyright Act would arguably be 'limited in its field of application.'34 He

30 Christophe Geiger, "The Role of Three Step test in the Adaptation of Copyright law
to the Information Society," UNESCO, e-Copyright Bulletin (2007), p. 5
31 United States-Section 110 (5) of the US copyright Act, cited above at note 22, Para.
6.109.
32 Daniel J. Gervais, Toward and new Core International copyright Norm: The Reverse
Three-Step Test (2004), p.17

33 United States-Section 110 (5) of the US copyright Act, cited above at note 22, Para.
6.109.
34 Gervais, cited above at note 32, p.17.
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further argued that because of the above deficiency in definition the three-step
test is in reality a two-step test (and the requirement that limitation should be
confined to certain 'special' case shall be ignored). For him the two tests that
can be operationalized are interference with commercial exploitation and
unreasonable prejudice to the legitimate interests of the author. However, this
approach raises serious questions regarding the long embraced tradition of
construction of the Panel not to resort to technique of interpretation that yields
redundancy or inutility. 35

One important inference that can be drawn at this stage is that the absence of
binding or acceptable definition of the requirement that limitations shall be
limited to certain 'special' cases creates room for uncertainty and compounds
the difficulty of countries like Ethiopia with limited expertise. The problem
partly emanates from different formulation of Article 13 compared to Article
30 which refers to 'limited exceptions'. However, it is still possible to
understand the first requirement as referring to diminution of the right itself
than the economic effect of exception (i.e., non-economic test), which has to be
weighed against the second and third tests.

Some commentators argued that national public policy (special purpose)
justification behind copyright limitations will be relevant in determining
whether limitations meet the first requirement of the three-step test.36

However, the WTO Panel in the United States-Section 110 (5) of the US Copyright
Act has justifiably distanced itself from such approach relying on the wording
of Article 13 of TRIPS which refers to 'certain special case' not 'special
purpose' .3

The Panel, in the same paragraph, very well affirmed its position based on
earlier Appellate Body (AB) decisions that prohibit interpretative tests which
were based on the subjective aims or objectives pursued by national
legislation; otherwise the Panel or AB would have been given unacceptable
role of overseeing national policies. However, the Panel noted public policy
purposes stated by law makers when enacting a limitation or exception may
be useful from factual perspective for making inferences about the scope of a
limitation or exception or the clarity of its definition.38

35 United States-Standards for Reformulated and Conventional Gasoline, (Appellate
Body Report, 1996, WT/DS2/AB/R), p. 23.
36 See S. Ricketson, The Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary and Artistic
Work: 1886-1986 (1987), p.482 .
37 United States-Section 110 (5) of the US copyright Act, cited above at note 22, Para.
6.111
38 Id., Para. 6.112
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When we see the second requirement of the three-step test, limitations should
not conflict with the normal exploitation of the work. The Panel in the United
States-Section 110 (5) of the US Copyright Act went on expounding the ordinary
meanings of the words 'exploitation (exploit)', 'normal', 'work', and 'conflict'.
Accordingly, the Panel enunciated the dictionary meaning of the term'exploit'
to connote'making use of' or 'utilizing for one's own ends.'39 In the context of
the case at its disposal the Panel further explained that 'exploitation of musical
works refers to the activity by which copyright owners employ the exclusive
rights conferred on them to extract economic values from their rights to those
works.'

The Panel also pronounced the ordinary (dictionary) meaning of the word
'normal' as 'constituting or conforming to a type or standard; regular, usual,
typical, ordinary, conventional---.'40 The Panel, in the same paragraph,
elaborated the definitions reflect both empirical (i.e., what is regular, usual,
typical, ordinary, conventional---) in the factual sense and normative
(dynamic) (i.e., conforming to a type or standard) connotations. The question
to ask under the empirical approach is said to be whether the exempted use
would otherwise fall within the range of activities from which the copyright
owner would usually expect to receive compensation.41 However, such
approach is not much helpful in that right owners normally exploit their
works only in those areas the law guarantees them legal rights and this
automatically excludes market for exempted uses. Therefore, this approach
will not help us identify those uses the right holder will not normally expect to
exploit. Accordingly, it is suggested that a better way of understanding the
empirical approach is to postulate that the owner has the capacity to exercise
his right in full, without being inhibited by the presence of an exemption, and
to ask simply whether a particular usage is something that the copyright
owner would ordinarily (reasonably) seek to exploit.4 2 This goes in line with
the Panel's finding that 'normal' exploitation means something less than full
use of an exclusive right.43 This is said to be an approach that takes into
account only present modes of exploitation and excludes potential modes of
exploitation.

39 Id., Para. 6.165.
40 Id., Para. 6.166.
41 Sam Ricketson, The Three-Step test, Deemed Quantities, Libraries and Closed
Exceptions (Center for Copyright Studies ltd., 2002), p.32.
42 Ibid

43 United States-Section 110 (5) of the US copyright Act, cited above at note 22 Para.
6.167.
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On the other hand, the normative approach is understood to embrace
potential modes of utilization (that might be brought about by business
models and technological developments) but which so far have not been
common or normal in empirical sense. For instance, as per the prevailing
technological and economic reality in a particular jurisdiction right holders
may not reasonably expect to assert their rights against private copiers (due to
the cost of monitoring such uses) but such potential use may be conceivable
standing on today's economic, cultural, and technological realities. In the
language of the Panel 'one way of measuring the normative connotation of the
normal exploitation is to consider, in addition to those forms of exploitation
that currently generate significant or tangible revenue, those forms of
exploitation which, with a certain degree of likelihood and plausibility, could
acquire considerable economic or practical importance'.44

One may seriously question the wisdom behind extending the reach of the
second requirement of the three-step test to (qualitative) normative approach.
It seems to be needless rush to prohibit a given limitation that currently does
not conflict with normal exploitation of the work, simply because there is a
'plausible' possibility of conflict in the future. Such an approach may render
the exception meaningless as the condition will cover each and every
possibility of deriving profit from protected subject matter.45 Rather it would
have been better to amend the laws when such conflict actually arises.

The fact that the Panel emphasized on the economic effect on the right holder
of limitations in defining the second requirement of the three-step test6 has
provoked concern as to whether the TRIPS system of copyright limitation
leaves any latitude to members to design limitations to accommodate their
peculiar policy priorities and balance protection and access.47 It should be
stressed that this approach undermines our earlier assertion that copyright

44 Id.,para. 6.180. The Berne Convention revision in Stockholm in 1968 also makes
reference to normative connotation.
45 Correa, cited above at note 23, p.30 7 (in relation to Patent provision Article 30 of
TRIPS).
46 See United States-Section 110 (5) of the US copyright Act, cited above at note 22,
Para. 6.183. It provides that limitation in domestic legislation rises to extent of conflict
with normal exploitation of the work if uses, that in principle are covered by the right
but exempted under the limitation or exception, enter in to economic competition
with the ways that the right holders normally extract economic value from the right to
the work (i.e., the copyright) and thereby deprive them of significant or tangible
commercial gains.
47 This becomes much more catastrophic in the current technological world that
promises to enable the right holder to control any form of exploitation.
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limitations form part and parcel of copyright system on account of various
(superior) reasons like protection of freedom of expression. In the Panel's
approach whatever superior (non-economic) explanations a country may
invoke (for example promotion of education, research, freedom of expression
etc) any limitation that enters into economic competition with the right holder
will not be tolerated. If we stick to the Panel's economic definition of the test
simply because TRIPS is a trade agreement and if the technology enables the
right holder to control any kind of exploitation, there will not be any room for
exceptions. However, it would be unwarranted interpretation of TRIPS to
disregard public policy considerations under Articles 7 and 8. In this regard
the Berne Convention that allows specific exemptions to exclusive rights
irrespective of their economic impact on the author can be seen as adopting
clearer approach and conceding greater flexibility.48 It sounds hypocritical
that freedom for national policy choice appeared to have been endorsed by the
Panel in relation to the first requirement as seen above.

Finally, it should be mentioned that whether a limitation conflicts with normal
exploitation of the work has to be assessed against each exclusive right and
not against the aggregate of all exclusive rights. Conflict with normal
exploitation of a particular exclusive right cannot be counterbalanced or
justified by the mere fact of the absence of conflict with normal exploitation of
another exclusive right. Similarly, the absence of any exception with respect to
one right cannot be invoked to justify exceptions on other rights even if its
exploitation would generate more income.49 This is justifiable in that each
right is granted separately by the law and any impairment should be assessed
separately; otherwise huge suppression of economically less important rights
may be covered by light restraint on the economically important ones.

When we come to the third element of the three step test, it requires limitation
not to 'unreasonably prejudice the legitimate interest of the right holder.' The
formulation of the third condition of the three-step test slightly varies across
various international instruments. While both Articles 13 and 30 of the TRIPS
Agreement and Article 5 (5) of the European Union Information Society

48 See Articles 2(4), 2bis (1), 10(1) & (2), 10bis (2) etc of Berne Convention. Moreover,
unlike the Panel's approach to the second requirement under article 13, preparatory
works to Berne Convention (article 9 (2)) are said to accommodate non-economic
considerations especially in view of the then national laws that provide exceptions to
reproduction right on account of non-economic reasons (to be determined by national
legislation). See Ricketson, cited above at note 41, pp. 34-36.
49 United States-Section 110 (5) of the US copyright Act, cited above at note 22,Para.
6.172-73.
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(InfoSoc) Directive50 refer to unreasonable conflict with the legitimate interests
of the 'right holder', Article 9 (2) of the Berne Convention and Article 10 of
the 1996 WIPO Copyright Treaty (WCT) refer to the legitimate interests of 'the
author.' Thus for the purpose of the latter two instruments both economic and
moral interests will be considered.

The WTO Panel in the United States-Section 110 (5) of the US copyright Act also
went on ascertaining the ordinary meanings of the words 'interest',
'legitimate', 'prejudice' and 'unreasonable'. The word 'interest' is understood
to encompass 'a legal right or title to a property or to use or benefit of
property (including intellectual property).'51 The Panel added it may also refer
to 'a concern about a potential detriment or advantage, and more generally to
something that is of some importance to a natural or legal person.' The Panel
added in same paragraph that the notion of 'interest' 'is not necessarily
limited to actual or potential economic advantage or detriment.'

The Panel went on to state the meanings of the word 'legitimate' as: a)
'conformable to, sanctioned or authorized by, law or principle; lawful;
justifiable; proper; b) normal, regular, comfortable to recognized standard
type.'52 In the same paragraph it further elaborated that 'the term relates to
lawfulness from a legal positivist perspective, but it has also the connotation
of legitimacy from more normative perspective, in the context of calling for
the protection of interests that are justifiable in the light of objectives that
underlie the protection of exclusive rights'. This goes in line with another
Panel's finding in relation to Article 30 of TRIPS that defined the term
legitimate 'as a normative claim calling for protection of interests that are
'justifiable' in the sense that they are supported by relevant public policies or
other social norms.'53

50 Directive 2001/29/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 22 May
2001 on the
Harmonization of Certain Aspects of Copyright and Related Rights in the Information
Society

51 United States-Section 110 (5) of the US copyright Act, cited above at note 22, Para.
6.223.
52 Id., Para. 6.224.

53 Canada-Patent Protection of Pharmaceutical products, (World Trade Organization,
Panel Report, 2000, WT/DS114/R,) para.7.69. The fact that this Panel was partly
influenced by reference to legitimate interests of 'third parties' cannot be invoked
against this finding because Articles 13 of TRIPS and 9 (2) of the Berne Convention
also take in to account the 'legitimate' interests of users of protected works.
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'Prejudice' is defined by the Panel as connoting damage, harm, or injury.54 The
Panel also defined 'not unreasonable' to connote 'slightly stricter threshold
than reasonable.'55 In the same paragraph the word 'reasonable' is defined by
the panel as "proportionate", "within the limits of reason, not greatly less or
more than might be thought likely or appropriate", or "of a fair, average, or
considerable amount or size."

Hence, the TRIPS allows exceptions to exclusive rights that prejudice the
legitimate interest of the right holder as long as such prejudice is reasonable.
The Panel clarified that 'prejudice to the legitimate interests of right holders
reaches an unreasonable level if an exception or limitation causes or has the
potential to cause an unreasonable loss of income to the copyright owner.'56

This approach is condemned by commentators like Professor Gervais as
conflating the third step requirement in the three-step test with the second
step.57 Their contention is that a limitation will be acceptable under the third
condition as long as it is 'reasonable' or 'justified' by public policy
considerations even though it may entail economic loss or loss of revenue.58

However, in any case the choice of public policy considerations should be left
to national government.

5. Copyright Limitations under Current Ethiopian Law
Domestic laws of member countries of international instruments like the
Berne Convention and the TRIPS Agreement do not explicitly adopt the three-
step test rather provide limitations (in specific terms and/or general manner)
that they deem to be compatible with the triple test. Under the current
Ethiopian Copyright Proclamation No 410/2004 (the 'Proclamation'
hereunder)59 limitations to copyright are provided under Articles 9 through
19. Except for compulsory license under Article 17, all of the limitations are
not compensated limitations. In addition, except in relation to limitations to
the exclusive right of reproduction under Article 9 (2) (e) the Proclamation
does not provide for the three-step test. This may be due to the fact that the
legislature foresaw the need to conform to the standards of Article 9 (2) of
Berne Convention up on WTO membership. We will see that the other

54 United States-Section 110 (5) of the US copyright Act, cited above at note 22, para.
6.225.
55 Ibid
56 Id., Para. 6.229.
57 Gervais, cited above at note 32, p.20.
58 They reiterate that what is meant by 'not unreasonable prejudice', if properly
translated from the French text, should mean 'unjustified prejudice.'
59Copyright Proclamation, cited above at note 13.
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exceptions in the Proclamation can be traced to the specific limitations in the
Berne Convention and do not need to be weighed against the triple test.

From the preceding we can also see that in Ethiopia the judiciary is not
empowered to go beyond the limitations explicitly stated by the legislature
and derive triple-test-compliant limitations that may be necessitated by
changes in technological and market landscape.60 There is no common law-
style open system of fair use limitation in the Ethiopian copyright legislation.
The following paragraphs briefly analyze some of the main exceptions
provided in the Ethiopian Copyright Proclamation.

a) Reproduction for personal purposes
Article 9 (1) of the Proclamation states:

Notwithstanding the provisions of Article 7 (1) (a) of this Proclamation, the
owner of copyright cannot forbid private reproduction of a published work in a
single copy by a physical person exclusively for his won personal purposes.

This provision allows every user of copyright material to reproduce a copy of
the work without being constrained by copyright considerations. It does not
require that the copy from which a reproduction is made has to be acquired
lawfully.61 Furthermore, there is no requirement that the copy be made by the
consumer himself, i.e., it can be made even by third parties acting for
commercial considerations as long as the reproduction is made on individual
request and for personal purposes of the consumer.62 Such approach benefits
those who do not have their own means of reproduction.

Three justifications have been invoked in various jurisdictions for retaining
exception for private reproduction of copyright works. These are: its
insignificant adverse economic effect on copyright owner, market failure

60 On the other hand, it is not possible for the legislature to foresee circumstance that
may occur in the future thereby upsetting the balance between protection and
exploitation.
61 One of the justifications for allowing copying for private use is that a person who
has lawful access to the work has an implied right to enjoy the work in a manner
convenient to him does not seem to be strictly adhered to.
62 This point is more vivid from the Amharic text that does not have any indication as
to how the reproduction is made; the phrase 'by a physical person exclusively for his
own personal purposes' in the English text itself is simply meant to stress on the
purpose/use the copy has to be destined for; however, this does not condone those
who, acting on their own, commercially engage in reproduction and distribution of
works. The author reckons that the formulation does not say 'by or for' but it will be
far away from the legislative intent to argue otherwise.
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(enforcement difficulty) and protection of public (users') right to privacy.
Before the emergence of new technologies, private reproduction basically
refers to hand copying or type writing of a manuscript and this was believed
to cause only minimal effect on right holders.63 However, now technologies
related to reprography, home taping and the current digital and network have
tremendously made private reproduction easy. This implies that its economic
impact on the right holders has become significant and the above justification
is waning out of favor.64 Especially on the Internet private users are directly
reached out by right holders without the need for intermediaries (distributors)
and private reproduction constitutes the main market for right holders. This
also means that in such cases even if the limitation may pass the first test of
the TRIPS triple test, there is no way that it will pass the other two (economic)
tests.

The idea behind market failure justification is that the costs of exercising
rights against private copiers (which includes myriad of measures ranging
from negotiation to enforcement) may exceed the benefits so much that it is
not efficient to assign proprietary rights (as it cannot be assigned by private
bargain).65 Such is said to have become worse with the emergence of private
reproduction technologies that make each house hold license impracticable
and the price system unworkable.66 This led in some jurisdictions to
imposition of levies on copying machines and recordable formats to
compensate right holders. In other words, private copying was reckoned as a
kind of compulsory license. However, with coming into prominence of
encryption technology that enabled right holders to monitor exploitation of
their works and block unlicensed utilization the market failure justification
has become at least partially defunct.

The third justification in favor of private use exception is that right holders
would have to physically enter, search and possibly seize material in
individuals' homes thereby intruding into people's privacy.67 In the era of
digital and network technology rather than physical privacy it is the
'information privacy' of users that is at stake. That is, the right holders will be

63 Guibault, cited above at note 3, p. 52.
6 Not only that it is possible to reproduce indistinguishable copies for virtually zero
expense and with least inconvenience but also copies can be distributed world wide
instantly.
65 There is an assumption that in principle users should pay as long as market allows
such transaction (and right owners should be given opportunity to address such
failures including through collective societies).
66 Giuseppe Mazziotti, EU Digital Copyright Law and the End-User (2008), P. 28.
67 Guibault, cited above at note 3, p. 51.
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able to use monitoring technique and track the use of their work and detect
acts of infringement by placing electronic device inside works to record every
use by a person, as well as frequency and duration of such use and uncover
overall consumption patterns of users.68 Tracking private use through
technologies is also feared to have the effect of discouraging use of works and
further affect right to information (and expression).

It is not clear if private copy exception as enshrined in Article 9 would pass
the first requirement of the triple test. One may argue it is clearly defined as it
applies to 'single copy for one's own use.' But the problem is that such
exploitation is rule of exploitation for digital works made available online and
generally exclusive right of reproduction is supposed to be effective via
private copies ultimately falling in private hands.

Article 9 (2) (e) of the Copyright Proclamation prohibits reproduction for
personal purposes that 'would conflict with or unreasonably harm the normal
exploitation of the work or the legitimate interest of the author.' This seems a
clumsy way of incorporating the Berne second and third steps of the triple test
because it will be unwise to treat the words 'conflict' and 'unreasonably harm'
used in the Copyright Proclamation as equivalent. Therefore, under the
current Ethiopian copyright system because of application of the second and
third steps of the triple test in the Berne Convention/ TRIPS Agreement,
reproduction for personal uses seems to be excluded in relation to digital
copies. This is particularly the case in the context of exploitation of creative
works on the Internet.69 Judges should confine the exception to works
exploited in physical copies even though serious objections can be anticipated
regarding reprography and tape recording.

Therefore, any concern that the private use exception under Article 9 of the
Copyright Proclamation may conflict with the Berne/TRIPS triple testo is
simply unfounded concern because sub-Article (2) (e) of same provision itself
requires that such exception should comply with the test.

b) Quotation
Article 10 (1) of the proclamation provides:

68 Id., p. 55. However, technologies that merely prohibit copying and blocking access
may not have such privacy concerns.
69 Also this limitation can not be invoked against works made available only online;
because while the exception applies only to published works, publication is defined
under article 2 (22) of the proclamation only in terms of tangible copies.
70 Such concern is raised by the members of the Working Party on the Ethiopian
accession to the WTO.
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Notwithstanding the provisions of Article 7 (1) (a) of this Proclamation, the
owner of copyright cannot forbid the reproduction of a quotation of a published
work.

Quotation is useful tool to convey a message accurately in various fields like
political arena, in media, in research, assemblies, in art and culture etc. For
instance, it may be important for news reporter or critique to capture the
mood, the tone or nuances of an address which may not be possible without
reproducing part of the speaker's expression. Similarly, historians,
biographers, and scientists also need to be able to portray reality in truthful
manner in their own work by relying on prior writings.71 It has to be stressed
that the purpose of quotation is not specified as long as the limitations in sub-
article (2) are satisfied.72 The purpose can be scientific, educational, critical,
informatory, or educational, judicial, political and entertainment purposes. It
can also be made in historical or scholarly works by way of illustration or
evidence of a particular view, and quotations for artistic effect.

Since this exception is specifically provided under the Article 10 of the Berne
Convention there is no need to examine the compatibility of this exception
with the TRIPS triple test. However, under the Ethiopian law the limitation
seems to be unnecessarily restricted to 'published' works whereas the Berne
Convention refers to 'works lawfully made available to the public.'73 Under
the Ethiopian system quotation from useful unpublished sources (including
most research works in libraries) is not allowed and this seems to be
unwarranted in Berne/TRIPS-plus approach. Similarly, since quotation is
understood as (partial) reproduction of a work, the Ethiopian law as it stands
does not allow quotation in the course of performance, broadcasting etc.

Sub-article (2) of Article 10 of the Proclamation provides the limit of quotation.
That is, it has to be 'compatible with fair practice and does not exceed the
extent justified by the purpose.' Moreover, sub-article (3) provides the duty to
indicate the source and the name of the author where the quotation is taken
from a source which contains the name of the author. These requirements are

71 Dr. Lucie Guibault, "The Nature and Scope of Limitations and Exceptions to
Copyright and Neighboring rights with regard to General Interest Missions for the
Transmission of Knowledge: Prospects for Their Adaptation to the Digital
Environment," UNESCO e-Copyright Bulletin (October-December 2003) p. 6.
72 This is important in view of the fact that the proclamation does not provide specific
limitations for purposes like review and criticism.
73 We have to recall our earlier discussion that publication is understood under Article
2 (22) of the Proclamation in terms of availability to public of adequate tangible copies
of work (by sale, rental or public lending).
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also provided under Article 10 (1) & (3) of the Berne Convention. In the
absence of specific standards provided by the legislature whether a practice of
quotation is 'fair' has to be determined on case by case basis by applying 'fair
use' standards used in common law countries.74

c) Reproduction for Education
Article 11 (1) of the Proclamation states:

Notwithstanding the provisions of Article 7 (1) (a) of this Proclamation the
owner of copyright cannot forbid, without exceeding fair practice and the extent
justified by purpose, a reproduction of published work or sound recording for the
purpose of teaching.

This exception also does not need to be evaluated against the triple test as it
can be specifically traced under Article 10 (2) of the Berne Convention. This
exception applies to all works protected by copyright and this seems to be in
line with Article 10 (2) of the Berne Convention that refers to literary and
artistic works. However, reference to sound recording in the Proclamation
may provoke controversy. We understand from Article 32 (d) of the
Proclamation that limitations to copyright are also applicable to neighboring
rights.75 We can only speculate that probably the legislature wanted to clarify
a situation where reproducing a work also entails reproducing a sound
recording.

Educational institutions (particularly higher learning institutions) are main
producers of teaching materials. They also intensely use such materials in the
course of dissemination and creation of knowledge. They also use
contemporary books, newspapers, magazines, photographs, films, slides (and
sound recordings), broadcasts and other media products, and make
compilations in their effort to create and disseminate knowledge to students.
The main outstanding question is whether this exception should apply to
materials prepared for teaching and instructional purposes. There is real risk
that allowing educators and the educated (i.e., the main market/consumers of
such materials) to invoke this limitation to reproduce such materials (without
compensation) takes away the very incentive to produce such materials and
entail counterproductive effect. In fact, the legislature follows a different
approach in case of limitations on neighboring rights under Article 32 (2)

74 These are nature of the copyrighted work, the purpose and character of the use, the
amount and substantiality of portion used, the effect of the use up on potential
market.
7 Sound recordings are protected by neighboring rights under article 27 of the
proclamation.
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where educational limitations do not apply to performances and sound
recordings which have been published as teaching or instructional materials.

The Proclamation does not clearly provide who benefits from the exception,
except that reference is made to 'teaching'. It can be understood as referring to
teaching in the context of educational establishments6 and home-
teaching/private instruction irrespective of commercial motive and it appears
that use by commercial educational establishments does not contravene from
the outset the requirements of 'fair practice' as will be seen later. Similarly,
this limitation applies irrespective of whether it is face to face or distance
teaching. It also seems to benefit both the learner and educator. For example,
the educators can copy materials on black board or on slide presentation and
preparation of lecture notes (and learners can copy the same), photocopy a
book or extract of it and distribute to students, reproduce works for
examinations, etc. It should be reckoned that the law does not restrict the
means of reproduction whether it is manual, reprographic or otherwise.

Article 10 (2) of the Berne Convention allows members to permit utilization by
way of illustration in publications, broadcasts or sound or visual recordings
for teaching. This provision does not seem to allow such acts as translation for
teaching purpose (except in the context of the Berne Appendix) as reference is
made to 'utilization by way of illustration in publications, broadcasts or sound
or visual recordings for teaching'. However, members can allow for teaching
such acts as broadcasting, performance, communication to public, display etc.
Article 11 of the Proclamation is unnecessarily restrictive as it confines the
scope of the limitation only to exclusive right of reproduction. This means
educators cannot perform, broadcast, lend, display, communicate etc works
for purpose of teaching and this will surely curtail the noble objective of
promoting education. This will only add pressure on already overstretched
libraries acting under severe resource constraints and copyright hurdles as
will be seen below.

The Proclamation also failed to clearly provide what is known in other
jurisdictions as exceptions for research and private study. It is obvious that
such exceptions have firm public interest explanations and are likely to be
TRIPS complaint. One may argue that part of such interests can be
accommodated under other limitations like reproduction for personal use or
for teaching or by libraries and similar institutions as will be seen later.
However, such limitations do not fully accommodate the desire for limitations

76 However, it is submitted that libraries within the educational establishments shall
be treated under exceptions dedicated for libraries to be discussed later.
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for research and study. Given such problems and in the absence of clear
legislative guidelines, it becomes odious task for the judiciary to define the
scope of such limitations.7

Regarding the limits of the teaching exception, Article 11 requires that
reproduction for teaching shall be compatible with fair practice and extent
should be justified by purpose. These notions are not defined by the
legislature and should be explained by the judiciary in light of the yardsticks
for 'fair use' employed in common law countries (as we have seen in relation
to quotation above).78 Close scrutiny of such factors reveals that multiple
copies for class room use of entire work may be justified.

d) Reproduction by Libraries, Archives and Similar Institutions
This exception is not specifically provided in the Berne Convention. But it is
not difficult to trace it within the ambit of the so called minor exceptions as
manifested widely by the practice of member sates.
Article 12 (1) of the Proclamation states:

Notwithstanding the provisions of Article 7 (1) (a) of this Proclamation, the
owner of copyright cannot forbid reproduction of a work by a library, archive,
memorial hall, museum, or similar institutions whose activity directly or
indirectly is not for gain.

This exception follows particular users. That is, these institutions are engaged
in collecting, preserving, archiving, and dissemination of information.79 This
means the main public interest justification behind this exception is
dissemination and preservation of knowledge, culture, and heritage.80

However, it is not clear why such exceptions do not benefit private
individuals and other entities that may be engaged in similar activities. We
may ponder the provision is justified in view of the extensive effect such
broader approach may have on the copyright owner, especially such is the

77 For instance should a court condone reproduction for commercial research? Does
research include both preparatory (like material collection) and final stages like
(presentation and publication)? Is this purely restricted to the researcher or does it
cover also others who may be involved in one way or other? What should be the
quantitative restrictions, if any, and the kind of works it applies?
78 See supra note 74
79 The traditional role of these institutions as repositories of printed materials has also
broadened to embrace audiovisual and digital materials accessible online (i.e.,
expansion in terms of both holdings and facilities).
80 Robert Burrell and Alison Coleman, Copyright Exceptions: the Digital Impact
(2005), p. 136.
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case in view of the fact that library exception entails reduction in book
purchase to some extent.

One may also wonder why the Ethiopian law distinguishes between libraries
acting for gain and those that do not have profit motive. This is particularly
true in view of small number and budgetary constraints of (public) non-profit
oriented libraries. On the other hand we can imagine the adverse effects it
may entail to rights of copyright owners when profit motivated institutions
are encouraged into such business. There are authors who interpret the above
provision to include libraries of private schools and universities.81 They argue
that since such educational establishments to which the libraries belong
benefit from teaching exceptions under Article 11 of the Proclamation, their
libraries should also benefit from the library exceptions under Article 12.
However, this author finds it difficult to see how it leads to a conclusion that
libraries of profit motivated establishments benefit from library exceptions
simply because the establishments they belong benefit from teaching
exception unless we show any law which defines libraries separately from the
institutions they belong.

The fact that this exception allows libraries and similar institutions only to
reproduce works is simply inadequate. Such institutions cannot properly
discharge their activities without exceptions to other exclusive rights like
performance, display, communication to public, broadcasting etc. For
instance, a public gallery cannot properly discharge its function as center for
exhibition unless it benefits from exception to exclusive right to display
works.

Furthermore, the role of libraries will seriously be compromised without
exception to the excusive right of public lending. One can also make strong
case against putting the public lending as part of the exclusive right of the
right holder in the first place as this right is not recognized under the
Berne/TRIPS system.82 In fact the approach of the Proclamation towards the
exclusive right of public lending is utter anomaly. Article 2 (23) defines 'public
lending' as a temporary transfer of possession of an original or copy of a work
or sound recording by libraries, archives, or similar institutions whose service
is available to the public without making profit. So, does this mean that those

1 Mandefro Eshete and Molla Mengistu, 'Exceptions and Limitations under the
Ethiopian Copyright Regime: An Assessment of Impact on Expansion of Education,
Journal of Ethiopian Law vol. XXV, No 1, (2011), p. 176.
82 The fact that public lending is part of right holder's exclusive right can easily be
deduced from Article 7 (2) of the proclamation.
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libraries and similar institutions, working for profit, are not inhibited by this
right? Or, do such acts automatically constitute rental?

Sub-article (3) of Article 12 of the Proclamation provides conditions to be
satisfied under which the beneficiaries avail themselves of the library
exception provided under sub- article (1). Accordingly, a copy can be made: a)
to preserve and, if necessary to replace a copy or a copy which has been lost,
destroyed, or rendered unusable in the permanent collection of another
similar library, b) where it is impossible to obtain a copy under reasonable
conditions,83 and c) the act of reproduction is an isolated one occurring and if
repeated on separate and unrelated occasion. Despite the clumsy formulation,
this provision allows libraries to reproduce works to enrich (and preserve)
their own collection or supply copies to other libraries (interlibrary
reproduction for stock). This is an important exception especially in view of
the fact that physical copies are susceptible of dilapidation and wear and tear
and such is even more important when the work is out of market. This
exception also facilitates (cross boarder) digitization projects. One apparent
logical jump in this exception is that it does not clearly allow libraries to
reproduce and supply copies of works to other libraries to enable them
acquire copies they never had while it is possible for a library to reproduce a
work to acquire copy itself. If it is allowed for a library to reproduce a work
and retain copy it does not have, logically it should be also possible for it to
reproduce or authorize reproduction to enable other libraries to acquire a
copy. Therefore, there is no copyright infringement if libraries of (older) public
universities with richer stocks authorize their counterparts in younger
universities to copy books and other materials their collections and acquire
copies of such works.

There is no clear requirement that such work be published. One may argue
that it will contravene the author's moral right to 'publish' the work if libraries
acquire and make available such works to public without the consent of the
author.84 Furthermore, it is not clear if this provision imposes obligation on the
supplying library not to refuse request by other libraries. Had that been the
case, it would have also provided for terms of reproduction including
settlement of expenses it incurs in the course.

83 In the Amharic version we cannot easily trace the qualification 'reasonable
conditions'.
84 However, such argument will not be much strong with respect to materials kept in
the library with the consent of the right holder who has not placed contrary
instructions.
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Sub-article (2) of the provision under consideration allows libraries to directly
reproduce and supply works or part of works to individuals. It provides
conditions for reproduction of a published article, short work or short extract
of a work to satisfy the request of a physical person. Such is possible under the
following conditions: a) the library or archive is satisfied that the copy will be
used solely for the purpose of study, b) the act of reproduction is an isolated
case occurring, if repeated, on separate and unrelated occasion, and c) there is
no available administrative organization which the educational institution85 is
aware of, which can afford a collective license of reproduction.

The major handicap under this exception is that it allows reproduction of only
published articles, short work or short extract of a work.86 There is no doubt
that library users usually require the entirety of (other) works for use. Also the
Proclamation does not define what is meant by article nor is the quantitative
benchmarks of what constitutes short (extract of) works provided; this not
only subjects users to arbitrary restrictions by libraries but also exposes
libraries to infringement actions. It is not also known how much time has to
elapse for a person to request various parts of a work (or even same copy for
that matter) without being blamed for seeking reproduction on related
occasions.

The requirement of 'publication' is also difficult to explain; library collections
may not necessarily be published materials. For that matter museums and
archives are known for their rich collection of unpublished materials. There
are also ample instances of copyright owners of such works who deposit them
in archives and museums do not place any explicit prohibition of copying.
This issue becomes particularly strong if one subscribes to argument that
libraries and similar institutions are allowed to acquire and retain
unpublished materials under sub Article (1) because in such case there is no
much point in preserving materials users cannot take copy when needed for
private study.

As to the requirement that copy shall be used solely for the purpose of study,
libraries usually satisfy themselves by requiring their clientele to sign
declaration forms.87 There are libraries that (additionally) require prima-facie

85 Reference to 'educational institution' is a slip of pen; same can be discerned from the
Amharic version.
86 The situation is much worse when we see that this formulation is not clear enough
to allow reproduction of non textual works; on the other hand photographs, films, and
other artistic works are important for private study and research.
87 In fact the legal effect of such declarations is not clear except as reminder to the
users of possible action for copyright infringement.
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evidence to that effect like by producing letter of cooperation from
institutions/patrons that support such study. Such may appear unnecessarily
cumbersome requirement that deprives those who cannot produce such
evidence of their 'entitlement'. On the other hand, if the libraries simply rely
on mere declaration of users, it undermines the legislative requirement that
they shall be 'satisfied' that the work will be used solely for study since users
will simply get around it by making false declarations. However, in a situation
where libraries have no reason to suspect otherwise (like in case of request by
students and researchers) such additional requirement will be unnecessary.

e) Limitations for 'Informative Purposes'
Article 13 (1) of the Proclamation allows the reproduction in newspaper or
periodical, the broadcasting or other communication to the public of an article
published in a newspaper or periodical on current economic, political, social
or religious or similar topics. Thus this exception applies to limited published
works and can be traced under Article 10 bis (1) of the Berne Convention. This
exception facilitates dissemination of information intended to public.
However, it is not clear why both in the Berne Convention and the
Proclamation this limitation is conditional upon the absence of contrary
reservation by copyright owner. Moreover, the fact that the legislature left
undefined such concepts as 'periodical' and 'newspaper' will raise
controversy regarding the scope of this exception.

Sub-article (2) allows reproduction and broadcasting or other communication
to the public of short excerpts of a work seen or heard for the purpose of
reporting current events. We should not confine this provision to textual
works; it should include important works like photographic and audiovisual
works necessary for news organizations for fully reporting current events.
This is highly important for public freedom of expression (to have access to
both the substance/idea of the work and its form of expression) which is
apparently the main justification for the whole exceptions in Article 13.88 This
provision hardly allows media organizations to freely broadcast interviews or
other words spoken and notes taken without the consent of copyright owner
although sub-article (3) covers part of such scenario. On other respect, the
exception seems to be liberal in that it does not require the work to be
published; rather it applies to works 'seen or heard'. In fact the Amharic
version of same provision suggests that as long as the work relates to current
events heard or seen such work can be reproduced or broadcast for purpose of
reporting current event. The works do not need to be seen or heard but relate

88 Otherwise the problem will be severe especially when we see that there is no
provision in the proclamation to use such works in reporting current events even up
on payment of compensation.
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to events heard or seen. The limitation does not allow borrowing the entire
work but excerpts of a work.

The difficult task of defining 'events', when they are regarded as 'current' and
what is meant by 'reporting' within the range of media activities is left to the
courts.89

Sub-article (3) of Article 13 of the Proclamation also allows reproduction in
newspaper or periodical, the broadcasting or other communication to the
public of a political speech, lecture, address, sermon, or other work of similar
nature delivered in public, or a speech delivered during legal proceedings to
the extent justified by purpose of providing current information. This
exception is drawn from Article 2bis (2) of the Berne Convention. This
exception helps disseminate information which is put in the public sphere by
the author himself.

Finally, in all three cases the Proclamation imposes obligation to indicate the
source and name of the author as far as practicable.

f) Compulsory License
Uncompensated limitations we have seen above basically refer to a situation
where a person who has access to copies of works can deal with them in the
permitted manners. But the main problem in LDCs is access to legitimate
copies in their languages in the first place. One way embarked by members of
the Berne Convention to address persistent concern by developing world to
ensure bulk access to copies of works at affordable price in their language is to
recognize a facility of compulsory license that allows them to derogate from
the exclusive rights of reproduction and translation. As a result, the Berne
Appendix was adopted and later integrated into the TRIPS system. However,
lengthy substantive and procedural requirements make the facility scarcely
available to LDCs.90 Moreover, the requirements do not reflect the main
problems of LDCs. For instance, both in the cases of compulsory license for
translation and reproduction, non-availability of copies at affordable price
does not trigger granting of license. License for translation is granted if the
work is not published in local language or if all editions of translation

89 For instance the court has to decide whether local, regional, and national
occurrences constitute an 'event', whether commentary or opinion on such event
constitute 'reporting', and whether report relating to an event which occurred long in
the past constitute report on 'current' event.
90See the requirements under Articles II, III, and IV of the Berne Appendix. We can
easily observe that the transaction cost involved and the waiting and grace period
hugely discourage resorting to the facility.
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published in the language concerned are out of print.91 Compulsory license for
reproduction is granted if copies of (published) edition of a work have not
been distributed (in that) country) to the general public or in connection with
systematic instructional activities at a price reasonably related to that
normally charged in the country for comparable works.92 Given the fact that
important copyright works in LDC markets are expensive foreign materials,
the price comparison is between expensive materials and this in no way
guarantees availability of copyright materials at affordable prices. This means
the Appendix has dearly missed to hit its cherished objective of equipping
developing countries with means to deal with undersupply and/or
unreasonably priced copyright works.

One may argue that Article 40 of the TRIPS Agreement should be used by
LDCs to ensure bulk access. Article 40.2 provides that members can specify in
their legislation licensing practices or conditions that may in particular cases
constitute an abuse of intellectual property rights having an adverse effect on
competition in the relevant market. It is not clear if undersupply due to high
prices or absence of supply in local languages would constitute abuse of
copyright; such is particularly the point where the copyright owner does not
resort to any suspicious licensing practice or does not employ technological
mechanisms to restrict access. Further more, historically and doctrinally the
copyright has been, as opposed to patent, less a subject of competition law.
This means Article 40 of the TRIPS Agreement is no easier route to ensure
bulk access compared to the Berne Appendix.

Article 17 of the Proclamation leaves to the regulations the task of determining
the 'conditions, forms of such authorization and in particular fair
compensation' thereby implementing the Berne procedural and substantive
requirements. However, the regulations remain elusive to date and this is a
huge gap that tilts copyright balance in favor of protection as the Ethiopian
Intellectual Property Office has not lived up to its mandate to initiate such
legislation.93

Conclusion
Copyright limitations in Ethiopia are grounded on multifaceted monetary and
non-monetary justifications. Some are grounded on market failure

91 Article 11 (2) (a) & (b), Berne Appendix. Sub-article (5) makes the matter worse by
restricting the availability of the facility only for the purpose of teaching, scholarship
or research.
92 Article III (2) (a) (ii), Berne Appendix.
93 See Article 5 (3), Ethiopian Intellectual Property Office Establishment Proclamation,
2003, Article 5 (3), Proc. No 320, Fed. Neg. Gaz. 9t year, no. 40
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explanations thereby adhering to maximalist precepts. Others are designed to
balance conflict between proprietary interests of copyright owners and
fundamental rights of the public, like freedom of expression, right to
information, and privacy. There are also exceptions framed based on the need
to pave way to the preservation and dissemination of knowledge and culture
and further creativity. However, both international copyright instruments and
the Ethiopian copyright law have not integrated copyright limitations within
copyright system on same footing as rights. The fact that the international
copyright instruments do not adequately systematize limitations and
guarantee minimum limitations adversely affects LDCs which are technically
ill-equipped. The WTO Panel interpretation of the triple test in terms of purely
economic effects of limitation on the right holder has also gone out of way in
disregard of the principles and objectives of the TRIPS Agreement. This has
the effect of denying members of flexibility for domestic policy options. The
wealth of procedural and substantive requirements in Berne Appendix
rendered the facility scarcely available. The facility also doesn't guarantee
availability of copyright materials at affordable price and mass access cannot
be ensured unless the procedural and substantive requirements are eased.

The Ethiopian law unnecessarily adopts a closed system of limitation thereby
depriving the judiciary room to derive limitations compatible with the triple
test. It also follows unnecessarily restrictive (TRIPS-plus) approach even with
respect to those specific exceptions it spells out. Education and library
limitation are unnecessarily restricted to exclusive right of reproduction.
Limitation for quotation is also unduly confined to published works.
Moreover, lack of clear standards for application of limitation for education,
quotation and library exception will discourage such uses. The law also fails
to provide with adequate clarity limitations for research, review, criticism,
incidental reproduction (and broadcasting), caricature etc. The recognition of
exclusive right of public lending without appropriate exceptions has also the
clear effect of undermining library activities. Above all, copyright balance in
Ethiopia is affected due to lack of regulations that would give effect to
provisions on compulsory license.
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Rethinking the Ethiopian Rape Law

Tsehai Wada*

Introduction
The word "rape" is at present a household word. In a classical rape scenario,
what easily comes to mind is a bogeyman, who is a stranger, armed with some
type of weapon, jumping on a victim from where he is hiding, uses force and
intimidates his victim to have sexual intercourse with him. Despite such an
apparent simplicity, rape is not a simple term that can be encapsulated in such
a narrow scope. Contrary to such conventional thinking, the notion of rape is
the most difficult subject to handle in any discourse. It may also be added that,
of all the crimes, it is rape that has changed its features through time, so much
so that, every elements of its definition are criticized and changed time and
again. Accordingly, today's definition of rape as a crime is so much different
from what it used to be in the past. It helps to note from the outset that, the
Women's Movement represented by feminist intellectuals and other lobbyists
has contributed a lot to this radical change by highlighting the gendered and
unequal treatment of the law and focusing on non-discrimination. The
animated debate on rape in general, or anyone of its elements, has not yet died
out though many changes were introduced into the law either by legislatures
or courts.

An attempt to write on rape as a subject naturally raises many questions than
answers. This is so mainly due to the multitude of issues that surround the
crime, and the divergent views held by proponents of this or that line of
argument. As mentioned above, almost every element of the classical
definition of rape is challenged and changed. Accordingly, the gendered
outlook that has so far focused on a male perpetrator and a female victim is
made gender neutral'; the force element which was a central issue in the past
no more exists at present; consent, which has triggered almost every relevant
discourse has moved from passive acquiescence to "no means no" and explicit
oral expression; and marital rape which was not an offense in the past is now
made a crime. Moreover, the instrumentalities of rape, i.e., genital organs or

* LL.B,LL.M, Associate Professor, School of Law, Addis Ababa University
'Rape can be committed by a male upon a female or by a female upon a male or
between individuals of the same sex, as in the case of homosexuals. Despite such
variations in perpetrators and victims, the main form of rape that is committed quite
frequently is the first type, i.e., a male upon a female. It is also this variety of rape that
has given rise to the divergent gender issues covered in this article. Just for this
purpose, unless and otherwise specifically mentioned, the following discussions will
mainly focus on a male upon a female rape only.
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others; the manner of perpetration, i.e., copulation or other forms; types of
punishments on rapists; date raping wherein consent may be given tacitly;
and statutory rape are some of the issues that have occupied most of the
literature. These issues and changes are just the tip of the ice berg as a result of
which, an attempt to cover the whole gamut of the subject matter in an article
with a limited space amounts to doing injustice to the subject matter.
Accordingly, this article attempts to cover major issues of the subject matter
alone. In line with this I will attempt to compare and contrast the different
positions held on the subject in other jurisdictions2 with that of Ethiopian law
and practice.

The article has two parts. Part One discusses major issues of rape law, mainly
drawn from literature that emanated from the US. Part Two, following the
structure of Part One, will compare the laws and practices of other
jurisdictions with that of Ethiopia. These will be followed by a brief conclusion
and recommendations.

1. Definitions and Major Elements of Rape as a Crime
1.1 Definition

A non-legal definition provides that rape is "the crime of having sexual
intercourse, usually forcibly, with a person who has not consented;
specifically, this crime is committed by a man upon a woman or a girl." 3 At
common law, rape is defined as "the carnal knowledge of a woman forcibly
and against her will".4 These definitions share the following elements: the act
has to be an act of sexual intercourse/carnal knowledge, it has to be done - if
not always, but usually - forcibly, the victim has to oppose the sexual advance
- not consented/against will - and that the victim has to be a female while the
perpetrator should be a male.

2 Almost all the literatures found on the internet as well as in hard copies in the Law
Library and accessible to this writer have their origin in Common Law jurisdictions.
Thus, an attempt to check the position of the crime of rape in other jurisdictions, more
importantly in Civil Law jurisdictions, could not meet success.
3Webster's New World Dictionary, Third College Edition, Webster's New World,
New York, (1988)
4 W. Blackstone, Commentaries*210 as quoted by Wayne R. LaFave, Substantive
Criminal Law 2006 Thomson / West, S 17.1- 17.5, Rape overview, Current through
the 2007 update. The current edition is written by David C. Baum (hereafter, Baum).
Of all the materials that were accessible to this writer, this book stands first in
comprehensiveness. Accordingly, the structure of this article has followed that of this
book. Nonetheless, since the soft copy that is in file with this writer has no page
numbers, but only section numbers, the latter are shown in all appropriate places.
(Except in few instances, foot notes are omitted.)
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Though these definitions appear to be simple and leave no room for
interpretation, recent developments have proved that the law as well as the
definitions cannot accommodate the different legal issues that arose in rape
trials. The instances that called for legal amendments and the developments
achieved in this regard are discussed hereunder.

1.2 Major elements
1.2.1 The act

According to the traditional definitions, quoted above, the act requirement of
the crime is sexual intercourse/carnal knowledge. This naturally means the
penetration of the female sex organ by the male sex organ (genital copulation).
The act requirement is now expanded to include, anal and oral copulation, as
well as digital (finger) and mechanical penetration.5 These varieties are also
known as cunnilingus, fellatio, and anal intercourse. Some writers include any
intrusion, however slight, of any part of a person's body or any object into the
genital or anal openings of another person's body, into this category.6Though
it is clear that the latter varieties are added to the list after reform, none of the
sources indicate whether they were unknown to the ancient people or not. It
may, however, be presumed that these are new cultures that grew within a
"free society".

The criminal act, alias, actus reus, in criminal law parlance, has raised some
collateral issues, such as: the degree/depth of penetration, the requirement of
emission and capacity of procreation. According to the contemporary
position, at least in the US,

... slight penetration is enough... and it is sometimes elaborated that
penetration between the labia... or of the vulva will suffice... .Entry
of the vagina... or rupturing of the hymen... is not necessary.
Despite rare suggestions to the contrary.. .emission is not necessary
for the requisite act to be completed. Moreover, proof of emission is
not a substitute for showing penetration.7

5 Ibid.
6 Meredith J. Duncan, (hereafter, Duncan) Sex Crimes and Sexual Miscues: the need
for a clearer line between forcible rape and nonconsensual sex, Wake Forest Law
Review, Vol. 42, 2007, p.1096, Quoting S. C. Code Ann. Sec. 16- 3. 651(2003). The act is
expressed as: sexual penetration, penetration, vaginal intercourse, sexual act, sexual
battery, sexual intrusion, sexual conduct, and sexual abuse. For the sake of
consistency, however, the act will be called as sexual intercourse, in this article.
7 Baum, supra note 4, Sec. 17.2
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Moreover, lack of capacity regarding emission is not a defense because it is
not part of the definition of the crime, and impotency is similarly not a
defense, for the crime can be committed by an erect or non-erect penis.8

1.2.2 Mental state
Under the Common Law, rape was a general intent crime. Accordingly, for
the purpose of prosecution, once it is shown that the act was committed
voluntarily - by the rapist - it does not matter whether he believed that the
victim has consented. The current position is that [a reasonable] mistake of
fact can serve as a defense unless held negligently or recklessly.9

1.2.3 Force
Though the word "force" appears to be simple, its role in the prosecution and
conviction of rape defendants is not as simple as one may imagine it. Thus, it
is one of the controversial elements of the crime and these controversies are
discussed below.

1.2.3.1 Intrinsic and extrinsic force
Intrinsic force refers to the act that is inherent in the act of the nonconsensual
intercourse, while extrinsic force refers to, use of force or threat of force above
and beyond the intrinsic force, and courts in the US employ both standards
depending on circumstances.10 What sets apart the latter from the former is
the requirement of more evidence that force in general or physical force was
employed during the intercourse. This issue of additional evidence has called
for a variety of issues, such as the degree of force required to be employed.

As the story of the bogeyman described above tells, what he has used is a
direct or actual physical force against the victim. However, force is not
necessarily limited to such overt acts only, and rapists can use different
methods to intimidate their victims. Such constructive forces can take different
forms such as: threat, and coercion. Moreover, even when force is not required
to be employed in order to achieve the victim's submission, a rapist may

8 Ibid.
9 Id. Mistake refers to a reasonable mistake on the part of the rapist that the victim has
consented to the act. See also, Duncan, supra, Note 6, at pp. 1094 and 1095. Duncan
argues that rape at Common Law was a general intent crime, for there was no
specifically identified state of mind and that holding a morally blameworthy state of
mind suffices for prosecution or conviction. With regard to mistake of fact, what
matters is the reasonableness or unreasonableness of his belief in the consent. At
present, however, many jurisdictions require a specific mental state, such as:
knowingly, recklessly, or negligently doing the act. ibid, at pp.1096, 1097 and 1103.
10 Baum, Supra note 4, Sec.17.3
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employ fraud, or make use of drugs or intoxicants. In all these situations, the
victims submit to the demands of rapists, because, submission is the lesser evil
under the circumstances. As the sexual intercourses consummated in these
situations are nonconsensual, they fall under the general rubric of rape. Each
instance further calls for collateral issues and these are discussed below.

1.2.3.2 Threat
It is well known that threat is one of the grounds that can invalidate
obligations, for valid consent cannot be given in the presence of a threat. So
also under rape law, a sexual intercourse, done under threat proves the
absence of consent. Despite such simplicity, it is interesting to note that the
degree of force to be imposed on the victim has become a subject of intense
disputes. Accordingly, the degree of force was required to be such as that
cannot be resisted under the circumstances, which requires the victim to put
up utmost resistance and should induce in the victim fear of death, or serious
bodily harm, personal injury, a fear that so overpowers her that she dares not
resist, and so on.11 Moreover, it was also required that the victim's fear has to
be "reasonable" and the actor should have present capacity to inflict the
harm.12 Such qualifications, as it is apparent, place unnecessary burden on the
part of the victim and are unjustifiable. This is aptly expressed in Baum's book
as follows:

... .such limitations are... inappropriate...one who takes advantage
of a woman's unreasonable fears of violence should not escape
punishment any more than a swindler who cheats gullible people
by false statements which they should have found incredible.
Neither the blameworthiness of the actor nor the gravity of the
insult to the victim is ameliorated by a finding that the threat was
implausible or that the actor lacked capacity to carry it out.13

As far as the issue of threat is concerned, the threat can be express or implied
from the intimidating behavior of the actor and that implied threat is greater
when the victim and the defendant are strangers and lesser when they are
not. Moreover, according to the contemporary standards, the threat should
not be directed at the victim or anyone related to her, but against any other
person.14

1.2.3.3 Coercion
It is again well known that coercion like threat vitiates consent and that sexual
intercourse done under coercion amounts to rape. Coercion may take place

11 State v. Hoffman, 228 Wis. 235, 280 N.W. 357 (1938) in id.
12 Model Penal Code Sec.213.1, Comnent at 308 (1980) in id.
13 Id.
141d.
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under different circumstances, such as: extortionate behaviors, understood to
be unprivileged and illegitimate, those that arise out of institutional and
professional relationships and via economic pressures.15 The current trend
towards combating such behaviors is criminalizing behaviors that lead to
sexual intercourse between victims and those that hold positions of trust or
authority, such as psychotherapists and patients, sexual extortion in
employment, threats to retaliate, or expose the victim to public humiliation
and disgrace, exposing secrets or harming another in health, business or
reputation.16

1.2.3.4 Fraud
In the case of a sexual intercourse obtained through fraud, the victim can
technically give consent to the act, but the ground that led her to give consent
was misrepresented. Put, differently, had the victim known the true nature of
the circumstances she would not have given the consent. According to
Baum,17 fraud can be divided into two and these are: fraud in factum and
fraud in inducement. In the former case, usually expressed within the context
of the acts of doctors, the defendant has had sexual intercourse with the
patient but has managed to conceal from her the fact that it occurred by
representing the event as nothing more than a routine pelvic examination. In
the latter case, the doctor has had achieved intercourse with his patient by
fraudulently misrepresenting that such intercourse was a necessary medical
treatment for some real or pretended malady. The former was understood to
qualify for rape charge while the latter does not, for the victim knew that she
was engaging in sexual intercourse. The legal response has been towards
abolishing such dichotomy, either by totally forbidding such relationships
between patients and physicians, clergy and those under their care, or totally
overriding such a distinction and making consent ineffective if obtained by
"deception".18

The distinction between the two forms of fraud has resulted in divided
positions, and the current trend appears to be that:

... the traditional dividing line is about the best that can be hoped
for because what is customarily characterized as fraud in the
inducement "is too difficult to distinguish ... from many instances of

15 Schulhofer, Taking Sexual Autonomy Seriously: Rape Law and Beyond, 11 Law and
Phil. 35, 79, 85 (1992) in id.
16 Id.
17 Id.

18 Model Penal Code, Sec.213.1, Comment at 331 (1980) and Falk, Rape by fraud and
Rape by Coercion, 64 Brook. L. Rev. 39 (1998), in id.
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ordinary seduction,".... The difficulty, of course, is in drawing clear
lines without giving protection to interests not worthy of being
protected by criminal sanctions, such as "the cheated expectations of
women who sought to sleep their way to the top but discovered, too
late, that they were dealing with swindlers.19

Fraud has also raised the issue of those that have given consent as a result of
husband impersonation, i.e. when the rapist tells or pretends to be the victim's
husband and sham weddings.20

1.2.3.5 Drugs and intoxicants
There is no doubt that consent given under the influence of alcohol or other
intoxicants cannot be taken as legitimate. But the issue is not as simple as that,
for these substances may be administered by the defendant or another person
or by the victim herself. Moreover, the degree of intoxication or lack of control
may vary depending on circumstances. The usual consumption of such items
in ritual courtship and the resulting sexual relationship being labeled as rape
has prompted the following reaction:

The traditional routine of soft music and wine or the modern
variant of loud music and marijuana implies some relaxation of
inhibition. With continued consumption, relaxation blurs into
intoxication and insensibility. Where this progression occurs in a
course of mutual and voluntary behavior, it would be unrealistic
and unfair to assign to the male total responsibility for the end
result.21

As far as intercourse after intoxication is concerned, it appears that there is a
consensus among writers that if intoxicants are administered by the defendant
for the same purpose, then this amounts to rape. However, the issue gets
complicated when the defendant merely takes advantage of the intoxication,
though he took no part in the affair. The legal position depends on whether
the defendant was aware of the incapacity. Depending on circumstances,
recklessness or negligence might suffice to constitute rape. To sum up, the
position with regard to self imposed intoxication is not yet settled, for some
hold that the defendant should not be made liable in particular when
intoxicants are self administered, while others argue that the defendant

19 Berger, Not So Simple Rape, 7 Criminal Just. Ethics 69, 76 (1988) in id.
20 See footnotes 82-85 id, for the position of states' laws and court decisions on this
specific issue.
21 Id.
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should not take advantage of the victim's intoxication, depending on the
requisite mens rea.22

1.2.4 Consent
It may be said at the outset that of all the elements of the crime of rape,
consent is the most controversial issue. The major controversies revolve
around, the manners of its expressions, the interpretation of silence,
withdrawal, and capacity to give consent more importantly, in cases of
minors, and whether a wife has a legal right to say "no" to a sexual advance
by her husband. These issues have generated volumes of literature and the
gendered outlook of the ancient and the present day society is reflected more
on this issue than others. Leaving that as it may, I will, in the following
sections, give a bird's eye view of the issues involved.

1.2.4.1 Proof of lack of consent
It is shown above that rape is a nonconsensual sexual intercourse. Thus, the
absence or presence of consent matters a lot in determining guilt. That is to
say that if it is proved that there was consent on the part of the two adult
participants, what took place is a consensual intercourse not subject to any
liability except where the participants are incapable. As aptly noted by one
writer, "rape... is the only form of violent criminal assault in which the
physical act accomplished by the offender is an act which may, under other
circumstances, be desirable by the victim".23

According to the traditional standard, it was required that the woman should
be compelled and resist the sexual advance to the utmost, the resistance
should not abate during the encounter and she should be overcome. These
were later changed into a requirement of earnest or reasonable resistance. The
more recent position is that physical resistance is not a requirement.24

As far as resistance is concerned, a victim can resist a sexual advance
physically or verbally. In the former case, it appears that this is no more a
requirement, for physical resistance may invite danger of death or bodily
injury and that a rapist should not be excused on the ground that the victim
has failed to resist as a reasonable person. With regard to verbal resistance,
however, whether or not a "no" means "yes" or "no" has remained a
controversial issue for a long time. According to the traditionalists, it is so

22 Regarding the requisite mental state, most sources quoted in Baum, supra note 4,
Sec.17.4 refer to the Model Penal Code, though some state laws are quoted in some
instances.
23 Model Penal Code, Sec.213.6, Comment at 428 (1980) in id.
24 For further details, see Baum, ibid at Sec. 17.4 (a).
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common among women to say no, so as not to be taken as promiscuous, even
when they are interested in engaging in the conduct. The current view is that
a woman's "no" response to sexual advances should be taken as a sincere
response.25

A related issue is whether silence amounts to acceptance of a sexual offer or
not. In the US, at least, it appears that there is no consensus on this issue.
Accordingly, some argue that it is only in rape that silence is not taken as
refusal and that this is a sexually biased position.26 Others, however, argue
that, though silence is sometimes the product not of passion and desire, but of
pressure and pain,27 non-consent should not be presumed from silence in
particular in sexual activities between acquaintances. A writer advocating for
the presumption of silence as consent - in particular among intimate partners -
has aptly described this position as follows:

... .sexual encounters ought not to be lived or analyzed as
sequences of particular touches. In practice couples do not discuss
in advance each specific sex act that one or another might initiate,
and there is no strong reason why the law should attempt to
compel them to do so.... If uncertainty and spontaneity can
enhance the pleasures of love-making, people of either sex might
prefer not being asked--so long as they can be sure that behavior
they don't like will be stopped on demand.28

Apart from the above, rape law has raised a very unique issue, and that is
whether or not consent is required in cases of sexual intercourse between a
husband and a wife. This issue, like the other controversial issues identified
above, has become the subject of intense discussions. This, therefore, calls for a
relatively expanded treatment here.

1.2.4.2 Marital Rape
Under the traditional view, it was held that it was impossible for a husband to
rape his wife. This position was justified under various theories: the theory of
implied consent, the theory of unities of persons, and the theory of property.29

25 Id. For more on this issue, see Nicholas J. Little, From No Means No to Only Yes
Means Yes: The Rational results of an Affirmative consent Standard in Rape Law,
Vanderbilt Law Review, Vol. 58, 1322-1364 (2005)
26 Dripps, Beyond Rape: An Essay on the Difference Between the Presence of Force
and the Absence of Consent, 92 Colum. L. Rev.at 1792 n.41(1992); Comment, 141 U.
Pa. L. Rev. 1103, 1111 (1993) in id.
27 Estrich, Rape, 95 Yale L. 1., 1182 (1986) in id.
28 Id.
29 Fus, Theresa, Criminalizing Marital Rape: A Comparison of Judicial and Legislative
Approaches, Vanderbilt Journal of Transnational Law, Vol.39,(2006), pp. 481 -
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The implied consent theory is structured around contract law. It is said that it
was enunciated by Sir Matthew Hale in the seventeenth century. According to
Hale, "the husband cannot be guilty of a rape committed by himself upon his
lawful wife, for by their mutual matrimonial consent and the contract the wife
hath given up herself in this kind unto her husband, which she cannot
retract". This view was later ameliorated by a requirement that such consent
can be revoked if the marriage is suspended, such as in the case of
separation.30

Under the theory of unity of person, a wife is not recognized as a separate
being capable of being raped, for when two people marry, they become one.
Put differently, the being of the woman is incorporated into that of the
husband such that the existence of the woman is effectively suspended during
marriage. Marital rape is thus impossible because a husband is not capable of
rapping himself.31

The property theory holds that, by marriage a woman becomes the property
or chattel of her husband. The goal behind is to inspire and perpetuate marital
harmony as a result of which sexual intercourse can never be rape because the
husband is merely making appropriate use of his property.32

According to Fus, these positions violate the "equal protection" clause that is
enshrined in so many constitutions and international human rights
conventions. Hence, though this does not amount to discrimination based on
race, color or sex, the differentiation of treatment is not reasonable or objective
and is not for the purpose of obtaining a legitimate goal, and thus

517.This part heavily draws from this article, written wholly on the subject. Fus's
discussions are summarized.
See also, Baum, Supra note 4, Sec. 17.4 for further information on this particular issue.
According to Baum, as recently as 1985, marital exemption existed in about thirty five
states in the US but, currently, no state retains an absolute version of the old rule.
30 Sonya A. Adamo, Note, The Injustice of the Marital Rape Exemption: A Survey of
Common Law Countries, 4 Am. U. 1. Int'. L. & Pol'y, 555, 557-60 (1989); Sir Mathew
Hale, The History of The Pleas of the Crown 629 (Law book Exch. 2003) (1736) in Ibid,
at p. 483.
31 Constance Backhouse & Loma Schoenroth, A Comparative Study of Canadian and
American Rape Law, & CAN. US. L. 1. 174, Adamo, supra note 30, at 560; Note, To
have and to Hold: The Marital Exemption and the fourteenth Amendment, 99 HARV.
L. REV. 1255,1256 (1984) in id.
32 Melisa J. Anderson, Note, Lawful Wife , Unlawful Sex- Examining the Effect of the
Criminalization of Marital Rape in England and the Republic of Ireland, 27 GA. 1.
INT'L & COMP. L. at 146-47 (1998) and Adamo, supra note 30 at p.56 at id.
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unconstitutional. In the case of marital rape, marital exemption classifies
unmarried rape perpetrators differently from rape perpetrators. A man who
rapes his wife is not guilty of rape while an unmarried man who commits the
same act is guilty.33

In addition to the above, Fus argues that none of the justifications forwarded
to support differential treatment is reasonable and objective and is in
furtherance of a legitimate goal.3 4 Accordingly, the argument that permitting
criminal charges against a man who rapes his wife requires impermissible
government intrusion in the privacy of marriage and hinders reconciliation is
untenable because:

a. It is unthinkable to extend marital privacy to nonconsensual acts. Just
as a husband cannot invoke a right to marital privacy to escape
liability for beating his wife, he cannot justifiably rape his wife under
the guise of a right to privacy.

b. With regard to impediment to reconciliation, if a woman is ready to
press charges against her husband, the marriage has already passed a
stage of reconciliation.

c. The concern over the prevention of fabricated accusations is criticized
on the ground that it can hardly be the case that marital rape is the
only claim that is prone to being fabricated, for claims of theft, and
arson for insurance purposes are at least as susceptible to fraudulent
claims.

d. The argument that marital rape is not as serious an offense as non-
marital rape and can be handled under assault statutes is criticized on
the ground that there is no reason to believe that a wife who is raped
by her husband is harmed any less than a woman raped by a stranger.
It is further argued that being raped by one's spouse is worse than
being raped by a stranger because the offending spouse was in a
position of trust.3 5

1.2.4.3 Withdrawal of consent
What have been discussed so far are situations that can make one criminally
liable for rape in the absence of consent. Thus, if consent is secured in these
situations, there is no liability. However, another troubling issue is the time
when consent should be given. Theoretically, it may be argued that consent
shall be given before the commencement of the sexual relationship and that
suffices for all intentions and purposes. A related issue is whether consent
given just before commencement can be withdrawn before consummation.

33 Ibid, at p.512.
34 Ibid, at p.513.
35 Ibid, at 513 - 514 (footnotes are omitted).
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Some argue that such withdrawal suffices, provided it was communicated to
the male who thereafter ignored it. "[A] court found no support for the
defendant's "primal urge" theory, and added that in any event there was no
language in the rape statute lending any support to the notion that the
defendant is entitled to persist in intercourse once his partner withdraws her
consent".36

1.2.4.4 Incapacity
Incapacity here refers to lack of capacity to give a legally valid consent. The
legal position either in the law of obligation, marriage or others is simply that
a person afflicted with any form of incapacity cannot give a legally binding or
valid consent, or put differently, the consent given under such situations
cannot lead to a legally valid transaction, or relationship. The situation is the
same in cases of sexual intercourse, i.e. consent given by an incapable person
is invalid. Incapacity is mainly brought about by two factors, namely, age and
mental disease. This section will first deal with incapacity due to mental
problems and then due to age.

1.2.4.4.1 Incapacity due to mental problems
Under the traditional formula, forcible intercourse with a woman in a state of
unconsciousness at the time was unlawful. Currently, phrases, such as:
unconscious, asleep, physically incapable of resisting, unaware that a sex act is
being committed, incapable of consent, substantially limited in the ability to
resist, physically helpless, physically unable to communicate non-consent,
etc.,37 are employed to express incapacity. Despite such variations, the central
issue is whether or not the defendant has knowledge about the state of
incapacity. There is no consensus again with regard to the requisite mental
state. Accordingly, all mental states, namely, intent/knowledge, recklessness
and negligence can be requisite mental states.38 The degree of mental disease
or deficiency is another issue that causes trouble in this area. Accordingly,
many alternatives are seen in different laws, such as: mental defect or disease
which renders a person incapable of appraising the nature of his conduct,
severe mental incapacity, etc. Whatever the standard, the logical standard

36 Re John Z., 29 Cal. 4t 756, 128 Cal. Rptr. 783, 60 p. 3d 183 (2003) in Baum, Supra
note 4,Sec. 17.4 Foot Note No. 7. In an earlier version of Baum's book, the former
authors seem to argue that "consent by the woman to sexual intercourse negatives an
element of the offense....unless the consent is withdrawn before penetration occurs".
It, therefore, appears that consent once given before penetration cannot be withdrawn,
thereafter. See, Wayne R. LaFave and Austin w. Scott Jr., Criminal Law, Second
Edition, West Publication Co., St. Paul, Minn. (1986), p.487 .
37 Ibid, Foot Note 46-53.
38 Id, Foot Note 55-58.
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"should not be so broad as to cover persons suffering from only a relatively
slight mental deficiency, not so narrow as to protect only those in a state of
absolute imbecility'.39

1.2.4.4.2 Statutory rape
Statutory rape refers to a situation wherein an adult engages in a sexual
intercourse with a minor. Accordingly, this is a situation of lack of capacity to
give a valid consent due to the victim's being underage. This variety of rape
came to be known as "statutory rape", apparently because it was originally
engrafted onto the common law by statute, and that term is used even today
notwithstanding the fact that now statutes everywhere encompass the totality
of the crime.40 Though the rationale behind this form of incapacity is well
known, there is no uniformity in the upper age limit within which a minor can
give a valid consent. Accordingly, the age limit varies, between 11 and 14 or
even higher than this, in the US.41 Two outstanding issues in this regard are:
whether or not sex with an adolescent female is dangerous or morally
undesirable42 and whether there should be a range of age differences between
the adolescent participants inside of which sexual intercourse is lawful, which
wisely excludes sexual experimentation between contemporaries from the
penal law.4 3 Whatever the argument, the current position is justified by the
need to prevent: teenage pregnancy, consent to sex in an uninformed manner,
thereby exposing minors to physical and emotional harm and deterring men
from preying on young females and coercing them into sexual
relationships.44 Though statutory rape was a strict liability offense till quite
recently, it is now possible to raise mistake of fact as a defense. Accordingly, a
reasonable mistake is a defense when the age at issue is a higher age setting
the very upper limits of the crime, but is not a defense when the age at issue is
a lower age.45

Probably, one of the major reasons that prompted the gender neutrality of
rape law is the abuse of minor males in the hands of adult females.460riginally
it was thought that the male body is impenetrable and males were encouraged
to present themselves as invulnerable in order to live up to this expectation.

39 Williams v. State, 125 Tex. Crim. 477, 69 s.w. 2d 418 (1934) in id.
40 Ibid, Sec. 17.4(c).
41 Model Penal Code Sec.213.1, Comment at 324 (1980) in id.
42 Comment, 65 U. Chi. L. Rev. 1251, 1254 (1998) in id.
43 Modal Penal Code Sec.213.1 Comment at 326 (1980) in id.
44 Supra note 42 at 1259-60 in id.
45 Model Penal Code in id.
46The following heavily draws from, Levine, Kay L, No Penis, No Problem, Fordham,
urb.L.J. Vol.33, 2005 - 2006, pp. 357 - 405.
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Moreover, it was also thought that if a boy physiologically responds to sexual
overtures, he must be a willing and happy participant.47

Despite all these, researches made in the field amply demonstrate that young
males are equally vulnerable to sexual abuse committed on them by adult
females. Accordingly, male victims feel humiliated and angry when an older
woman takes advantage of them sexually, and significant negative
aftershocks, such as substance abuse, suicidal thoughts, sexual disorders, and
violent behavior, are quite common after effects of such behavior.48 Based on
these findings, statutory rape laws are at present gender neutral.

Before closing this sub section, it helps to note that some feminist legal
scholars are against the prohibition of sexual acts by minor females. One such
scholar is Marsha Greenfield,49 who argued that

The simple need to control women is endemic to our socio -
economic system and our society fears that giving females freedom
to engage in sexual activity would probably destroy society as we
know it. In response to that fear, the government withholds from
the underage female the legal right to define her sexuality and
punishes the male for violating the state's power to control the
female's sexual activity. In fact the gendered law renders the minor
girl literally incapable of having lawful sexual intercourse until she
reaches the statutory age. The same is not true of minor boys, who
are authorized to have lawful intercourse as long as their partners
are not underage girls. Such presumptions reinforce the male sense
of sexual adventure without consequence while stifling adolescent
girls' sexual freedom or women's sense of their power in society.

1.2.5 Issues pertaining to procedure and evidence laws
Apart from the above discussed controversies, rape trials have raised so many
other issues that pertain to the procedures in trials and evidences that need to
be submitted to courts. It is alleged that rape claims are ridden with false
accusations and therefore need special scrutiny. Accordingly, under the

47 Catherine Waldby, Destruction: Boundary Erotics and refiguration of the
Heterosexual Male Body, in Sexy Bodies: The Strange Carnalities of Feminism 266, 268
(1995), Michael Thomson, Masculinity, Reproductively and Law, Emory Univ. Law
School, Feminism and Legal Theory Project presentation Working paper, (2005) in
ibid, at p.385, 386.
48 Ibid, at p. 397.
49 Marsha Greenfield, Protecting Lolita: Statutory Rape Laws in Feminist perspective 1
Women's L.J. 1, 3(1977) in ibid, p.365.
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traditional view, complainants were required to report the incident as soon as
possible, or within a specific short period,50 the victim's statements should be
corroborated by other supplementary evidences51 and the prior sexual
conduct of the victim either with the defendant or any other person should be
admitted to impeach her.52

As mentioned above, it is often said that rape is unique because it is premised
on a conduct that under other circumstances may be welcomed by the victim
so that the outcome will often turn upon a central fact difficult to resolve after
the fact, what the woman's state of mind was at the time of the sex act.
Accordingly, it is argued that victims will be tempted to fabricate complaints
in particular, when pregnancy follows or bitterness at a relationship that has
gone sour; or simply to blackmail the defendant;53 and so on. Thus, it was
assumed that a victim will speak out about the incident soon after the act or
report this to the authorities, in the absence of which it will be presumed that
her claim is fabricated. Because this presumption is unique to rape claims and
premised on a non-logical ground, it is now abolished through reform.5 4

The corroboration requirement was premised upon the belief that, stories of
rape are frequently lies or fantasies in that a woman may accuse an innocent
man ... because she is mentally sick and given to delusions; or having
consented to intercourse, she is ashamed of herself and bitter at her partner; or
because she is pregnant, and prefers a false explanation to the true one; or
simply because she hates the man.55 This position is criticized on the ground
that fabrication of claims is not unique to rape and such difficulties can be
managed through the standard of proof beyond reasonable doubt in which
case, any doubt will favor the accused. This requirement is abolished through
reform.56

The requirement of admission of prior sexual conduct of the victim was
premised on the belief that it is certainly more probable that a woman who
has done these things voluntarily in the past would be much more likely to
consent, than one whose past reputation was without blemish.57 The other
justification is presumed on the fact that in rape prosecutions, the inducement

50 Baum, supra note 4, Sec.17.5 (a).
51 Ibid, at (b).
52 Ibid, at (c).
53 Model Penal Code, Sec.213.6, Comment at 421(1980) in Baum, supra note 50.
54 Graham, The Cry of Rape: The Prompt Complaint Doctrine and the Federal Rules of
Evidence, 19 Willamette L. Rev. 486, 504-5 (1983) in ibid.
55 Note, 67 Colum. L. Rev. 1138 (1967) in ibid (b).
56 Model Penal Code, Sec.213.6, Comment at 428 (1980) in id.
57 People v. Johnson, 106 Cal. 289, 39 p.622 (1895) in id.
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to perjury and revenge is so great that it is of the highest importance that the
motive and character of the prosecutrix should be rigidly investigated.58 This
position has been criticized on many grounds, such as it makes it appear that
the victim rather than the defendant is standing trial and it is also one of the
major causes for underreporting in the face of compelling evidences.59

Currently, rape shield laws 60 are enacted with the view that such requirements
should be limited and applied in rare situations that compel submission of
evidences under evidence law, of course without impinging on the right of the
accused.61

1.2.6 Gradation of the offense of rape and its punishments
There is no doubt that rape is one of the most serious crimes, as a result of
which, it was punishable by death in the past.62 Rape is now viewed
simultaneously as a crime of violence, a sex crime, and a privacy offense.
Today, the crime is properly classified as a crime against the person, one
which hopefully protects the female's freedom of choice and punishes
unwanted and coerced intimacy. As regards the punishment, though death
sentence is criticized for being disproportionate and contrary to the
constitutionally recognized right against cruel and unusual punishment, it is
still made punishable by the severest forms of punishment, such as long
prison terms.63 Because of the concern over sex predators, there are now laws,
that demand sex offenders who have already served their terms of
imprisonment to: register in their jurisdictions, which may be for life; or
require such individuals not to live within a certain distance of schools and
childcare centers; not change their addresses or leave their state of residence
without notice; register their place of employment; be prohibited from
unsupervised parenting time or acquiring legal custody of their own children,

58 Kidwell v. United States, 38 App. D.C. 566 (1912) in id.
59 Galvin, Shielding Rape Victims in the State and Federal Courts: A Proposal for the
Second Decade, 70 Minn. L. Rev. 763 (1986); Hanford & Botching, Rape Victim Shield
Laws and the Sixth Amendment, 128 U. Pa. L. Rev. 544 (1980) Tuerkheimer, A
Reassessment and Redefinition of Rape Shield Laws, 50 Ohio St. L. 1. 1245 (1989),
Note, 27 U. Tol. L. Rev. 217 (1995) in id.
60 A typical clause of the Criminal Law of Ireland provides that, "if at trial any person
is for the time being charged with a rape offence to which he pleaded not guilty, then,
except with the leave of the judge, no evidence shall be adduced and no question shall
be asked in cross-examination at the trial, by or on behalf of any accused person at the
trial, about any sexual experience of a complainant with a person other than the
accused". Criminal Law (Rape) Act, 1981 of Ireland Sec.3.1,
wwwjegislationonine.org. Accessed on July 18, 2009.
61 Baum, supra note 4, Sec.17.5(d).
62 Ibid, at Sec.17.5(e).
63 Duncan, supra note 6, at p.1104.
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as well as allowing registration information to be available on the internet and
in occasional circumstances not to use an emergency shelter with their own
families, and to be tracked by satellite.64

It appears that the severity of the sentence to be awarded to rapists across the
board has been found to be untenable as a result of which rape as a crime is
now divided into degrees. The typical case is that of the Model Penal Code,
wherein punishment depends on the severity of the injury inflicted and the
type of force if any, used. Accordingly, when the defendant inflicts serious
bodily injury upon anyone, this will be a crime that needs to be met with the
severest punishment, then follows the case when the victim was not a
voluntary social companion of the defendant on that occasion and had not
previously permitted him sexual liberties, and at last gross sexual imposition,
covering in the main cases where deception or lesser threats were utilized.65

2. Rape in Ethiopia: The Law and the Practice
It goes without saying that, rape is undoubtedly one of the rampant crimes in
Ethiopia. At the social level, it can easily be noticed that sexual matters are so
private, so much so that, individuals including those that may be considered
as "modern and educated" by the society's standard, are not free to discuss
such matters with anyone except with close associates. This culture of
introversion has bred disincentives not only to seek advice from others but
also report sexual crimes to the concerned authorities.

Contrary to such deep - seated culture of silence, there is a nascent trend that
promises to propel the issue of sexual violence to the forefront and make it
one of the burning issues of the time. Accordingly, civil society organizations,
particularly those engaged in gender issues have done their best to sensitize
the issue using different fora. As a consequence of this development, there is
media hype on such issues wherein shocking incidents of grave violations of
sexual integrity, particularly on minor children are reported, probably every
week, if not every day. It appears that as a result of such sensitization, the
agencies of the country's criminal justice system have given a special attention
to such matters, as a result of which, many criminals are sent to prison, to
serve their sentences and special benches are established in some courts to
deal with rape cases.

64 Ibid, at pp. 1104 - 1108.
65 Baum, supra note 4, Sec.17.5 (e). See also Model PC, Sec. 213.1. Note that such
gradations are actually shown in many state laws, and the Model PC's position is also
criticized. (The author's sources are by and large, state laws. Given the great number
of laws cited therein, all footnotes are omitted.)
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As indicated at the introductory part, the scope of this article is limited to
highlighting the major issues of rape, but not to go any further. In line with
this limitation, the following part discusses first, the treatment of rape under
the Criminal Code and other relevant laws and then the practice, albeit very
briefly.

2.1 Rape under the Criminal Code of Ethiopia 66

The current Criminal Code of Ethiopia was enacted on 9t of May, 2005.67 The
code places rape under, Part II (Special part), Book III, Title IV, "Crimes
against Morals and the Family", and more particularly, under Chapter I -

66 The current Criminal Code of Ethiopia is a revised version of the Penal Code of the
Empire of Ethiopia, Proclamation No.158 of 1957. The revised code, however, does not
add any new element into the definition of the crime of rape as a result of which most
of the elements of sexual crimes of the new code are verbatim copies of the former
law. It should, however, be noted that the new code has aggravated the punishments
and made minor changes here and there. One of its major contributions is making the
crime of rape gender neutral. Accordingly, a female upon male rape is introduced for
the first time with the enactment of the new law. Moreover, perpetration of other
sexual crimes by females is given express recognition. It should be noted that under
the 1957 Penal Code as well as the Criminal Code, females could be made liable
through participation when the crimes are committed materially by male, See, Art.33
of both codes.

The 1957 code is, however, very different from its predecessor, i.e., The Criminal Code
of Ethiopia, 1930. The latter code was inspired by its predecessor, i.e., the Feteha
Negest, which is an amalgam of religious and secular rules. That section of the 1930
code had heavily drawn from the Feteha Negest - which came into effect in the 13L
Century - so much so that the section that deals with "illicit sexual intercourse"
directly quotes and cites the former law in so many instances. The two instances
where the 1930 code provided for illicit sexual intercourse without consent are, when
a man forces this act on a married woman -Art.387 and when a man has a sexual
intercourse with a girl who has not reached the age of puberty without the consent of
her parents - Art.395. In the latter case, it does not matter whether the girl has
consented or not. Another article that comes close to the subject at hand is, Art. 398,
which criminalizes sexual intercourse between a teacher and his student and a person
and a girl whom he is teaching, or a man with a girl entrusted to his charge whom he
received to bring up. All other articles deal with incest, adultery, seduction, etc. It will
be interesting to note that all these crimes were punishable upon complaint unless
done in public. As shown above, nonconsensual sexual intercourse was criminalized
under two instances only. Accordingly, all other nonconsensual acts of sexual
intercourse were not recognized.
67 The Criminal Code of the Federal Democratic Republic of Ethiopia, 2004,
Proclamation No. 414/2004, (hereinafter, the Criminal Code).
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"Crimes against morals" and Section I - "Injury to sexual liberty and
chastity".

Rape as a crime, is legally defined under Art. 620(1) of the code as an act of,

[Compelling] a woman to submit to sexual intercourse outside of
wedlock, whether by the use of violence or grave intimidation, or after
having rendered her unconscious or incapable of resistance.

As per the definition in the above provision, the constituent elements of rape
are:

- The act has to be an act of compulsion, and the purpose behind is,
naturally to have a sexual intercourse with the victim;

- The perpetrator can be anybody - female or male - because the word"
whosever" is gender neutral, though it appears that the lawmaker has
male perpetrators in mind, for rape between or by homosexuals is
treated independently.68

- The victim has to be a woman;
- The act has to be committed outside of wedlock, which means that

marital rape is not a crime;
- The manners of compulsion are: use of violence, grave intimidation,

rendering the victim unconscious, or incapable of resistance.

The full scope of the constituent elements of rape are given under this sub
article and the other articles that deal with similar offences make use of the
same elements or emphasize on absence of consent. For this reason alone, the
following part discusses, these elements in light of the major issues identified
and discussed in Part One.

2.1.1 The Act
Material act, as a prerequisite to criminal liability, takes on two forms, i.e. a
positive behavior/ physical act or negative behavior, omission.69 Rape falls
under the former, i.e., physical act. It is implicit under Art.620 (1) that a rapist

68 Art.629 and the following. It is interesting to note here that the equivalent of Art.620
(1) under this section, i.e., Art.630 (2) (a), that deals with sexual deviation, alias,
'homosexual acts', reads as "[using] violence, intimidation or coercion, trickery or
fraud, or [taking] unfair advantage of the victim's inability to offer resistance or to
defend himself or his feeblemindedness or unconsciousness". Note that though rape
proper under Art.620(1) and the crime defined under Art.630(1)(A) are identical
except for the gender of the partners, the latter article has added extra elements such
as coercion and fraud and different forms of incapacity are lumped together with
violent acts.
69 See, Art.23(1) of the Criminal Code.
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has to do a physical act, such as the very act of sexual intercourse, or an
additional act/s to compel the victim.

Given the remarks made with regard to intrinsic and extrinsic forces, above -
1.2.3.1- it appears that Art.620(1) demands extrinsic force, but not only
intrinsic. This is so, because, a rapist is required to use violence or grave
intimidation and then render the victim unconscious or incapable of resistance
before raping her. Thus, a simple sexual intercourse without these
qualifications cannot make one a rapist.

As shown above, under Sec. 1.2.1, sexual intercourse may take different forms,
such as: anal, oral, digital, mechanical, etc. Moreover, the degrees of
penetration as well as lack of capacity regarding emission and impotency may
determine whether one is a rapist or not. Notwithstanding the remarks made
under the next paragraph, the code, however, says nothing about these issues
and it remains to be seen whether Ethiopian courts will take into account
these factors to determine guilt.

In addition to rape proper, the code provides for a definition of another crime
known as "sexual outrage accompanied by violence," under Art.622 and it
reads as follows:

Whoever, by use of violence or grave intimidation, or after having in
any other way rendered his victim incapable of resistance, compels a
person of the opposite sex, to perform or to submit to an act
corresponding to the sexual act, or any other indecent act...is
punishable...

The difference between the two articles is that in the case of rape proper, the
act has to be an act of sexual intercourse, while in the case of sexual outrage it
has to be an act "corresponding to" a sexual act or an indecent act. A look at
their respective punishments shows that the former is a serious offence
compared to the latter. Despite this difference, the code makes use of all these
acts alternative elements of certain crimes, such as: sexual outrage on
unconscious or deluded persons, or on persons incapable of resisting -
Art.623; sexual outrage on persons in hospital, interned or under detention -
Art.624; and taking advantage of the distress or dependence of a woman -
Art.625, though here the term "corresponding to a sexual act" is missing. In all
other cases, though, the three different acts are elements of other crimes, the
punishments are different, i.e., the punishment provided for sexual acts is
more sever compared to that of a corresponding act or an indecent act.7 0 It

may be argued that, if the two crimes are different in degree, then, in those

70 See, Arts.626 (1) and (3); 627(1) and (3).
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instances where they are provided as alternative elements, at least for the sake
of consistency, the punishments should have been different too. Thus,
lumping them under one crime, as alternative elements is not a wise choice, to
say the least.

Be that as it may, the crucial issue here is what are these offences? Are they
any different from sexual intercourse? In the absence of a source material, it
may be reckoned that the law maker has in mind non-genital copulation -
such as anal, oral, digital, mechanical, etc - and these may be taken as acts
corresponding to a sexual act. One may surmise here that the difference
between the two acts is the lawmaker's fixation on pregnancy which may be
brought about by genital copulation alone but not through the other forms.
Such fixation can , however, be criticized for failing to take into account the
trauma that follows from the other forms of rape which may be equally or
even more disastrous than rape committed through genital organs.

As regards, indecent acts, - though very vague - the probable act that may
come to mind is touching or kissing, if at all these may be taken as indecent by
societal standards. Such broad terms will naturally pose serious problems of
interpretation on the part of the judiciary and it remains to be seen how this
issue will be handled in the future.

2.2 Requisite criminal mentality.
Under the Criminal Code of Ethiopia, the requisite criminal mentalities, alias,
the moral elements, for liability are intention and negligence.71 Intention may
either be direct or indirect. A person commits a criminal act through direct
intention, when he did the act with full knowledge and intent (will and
voluntariness) and through indirect intention, alias, dolus eventualis, when he
did the act being aware, that his act may cause illegal and punishable
consequences, regardless that such consequences may follow. Moreover,
intentional acts are always punishable save in cases of justification or excuse
expressly provided by law. Negligence also takes two forms, i.e. advertent
and inadvertent. In the former case, an actor does an act by imprudence or in
disregard of the possible consequences of his act while he was aware that his
act may cause illegal and punishable consequences and in the latter case,
through lack of foresight or without consideration while he should or could
have been aware that his act may cause illegal and punishable consequences.
Unlike in the case of intentional acts, however, negligent acts are liable to
punishment only if the law so expressly provides.72 It should be noted here,
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that recklessness as a criminal mentality is unknown to the Criminal Code,
though it falls in between indirect intention and advertent negligence.73

As far as sexual crimes are concerned - Arts. 620 - 628, as well as 629 - 633 -
none of the articles of the code provides negligence - expressly - as a requisite
criminal mentality. Thus, all crimes have to be committed intentionally in
order to bring about criminal liability. It may be argued in this regard that, the
different provisions that define the offences seem to demand direct intention,
than indirect, for the terms employed appear to indicate purposeful acts rather
than the opposite.74

As mentioned above - Sec.1.2.2 - a reasonable mistake can serve as a defense in
rape trials. This defense is also recognized under Art.80 (1&2) of the Criminal
Code. Accordingly,

Whoever commits a crime under an erroneous appreciation of the true
facts of the situation shall be tried according to such appreciation.

Where there is no criminal intention the doer shall not be punishable.
Where he could have avoided the mistake by taking such precautions
as were commanded by his position and the circumstances of the
case.. .he shall be punishable for negligence in cases where such
negligence is penalized by law.

Since all sexual crimes under the code are required to be committed
intentionally, then, a person who is mistaken negligently cannot be convicted.
Thus, in order to fully avail this defense, a defendant has to show that, though
he had done the act under a mistaken impression, he did not do it
intentionally.

73 See, Sklar, Ronald, "Desire" , " Knowledge of Certainty" and dolus eventualis,
Journal of Ethiopian Law, Vol. VII,No.2,pp.373-416, for further explanations on this
point.
74 As shown above, acts of violence, intimidation, etc. are required prior to or
accompanying the sexual act. Thus, the reason for doing these acts is undoubtedly to
secure sexual service from the victim. If so, such acts should be done for the same
purpose and the mentality is more likely direct intention than indirect, which needs to
be committed regardless that consequences may follow. Furthermore, though
knowledge/awareness is implicit in all articles, Art.623 expressly requires knowledge,
by providing that the criminal has to do the act "knowing of his victim's incapacity".
If full knowledge as opposed to probability that consequences may follow is required,
then the requisite criminal mentality has to be direct intention.
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Before we leave this discussion, it helps to note that rape is a gender neutral
crime under the Criminal Code.75The relevant article, i.e., Art.621 reads "A
woman who compels a man to sexual intercourse with herself ... is
punishable." Though the punishment prescribed for this crime is much lower
than the case of a male raping a female,76 it is interesting to note that except for
compulsion, other elements of rape proper are not required for this offence.
There is no explanation given for such a difference in the expose des motifs.77 In
the absence of this, it appears that the law maker is much concerned with
pregnancy or the psychological trauma that may follow. But these factors are
taken into account to aggravate the punishment, under Art.628. Then the basis
for the difference in punishments is something else. Whatever the rationale,
this opens the door for a constitutional issue of unfair discrimination.

2.3 Threat, coercion, drugs and intoxicants
To begin with, none of these elements are employed in the code. This does
not, however, mean that they have no relevance. This is so for the following
reasons:
- The word "intimidate" under Art.620 (1) is defined as "to frighten or
threaten someone, usually in order to persuade them to do something that
you want them to do".78 Accordingly, a rapist who employed intimidation to
secure sexual submission from the victim is undoubtedly, liable to
punishment. Apart from this, it is not clear whether the victim has the duty to
resist the threat in earnest, as discussed above, under Sec.1.2.3.2. It, however,
appears that the law demands a high level of intimidation, but not the
ordinary one, for it is required that the degree of intimidation has to be
"grave", and the victim should be made unconscious, or incapable of
resistance. Thus, any threat short of this, may lead to a conclusion that the
victim could have resisted the intimidating force and the actor cannot be held
liable. Since this stringent qualification is highly criticized in other
jurisdictions, it remains to be seen whether Ethiopian courts will disqualify
them. Moreover, whether the threat should be posed against the victim or

7 See, Supra note 66.
76 Under Art.620 (1) the punishment is rigorous imprisonment from five years to
fifteen years, while under Art. 621, it is rigorous imprisonment not exceeding five
years.
77 This is a document issued by the legislature, though not officially published. It
attempts to explain the reasons why changes are made on the repealed law. It is
printed in Amharic (the working language of the Federal Government of Ethiopia).
The only reason given in this regard is that "a new article is added due to the increase
in the number of such crimes".
78 Cambridge, Advanced Learners' Dictionary soft copy, in file with the writer. No
date given.
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someone else related or unrelated to her is an issue that demands a judicial
interpretation. It may, however, be suggested that as far as there is
intimidation, it should apply to all situations, for the law has not limited this
circumstance to any specific person or relationship.

Coercion is very similar to threat in definition. Accordingly, it is defined as "to
persuade someone forcefully to do something which they are unwilling to
do".79 This issue is, however, discussed in light of institutional or professional
relationships between a victim and the perpetrator of the crime.

Institutional and professional relationships are reflected under two articles of
the code on sexual offenses.

Art. 624: Whoever, by taking advantage of his position, office or state,
has sexual intercourse or performs an act corresponding the sexual act
or any other indecent act with an inmate of a hospital, an alms house
or an asylum, or any establishment of education, correction,
internment or detention, who is under his direction, supervision or
authority... is punishable....

Art.625: Whoever, apart from the cases specified in the preceding
article, procures from a woman sexual intercourse or any other
indecent act by taking advantage of her material or mental distress or
the authority he exercises over her by virtue of his position, function or
capacity as protector, teacher, master or employer, or by virtue of any
other like relationship... is punishable [upon complaint]. 80

It will be interesting to note here, that the victim in the former case can be
anyone of the genders, while in the latter case, it should be a woman.
Moreover, though educational institutions are mentioned in the former case,
the term "teachers" is mentioned again in the latter case. Though, it will be
difficult to explain such disparities in the absence of authority, it appears that
the law's fixation on female victims has contributed to this legal position, in

79 Ibid.
80 Note that "an act corresponding to the sexual act" is missing here. It will be
interesting to note here, that Art.596 of the former Penal Code, entitled as "
Seduction" and which reads as " Whosoever, by taking advantage of the inexperience
or trust of a female minor between fifteen and eighteen years of age, induces her to
have sexual intercourse with him, whether by promise of marriage, trickery or
otherwise, is punishable, upon complaint, with simple imprisonment" is repealed on
the ground that it is made a constituent element of Art.626 of the Criminal Code,
which is not so in fact. See, the Expose de Motif Supra note 77.
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particular the latter position. As mentioned above, however, sexual crimes are
by and large made gender neutral under the revised code and the same
position should have been reflected under Art.625. Moreover, though the
crime defined under Art.625 is named as "taking advantage of the distress or
dependence of a woman", it is an old equivalent of "sexual harassment,"
though it does not include the modern element of "hostile working
environment" and other expressions. Given modern institutional relationships
between individuals, and the current trend of females holding important
institutional positions, the crime should have been made gender neutral.

Another interesting aspect of the difference between the two articles is the
punishments provided for the two crimes. Here, while the punishment for the
former crime is simple imprisonment for not less than one year, or rigorous
imprisonment not exceeding fifteen years, the punishment for the latter is
simple imprisonment.81 Moreover, the latter crime is punishable upon
complaint, meaning charges cannot be instituted without complaint and the
victim can condone the act while this is not so in cases of the former crime.
Though it may not necessarily be a warranted position, it appears that in the
former case, victims are taken as helpless individuals who cannot bargain
over their sexual conducts, while in the latter, the bargaining power is
relatively stronger. In addition to this, given the fact that in both cases, the
sexual intercourse that took place are technically consensual, but not extorted
through violence, intimidation etc., the punishment provided for under
Art.624 is almost equivalent to rape proper.82 It should be noted here that
when rape proper is committed against those individuals listed under Art.624,
the punishment ranges from five years to twenty years under Art.620(2).
Though, aggravation under sub two may appear to be logical, the initial
punishment for consensual intercourse seems to be disproportionate.

So far, the Ethiopian law seems to accord to the standards discussed above -
Sec.1.2.3.2 and 1.2.3.3 - except for threats to retaliate, exposing the victim to
public humiliation or disgrace, etc. These situations are not covered under that
section of the code that deals with sex offences, but rather blackmail is
provided as a crime against right in property under Art.714.

1 Simple imprisonment normally extends from ten days to three years. - Criminal
Code,Art.106
82 The punishment provided for rape proper is rigorous imprisonment from five years
to fifteen years, while in the case of Art.624 it is simple imprisonment for not less
than one year, or rigorous imprisonment not exceeding fifteen years. Though the
lower limits are different, the upper limits are identical and this is the point that needs
to be highlighted.
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As regards fraud, within the context of rape, - discussed above, under Sec.
1.2.3.4 - none of the sex offenses in the code contain an element that may lead
one to conclude that a sexual intercourse secured through fraud is a crime. So,
it may safely be concluded that this act can be done with impunity unless and
otherwise the law is to be amended in such a way as to include fraud.83

As far as drugging a person so that he should lose feelings or consciousness is
concerned, it may be argued that one of the elements provided under
Art.620(1), i.e. "rendering the victim unconscious or incapable of resistance",
can be taken to mean, drugging or intoxicating a victim, provided that the
intention or purpose is to secure sexual intercourse. It also appears that the
provision requires that a rapist should administer the drug or intoxicant. With
this in mind, it is very unlikely that a person who took advantage of an
intoxicated person for sexual ends will be made criminally liable.84

2.4 Consent in general
It is noted above, - Sec.1.2.4 - that consent as an element of rape raises so many
collateral issues. Given the controversial nature of these issues, the debates
over them have not yet abated. This section will attempt to show whether
anyone of the issues are reflected under Ethiopian law.

To begin with, the word consent does not appear anywhere in those sections
of the code that deal with sexual crimes. It may, however, be said that it is
implicitly provided in all articles. The general drafting style of the relevant
articles evinces that such crimes are divided into two, i.e., those that require
use of violence, grave intimidation, and rendering a victim unconscious or
incapable of resistance and those that do not require these qualifications. The
latter types of crimes are provided as having sexual intercourse only, and
mainly the victims are those who cannot give valid consents. Thus, since
violence, intimidation, etc. are circumstances which compel a victim to submit
to sexual advances without consent, then such acts are naturally
nonconsensual, and the rest are consensual.85

83Art.591(2) and 596 of the repealed code had provided that sexual intercourse with
unconscious or deluded persons or those incapable of resisting secured through
misrepresentation and a minor between the ages of fifteen and eighteen through
trickery are punishable. These two come closer to fraud, but they no more exist in the
revised code.
84 Deprivation of powers of decision against one's wills by administering alcohol,
narcotic, etc. is a punishable act, under Art.583.
85 Arts.620 - 622 belong to the former group, while all the rest of the articles under the
section belong to the latter.
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With regard to the requirement of resistance, it appears that this is an
important element of the crime of rape under the law, for the degree of
intimidation has to be grave and it should be so strong so much so that the
victim has to be incapable of offering resistance. So, if it was possible to put up
resistance, then the victim has to exhaust this before submitting to the demand
of the rapist. Whether or not the victim should show her non-consent verbally
or whether an oral resistance suffices, is just a matter of opinion, though it
appears that the code's requirement of violence, grave intimidation, etc. seem
to suggest that the intensity of coercion has to be very great and the victim
should not give in to average or minor threats and that she should fight the
force coming from the rapist as far as she could, or in earnest and that the
resistance should be physical. Thus, a mere "no" may not necessarily be taken
as an expression of resistance. This forecloses any discussion about verbal
resistance and for stronger reasons, silence, for the law has provided in clear
terms that the victim has to be deprived of her power of resistance. Such
requirements, as shown above, have been subject to criticisms, as a result of
which they are now modified or made useless in toto. The Ethiopian law
maker should also take into account this development and amend the law
accordingly, for the presence of this requirement can expose rape victims to
further damages and victims' expression of non-consent should be allowed to
be made in any form. What is required at the end of the day is whether the
victim has expressed her rejection in any form, but not necessarily physically.

As regards, withdrawal of consent, though the Ethiopian law has no clear
stand on this position, what matters is the type of coercion exerted on the
victim under the circumstances. So, it may be argued that a victim has the
right to withdraw her consent but the rapist has to employ the necessary force,
- mentioned above - to continue with the sexual intercourse. If no such force is
employed or the victim has failed to put up resistance, then under the existing
law, such an act cannot amount to rape.

Marital rape, as explained above, - Sec.1.2.4.2, - has remained as a defense for
a long time in the law books. At present it no more exists as an exception in so
many jurisdictions. Despite this, it still exists as an exception under Ethiopian
law.86 The reasons for maintaining this exception were premised on different
theories that reflect the moral values of different societies, which are
undoubtedly discriminatory against women. To the best knowledge of this

86 The term "outside of wedlock" under Art.620 (1) expresses this exception. It should
be noted that marital rape is not a constituent element of Art.621, i.e. a female upon
rape male rape as a result of which a female cannot be made criminally liable if she
rapes her husband.
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writer, the issue is still mute, for it is nowhere discussed as an issue.87

Probably, the only time when the issue was raised, though in passing, was
when a gender based NGO published its research on violence against women,
in 2004.88 Interestingly enough, the research does not show a strong
condemnation of marital rape among the sample groups singled out for
response. The different data collected by the researchers or quoted by them do
not bode well for any effort to delete the exception from the law. Here are
some of the major statistics: one in two women believes that a husband is
justified in beating his wife if she refuses to have sex with him;89 the incidence
of marital rape is 14.9%, though many respondents were hesitant to be frank;
5.4% females were raped when they refused to have sex; and 10.4% of student
respondents agree that a woman deserves some form of punishment if she
refuses to have sex with her husband;90

Moreover, the researchers' reaction is lukewarm, to say the least, for in those
instances in which they attempted to show their disapproval, they were so
general so much so that one may be tempted to conclude that they were
passionless.91 Against this background, it may be difficult to forecast that the
exception will be removed soon. Gender based civil societies have to work a

87 Though the presentations under the above sections deal strictly with the law and
legal elements, the writer has opted to deal with the practice for this sub section only,
for it is intended to show the social perception of this particular act as a departure.
Accordingly, this writer had attended a few workshops organized by different bodies
to collect suggestions to revise the old penal code. As member of the drafting
committee for some time, he had also the opportunity to read recommendations
submitted by different bodies, such as gender based NGOs. Though these groups
have expressed their disagreement with this legal position, they were not passionate
enough to arouse public support, as they did with regard to other crimes such as
abortion. The general mood of participants of the different workshops tends to show
that removing the exception is "contrary to our culture", it disrupts the bond that
needs to exist between spouses, etc. So, the exception that was seen in the repealed
law is allowed to continue.
88 Original Welde Ghiorgis, Emebet Kebede, and Melesse Damte, (hereafter Orignal et
al.) Violence Against Women in Addis Ababa, Berchi, the Annual Journal of
Ethiopian Women Lawyers Association, 2004.
89 Ibid, at p.126, quoting, Ethiopian Demographic and Health Survey 2000 Central
Statistics Authority, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia.
90 Ibid, pp.144, 148 and 152, respectively.
91 In the two instances wherein they showed their position, their expressions are
limited to saying that "the failure of the law to protect the wife from marital rape
contributes towards weakening her position to negotiate safe sex" at p.120 and "the
[Criminal Code] fails short of international standards in according women adequate
protection. For example, []marital rape ... [is] not considered as [a] crime", p.254.
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lot in order to propel this issue to the public agenda, for the issue as discussed
above, provokes serious constitutional issues such as those discussed above
under Section 1.2.4.2. Incidentally, it helps to note that Ethiopia's position on
'marital rape' had been raised as a cause for concern, by the UN, Human
Rights Committee when it considered Ethiopia's report in 12 July, 2011, but
the country's representatives did not respond to the request.92 Hence, it
remains to be seen whether such societies or any other stakeholder will do
something to amend the law any time soon in the future.

2.5 Incapacity
Incapacity as shown above, - Sec.1.2.4.4, - takes two forms, i.e. those that
emanate from mental disease or defect and those that arise out of age. These
factors are well taken into account under the Criminal Code of Ethiopia and
these will be discussed hereunder.

Art.620 (2) (c) provides that
Where rape is committed on a woman incapable of understanding the
nature or consequences of the act, or of resisting the act, due to old age
, physical or mental illness , depression or any other reason... [the act
will be considered as an aggravated form of rape]93-[underline added].

Another facet of rape, i.e., sexual outrage, which is required to be done
without violence or intimidation, but to be done against unconscious or
deluded persons incapable of resisting, is also a punishable act.9 4

It is here, interesting to note that though there was an attempt to make all
sexual offences gender neutral, in the case of rape, the victim has to be a
female while it is not so in the other case. Moreover, though all sexual crimes
require intention as a criminal mentality, sexual outrage expressly, requires
"knowledge", which may be taken arguably, to mean, direct intention. In both
cases, the degree of incapacity, i.e., total or partial is not indicated sufficiently,
though it appears that the wordings of the relevant articles demand total
incapacity. All these shortcomings call for a reconsideration of the relevant

92 http://www.uno.ch8256DD006B9c2E last visited on August 23, 2012.
93 Normally rape is punishable by rigorous imprisonment from five to fifteen years,
while aggravated rape is punishable by rigorous imprisonment from five years to
twenty years.
94 The article reads as follows: "whoever, knowing of his victim's incapacity, but
without using violence or intimidation, performs sexual intercourse, or commits a like
or any other indecent act, with an idiot, with a feeble-minded or retarded, insane or
unconscious person, or with a person who is for any other reason incapable of
understanding the nature or consequences of the act .... is punishable - Art.623.
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articles in light of the development of the issue in other jurisdictions. The
gender specific crime under Art.620 (2) in particular, is not justifiable under
any condition.

With regard to rape or sexual outrage against minors, alias "statutory rape", it
appears that the code has given sufficient protection against these acts.
Accordingly, rape committed against a young woman between thirteen and
eighteen years of age, is an aggravated crime under Art.620 (2) (a); per
Art.626(1&2), sexual outrage with a minor of the opposite sex - under the
same age bracket - is made a crime, though the punishment varies when the
act is done by a male and a female;95 and performing an act corresponding to
the sexual act or any other indecent act, as well as, deliberately performing such
acts in their presence,- against minors in this age group - is a punishable act,
under Art.626(3). [Emphasis added]. Moreover, per Art.626 (4), the respective
punishments are made more sever, when the victim is the pupil, apprentice,
domestic servant or ward of the criminal. According to Art.627, all these
crimes when committed against minors who are below the age of thirteen are
made punishable with more severe penalties, compared to those provided for
sexual outrage. At last, per Art.628, unless and otherwise a more severe
penalty is provided, the penalty will be aggravated where: the victim becomes
pregnant; the criminal transmits to the victim a venereal disease which he
knows himself to be infected; or the victim is driven to suicide by distress,
shame or despair.

The dividing line in all the provisions is thirteen years of age. Though,
whether this uniform threshold age, is scientific or not is a matter of opinion,
the relevant articles mentioned above, raise some critical issues. Accordingly,
given the fact that sexual intercourse with a minor of tender age, say, ten years
or less - which is not uncommon in this country - causes more harm than the
same act committed on a thirteen to eighteen years of age minor, the law had
failed to take this as a special aggravating circumstance. What is provided in
this regard is sexual outrage, not rape.96 In addition to this, the law's fixation

95 The act when committed by a male is punishable with rigorous imprisonment from
three years to fifteen years, while it is rigorous imprisonment not exceeding seven
years, when it is committed by a female- Art.626(1) and (2).
96 Sexual intercourse with a minor under thirteen years of age is taken as sexual
outrage only, and this is a consensual intercourse, according to the definition given to
the act under the code, for no violence or intimidation is required. Though the
punishment for sexual outrage on such minors is more severe than rape against those
who are between thirteen and eighteen - rigorous imprisonment from thirteen years
to twenty five years for the former and from five years to twenty years for the latter -
it would have been preferable to separate the acts into rape proper and sexual outrage
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on pregnancy or chastity - presence of hymen - has made the punishments
different when the victim is a female and a male. Given the consequences of
rape or sexual outrage on male minors, more particularly, the psychological
harm, this point appears to demand reconsideration. At last, the alternative
form of sexual act provided under Art.623 (3), i.e. performing acts that
correspond to the sexual act or an indecent act in the presence of a minor is quite
different - in the extent of consequences - from doing the acts themselves on
the minor. Thus, its inclusion as an alternative element is unwarranted, to say
the least, for the extent of harm that may ensue as a result of being a victim of
the physical act and simply watching sexual partners perform the act or even
engage in indecent acts are obviously quite different. Whether or not the age
limit discourages sexual experimentation between minors or is an impediment
to free sexual expression is a matter opinion, but needs reconsideration.

2.6 Issues of Procedure and evidence
As noted above, - Sec. 1.2.5,- rape trials have developed their own unique
issues and solutions, most of which were solved after reform. Such issues
pertain to, inter alia: false accusations that emanate from pregnancy, sour
relationships after the affair, blackmail, etc. Accordingly, rape victims were
required to report the incident within a short time, their testimonies should be
corroborated by additional evidences and their prior sexual conducts should
be admitted for the purpose of impeachment.

Such issues are more academic than practical in the present day Ethiopia, for
at least one reason, and this is the absence of an evidence law that governs the
area. Ethiopia, has not yet enacted an evidence law, as a result of which
evidence provisions are scattered in other laws, either substantive or
procedure laws. These scattered provisions do not help much in addressing
the multifarious issues that arise in rape litigations. Thus, it is common among
professionals to grapple with such issues and litigate cases based on a draft
evidence law - which has no binding force - but is taught in law schools, and
may arguably be taken as a persuasive sort of law. This draft, of course
contains provisions that deal with admissibility of evidences, relevance of

and provide appropriate punishments at least for the sake of consistency. It is well
known that a minor - under eighteen - cannot give a legally valid consent, but
consent, nonetheless. Despite this, those who are between thirteen and eighteen are
minors, and their consent, though invalid in the eyes of the law makes the crime
committed against them a less serious offence, i.e., sexual outrage, but not rape
proper. So in the case of those who are under thirteen years of age too, the same
formula should have been followed and it should have been left for the defendant to
prove that there was consent, which will be hard to prove as the age in question
decreases.
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evidences, etc. But, given its nature, i.e., that it is just a non - binding draft law,
it will be of no help here. Accordingly, no discussion is offered here regarding
issues of evidence. The Criminal Procedure Code also does not offer much
help here, for its provisions are very general so much so that an attempt to
search for precise solutions to the above issues simply leads to a dead end.
Nonetheless, this code provides that both the prosecution and the defense
have rights to submit their own evidences, call witnesses, put questions to
witnesses, in the form of examination in chief, cross examination, and
reexamination. Moreover, as the country follows the inquisitorial system as
opposed to the adversarial, courts may also call any witness whose testimony
it thinks is necessary in the interest of justice. Both parties have the right to
object the admission of any evidence or the putting of a question to a witness
and the court has to the duty to decide forthwith on the admissibility of such
evidence.97 Given such a lacuna, it may be argued that parties to rape
litigation, more particularly, the defense, can raise all the issues mentioned
above, and it will be difficult for the prosecution to oppose the submission of
evidences provided that they are relevant. Given the difficulties that arose vi's
a vi's these issues in other jurisdictions, Ethiopia has to enact an evidence law
and take these factors pertaining to rape litigations into account. The
enactment a rape shield law should also be considered.

2.7 Punishment
Rape is naturally considered as one of the most serious crimes under the code.
This can be gleaned from the different punishments provided for rape proper
and its other facets. Accordingly, rape proper is punishable with rigorous
imprisonment from five to fifteen years; from five years to twenty years when
the victims are those that are incapable to give valid consent; and life
imprisonment when the act has caused grave physical or mental injury or
death.

These punishments are comparable with those provided for other well known
serious crimes such as homicide and robbery. Comparative punishment scale
also shows that rape is more serious than grave willful injury, for the
punishment for the latter is rigorous imprisonment not exceeding fifteen years
under Art.555.

By way of conclusion, though the different mechanisms that have developed
in other jurisdictions to track rape offenders are not put in place in Ethiopia,

97 See, Arts. 136 - 147 of The Criminal Procedure Code Proclamation 1961,
Extraordinary Issue No.1 of 1961, on evidence. The code, however, does not provide
how the court can rule on such issues.
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for the economic development does not allow their presence, policy makers
should, however, consider their implementation if not now, but in the future.

2.8 The practice
2.8.1 Court cases

Seventeen court cases decided in 2006/7, 2008/9 [1999 and 2001 E.C]98 and
one case in 2012 are analyzed in the following section. Two of the cases were
entertained by the Federal High Court, while the rest were entertained by the
First Instance Court.

Profiles of the cases
- Defendants were represented in two of the cases in the First Instance

Court and one case in the Appellate Court only.
- The rate of conviction was 12/15 and nil at the First Instance, and at

Appellate Court, it was 12/13, respectively.
- The age of victims ranges from 9 months to 25 years. Four of these are

adults, i.e., above eighteen years of age, while the rest are minors and
infants, i.e., below thirteen years of age.

- Sentences passed on convicts range from 1 year of rigorous
imprisonment up to life. Only one out of the fifteen defendants was
acquitted by the First Instance Court, while two of the appellants -
who were sentenced to 5 years of imprisonment - are set free by the
Appellate Court99. In two cases of attempted rape,- Cases NO.69602

98 Courtesy of judges Kedir Mhammed and Maria Kahsay. File Numbers of these
cases are: First Instance cases: 85118, 83089, 64260, 57206, 70125, 69602, 144610, 137377,
108791, 124402, 131807, 144573, 146952, and 150068 and 68086 and 71034 from the
appellate court. All the cases were decided between 2007 and 2009.
Court decisions are not normally published in Ethiopia. Despite this, the Federal
Supreme Court more particularly, its Cassation Division has started publishing its
decisions quite recently. To the best knowledge of this writer, it is only one case that
pertains to rape that is reported in this publication and this case does not help much
in elucidating anyone of the issues treated in this article. In all other cases, court files
are stored in archives and researchers have to sift through many box files to locate
cases of their interest. The cases discussed here do not in any way represent the cross
section of issues or decisions of courts, but these are mere samples. The writer believes
that those cases discussed hereunder throw light on the critical issues that need to be
covered and show judicial trends.
99 In Case No.144573, the First Instance Court acquitted the defendant who allegedly
inserted his penis, fingers and a scissor into the vagina of a 3 years old female on the
ground that medical examination was sought five months after the first incident,
though the parents claimed that they had forgiven the first act, but forced to seek
examination when the defendant repeated the act soon before the examination. The
medical report shows that though some lacerations are visible, the hymen is intact.
The Appellate Court reversed the two cases in which defendants were convicted and
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and 131807 - wherein the victim raised hue and cry and saved by those
who heard that and a victim who noticed that the defendant was
attempting to rape her while asleep, but managed to escape, the court
awarded a 5 years and 1 year imprisonment, respectively

- Typical acts of violence were proved to have been employed in at least
five of the cases. Accordingly defendants had muffled the mouths of
their victims, tied and pulled their arms, threatened them with knives,
dragged them into toilets and closed doors behind victims, took off
their clothes and in some cases victims were seen lying unconscious
after the acts. In those cases that involved infants consent was not
required to prove, while in the other cases it is not clear whether the
acts were done violently or otherwise.

- As regards defenses raised by defendants, two defendants argued that
the acts were done upon consent - cases NO.83085 and 71034 -
discussed above. In the former case, the defense was rejected by the
court, for victim was seen lying unconscious after the act and the
second case, the decision of the lower court was reversed on the
ground that the act was done consensually. Two defendants raised an
oblique defense of absence of resistance in which they denied doing
the act and argued that had they done it, victims would have raised
hue and cry - cases NO.144610 and 146952. Interestingly enough,
victims were 9 and 10 years old and a grand and a step daughter of the
rapists, respectively.

- The severest injury inflicted was permanent gynecological problem in
Case NO.8510 in which the victim was a 9 months old child. The next

punished with 5 years of imprisonment on the following grounds: The defendant - a
visitor to the home of the victim's parents - requested the victim- who is only 13 years
of age - to give him a glass of water and then asked her to kiss him. Then after he
pushed her onto a nearby chair, threw himself on her, attempted to take off her
clothes and started to struggle. The victim, however, managed to escape the attack by
pushing him off herself and crying for help in which case he desisted from going any
further. The Appellate Court, argued that what were done in the case amount to
preparation, but not attempt, for there should be further acts that need to be done by
the defendant, so that the acts could have amounted to attempted rape. Note that per
Arts.26 and 27 of the Criminal Code, "preparatory acts are not usually punishable,
unless in themselves they constitute a crime defined by law or they expressly
constitute a special crime by law... and an attempted crime is always punishable save
as is otherwise provided by law". In the second case, defendant took the victim - a 17
years old female - to his house promising to marry her and she stayed there for a
single night. A medical report proved that an old defloration is observed. The court
argued that the victim has contradicted her testimonies. The prosecution cannot prove
violence and the act amounts to seduction, but not rape. Cases NO.68086 and 71034,
respectively.
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severe injury was inflicted on a 10 years old female by her step father
who deflowered her and repeated the act at a later time. The victim's
injury was communicated to the mother through the former's
instructors. The rapists were awarded a life and 25 years of
imprisonment, respectively.

- Incidental issues - the First Instance Court took prompt reporting as a
factor to convict a rapist in Case NO.57206 and acquitted a defendant
on the ground that medical examination was sought five months after
the incident. In Case NO.137377, the Court rejected the defendant's
plea to have a reduced punishment on the ground that the medical
report shows that the victim's hymen is intact and what was proved
was the presence of a recovering laceration. The Court reasoned out
that partial penetration of the penis suffices for the purpose of
conviction.

- The only case in which a female was convicted for raping a 2 years old
male infant is the one reported in Ethiopian Reporter00 . The convict
caused the infant to have sexual intercourse with her as a result of
which he started to raise the skirts of and show acts of sexual
intercourse on other maids who were employed by the family after the
termination of the contract of employment of convict. Medical
evidence proved that the kid has suffered from psychological trauma
and referred to a specialist. The convict is sentenced to a five and a half
years of imprisonment.

The sample cases presented above may lead one to conclude that rape cases
do not call for any sophisticated legal issues and can be disposed with ease.
The rate of conviction may also be indicative of the fact that suspects have
little opportunity to escape the harsh consequences of criminal liability.
Though these may not necessarily be the only conclusions that may be drawn
from the practice, it appears that Ethiopian lawyers - at every level - need to
give full effect to the letters of the law by raising critical issues and resolving
rape disputes according to the spirit of the law. It can be easily gleaned from
the above cases that necessary elements of the law were not applied in all
cases.101 Though the absence of defense counselors might have contributed to
this state of affair, judges should also do their best in handling delicate issues
that determine innocence or guilt, and the severity of sentences passed by
them and provided by the law for such crimes call for extra vigilance.

100 Ethiopian Reporter Amharic Version, June 3, 2012. No case number is shown in the
report.
101 It should be noted that all the court decisions are not beyond criticism. Given the
scope of this article, however, no attempt is made to do so.
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2.8.2 Other researches
Contrary to the above presentation, wherein the majority of defendants were
found guilty and sentenced to prison terms, a study conducted in 2004,102
draws a gloomy picture of rape cases handled by different agencies of the
criminal justice system. According to this research, which has studied 123 files
of rape cases at different police stations, offices of the prosecution and courts,
"even if it is not proved whether it is due to the actual increase in the rape
numbers or the number of reports, the trend shows that there is an increase in
the crime of rape rate that has been reported, prosecuted, and adjudicated.103 "

The research also shows that different forms of sexual intercourse, such as
anal, oral and digital are not uncommon in the country.104 This may not be
surprising given the uncontrolled circulation of pornographic materials, not
only in the capital city wherein the study was conducted, but all over the
country. Sadly enough, most of the victims were infants - in the wording of
the law - and most of the rapists were those known to them, such as biological
fathers, and step fathers.

The researchers lament about the deplorable state of handling rape cases at
the different agencies and in particular the fixation of officials on the presence
or absence of hymen to prove or disprove that a rape has taken place.
Moreover, though consent, is mentioned incidentally in the research, it is
shown that prosecutors and courts tend to treat rape cases as cases of sexual
outrages even when these are committed against infants below the age of ten,
provided that no force is employed. The abuse of bail rights, the short
sentences given by the courts, and fake marriages05 that are concluded after
the cases are reported to the authorities are some of the major shortcomings of
the justice system identified by the researchers. The researchers also opine that
"the difficulty to prove the offence beyond reasonable doubt, pressures
created by the offenders or their families against the victim or her family
members... economic dependency of the victims on the offenders (e.g. step

102 Original W/Ghiorgis, et al. Supra, Note 88.
103 Ibid, p.251.
104 Id.pp.167, 217,218,224,227 and 242.
105 An article under the repealed law had provided that "where the victim of rape,
indecent assault or seduction or abuse of her state of distress or dependence upon
another, freely contracts a marriage with the offender, and the marriage is not
declared null and void, no prosecution shall follow. Where proceedings have already
taken place, and have resulted in a conviction, the sentence shall terminate forthwith"
- Art. 599. This article was highly criticized for giving a shelter to those who want to
escape liability in the name of marriage which may be dissolved upon minor pretexts
and prejudicial to females. Accordingly, it is now repealed.
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fathers and employers)... fear, embarrassment, self-blame, confusion and
ignorance of their rights" have contributed to the underreporting of rape
case.106

Conclusion
There is no denying the rampancy of rape crimes as well as their
consequences in Ethiopia. These are mainly caused due to legal loopholes, the
male chauvinist culture that has deep roots in the cultures of many societies,
the inefficiency of the different agencies of the criminal justice system and lack
of awareness on the part of victims. It may also be added that lack of
knowledge on the part of lawyers regarding the legal requirements necessary
to handle rape cases is undoubtedly another predicament in this regard. The
fact that many legal issues that include constitutional interpretation are not
yet tested in the country bears witness to this fact. The close to total absence of
the exercise of the right to defense counsel, has led to a vacuum to raise such
intricate legal points mentioned in this article. Given the severity of
punishments prescribed for sexual offenses, however, all defendants should
have been given this opportunity.

The Ethiopian rape law is definitely in need of a rethinking for it leaves much
to be desired. Accordingly, the law needs to incorporate the different
standards that have developed in other jurisdictions. In this regard, it is
recommended that in the future rape law: All sex crimes should be made
gender neutral and their punishments should be similar if not necessarily
identical; the distinction between rape and sexual outrage accompanied by
violence should be made clear; or alternatively, the two crimes should be
merged. Moreover, the lumping of these crimes as alternative elements of
certain crimes should be done away with.

Moreover, the future law should also address the reconsideration of marital
exemption; appropriateness of punishments for the crime of rape and its
variants; and enactment of rape shield law.
Civil society organizations should also endeavor to create awareness among
the general public in general and potential victims of rape in particular.
Sensitization of the law among law enforcement agencies should be
considered as well. With these recommendations, it will be hoped that the
future rape law of Ethiopia will serve all in equality.

106 Id. at p.251.
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AfY+CO++ 9*44 fMA K-"ot 4jK KCRA:: fhATIO 000fC tv-41

=>ZA h HA-hf5%mA a +9?95+ AAT ftWA 0K. So-
WAP S::

4 Oylap h10 93-+ 0]4f- fd.,4A 9'CK L NAid-4 hMTh 179+40
ftXh/AA II7tf07 +-h+P V-, f7.- ad++ AAU'5 A'PhfV7 mAjP A-f'O5%

hAAAP ft'ai- h'97 C fiA W9 ++Aa- VI 5C::
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Te h Afhf?5 maziP a+zn9+ AA'p ftWA45 5I>7i?

Th AT A+1hf
bh 9"7K7 Stv? Phfq 9"1Y': Stv? Wh?1 hdA- +441. fiTHO-

MA* ftA qtUdff- 9"7K7 qT9t? fTYh &95+* 9"7K7 qT9v?
fthf7l aoaAh-+ o5I77 Ao-44P mtn" Stv:: -hO f+AYV-

9"047 0+Aff o-77#K jKAO-J-A:: 0-&9" fthi"o->0+ PC7P -17
-h 17NO-f ftXh/A0+ +441. OK, o-7 Stv:: -Th h15+Y77NO

t+P hZYT A"794msT ftfhfA ATA40M fthAAf4 AT 7+,+
PfAfl +441 fa7K 'I+ a) ARY black's law fthY fu? an711111

,+4 9 +C7_fA : :" 5Ut A C7- ++qg5% YAmRY HM: 07C fI7K.
U-19" V+1++ Ao-Y)- f77IK, W -tTC 732 827 AT 854 qppqI

09"710-f o-449 P4A::

-h =o-f hM- +57h- N,96b41-:: ffh- htv-6P V- 4jR
A+qlAtv 117NO Ah4AA -54/.V% AAfA:: -Th hdAW* +441. fI7K-

ah'+I"P* YAw 5 A) A+ (U1'A'{. anan=Ah+ an4IjPAi Sw::
017K- US7 -tTC 732(2) 4.9 5 59,5% f1-7Y/ ma++ +o-Ah+TA::

AKRUP
1. fY'4 a'4d++ (Bill of Exchange)
2. fth4- a''++ (Promissory notes)
3. ITh (chque)
4. fa'7K, Th (Travelers cheque)
5. flon.9117 44 69+P* fthAa- ffAhbC ad++hc P (Warehouse

certificate) f9w::

dhma f4 t+
O-A+ MA* 0C1,+ 44 4 M :: 1494 :fhP 7+Y+ PAAqt22

Nq fo-+4AT- m0A? f4T-tv qT-t:: ffho7 A-tv fu? o-C5- +hfA,
MC* 111K -h hY: 594%M f is44- d++ ::6 r+h_(1y

o-0- Se:: VCiKA A-tv fu? AC9+ HYh+ * '#77 -h Nq 194
bife?*Am- ff- qT9tv:: + M f Fef04i (.YP fh+4

pq Am5+* hifetv::

1. Ffh h4.s 97"18, MP SU t:: fif4 hisg -1 07h 4,9W1
?A*4A:: (f17Y: US AbTC 829).

5 Black's Law dictionary, 9th edition (2009)
6 In the UK Bills of Exchange Act of 1882 as cited in Roy Goode, Commercial Law
(2004) cheque is defined as a bill of exchange drawn on a banker payable on
demand.
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2. HYP4 ai 4'++ 4, thi4- aMK k*+fN7 jK*4A:: WITh 7 1 h+Kq'
A-+N17 AAFA9:: Gl-Th mDAK- ft+fIne -Th- ARqh +CO hA

h+o-AAnW+ th, C 5" (f77 U/ W TC 739 AT 873)
3. -Th ftfW- Atv 807lh %,)-f AT~tv ATA AdP4 -17 AW.47.

hA9"::
4. fYIP4 a'I++ iAA (Acceptance) m74-l MU'lw' ITh T NWi*

AhiAl'wr9 (f7W7 US TC 757)
5. fif4 a)4++- Ofhf)- Y- fW ATA (117K- US h?+K; 754 4jK

+aDAht~A:: WhY '17 OfhfY) AfWi AT)KTA fffe:)"r fu?-
hYA AA+o Ah+9"::

tPA+9f MA* Y+,+ PAAWafe Nq +441. f7Y mZ4+F aYoWe
Yan)ihF4fA:: (PITh W'(i+ 'AARCP* 0'AHff flh- htvP (drawer)

lAAiu (holder) Nq hi4s, ('iTh) CA/; (+6i4- 45# T) VO54- 66
(Maker) q thi4? -flY '99>:: fPit4- C5- aF YA 64 hZr

Mr44 fI7Y a)4+* 0Aff- fo=77Y -h Aq Vo-.17 ff-hbC
a)4++- +441. f7Y mZ4+* aY-We hWh qC fo-,h4*PA::

flhf'I9w ftumt+ ffh95+
1. A9"'aiw ftXhIA -Th (Bearer cheque)
2. PAf w A WA+" YA9+ WITh (Blank cheque)
3. PACn PhAF' YfflA' (crossed cheque)
4. +COl ATOh/Afl-+ fthi ai fth+m :Ih (VP'Ah+ F'Aj

ITh) (Marked cheque or certified cheque)
5. fu'&Il PAh PA.Afl (open cheque)
6. ffbta ITh (order cheque)
7. "74.9-1 -Th (Memorandum cheque) Fw: :7

Ahree w fth/A -h 07597- a-I )YKC-1 V-7 4o-ay Atv Ye
ftZAof0+ 5tv:: GA Wh TYj Phree tv Ah yA+qjlA0 45 tv::
Ph aw PAhi cftoa 9th dit hIA Paw KTY (200 9)h
a),99- A4-- ARth- KT lY O :: PAh YAt b K-110 AR2h

A+4COf NITOXhAA0+ 0l+ab0id"flh--w V1&@@ fi- 79 PAh
fthAF0+ 5a>:: '7AM7 :h 9"Ah-+ PAAtv ATA+40 ftXh/AA0+ WD::
ffbtlW -Th A+md)e e m- Atv AT/9 v XWA -fl ftXh/AA0 5W::
fi4,ly? -h K-11 +04.6 -0 17 NAhhOhA fl07- 95% Ahn&&60P

7 Black's Law dictionary, 9th edition (2009)
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fMAT 5- :: HM IC F77K W 1 h? bwp a4' f+6q l 2t 3t 5
Nq 69 49 f+-Ahv+- 'w [fT7K' US -tTC 833t 848t 863]::

fIMac *&- a)4% 4,K Ffta ++
F-Th GU).6Yf Nq9#+ h4,9 ftO Ah++ hWt-i -h OfhfA AAT

,9*4A ma)? ftMv-? +TAT ATo AhJfAT:: Th-qfli a66 ,99"
fl7-fl&t AN "/?* aofl.P fVI( wA SWv:: Th(K fl1e4 (surety)

(aI 74 ARKe. ?AVA:: '7i fMAT (e a a '1AbA tffw' Ctv'
)Pae7 lq NC uv 4P Ab t? +Pi th+ T"'7C m YK-

(C: opral 9 Ttle wMleI'T 128):fAC US7 bhtTC 1920-1951
+KlT1 47A:: fA Th804 00U- V++410tv> AT,% OGRA 0"%4

YAA0Oo NTRY5 AAIA11THl M AU7?AF AAbf
fATRKA>> (h?+K'7 1920).

DAARU fleA M' e.-7 Th (Personal guarantee) G(AbA VW4 v- ,fl
'-Lf47 "'fAYA NTR5 (ra deCAf ecC ++h+ 64t

Ao-hiAA ftRKKIAF fu? "764+T S::

074fl& %tKS Thf p A- Kq 7-f4+7 fth+A Stv:: 07-f4+4 Th
ff~v- fAbA 4> Qlfmm T94 0fY Pmtv 74& A'7?,tvf

"MhOOXYP SYA:: PDU 95% ThfK +147+71 W44- maP?9 oAA
74&* oAmf7I (pledge)t f"WAT+,)Ah 74&+ f-Y oAmf7-

(Mortgage)t VaAR%, M AT (Antichresis) emXai9re Wv::

-h =o-f hd5- +57& fi7?Aefb-+ ATA+,40 ftXh/AAA- +441.
A 5K AAYS 074U+5% eAfA:: o-KH-9 0+74,+7i 74&

(Corporeal chattle) AC So(v//-4 1128):: -Th 0I+74,+7i 74&
AC ft"Ro-K DAYSOW GUTA kfhf A? A*4A MGA AM, AAT

f-tA 04- Thf?5% (Pledge) NTk f0eA Thf?5% (surety)
,hA9-:: M7 -17 -h HA-hf AAT jK*4AT? WTh Na5+ : 17NOTf
t+ hP T A"794msT ftfhf*A ATA+40 ftXh/AA0+ Y+,+ PAAo)

P9j) hT- YA f77K mZ++, o-7 Ah+YKa7 +aoAhtA:: -Th
ATA+,40 ftXhIAAR+ 45# ao- OUT h+o-Ah+ &TA+ Ofhf

AA? 9*4A? GANC7T Gl-h 4,9 a-##WX N74+ATZYA U-77.
U7- ATC 717 Nq 850 4jK +o-AhtA:: fV##-f945+Y MA

777597 V5 ftfC7 (Personal defences) Nq 0"9" 4?, AA,;-
FOX*& o-h4hfP* (real defences) qT9tv::

(079- Arm.- 4?, ASv f-tW& o-##9XP* f-t&P A-COT7
0l+aoAh+ tv hAqT 0l+o Ah+ f-Th-7 G'C9" 0+o Ah+ *A-#7
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0I+o Aht hh A07%ZO flhP AA=2497 0l+o Ah+ ftSM-
V9a>:: "A 777597 V5 ftfC7- O-#mmfXP* T) M9hret

(hi ) N-7 hi(Mt awhbA Y& W7D+ - S:: "A '7775%V
`75% HUT WIAb q,9+49"9" A-Th- 0-0m+ = f- f v U,9T

KC7:-I (juridical act) KA (IChI* f a'wfPF V69" :: Ah-
o-Amn+ PhOYf ff~v- 57CP U.9T o-7Em@GA: +Pff
am?* 00U- V+K 5??v- '7?., fl0 6 Af& Af"" +Fm-f m-m-
AAtnwa Ai9,":: 01'7 , V-1 pTC 854 -ad T Wh TIK+40
ftXh/A0 OK, AAYS OHfA- AAThf? A9"~:: HA4 M-A -Th

f+md5 17NOfl Amhi/AA fMAT Y+,+ PAAf4A( +bt'Ii (unconditional
order to pay) NTKRY fT77 , S 'TC 827 (0) ?R57V:: MU 'H4f
fG-Th- 4,99 W5 HA4 OK, f-7- Z h f HP%,+ 4?, fto-6+
(conditional) h9Y AAAP':: Wh- Ao+an TPhfK So fAtnhm
ftAw PhoAfl' bchC ftfYoAh+tv W- Ah-Y Ao-7 - SW::

ffh- htv P K'710 AM'4& -54/5Vi1 AA:: hhh4-AA :54/ 94
AoAl4 fGTh- 4?, maP? HA4 OK, ftZ4 +A -A K710 ++0#5%
PAAm A ATV/A+ A, fVtmC 6445 017K, U1S (BTC 840 4
HMW-5% +ATADARUOhf thffK +AT- ALMN NATA+qlA
+*TC O-K4,&7 A'k T AV /LA NIK AT A 7775% FA
auf A(pde) A::

-Th NIAT40 ft:hAl o-07- HOIhf NIAMT/1 fh4hA tami
hAtv:: ThfK Wq mK4.4 AOXA09 7?.,+ fth? ffv 7?.,+

'7j.ftv NTRGAA AAZtnmC tPA+ PAffA:: HA4 fGh-A Ahr* +444.
17Y a)4++-P f0o-Y5% Aflb AT-A- ATAb A-h -17
AA+IA09":: 017K, US AbTC 764 49 fYIf4 OK, (Bill of exchange)

0floY (pledge) AfWH ATK"XA +?TA: YAU 7, A+Ah-
OK59" +IaTT ATK"WY fGATC 825(1)(4) 4,9 V+K5T? AAYS 9U

OK59" flo-Y5% AAh? AF4A:: A-flCP-T fif4 O5K-73?
Gl-h 4,9 ftkOo- AaYoWTv OT77# US ATC 886 4?, ASC
AAo-Y fOKTR5ve h?+K 754 -17 Gl-h 4?, +ATZ NAY57"::

DARU U7- 4-4 h+441. f77K -P mo+ - hA -hO 0fY aM"P
OHfA- htf*@+ tv6 YK41m AAYS :fh AfhfK AAhf*A9"::
-h HIM" h&# 99" Y+,+ PAAtv Aq ATA+,40 ftXh/AA0+it f771

Atp-v-7 4+4A ftfAKCT OK, Sv:: -hO 0Gh++ h+mn+9"70
WY7 7IW 7 07494mnT fi Atpe?- firKpA:: fM. II7NO

'UpmCT A+4A:: HMUP AIIT-TH ~ ))-q'" 47tfF Ftm > ma
9561 PY4A:: hWU H+abi76 F-T -Vl- NI TTA 111H A HCI-

Nq AAC+ f+.9Am hA9"~:: f-Th +mtn, f ZAT 044
Ao-*IqmC jK*4A:: PU1 fo-'IfY oI7 7 17G fl- hV TO,+
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f44Z77A+K fhJhUAfl- W-T5YNIIh G+
AA"7?m+>0+fR h4Aft= Ahf7TjF K7+ A-::
fnhm?+4,9 Wh houdev- hh"M-e Ak ff AT hf*A9":=
HOW" ft+A, hfA9":: DANUWh OfhfI ( A4- AT 9*4A ftAmR
+c7-9" -hO h?'7Y 07+4m/af5+ "Mq?0+ Sv::

h4,9 htNZH114m f-h Gv6 hYC f44-A m-749A - /A HC *A
f0o.A. 24435 0l4/6/2000 tv-41 PhbA S- ma)? ATK9fftvh? fOtv-'

+1TAT qYfAT::

Glhfk ATC 454/97 M>ZA f 4-A m4,4jA - /A HC *A (1UT
40%V- 4jK h5 W454 AIM fm- a)-,) A+o-),?AAV- III-

(precedent) Sve:: faff T-/4* a),99 o-AA h4+ A+o-,AA, OPfl
0+4a Ah- foash? '7?., hAAT-tv:: finC *h-+ Y011

FAf)7 Ha+9" -h HA-hf AAT 9*4A fMA o-KP-K-% 4j
VKC9"0A:: ff4 o IK7ACY9ff Rh htv-- AT ++AA? o1hbA

YAtv? MA o775% =5 07K4" Sv:: 077"K U"1 AbTC 717(1) 4,9
f+o-Ah+tv MA 75%(Personal relations) '77 h4e h+'tvo F-h
GV6 hYC ffhfK 7 1775% A6fC AAFA9f:: Thf-PKA
+men hAtv- Wh T) PsAAA +m VAAtv ATR+ A A 0f@o-W

hfhfK qV6 qC A,9mmff9:: HA4 fGh-A9" A-Afi* -h-7 Ammt
ftW- Ahch4- 3: toll AWDm A+P o-1)0 h+m6 qC 449e-

W7ATA +9 (Thf4Y-) Se:: h-Th (10. hC AfhfYK AAT
h9A9"A ATE V1A 17775%V OC mfA+4flh RRKO=A Nlhe
MA N775 ATR h4h? &M4 f-tA- GhiEW AT +MEW ofhbA
YA CLW7 Sv:: haoAh*Y4fZWA bChC -17 hO-A-h w6 YA V'A+ :
aM7.9C YAT foat7o- V7775%, FWmh S:: Vfi0C *A AA
h?+X'7 717 Nq 850 GlhAPfl fi-U '4 #74t '71 7-l46Ytv
f+h+A AAAA9f:: o-h4h? AT4.9COfl kA VOb4&t- 6 his?- 454-7

HfNtp bev fMA '7775% 4f, -fl +amM' o-Y7 M(TA:: Pho-Ah*
o-h4h? T) M0+ : mill ftafuC AAY~t Ak4,.MTtv AST0
5MC:: Vfi0C *A Fm+n 4,Av 574tv Ahbide W 1 46tv 7,A+49"

ft?0I f7v- U71 5407 ftfI Nq h+Ao-Ktv h+4-19" hYC
o-W7 ATI AA T)AR3A AANC-T US7 (+49- V0U-194-7ff

o-W7 PTATA:: -Th NITA+40 ftXhkAfl I-Y f774 4m4bf =od?
Sve:: MWf>tv A11 ft"X* h- enRW tvaL 7 SI v:: WTh- tvnaJ-
hf5 f7K 0U- 9411 V4A::fiC *A-+ fu? h+4-19- -7 f-Th?
mnp+P AT +9"5%4 ft+76I AAY~t 07-1 U 5 4"7 Af@)I
hA9"~:: f+Ao-Ktv h+4-19- ff h ATR+40 ftXh/AAnfl AThfK
AAT f9V07At htvma tv esP9 GYCA AAT-P* AhMht& -54/-V+
YAFa)- qilm ftA NAT -Wh AThfK AAT ?A*A ftA AA50K":=
VfinC *A-+ fu7 hu++ +AC*CA? AA+64-9? ftMP-? Vo--H= N7
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uf+CI97 oA 7AA@:: 0"1 (+49" T/1 3 i*-")'T "19"'f
tvh? "M0+ ATKRTqq +Tftv- fu? 9"C Phd4& MRUP":-
1. fus?1 f+AYf hW4 of5% A ' + flt tYSP% (consistency

and uniformity) "Mff
2. 'A+4.Ah M ai T HfY t)%? (Coherence) "fft
3. taLA (Consequence) V+709 q99::8

finC *A-+ -h Ao-+"o- AAT jK*4A GR-A Phmatp PC7-P MY,
f+o-Ah-hf7 o Ah.7P* f+h+A AAAAf :: fI7Y U7-1 f+AYV-

h-W h-h 5407 AT q6 .9C f0o-o-7 aof5% ]AAp- tP%
AA+M4anwP:: Th Amn5+ AAT ?714A (PXA +CiP CLAT
( VA-kY aYA a41% V7, hU h?+ 693 4? f-Th htv--P ftXYlfl
GA 67 A Wh KG' M AT A76 ~n q1jhgA0+ h+o-AA fth,4?,5%

A9,I A (I' '7A h+Atv .9C YAw? a'p5% (Coherence) U/9"f+ tvhp
(h4AeIrl):: -hO A4h fYi m +Mi 9tM- Il'oYA A hh hChC 7,th
00714+- ha7%& -54/-V% a-A7 jK4A a?? fNIC *A-+ -WC-9
oh4h? ASY~w9a)?,A? ft&- hadT+ -CU .9C ftffu-b V99>::

-Th NIT+'40 fth'Al4+ Y+,+ PAAAb- 771417 +h+P Vt- qt
ATTE, "794mbf- f"tvA hAAF M#T btv49q YAtv OK, ATR-

-tNl Mfhfa4 LAl5, R o+CLan Legta Theory (1q 99Th
+ XP*T A. 4,9 fTA S:: Vh P.9t- fhkAAF a+3

A,#7 ATK-Z*A ft44 f-Th ++AA? AT.4- :h0 Aff GhWZf5
A+4G(A ?A*4A? AARU Ph0C *A-+ fW7Co- tvaL OYU&+ fI7K,

AT? 4Y Atp? +66T 0%ma- Ma~tv-f::

*A-+ hmAtnp tv4f wh-n a- 'M19> ? ?5 f-h hh C41 MA
075 7 174+ f-tA- 0"71 A 0"71 o1hbA Sv- O-Atp 4?

5v@:: Pqtv 69417 -h HA-hf?5 AAT ATRA? ASTf,'(? f-ZtR
DAYS 01U 5741 49 P6h- 97It RLATWA f+4A ?,WI WIC::

HGRU V AAT &9'1A0" V-4lf KAA:: PASS 07-1 fiefA 4q +h(

SW:: 57C '77 1 41U 1920 flo-T+h foa-v-~ o-5 049d1w
T7 MhA hA9"~:: fTZ/1/AAhA. 1920 ftR571tv AA '7A ThfK

(Surety) NTE 07144- (Arid)A fG-h) TA DAo-Y7 hA9"~:: DARU
fu7- h)4+X h+Ytltv 7-P .9C F75 Am-9:: jSon7 ATE

8 Neil MacCormic, Legal Reasoning and Legal Theory (1994)
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htp-6 Abh4-A,& '7.,+ ftV0+7E '/+,+ PAAf-I 7# A"74m1nT
HUOT%+@ +Nff4e f7Y OK, Ao-+"o- : NT AhWY
fnt+ M jKKAAAAF A& +M7i o'h4hY (defence) A&tYWe 9AA

ftXA fu? +CP-9 ohtn+ fV7K, U17 AbTC 827t 840 AT 854 fXTh
Sve:: ATK 0<h~av ht+F *A-+ fimet tv4) fu? -WC-9 V##7
h4.0) US, 07v-- 5 :: f+hfletv 40C *A K-7qf US- fo+Cjq7
ATE US fiWve + AA~q 7 Atpf::

Th AfAPA A-+u1o-: AAT 9*4A ftA a-KP"KY
(Memoran7 c7 ue h(1W ( &#9 YA+Ai4m'iw:: Vi"7.91 6-

(Memorandum cheque) OUT Ac94 tvhA o-aio- Sve:: Fitt tv-41
tvm.L+ o-+m-A WTh? h?74 14mbfl- o-,Vf5% V"fid0 fuA
Sve:: DARU T/44 Glhfk ATC 454/97 0l+4metp AAml o-0,4
w-ftvl T h AhWY ATE Ao-+07o :95 maPj Thf?5% hAT9"
OR"A fu?" WC7-9"A:
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The Effect of Bigamous Marriage on Distribution of Marital
Property in Ethiopia: A Case comment

Aschalew Ashagre*

1. Introduction
Marriage is a sacred institution which has been well accepted by society in
every corner of the world. As such, marriage has been recognized and
protected by both national laws of countries' and international legal
instruments.2Legal recognition and protection is given to marriage because it
is through marriage that humanity establishes and maintains family, which is
the fundamental unit of society.3The recognition and protection of marriage
becomes meaningful when the law gives recognition and protection to the
effects produced by marriage. The basic effects of marriage can be divided
into personal and pecuniary.4 In Ethiopia, personal effects of marriage

*LL.B, LL.M, Consultant and Attorney- at -Law, part-time lecturer- in- law at the
School of Law, Addis Ababa University. The author is very much indebted to
Professor Tilahun Teshome, Ato Solomon Immru and Ato Yoseph Aemero who
unreservedly gave me their opinions with regard to the issues discussed in this case
comment. I am also grateful to Ato Fekadu Petros who invited me to contribute this
case comment. I am very much happy to receive any comment on this case comment
and I can be reached at: gakidan.ashare335@email.com,
'Nowadays, it is possible to conclude that almost all countries of the world
have put in place laws dealing with the family in general and marriage in
particular.
2The Universal Declaration of Human Rights of 1948 (hereinafter cited as the
UDHR), the International Convention on Civil and Political Rights(
hereinafter cited as ICCPR), adopted in 1966 which entered into force in 1976,
Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against
Women, adopted and opened for signature in 1979 and entered in to force in
1981.
3But we have to bear in mind that marriage is not the only arrangement through
which family is established as family may be established by irregular union and/or
cohabitation.
4The effects of marriage in Ethiopia are the same regardless of the mode of
celebration of marriage. See generally, chapter three of the Revised Family Code of
Federal Ethiopia, 2000, Arts.40-73, Proc.No.213, Federal NegGaz.,Year 6,
Extraordinary Issue No.1.
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pertain to respect, support, assistance,5 joint management of family,6

cohabitation,7 determination of residence,8 duty of fidelity 9 and the like.

Pecuniary effects of marriage, in turn, relates to the creation of new legal
relationship between the spouses regarding property. In this regard, the most
fundamental effect is the presumption that all property of the spouses shall
be deemed to be common property even if registered in the name of one of
the spouseso unless such spouse proves that he/she is the sole owner
thereof." From this, we can understand that in the absence of contrary proof,
spouses have equal share from the common property. This can be true only
when the marriage is a monogamous marriage.

However, there are circumstances where a man may have two or more wives
at the same time, although polygamous marriage or bigamous marriage is
not allowed under the Revised Family Code of Ethiopia of 2000. In this
regard, Art 11 of the Code clearly provides that a person shall not conclude
marriage as long as he/she is bound by bonds of a preceding marriage. In
addition to the Federal Family Code, the Criminal Code of the Federal
Democratic Republic of Ethiopia of 2005 had declares that bigamy is a
criminal act.12Despite the fact that bigamy is prohibited both by the Federal
Family Code and the Criminal Code, there are incidences of bigamous
marriages in Ethiopia.

As a matter of fact, bigamous marriage poses multifaceted problems. The
problem posed by a bigamous marriage, inter alia, looms large when the issue
of determining the share of the spouses from the common property comes
into the picture in the case of dissolution of such bigamous marriage. In other

5 Id, Art.49
6 Id, Arts.50-52

7 Id,Art.53
8 Id,Art.54
9 Id,56
10 Id, Art. 63
11 Ibid
12See of the Criminal Code of the Federal Democratic Republic of Ethiopia, 2005,
Art.650(1),Proc.No.214, Federal Neg.Gaz. According to this provision of the Code
whosoever, being tied by a bond of a valid marriage, intentionally contracts another

marriage before the first union is dissolved or annulled, is punishable with simple
imprisonment not exceeding five years. Art 650(2) has stipulated that any unmarried
person who marries another he knows to be tied by a bond of an existing marriage is
punishable with simple imprisonment. However, it must be borne in mind
thatArt.651 of the Code has put an exception to the rule as it provides [bigamy is not
punishable] where it is committed in conformity with religious or traditional
practices recognized by law.
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words, determining the exact share of the spouses has remained to be an
arduous task for courts when a bigamous marriage is dissolved for various
reasons. Because of this, Ethiopian courts, both at the Federal and regional
level, have held divergent positions on the issue under consideration.
Nonetheless, because treating many court decisions is absolutely beyond the
scope of this short case comment, I have confined to the analysis of two
decisions of the Cassation Division of the Federal Supreme Court of Ethiopia
(hereinafter cited as the Cassation Division) in which the Cassation Division
held two conflicting positions though the facts of the case were similar and
the questions of law involved in both the cases were identical.

The first case I selected was litigated between two wives of a man (their
husband) who had died at the time of the litigation. In this case, the
Cassation Division decided that half of a building (a common property) was
to be given to the son of the deceased born to one of the disputants, and the
remaining half to be divided between the two wives. The second case I have
selected was again litigated between two wives of a man( the husband) in
which the Cassation Division decided that one of the wives was entitled to
half of a house (which was the subject of the litigation) and the other half
should be divided between the husband and the other wife of this man.13

From the above brief presentation of the facts and decision of the Cassation
Division, we can grasp that the Cassation Division has held different
positions at different times with regard to determining the actual share of
spouses, out of the common property, in the case of dissolution of a
bigamous marriage. The question, however, is how did the same Bench
arrive at different conclusions in a similar case brought to it? Did the
Cassation Division have any concrete legal basis to negate its previous
position and to hold the latter position? Will the vacillating approach of the
court mean any thing towards insuring the predictability of the decisions of
the Bench? At any rate, how can we put in place a lasting solution to the
problem of determining share of spouses in the case of bigamous marriages?
As a modest response to the call made by the Federal Supreme Court of
Ethiopia,14 this case comment is, therefore, meant to carefully analyze the

13For full account of the facts of the case and the holding of the courts, see the
discussions made under section two of this piece, particularly 2.1 and 2.2 of the work.
14The preface of the publications of the Cassation Division in which the decisions of
the Division are contained has clearly called up on legal professionals engaged in
different fields and students to give their constructive comments and critics on such
decisions so that these comments and critics will be important inputs for the
improvement of the decisions of the court. In this regard, see, the prefaces of
Decisions of the Cassation Division of the Federal Supreme Court, any volume. So far 12
volumes have been published and distributed to the public.
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above issues and recommend possible solutions. Nevertheless, the author
cannot claim that he will suggest an absolute solution to the problem. Rather
this case comment is basically aimed at exposing the problem and provoking
thoughts among legal scholars and students of law. To this end, this case
comment has been organized as follows. The second section of the work has
been devoted to the summary and presentation of the facts of the case and
the holding of the courts while the third part deals with the analysis of the
cases and the accompanying comments. The fourth section deals with brief
concluding remarks.

2. Summary of the Facts and Holding of the Courts

2.1 Case One (Cassation file No. 24625)

This case came from Amhara region. In this case, a man called Ato Maru
Suleiman married two wives called W/ro Sadiya Ahmed and W/ro Rahima
Ali. Later on, the husband died a natural death and the marriage that he had
with his two wives was dissolved by virtue of the law.15 The deceased left a
son who was born from Sadiya Ahmed. Following the death of her husband,
Sadiya sued Rahima claiming her share and the share of her son from the
common property. The common property which was the subject of litigation
was a house. The suit was brought at Debarq Woreda Court,16North Gondar
Zone, Amhara National Regional State. The house, over which the parties
litigated, was under the possession of W/ro Rahima. The relief sought by the
plaintiff was that the defendant should give her (the plaintiff) share and the
share of her son on the house which was known in the name of the deceased
husband of both women.

Both the plaintiff and the defendant presented their arguments and proved to
the satisfaction of the court that both were the wives of the deceased. Based
on this, the Woreda Court decided that half of the house should be divided
by the two wives and the remaining half should be given to the son of the
deceased husband born from W/ro Sadiya. The defendant, W/ro Rahima,
was aggrieved by the decision of the Woreda Court and lodged an appeal to

151n Ethiopia, death is one of the grounds for the dissolution of marriage as clearly
provided in Art.75(a) of the Revised Family Code, cited above at note 4.The regional
family codes have also recognized that death is one of the grounds of dissolution of
marriage irrespective of the mode of celebration of marriage.
16Here, I am not able to indicate the file number of the Woreda Court because the
Cassation Division did not cite the case number of the woreda court except it did
declare that the decision of the woreda court was affirmed. Yet, the Cassation
Division should have cited the file number of the case at the woreda court in its
decision for easy reference.
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High Court of North Gondar Zone.17 The appellate court, having heard the
arguments of both sides, reversed the decision of the Woreda Court, on 31
December 2004, holding that the house was bought by the deceased husband
and W/ro Rahima which means that W/ro Sadiaya was not entitled to take
any share from it. Then W/ro Sadiya lodged an appeal to the Supreme Court
of Amhara Regional State. However, to the dismay of the appellant, the
appellate division of the Supreme Court affirmed the decision of the Zonal
High Court.18

As W/ro Sadiya was discontented by the decisions of the Zonal High Court
and the regional Supreme Court, she lodged an application to the Cassation
Division of the Federal Supreme Court.19 The Cassation Division (of the
Federal Supreme Court) accepted her application and summoned W/ro
Rahima. Both parties presented their case. W/ro Sadiya prayed the Cassation
Bench for the reversal of the decisions of the Zonal High Court and the
regional Supreme Court while W/ro Rahima prayed for the affirmation of
those decisions. The Cassation Division examined the case and framed an
issue. The issue framed by the Cassation Division was: if the house, which was
the subject of litigation, was bought during the conjugal life of W/ro Sadiya and the
deceased Ato Maru Suleiman, how could W/ro Sadiya be deprived of her right of
getting her legitimate share from the common property? In the course of the
litigation and by examining the files of the lower courts, the Cassation
Division realized that the house was bought by Maru Suleiman, while the
marriage between the deceased and the W/ro Sadiya was still valid. Owing
to this, the Cassation Division reversed the decisions of the regional courts on
the 7th of November 2008.20 The Cassation Division stressed that since no
adequate proof was adduced by the defendant to the effect that the house
belonged only to her (the defendant) and the deceased, it is presumed that
the house was a common property. Consequently, the Cassation Division
reversed the decisions of the Zonal High Court and of the regional Supreme

17See W/ro Sadiya Ahmed v W/ro Rahima Ali, ( Civil File Number 07983, North
Gondar Zone High Court, December 31, 2004)
"sSee W/ro Sadiya Ahmed v, W/ro Rahima Ali ((Civil File Number 005615, Amhara
National Regional State Supreme Court, Appellate Division, March 16, 2006)
19This was so because the Amhara Regional Supreme Court did not organize the
Regional Cassation Bench at that time. Currently, all regional states of the Ethiopian
Federation have established cassation benches at regional levels which entertain final
decisions of regional courts decided on regional matters.
20See W/ro Sadiya Ahmed v, W/ro Rahima Ali (Cassation Civil File Number 24625,
Federal Supreme Court, Cassation Division, November 7, 2008).This decision has
also be published under Decisions of the Federal Supreme Court, Cassation Division,
vol.8, ppl 9 5-1 9 7.
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Court. Instead, the Cassation Division affirmed the decision of the Woreda
Court. The Cassation Division maintained that the decisions of the Zonal
High Court and the Supreme Court of the Region contained fundamental
error of law as they denied the right of W/ro Sadiya to take her share from
the house which led to litigation. The Cassation Division decreed that the
division of the house should be executed in accordance with the decision of
the Woreda Court which declared that the two wives would take one fourth
(1/4) of the house each, and the son of the deceased would take the
remaining half.

2.2 Case Two (Cassation File No. 50489)

This case arose from another corner of Ethiopia, Southern Nations,
Nationalities and peoples' Region. In this case, a man called Haji Mohammed
Halis had two wives named W/ro Zeineba Kelifa and W/ro Kedija Siraj.
W/ro Kedija was a resident of Alaba-kolito while w/ro Zeineba was a
resident of Saudi Arabia. Following the dissolution of the marriage that
existed between her and Haji Mohammed Halis by divorce, W/ro Kedija
sued her husband at the Woreda Court of Alaba-Kolito for the division of
common property. On account of this, W/ro Zeineba applied to the Court
(which was entertaining the case) to intervene in the court proceeding as the
outcome of the decision of the court would be detrimental to her right. She
was allowed to intervene and she claimed that she was entitled to take her
share from the subject of the litigation- a house. The Woreda Court examined
the arguments and evidence presented by both the litigants.21 Then, it
decided that the intervener, W/ro Zeineba, was not entitled to any share as
the house was possessed by W/ro Kedija and that the intervener was not able
to prove that she contributed anything for the construction of the building.
Therefore, the woreda court decided that the house should be equally
divided between Haji Mohammed Halis and W/ro Kedja.

Aggrieved by the Decision of the Woreda Court, W/ro Zeineba lodged an
appeal to the Zonal High Court of Alaba for the reversal of the decision of the
lower court. However, the appellate Court rejected her appeal.22 She did not
stop there; she applied to the Cassation Bench of the Regional Supreme Court
although her case was not accepted by the Bench.230wing to the rejection of

21See W/ro Zeineba Kelifa v W/ro kedija Siraj(Civil File Number 02464, Alaba-Kolito
Woreda Court Court, unpublished, May 18, 2009).
22See W/ro Zeineba Kelifa v W/ro Kedija Siraj (Civil File Number 01969, Alaba Zonal
High Court, unpublished, June 12, 2009).
23See W/ro Zeneba Kelifa v W/ro Kedija Siraj (Civil File Number 29217,
SNNP,Federal Supreme Court, Cassation Division, unpublished, Octoberl5, 2007).
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her case by the regional courts of all levels, W/ro Zeineba filed an application
to the Cassation Division (of the Federal Supreme Court) on November 7,
2009. The Cassation Division accepted her application and summoned W/ro
Kedija, the respondent. In her defense, the respondent maintained that W/ro
Zeineba did not establish any marital tie with Mohammed Hails and did not
contribute anything to the construction of the house. The respondent further
added that the house was built by her and Haji Mohammed Halis. By
examining the arguments presented by both parties and the documents
contained in the file, the Cassation Division established that the marriage
between W/ro Zeineba and Haji Mohammed Halis was established in 1984
E.C (around 1991/1992). On the other hand, the marriage between Haji
Mohammed and W/ro Kedija was established in 1987 E.C (around 1994/95).

Having realized that both the applicant and the respondent were the wives of
Haji Mohammed Halis, the Cassation Division moved to the determination of
the share of the spouses in the house under discussion. The Cassation
Division maintained that both the regional and the Federal Family laws have
registered partition of common property of spouses in the case of
monogamous marriage since the laws clearly prohibited bigamous
marriages. Despite this, the court said, bigamous marriage has been actually
practiced by the society and where a dispute in relation of partition of
common property between and/or spouses arises, court decisions should be
geared towards promoting social values.

After it entertained the arguments of the litigants, the Cassation Division
reversed the decisions of the regional courts of all levels. The Cassation
Division decided that half of the house building should go to W/ro Kedija
Siraji, who possessed the building, and the other half should be divided
between Haji Mohammed Halis and W/ro Zeineba Kalifa. From the decision
of the Cassation Division, it is possible to realize that one the wives of Ato
Haji Mohammed Hails, W/ro Kedja, was entitled to half of the common
property while the other wife, w/ro Zeineba was entitled to 14 of the
common property. The husband of the ladies was also entitled to 14 of the
common property. It is also understandable that the Cassation Division of the
Federal Supreme Court negated the position it held in the case which arose
between Sadiya Ahmed and Rahima Ali. This is because in the case of Sidiya
v. Rahima, the Cassation Division decided that the wives take 14 of the
common property while in the latter case, in the case Zeineba v. Kedija, the
Cassation Division decided that one of the wives take half of the common
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property and the other half should be divided by the husband and the other
wife.24

3.Analysis

3.1 Analysis on Case One
As I have indicated previously, the first case was decided in November 2008
in which the Cassation Division decided that half of the common property
should go to the successor of the deceased husband and the remaining half
should be equally apportioned between the surviving wives of the deceased.
The question is, however, as to why the Cassation Division adopted this
formula. Was the Cassation Division motivated by legal provisions or equity
and fairness? As can be understood from the close reading of the decision of
the Cassation Division, the court did not provide any reason as to why it
declared that half of the property should go to the successor of the deceased.
The Cassation Division simply endorsed the decision of the Woreda Court
without any analysis and reasoning. The only thing the Cassation Division
did was declaring that if it was proved that both ladies were the wives of the
deceased, the property, which was the subject of litigation, was a common
property.

Although the Ethiopian family laws have not contained provisions which can
regulate the determination of share of spouses in the case of bigamous
marriages, courts are duty-bound to resolve the issue by taking into
consideration the principle of equality before the law in general and equality
of spouses in particular. Judged in light of these constitutional and human
rights values which are cherished by national as well as international legal
instruments, the decision of the Cassation Division is not acceptable, at least

24See W/ro Sadiya Ahmed v W/ro Rahima Ali (Cassation Civil File Number 50489,
Federal Supreme Court, Cassation Division, October 04, 2010).This decision has also
be published under Decisions of the Federal Supreme Court, Cassation Division,
vol.11, pp 2-5.In relation to the holding of the Cassation Division, one is prompted to
ask the following relevant questions: Why did the Cassation Division decide in the
first case that the husband was entitled to half of the common property? Couldn't
that be against equality before the law and spousal equality which are deeply
entrenched under the FDRE Constitution and other international human rights
instruments to which the country is a party? Did the Cassation Division have any
concrete legal basis to absolutely negate its former stand and decide that one of the
wives is entitled to half of the common property and the other wife to 14 of the
common property? Did the Cassation Division have any legitimate ground to decide
that the husband is entitled to 14 of the common property in the second case?
Couldn't this decision be contradictory to the equality clause incorporated in the
FDRE constitution and international human rights instruments to which Ethiopia is a
party?
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to this writer. To begin with, the decision has undermined the principle of
equality before the law as it did not treat the wives of the deceased on equal
footing with the successor. Needless to say, equality before the law is
nowadays one of the cardinal constitutional principles. At the same time, it
has been embodied in the major international human rights instruments. For
example, Art. 7 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the UDHR, 25

(which has become part and parcel of the Ethiopian legal system since 199126

and which serves as a guiding principle to interpret the human rights section
of the FDRE Constitution,27) states that all are equal before the law and are
entitled without discrimination to equal protection of the law. By the same
token, Art. 2(1) of the International Convention on Civil and Political Rights
(the ICCPR hereinafter) also provides that each state party to the covenant
undertakes to respect and to ensure to all individuals within its territory and
subject to its jurisdiction, the rights recognized in the covenant without
distinction on grounds of race, color, sex, language, religion, political or other
opinion, national or social origin, property, birth or other status. What is
more, Art. 3 of the African Human Peoples' Rights Charter declares that
every individual shall be equal before the law and shall be entitled to the
equal protection of the law.

All the above legal instruments have been part and parcel of the Ethiopia law
since Ethiopia is a party to all of them. Accordingly, the provisions of these
international legal instruments should be given due consideration by our
courts as any other legislation enacted by House of Peoples' Representatives
and regional councils. Besides, the values of the afore-mentioned instruments
have been incorporated under the FDRE constitution. For instance, Art 25 of
the FDRE Constitution provides that all persons are equal before the law and
are entitled without any discrimination to the equal protection of the law.
This same article adds that the law shall guarantee to all persons equal and
effective protection without discrimination on grounds of any sort. In
addition to incorporating values of equality before the law, Art.13(2) of the
FDRE constitution declares that all human and democratic rights enshrined

25See the full text of the UDHR, cited above at note 1.
26See the Transitional Period Charter of Ethiopia, 1991, Art.1 Proc. No.1, Neg.Gaz.
Year 50, No.1.The Charter declared in black and white that human rights
incorporated in the UDHR were transformed in to the domestic laws of Ethiopia as
of the adoption of the Charter in July 1991.
27See the Constitution of the Federal Democratic Republic of Ethiopia, 1995, Art.
13(2), Proc.No.1, Federal Negarit Gazeta, Year 1, No.1. See also Assefa Fisseha, 'The
Concept of Separation of Powers and Its Impact on the Role of the Judiciary in Ethiopia', in
Assefa Fiseha and Getachew Assefa,(editors), Institutionalizing Constitutionalism and
the Rule of Law: Towards Constitutional Practice in Ethiopia, Ethiopian Constitutional
Law Series 2010,Volume 3, pp.7-53.
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in the same constitution should be interpreted in a manner conforming to the
principles of the UDHR, the ICCPR and other international instruments
adopted by Ethiopia.

Despite this, however, the Cassation Division did not reflect equality of
spouses before the law with respect to their shares when a common property
is divided among the spouses. This is because the Cassation Division
endorsed a decision of a Woreda court of Amhara Regional State which
decided that women spouses should take less than the husband. The decision
of the Woreda Court as well that of the Cassation Division have also violated
equality of spouses which has gained international as well as national
recognition. At the international level, the ICCPR, the International
Convention on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (hereinafter the IESCR),
the Convention on the Elimination of any Form of Discrimination against
Women and the African Charter on Human and People's Rights. In this
regard, Art. 23 (4) of the ICCPR stipulates that states parties to the convention
shall take appropriate steps to ensure the equality of rights and
responsibilities of spouses as to marriage, during marriage and at its
dissolution. To realize this international duty, Ethiopia has taken appropriate
legal and institutional a measures. Equality of spouses has been clearly
provided in the FDRE Constitution. In this connection, Art 34 (1) of the
Constitution declares that men and women have equal rights while entering
into, during marriage and at the time of dissolution of marriage. Besides,
when we closely examine the family laws of the country, both federal and
regional,28 we can realize that the equal protection of spouses is insured
irrespective of the mode of establishment of marriage- whether the marriage
is civil, religious or customary.29

In addition, Art 35 of the FDRE Constitution is entirely devoted to the
protection of the rights of women taking into consideration the fact that
women were historically disadvantaged groups of society in Ethiopia as was
the case elsewhere in the world. Accordingly,Art. 35(1) of the Constitution
states that women shall, in the enjoyment of rights and protections provided
for in the constitution, have equal rights with men and sub-article 2 of the
same article provides that women have equal rights with men in marriage as
prescribed by the constitution. In addition to these constitutional principles,

281n Ethiopia, following the Ethiopian Federal experiment in Ethiopia, there are ten
family codes, nine those of the regions and the Revised Family Code which is
applicable in Addis Ababa and Dire Dawa.
29 In Ethiopia, both at the federal and regional levels, there are three types of
celebration of marriages. These are civil, religious and customary marriage; yet the
legal effects attached to all of them are the same.
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the family laws of the country, federal and regional, have tried to insure the
equality of spouses in entering into marriage, during marriage and after
dissolution of marriage.30 Therefore, it can be safely concluded that Ethiopia
has put in place legal instruments to ensure equality of spouses in all respects
in general and in division of marital property in particular. In other words,
that means the country has worked its best, as far as legislation is concerned,
to discharge its international obligation imposed upon it by Art. 23 of the
ICCPR.

It can also be said that Ethiopia has enacted laws which can be used as
important vehicles to domestically implement the Convention on the
Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women which, inter alia,
requires all state parties condemn discrimination against women in all its
forms, agree to pursue by all appropriate means and without delay a policy
of elimination of discrimination against women. The Convention also
declares that State parties to the Convention undertake to embody the
principle of equality of men and women in their national constitutions or
other appropriate legislation with a view to eliminate any form of
discrimination against women. Moreover, State parties to the convention are
also required to establish legal protections of the rights of women on equal
basis with men and to insure, through competent tribunals, and other public
institutions the effective protection of women against discrimination. As far
as institutional protection is concerned, Ethiopia has declared in its
constitution that an independent judiciary has been established both at the
state1 and federal levels,32 which is amenable to the proper implementation
of all laws in general and laws dealing with the equality of spouses in
particular.

However, it must be borne in mind that, enacting laws and establishing
courts do not by themselves suffice to ensure the equal protection of spouses.
Equality of spouses is ensured when the courts are active enough to carefully
examine national as well as international legal provisions before they arrive
at a certain decision. Particularly much is expected from the decision of the
Cassation Division since it is empowered to interpret both federal and

30When we closely examine the regional family codes we can easily realize that they
are copies of the Revised Family Code of the Federal Government except some minor
differences.
3 The federal Constitution has declared that states shall be required to establish three
levels of courts i.e. state Supreme Court, high court and first instance court. See
Art.78 (3) of the FDRE Constitution, cited above at note 27. Accordingly, all regions
of the Federation have established three tiers of courts.
321d, see Art.78(2).See also Federal Courts Proclamation, 1996, Proc.No25, Federal
Neg.Gaz. Year 2, No.13.
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regional laws of Ethiopia and whose decision is declared to be binding on all
lower courts in Ethiopia, be it federal of regional courts.33 In the case at hand,
it can be concluded that the Cassation Division tried to interpret the law to
insure that spouses receive share from the common property since the case
presented to Cassation Division was not regulated either by the Amhara
Region Family Law or the Federal Family Law. The absence of legal
provision which may directly resolve the issue at hand is attributable to the
fact that these family laws did not contemplate the appearance of bigamous
marriage since this type of marriage was outrightly prohibited by both laws.
The question, however, is how should courts of law go about determining the
share of spouses where a bigamous marriage is dissolved? The Cassation
Division has somehow resolved the problem in its decision. However, the
Cassation Division did not give any reason which pushed it to decide the
case the way it did, although the Cassation Division, as any other Court, is
required by the Ethiopian Civil Procedure Code to give reasons for its
decisions.34 Therefore, the Cassation Division of the Court should have given
reason as to why it arrived at such decision which entitled the husband more
shares than his two wives. In sum, on the basis of the reading of the decision
of the case under consideration, it can be concluded that the decision of the
Cassation Division did not address equality of spouses in taking equal shares
out of marital property. It can also be argued that the Cassation division did
not attach appropriate weight to the protection of rights of women after the
dissolution of marriage.

3.2 Analysis on Case two

As I have indicated above, the second case arose in SNNP Regional State and
it was litigated again by two women who were the wives of a man called Haji
Mohammed Halis. In this case, the Cassation Division took a position
squarely in contradiction to the one it took in the case one above. The
Cassation Division held that 12 of the house (that was the subject of litigation)
should be given to one of the wives who was in possession of the house and
the remaining half of the house be divided between the husband and the wife
who was not in possession of the house.

First of all, why did the court negate its previous stance (position) and come
to its current position? If that is the case, how can the court claim that the

33See Federal Courts Proclamation Re-amendment Proclamation, 2005, Art.2 (1),
Proc.454, Federal Neg.Gaz., Year 11, No.42.
34The Civil Procedure Code of the Empire of Ethiopia ,1965, Art.182(2), Dcree No 52,
Year 25, No.3.See also Robert Allen Sedler, Ethiopian Civil Procedure,( 1968),pp.208-
211, Serkaddis Zegeye, 'Judgment Writing: An Overview of the Ethiopian Context',
Ethiopian Journal of Legal Education Volume 4,No.1,(2011 ), pp.27-49.
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interpretation of laws by the Cassation Division is instrumental to ensure
predictability of decision of courts in Ethiopia? Because the decision of the
Cassation Division did not contain any thing which hints at the alteration of
the stance of the Cassation Division, we cannot understand the reason that
pushed the Cassation Division to depart from its previous position.35

Let us now come to the analysis of the case. In this case, too, the holding of
the Cassation Division is wrong in the opinion of this writer. This is because,
as we have analyzed in relation to the previous case, the decision of the
Cassation Division jeopardized the interests of one of the wives, W/ro
Zeineba and the husband Haji Mohammed Halis while it unduly favored
W/ro Kedija who was in possession of the house. Why was W/ro Kedija
entitled to half of the spousal property? Did the fact that she was in
possession of the building give the impression to the Cassation Division that
she was entitled to take much more share than the other spouses?

When we closely read the relevant part of the decision, we can realize that
the Cassation Division was cognizant that proof was adduced at the woreda
court that she/W.ro Kedija/ had direct contribution in the construction of the
house. Nonetheless, from the decision of the Cassation Division, we cannot
understand whether or not the contribution of W/ro Kedija was exactly 50%
of the house. This is so because the Cassation Division in its decision did not
sufficiently summarize the facts of the case. Nor did it present and analyze
the type of evidence adduced at the Woreda Court which convinced it to
decide that W/ro Kedjia contributed 50% and hence she was entitled to half
of the property (the house).

Because the court did not adequately analyze and support its findings with
adequate legal reasoning, we cannot clearly grasp the rationale behind the
decision of the Cassation Division in this regard. Apparently, we can make a
wild guess that the Cassation Division was convinced that the evidence
produced by W/ro Kedija was sufficiently demonstrated that she expended
half for the construction of the house. Yet, on reading of the decision of the
Cassation Division, one can wonder as to how she proved to this effect and
what types of evidence were produced. These worries are legitimate worries
because without the proper analysis of this point, the Cassation Division
could not reach any concrete decision that would serve as a precedent for the
resolution of the same cases that will inevitably arise in the future. However,

35However, we know for sure that the law which amended the Federal Courts
establishment proclamation has empowered the Cassation Division to take any
positions as it wishes though the facts of the cases and the questions of law are
similar.
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the decision of the Cassation Division under consideration will remain to be a
source of confusion and uncertainty unless it is totally altered or amended
with adequate reasons.

Nevertheless, one can imagine that the Cassation Division might be satisfied
(for the purpose of rendering the decision) that the evidence produced at the
woreda court might be weighty to show that W/ro Kedija contributed half
towards the construction of the house. Despite that, however, we cannot
appreciate the true intention of the Cassation Division as its decision has
failed to speak for itself. Therefore, we are still obliged to maintain that the
decision of the court was contrary to equality of spouses. As we have
mentioned previously, equality of spouses is an accepted international norm.
Side by side with the international norms, national laws of various countries
are also adapted to suit the requirements of international conventions which
require member states to take adequate legal and institutional measures
regarding ensuring the equality of spouses. As we have said previously,
Ethiopia has put in place legal and institutional frameworks for the purpose
of insuring spousal equality in all respects.

In Ethiopia, one cannot imagine that courts of law are not unaware of the
national as well as international commitment of the country towards insuring
gender equality in general and spousal equality in particular. Courts of law
are one of the most important organs of government which are expected to
play irreplaceable roles for the protection of fundamental rights in general
and equality of spouses in particular.36 To our dismay, however, studies
conducted so far have demonstrated that judges at the federal and state level
think that they have little or no role in interpreting the human rights
provisions of the constitution.37However, the belief of the judges is not
acceptable because their belief is contrary to Art. 13(1) of the FDRE
Constitution which provides that all federal and state legislative, executive
and judicial organs at all levels shall have the responsibility and duty to
respect and enforce the provisions of chapter three of the constitution which
is entirely devoted to the protection of fundamental rights and freedoms.

361n our modem world, courts of law are expected to play irreplaceable roles in
protection and enforcement of fundamental human rights recognized both under
international human rights instruments as well as domestic laws. This is also true in
Ethiopia at least legally speaking. In this regard, refer to the following works:
Menberetsehay Taddesse, PA.#f-Pf 17 WU 1#',+ (1999 E.C), Tsegaye
Regassa, 'Making Legal Sense of Human Rights: The Judicial Role in Protecting Human
Rights in Ethiopia,' (2009) Mizan Law Review 3(2), pp. 288-330. John Hatchard, Muna
Ndulo and Peter Slinn, Comparative Constitutionalism and Good Governance in the
Commonwealth: An Eastern and Southern African Perspective, (2004), pp. 150-183.
37See Assefa Fisseha, cited above at note 27, pp.24-32 .
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When we come to the case at hand, the stance taken by the regional courts
was very much astounding as we can understand from the decision of the
Cassation Division. The Woreda courts denied the right of one of the wives to
take her share although it was clear for them that the husband was married
to two wives. Since the stance of the Woreda Courts is very much dangerous
in the future (given the fact that similar cases will definitely arise in the
future), the Cassation Division of the Federal Supreme Court should guide
them by handing down critically analyzed and well reasoned decisions with
respect to the issue under discussion. The Cassation Division is expected to
live up to the powers conferred upon it and the expectations of the
stakeholders. However, if the decision of the Cassation Division is very much
shallow and is not well reasoned (as it is the case in the decision under
consideration), the problem of determining the share of spouses in bigamous
marriage shall remain as perplexing as it has been so far.

The Cassation Division of the Federal Supreme Court should be aware that
the issue of determining the share of a spouse in bigamous marriage has
remained to be a bothersome issue among the legal practitioners and legal
scholars and other stakeholders alike. In this regard, when I set out to
analyze and comment these cases, I held discussions with some legal experts
both from the bar and the academic circle who unreservedly forwarded
different opinions on the issue under consideration. The professionals whom
I discussed with believe that the issue under discussion is worthy of critical
examination and analysis. They maintained that the problem can finally be
alleviated by amending the family codes of the country. According to these
professionals, the problem can be resolved by the courts until the law maker
amends the law.3 8

38The first legal professional I discussed with was Ato Solomon Immiru, who was a
judge before he became an attorney and consultant at law. Ato solomon told to this
writer that the problem under consideration is a serious problem worthy of close
examination and discussion. He recounted to this writer that he encountered such
problem when he was working as a judge. He said that a case was brought to his
bench where a man had two wives, one in the rural area of Gurage Zone and the
other in the city of Addis Ababa. A dispute arose among the spouses regarding
division of common properties. He gave a verdict to the effect that the common
property located in the rural areas should be divided between the husband and the
wife residing in the rural area. On the other hand, the common property located in
the urban area was to be equally divided between the husband and the wife residing
in Addis Ababa. None the less, the decision of Ato Solomon is still questionable
because his decision seems to be detrimental to the interest of the wife who was
residing in the rural area as it can be understood that common properties located in
rural areas may not be equivalent to the properties and assets existed in urban areas.
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4. Conclusions and Recommendations

The Cassation Division of the Federal Supreme Court of Ethiopia has been
entrusted with a grand duty of interpreting both federal and regional laws so
as to achieve the purpose of uniform application of laws and insuring
predictability of decisions in Ethiopia. Accordingly, decisions rendered by
the Cassation Division, with not less than five judges, are taken as precedents
which are binding on federal as well regional courts of all levels.

Coming directly to the cases I have analyzed, the Cassation Division has tried
to determine the share of the spouses out of the common property in both
cases. In case one, the Cassation Division merely approved the decision of
Debarq Woreda Court which (the latter) decided that half of the house
should go to the successor of the deceased who was the husband of W/ro
Sadiya and W/ro Rahima. On the other hand, the wives were compelled to

At any rate, how can we say that the wife residing in rural area is not entitled to
share from the properties located in urban areas? Besides, I conferred with Ato
Yoseph Aemero, who was formerly a judge, currently an attorney and consultant at
law. Ato Yosph believes that when courts of law are confronted with the issue of
determining the share of spouses in a bigamous marriage, they should give decision
to the effect that all spouses should get equal share from the common property. He
maintained that we have to be cautious not jeopardize the interest of the first wife.
The problem is, however, sometimes the first wife may not know that her husband
has a second wife for that matter, even the second wife may not know that her
husband is tied to another wife by marriage. In those situations, it may not be
possible to avoid the merger of common properties of the spouses. The other legal
professional who gave me his opinion in connection to the problem I am dealing
with was Professor Tilahun Teshuma of Addis Ababa University. Professor Tilahun
maintained that the problem of hand should be resolve by amending the family lows
of the country. However, he warned that when we amend the law to alleviate this
problem we should not undermine the importance of polygamous marriage which is
recognized by the federal family code and the codes of the reigns. At any rate
according to Ato Tilahun, where a lady married to a man with full knowledge that
the man has another wife the second wife should not be entitled to equal share from
the common property since one should not benefit from one's illegal out. She should
take a share from the share of the husband, according to Professor Tilahun. However,
professor Tilahun said that if the common properties are acquired by the industry
and labor of all the spouses, the spouses can have equal share of the common
property. Can the stances taken by professor Tilahun alleviate the problem at hand?
Should a woman who married a man knowing that he was married to another wife
be denied the right to share from the common property? What if her contribution
towards the common property was more substantial than the contribution made by
the first wife and the husband?
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share only half of the property. Nonetheless, the Cassation Division did not
put forward any reason as to why it affirmed the decision of the Woreda
Court.

In the second case, the Cassation Division took a different stance and decided
that one of the wives, who allegedly contributed half of the house, should
take that half and the other wife and the husband should divide the
remaining half between themselves which means that each would receive
one fourth of the property. In this case, too, the decision of the Cassation
Division is not true to life. Rather it is susceptible to serious criticisms as it
failed to contain reasonably satisfactory justifications which led the Cassation
Division to arrive at such conclusion. On the basis of the bare reading of the
decisions of both the woreda courts and that of the Cassation Division, one
cannot help but conclude that the decisions are contrary to equality before
the law and equality of spouses which have gained relevant places both
under national laws and international human rights instruments.

One may, however, positively think that the courts could not give such
outrageous decisions without having a concrete factual background. But
unless we can read this factual background particularly from the decision of
the Cassation Division, it cannot be good to put forward mere conjectures
that will be detrimental to the development of the jurisprudence in this
regard. Instead, our courts should be criticized and at the same time
encouraged to write well reasoned and critically analyzed decisions. In other
words, the Cassation Division of the Federal Supreme Court of Ethiopia
should be gently informed that it is its constitutional duty to give well-
thought decisions with sufficient analysis and reasons. This is so because its
decisions are important tools for the uniformity and predictability of
decisions in Ethiopia which was the intention and aspiration of the Ethiopian
law-maker when it (the law-maker) conferred the power on the Cassation
Division to lay down precedents.

If neither the law nor the decision of the Cassation Division is sufficient to
deal with the problem of determining the share of spouses in bigamous
marriage, what is the way out? Should we leave the lower courts to decide
the share of the spouses on case by case basis? Should we expect the
Cassation Division to come up with a better formula than it has provided so
far? Or will it be better if we amend our family laws, both regional and
federal, with a view to incorporating legal provisions which will clearly and
sufficiently regulate the share of spouses in bigamous marriages? This writer
recommends two alternatives. The first one is that the Cassation Division of
the Federal Supreme Court, which has been empowered to give decisions
binding on all courts of Ethiopia, should give a well analyzed decision on
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how to determine the share of spouses in the case of bigamous marriages. To
this end, the Cassation Division may conduct a legal research which helps it
deal with the issue as satisfactorily as possible. In any case, the decision of the
Cassation Division should be well- thought, detailed and critically reasoned
so that it will serve as an accurate precedent for the proper decision of similar
cases that will arise in the future. The other alternative is to amend the family
codes so that the problem can adequately be resolved. When we amend the
law, we have to bear in mind that we must not lose sight of the values of
monogamous marriage and that we have to be careful to balance the equality
of spouse during the distribution of the common property. To be more
specific, unless there is a contrary proof which unequivocally shows that one
of the spouses is entitled to more shares from the common property, all
spouses should take equal share from the common property.
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WOO P A.hVi+ 00grL*C TT99t 9940CI1 blPA ID goggC qu9,dht, hi, /Apu A

mnHp ,EU-' Brhy. RIn hRi+ Ahtoii4f Afep RineIP ND'd )&. lu::
17 APuu AR ISg M gghf90m t.9Y. 7R 39
11 97Rp4TS 7.Ph qhhnami un/Lnt MAMTH TC1&Pz .3Krq WAo H704 4,Q

'211 hatinfl Atg,):R1 004+ P)7C W::

"9itRo 1" ;hogg naw ,Rmqqi:: ggully h+ gog~u9g VIIue T+([" AQ

'o HOW A 9/ih/9. hTWR 349*350 M9 351 eiounbtA::
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6tW/H Pt hR919 t?"bt bl atE'l h1 biu mas YmIR tuft
59 OIiS P9tftq V t m9u vFA Mo1 hR'fil ,ECTIC
MU ATT:: RtUiTW M otonos h ITEM7 ubst. flmlhtout fu9,O'+mC

vit) Che ViRo a MTA q uu1st: hHhCh+ *T ii /IhRU HI
"MIn/Po &Ial" 190 em+U)Q/(U4+ w: 21::

pRUi 59* uq44p 90a)S yRIL h9K- abal hprY) Yguqf4ue hgk eye
609/2001 tmo96 M.A 285/94: Wg 991P4 eU944R 940
honom+ WU XCS 1h0T o090li7RP coWP hi+9P C ntPRPi PTl hY.I
toiC Halka hiuiffhmiis hioni Amyi9 NTERMof An:: 0w11

W IP9 48UP fit.h.t. PigiH1 flo' 'I l40h Off n14 MiffJu)' R4I

ffltU 019-t Yt ?,A PhfT oul7RS!. 9u09 uqMglH 4 nMouyRmo:U
4g jT::IT 149f3F l(oar doument IDg m " 011 no

tgfl1O3fLP fyp::1 tij:j4

V7FLPtS TPh Wf D/nhaT WAl"IBWM1'4 "1/1", HtIA em+q Q1 Wmt
hf heonwaIPt aCny, Inp*S REkf* +dCanqfT:: WIP RhChC 0. PA
976U Y' NAt Yt: hAo P,7 :: n&Ae, 4R. 4C Vth ;h7-49. MH On
VtgJA Q'n 474P miAC RTMPTl T V11 ne UTP higMPeeh
M 4'4 YmtD n Mt p tur nf Aggne l,, hMark 1m&ud C::2 tT

U DA a UBmd bl996 9.P HOY HMilS thh TAR. U, Y9l 9MINI hh
YAP:: 0TPOh TR4PT ST HChit MUR hAfS G;CP* AhhtkP M1996 9.P
HL.+P Ined::",

ptmrose hn+ thh 31a P.)r osti ons /uday agAmp:: non
Vttus Vtmug. hf+ thh Ral r T Hount T mg liTICC 14PT2

21 Wk -P. 285/94 h$19g 48 ,ffD~btA::
22 QftmOU Md+ +A 0449/h~k -0. 609/2001 h$19F 50/I hM hRk -. 285/94

h4l9g 48 M9 911.11) ;hil& - U'ey '9yitmuqe ),30.1 hi HPe, 4R. 84qqpi
hAticle MW 4t+ 994 hC solAaR PA,+tfou :71T 42 ,EoonYto: ,I

Yaq4166, AIR Ptfi hn 901PT AIR (source document) fRC7* QPRUAR W::
VPUtA WITHWI ntoou~nt ST ?4146.f 454-IM~iC 14PT' V9H hERAPu::

hafaPn~:: hm~re.ia to tthePr orheDo 4974fe 90nfl bRQ,* f.e, ,z8i
090R )iPl+ 41YIff:: Brhts O attP 7,11, M-1014k e,+ MR*4 Vi hf W0l
shh+Ant X0 UALTD tR3,301 DA, 30 1996 9.90 RO W190a hh DABD
hlR~qyet 700uAn+Q:: Offooon- PC.,CR IL+ &uJPT 4,29P V)hh m?'RA TRY.
homeonPU::

W/al Wmta ha ,Eau[PC+ InC:: 992@nf 71H H ,tC MBP rh7C UhT MH
quarra *n vet Wa/;hae::T 4 th, ffJhh aDA 7-4qe AV"7
aougfae 0/t01 he.;.9"Y fOtA Ah)++ jew"?APAAT UVW* APP&
&6.e,9" PfM Se::V APOh.A~ f'741C 10begi Abd- Wh

goaDAC.;JA(h4A~e 07a;m-9 -P.4:TC 11 4,e f(<NMR 1U 6

ASKY... M:: = TCU Khtimo A f Gol ow/fL+ hT Af7474l~. ourg

fft l itPFv A7x q -" Fh A he4'-A ho ego-AC,;JA::
(http: /ynamtax. co.uk/abouttax/tax

prosecution.php/3/18/tax.prosecutions/
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boulfT Rd.+ Miuoou PT)1+ VPO NTUR ouRI MigRUA,1Sil
MR.go~tth fhTl4 N~foAbtn3::

3. MARY ogu7lil0 W1D 9011+)

HhfT l u008 eu117u 9 I0L g9p VuuI(1 P77 V flC YOlU f
R2j41 YP!T sufona[ll? up Uag+ pYD o90 NRID +C7,P ATfP:: 011.11

UGJIw YART ougol'IflR 006R 'OW VT& 7flf oououllRP suo69P (cash
register machine) W(P Ph, T I97 gunu)A (Point of Sales Machine) ID Dgent
RTW tCThqfA :: QTA ITHflO ulllR hq VPT II9T ou6 ,p uq n+Pl
'9(1 hi'RflP WHP thTif0PA:: Wlil nUDow OI' auulI?1RY fuuW6
nhAT noRM R4Ahi P+h PitFT MRP M57010*4 11,y? YuoH~fi
AuqT'ilfi t+ 9.3 ughtmay Yquqo9 Hh+M li4 TCO16p9 quggR
ti vt7moun+ nficy9 vtt)7m TC1&P yum9Pu miqP tmogge tuguy

ngbqffl Veqyflig tawoqe h+90 pAU soU), j& ::2s

911 oIuu)& i134PT ntnhRtu 11.km~uan+ inu& vbR unu
iu"P (Cash register Machine) UD9&j 26 e :: Ynwen+ a

PhPY YthA Rhud.T OtooAnht hade,41 WDA WAu Inqln( VUffEU6A
o90tkP )c 90it70 Houlf> iu:: nFumw 6THPS h96441 mutDA
on 6eD ihI hefs hi40 vu%+m4e nhb&R+ hltoulim w6p*
ut"mS tImU inolf- WID)T 14 tW:: flth4IA* nouWUrf hilI.U
on 6&9P* hRgRlinife ArwTVC hR.1+7 bdaufil OPRIN PhP+*+ WitRET
(Stock management) hoofo4mC A111M ouA lid vif0 Mi th'tSA*A 4191

iMAC VthfA UA4 T+ huif:: Dl1 ouIP9'0 qf00rq'i on/Rtt RUgrqme'I
uDft+ii hiu12 5l+6R)1 Iti0178f9 g i I DIfL! rlY- 11 M4.
"OLRPF" YnqA- RCkf* hf :: DAlf)P +UaTIPRa& '7(IC h4-A
o*46/e?- A'Pl? Am+P fu%'qae ANtt.P qX+4-S htaffIftI+

+*"7+ -07, Sae:: AUT NA7.C'ZW f?+m5+ AYhhfA
AF,44A::

4. Yftan9e )A.+ dthh tool3ft 14tPF91
R4fil V1tM DnPm 4'ii ofa P.A. to*1,9RP* /hbt.U flu4*P

2tool RT GA 13m9/9/ flW+R f2 C 'I 6 a.: th'iou KA
ugoWe9Y& Potm~w ALIF1 &itqD hQ4A Kp19 [O ap'lY 99mqw HRUA

ily+ Oy? 999RY#9U S :: PART susoli7RLP (M909 0000M9D '19,
900+@a ailc Yi494* hmo huRif vuuge nwiy, pod uumT n7141
pqul cog uuttc o nuomme 1ni4 Buue,p UUt+ I::"1T121j1j BLHopmj P hoUt

h9fellf HIC 500,000.00 /APOt out k1il-lC/ MS Y tf Y ~ilHI b4V*

27 91,] ITC 139/99 2519 2 'trh h'ATR 1.2 M6A1' 6D tYfl111± 9%bP
RT P 1e.i-n R unA in2::

26 gI nod hh Yuh ib C 1 VtMED j114q_ et.h j. hWR
bornt hl994 59d.+9 HAPP Amf*R 9)Hjo uaWmy l:: nHASHqu +q40

Irtrn*T e datT+* - GumfT 8.f+ VTFC outfl* 7(ETCWL Ch RiS~n-nt
in C::

27 Y14, Hflul4 -Y. 25 142 Qtm9801 YTin h'I9R 3 Y-ounIti::
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nu'P4+z. nkvPA Md.; nAAhtnfhn' t HCr, vtou 011C h4v*
fita & NA)+ thh b4,el+ hwounH7[ tRCj0::n8

n nco ht C* 31j2+t47U29 mk n0h5kY94 viod, 14vu Yh un i m? wom
nod. we nd.9RT)+ Potoonv+Y ii nomR ncofe h,5 Effem

wit Pwhw Y514u toolix 31417Y> tRC790I::htPJ nntu 5o0h tufld
9740:: hoof-T ifnaf i1C 5001,10000 Vu9 u SPA C Y14W* htm u6 hAL+
thh Y414I anuallIl 04A,:: hilqqe SklPfolljilatfU/ hltm46q? h(+
thh toUll)RPt AC Pin. Qbe4P Phd.&fl t.h.J. Ahusfhi MRjP fl M6KR2

1R4ff h ffeP tooloR Yjtf> MY) 9tmfenD Q5fiPT nUfm
HI9'dfD PtuBynV W::

itmu &NA+ fthfi Y]4,t U 1tu iflC 1 4., R4hI MAT Vu .7D]S
on ORT& AmtP 9974qU Md.9Rl uftry nhI Qffoua W4PThIC
Hushyto We: 08.11UIP now tUHf otu lic OC 4e nuon v+f5 Pulhtk-+ IFh
14PtP hn-ife:: MWitu"

1. RAJd mkRD b y0DhM+S30

2. O ig'' V"fJ 'Lit rU T kuW fMll IM hi7fLD qHWii
au)+3 Sf&::

You~i ftLuo'h& YiiiT wivu h~PmnJ"M xW fltL'pIBJ 1'11 ific lU Hhofl
UD/Ili Yi1'4RU Sn, A4m+9"T77 h?4fhflhi iUf bkIR 'Lt Ythth
PBCUD6 I PjIRMI Milt 1JU ihl:: tmfnJp'9t4 hfl.fl) S1otf' tflmf
Atyltalqfe y01 ,Lfl VTIkCS g+ A 859C 6h4el+D iHAT 49 t20017i'0::12
YPGthAMAC :54L)t VI.11 R49 BowPOT fh4+ A0i017 MUPTunatU
hgRAP::vmko ,mewi nu9 udni mRP> MoomfT nt(Unt
Phom Wa O rh4 ul+ 9T'*PTA- h.ohhthr:::

4.1 Add ohat 914
tol7T1P* 6iV M P h7014* 7H AD RMhi DhM+ IRu hiLfL::

,2)E IL Y.RThe M9h TC 285/94 MAD e P IP TC 609/2001 519R
1//..AtmUWS? ML+ thhi YtuoHTHS thht Qfftd4Ant l4191- YPft&R

A& Ra~i 049e> onint hinnt" ngA mium)1 : YU RIT 1 WhilD
+CIPg x0 umw AV+AQUtt inBoQ::mPe>U PMAD vh5c Cl 10 to
simeltanously issue"' HOW ++CT-n:: PhAlIM +CT9P "h410 unim+

"9,Aqftf? PhqCq +C7,P Y[Rounk+ W: Hofolff>P RhWqCle 9, noDU
A71fe R40A AAT 99%700 7"THRT NTRhiY14ft M ufrl hint+ PIR ,k l
Rh??Aliqe fflm 7111w PidAD Ra,0 hnod .3c unn hAnn i R at

28 fiyui, TC 28 91r 2002 9.r nhih Hool IH.ttm e 11114 agugg ff mpR

unffattQahPufLla. OtTAT sh7C hoftT hlfuf 170,000.00i ToR9 fl4,. Yt1
,3XJP94 AtMu96r hO +hh i 4if )+ 90guali7f 714t h0f0f+ (ACCA paper F6
Taxation(UK) FA 2010 AND F(NO.2) A2010 study Text for exams in 2011 pp 326

29 h.9. 609 V19' 10/l/ ,QIoAltI::
30 h.-P. 609 h9g 12/1/U/ ,Mbt6::
" A.4b 609/2001 %h?+6 10/1 2\17 12/1/0 foDAh~kA::
32 95943.' hrl9F 18/47/U/ ,Bntt::
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HMq nob thA mundo i10,l. tbsg) Pumm, AT-fflt Ytam hd+
thh RiJ AAT im, flq+ Wk'9 -TC 285/94 h1+9 i/1/ R-)10:: EI

hA, RJAJ MT 99ci00+ LI hbcpt hotimm) 04 min h9D+ 9S+ UhT
ARlCh hRg"ATOP PIL $l9r jIra h'PH9 2 M 3 ,TVr)734: hAR MACS
9 fff* Tn,+ 5TkP y4D R youhm+ 14pffl hAhu mLO Ari v34-ap
RhI A ? UT 740i1" 133 LKy &It Moo ~gntPU::

qu iq'P nauitmt O'IVMwWp )jp. ryj nt.f. mtuU7mF JA4PPP nLil
14>t DAh MnTE lt IOR We: M~fllj' KRT)P* HT'tft AUoont) I a+
noDIftP TR'PP WW9 hlffle tSDWI)RD IP-ffT "9nt4rq 9ff#M'
bc,9 itudou f1 'P PhA it +At RnIA VIAAm ID PMAUL 71"
RMT hMPlime oumy+ anAip mR? QUIA+ SfW:: 3Ih111 PetP*
RlhthC ,t h'"L/.>TP'D PhChC "rvOF* 6519 NTERhthe hwonAntfAT::
URfCvibc' h ?*VRntVM, V7HIP*S 1PDh UNam tfrqrdPF MRI)3XL

nto ReMM MRhi0fw Aent A 1::,m4P im",BP wmIm I' I'V bM4At

H14 RZIiAI M'1'PPA QtA IU ' l'9 Dal 'emw RnIh +R'&Anf

340 RiAn N uT4mf ni RP 5hmfl ctPw:: fLRPP RCkt YoouMPU tmflL
MF) on A NTfla VIRV4Y. hAooS ACSA0 IPtRb4ri Ymm':: HACA 0U,
ytilmo byp fAnnoUliTff pl31mb::3

Rat owORb'T (printout wmP h1 T "'11 Ro T Ri 44eA::n[U

WU9 UMI PR TSl,1 PRCkt thR) 'q th )w7 PhChS uinc bF)
Alp p6d hajtp941 mU94 pUCond hjp?4mdf& yffAh4t4::35 9711.p
TPeh UA00041 P'Cou6&o? 06 noCP9 Augbml ftAmT AU&
PBConIDo YRPRCOU hd# Ie::3

Sil da.R+ 06 tQ uRoP mu0 Ynbte nue RFA::P?
361.P*S 7TPh 000h mli'iM'Ik V19,49B fohbPA td P 58t7 720t0
IN gg46?%+ gl 'PA ATJk fb-7 A,+V# Abf il~ff R40N hm26

A1995EY 1.34@L mAP, '741C h44f mA.P Ab)- %iAAATP '"A-P
4xvp? Rmh Yoohnm 14twT hitmrmP nuqn+ MR hh 9HZR t78.

AUROP7 R091P I-Wst h?~tmS99 AOMC Y9R70f 1,14M, RAW hLT
tmflfl+ nouAm+ M-40A MP.9 MUM40 Atd37T 1o YnA utchaye.

" Wk -P. 685/2002 1P9 25 YAntA::
34 gC jUA jjj fp.TS1yayR7+A+y(Ujl+IU4

99PH AlsoU (printout) la:: Ybiff mWP0s H.2 &TC+ (Z.report)YutuA ,U'T
Y.ll LTC+ VIR ACSA 11Clic noAT Y9H hfflRAP::0/UT, (19"hbC5+

f'"LftCqTla) V 9htf* AUT Y.A+ &.76V& -vAh0+ ftIAavA to) A'"IA+
ff.,4A: :

35 Bahe 91l1 dh.R+ Vt7)HHe 7PIL* 9 TPh 0/ATI PuhbC* 0149fl 49 PhbCI
k,#a iiuqsi74+s n cfIm)j b8DH7HE 314k h.P hifft ntt IDeP HU'

h,3moq tulft 0010u haRAP::
11 Vf90.PS T90h UMQm? sq9Tov,9 h(PK +. 587/200011
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9l00ff mn+" , A:i: vTiht4 no/l"i nwk ne h dA iih YA
noonm) wi4to 9tmbD ntuali.3RD 4A.-(I1* MW) 2IFYI W4oMS
tm'++ oBPI1* Hfln 36 toWliD Wt:: 0hbrom uon/t wA

vR47D n. mhlc? uu i mh C1P Hountt RU hooIP-I9 '7
38Ahg-. 'Au94 O . HRUJ ou0h qugYW+ 13494, hAng al't
TO+ MtOOD'e hv4iafquP u amagg y +PUvc+ +v vtA674fD
VIf AA H4eTTOoe coplete guie ftomodemo- AAgfen - RA
VUU44d hu A HRUJ gidh 0W ug4-m himf ID MuCI awh6he,f

"M&4H'f" PUI VIR II o19'Hit't h1i W 97,J nuHC a A:: Yit.
11hi h94 614 PMan VPY NfoOf TWH W 594A R Qn Phut 1A.Y

iL+ hl4 "(A49e>" 0II Yttoumt YU, 79il Q90@P:: nRU unlP4+ MouMg
a P , TROT YUtunt t,9,Tequinmqq -igt n4 4R. vuna

h'] ouur'T PhifP Ca-m? qu' ws:: (L4 mpmiy, vuga7 iVR i Lst
17C onofung AI+ aggyPute+l y effib ) ag A)0::

5. 91110 MV VIIIltI +mfftI+
RAdimm homt c ntpp Ymfi 0ft :54en+ n)(9c0 hetywh ff #,

vo0 Rhhts RCk+* I], hRAP9:: WIm.Ci hYtthk ffft+ uuPOPD
fl+Tt Bu'fllbDI a J'RIP RE toon ali P6 3C typit Pft YhlPT P6S

,-mLn+ PhifU m79M/RU U14 "~tmtjP*y notI Ym6,/hR6RCkt
0 19 Wi+'M9 RCK-t VDAT MAc QiblARCimk h!Po aut

PED u hmtfu f@ vtmg+u%5y ntsf ngut wu tu)+ kq~gffl

yRCkt onRF+ TTHfl t90RsP/VMICP/"z yplit sUbtqWP fq yPRAn+
tmput hA40. blic 0mo VhRL Ipdd A ffuR okICTIC QP rhiddi

37 APWA)( mH!P QVI BahE HnlU Dunk MuYVID M~oe, 91/uD/P/P/h/q . 9 RITLI
yjpRj&T )a VRC .0HP+ hn&:: hjATE qAno-pPPF Ro1@ gAh5 mBp
qu9Anmfu nonl hAbIAt437m RIA v1991- hIRtmq+9 AOmC N74P YM
(hoan~l A-mA 4AIAAT AA+mn+4Vo)
YgPCkf** haCT hff4AAYS owT+C h?4RP R~k,+T 91tfe VthfPYS s&Ain
)&:: All Mhi Wh rh7C -HY uRTI HARTb MC4,1 P 9PC MMRU)P u9 Wh0

ffmFP t/AP AL Robert Heller;The complete guide to modern management ;2006 pp25-
32

39 IItq-AA P toTOM h3f WH CVR cshier" MADo W::
h?4TR~j 9090c :Pj+ 01L khR+ Rhit +CT fo 39tth nAtt T+9 4,9
kfi4904~ Bot Anuff ID:: 'hVIlK 941 ovbbA "hic" Vuqis yeA W: MU]
P6 4,2 Yk ThIifHCAIAP* nDhI109 tbubl PO alD kna RihiN "Vi~l"
ti HuA UP ouRq lfflslei76:: 4I91P hI?9RT P't ov+ io nu@9n upgg
vtiwowi "maxClaw) PF6& suod hR)iufu 4.9RET" hjTR LK

whi t,+ gfu my nhqc tt04q ++u- onn+R huqa hP+ noun+ mnw::
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tATi Ynwen) Rck+ hAh Phyl wetqs vdC 1m-yu homs mR@
hPe& it imP 91641P Pe, 99%66+ MAC nu Rck+ Ah::

h1414 ROW YR+Al RCk+ jetf4JS Y[Lt1l h% tARUDUM Ml9P QA+TC
iii~i+ vuRIPAR 5::4, higip. ffliq ED uf@ e 800&i fo e R M hC7- n00

afPu 04 -n1+ YPm9PH+ hA::APWAM RC YAAfe ttebLUTS hundvP* Hnil

yPjft Sf0::42 hims nu&itP m7 n0u 0914 Ythff t::oowe.PD
ntihme Rqk+ Awms mnRD u?69T viRutow 94 kin pnvir h0ms
nowdPUl YRmenow-P hA,::* 43hm,+Ay Ytnfe Rckffh Ae Ytape YRck

Mld (organizational behaviour) ffJ',tRC1::

vkCkt 01165e ham~ AunnuuuRs tismR 67k nu vtf~m onTU
YtAP9 furyl 014nc mift 9996ul ty)ATI 1gDMhI OR$ yA hfit(M

RSDU 9CT touhCPT1 (Best Practices) fl4A souh l9tW Vil 944LI
VU9'C1 ouARP*R 011 hPTPu::m flTW uuwd 94hI akffloflon M+ IA.+4

X0 ntWfH M, HRCHI +9%Rhf&S RNT4% M Af>l YUOA4 AP4,
90%Qo mh46+ giuat MA90am 0nm o to oil Th9 x ckff
HMTED htm990l'i PAlT T40A PASS 9 17C uDIPe M RTA- i1ff IE
NYooffbAIl:: Mh)Rt 1000* U. hNYM- 9 hAT 9li1 ntoontlt Rlqu
HlAAqff hrA NTfAt1::

5.1 PIPetq* tm995
WIPtq 09A AWIR VIC RCkI (Sole proprietor) a09P iOT hott Af t*P9

flRtn+ mR9P nL149I 11 +TC RooMi Mtbte VnIwd 1P6tq41
y9j000h+ IM::4 itIiC *hTgntya XIKU jp~tq ng4 QR+TC DA
PRfeDPRG YTC DO MODf m9PD 9%TC Rf14LR 94fe0m9P 3MM11

P* VAAffe D' YRoUIM BotY AIR (Payroll) RfOD M'P *lPU
VAAfe Alfl 9N: hriftP htKIlT SkP* Hltunitt RERFT* WU7
hAiCS Rave qllo Hu YtA99 Wo: bRLU AC ntPPHP8 YPR9 BFOlpO

hChC I93TPP:: 4s

1imMS 8411 R&G. hootl+ MqQ Ietq o9A+ Rountl Mtn Anyri
RCk+ nTTfi p1fwnw ipet19+ iDSPq ntonrl P ft T+9P 9V196

" fl."ULA 9'fL+F ag0Y.Y A'Pk +.25/88 ft4k (H.- CF L P447 h-7(:v

42

Mtok blOft Affa::
HA4 A nw& P~tq hNt -Y. 377/96 AP6 DA VtimoTi +P Ano bt:: m+AA

noin nRfif* h?4.1w &3T Am+ Pqfu tpuy91 ttiq'Ff 30C PA+u
V4TC VF% R7tle MRU 11 ontPO W: Vtmo6 *h(L+ thh h9P

45 Hf1& 211 Mi)Hffil WeD h.3q(" NY9f YIF TC OTV f Hg00)
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MLAR~ TI YtfPY Mt~J .3TDI90::

gj~al R. Y1gul2i~w uJitu v f lguqr AM-n~i ll',+Li huna7l AOJ' 1Y'C

5M2 VRR14 WC4 tml'ig tpt+ 1CalAMhur*B: ul

't~ppl IguIhif'flw/oui'la 18176 Pf,4i"'o h1211 V~ul16tm~p il 1
Rmunmt ini v~n vhT it meu fi~o v265ut



inc:: nM 74SP iH9 mkgn nii-t vtqAI wilR Rh'rui hic im m5eA
+oomj AUT Q1(tae ' hfWL MooY 7flh 4A/Aln7 +4ft44iePf

~~tfm ~flD+4 hH(LtIIIJw ,'l (LIfl+ Whimfl ltb9*: 48~ lG?

gin?? nfo, nalihan1 Ynuif~m Aovhhe t) r h~i RAium+ X0

9P'ThIt 3 1 uuO/AT 0100JT UUADI eWh1f Mhff ddi hil hat 304~

OtR H RAD tmYl' I+ Yuq'fositt n+ 10,8 Aflg klfl'HoIl 9iiliH 99 A:I
9flPII n1unmn+ 30 f ifirl 1TH ft* flffl' 94A m tf AD l1p

in 0 hatl' out hUiT hr'oumPgi:: ffla41ev11 / h4/ T t7Y1 eUrl

tC btoFu TlP A& tmft Dpgguou In hin +t v iotw: 'VI
0o00it hp* u9p RETwt 94Boon AD pitq Ahouutri Muf>
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5.5.1 R' IhTvil

ih9 AMtt ROfe AtCkff YD0 tmfl'thli (corporate criminal liability)
RCkff sPI" flRCK-fC AP n' , Vjjp* f4fP (L6* p4- Pt hAH Am-

P9C fl+ffth AOXIboD+ *P4-4- JCkVflW)mA +mfPt-t PO-f+
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entities) AfND TRtdTC AD t.Hi PICDoU1 AlfDgTE T4tq +P41Aa)-
09u{ 9 Rfn u h'u wilt A rw hAD ii+ Amfk %fism nvj'

t ifd faifl hh Incddf9f C:: uJ s W? flNtj unt2 W ut4
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,Afe nq rR.P hARK7 ucoPrTS nn HTT niic 0140 n uhf+Dnii,
IOult 8f0U1HI+ (pt an slaughe y n ie+ btqihu A +

hflitt)ilf M h~oon imr 54eptf q wtif vi3 noimwCn RcKht
6?fl fA FAhi an + Kent Roct uCr a LwndPrcmure hu daeia

rh4e.fft T Hi n on? 01d.gja::ss noombP HRCqt 6h7q 9mriko ;hP
DAT RCkf* hRtdTC Ao mW P&1i em,+ pAfD tObt. flaitA-ffe
msi xnRnfff u bi)+ eAditoion 1i99 pp m -A 530

SMiZCkt PM hCiinal Law; C 0Up18A Denni keenan; 7Ei a4;
A-*' o?7Tae-v euyA$1 noonali swviT nmef flmX)A NT49m+F
R.R 0:: flthQ nhR7+ 6h7C* nRU V0110 hrit USq YIU IC tR990

VuUAD YOMhI&dC &L)+ (civil liability) hChC* Dhflh4l q416 3144

APu9( 4 HVIO11 &7C Vftnid W1C V9 AD &h,9m0 hGA 9iffC Wiffl
HP~tII+ AD odRA (corporate manslaughter by negligence) mIDC ftI IHC::

17C 11T iPU 4Y. QP~i hKAI( mens rea) Au0 AA0bi970 HT4O U
Honut ML)o+ V+ 7Hfi h?4tSa tRCm: WIT RM+*ffihAALJffe
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ssCynthia lee and Angela Harris; criminal law: cases and materials 2005 ppl045-1167

56 npulA.t Fried land Kent Roach; Criminal Law and Procedure :Cases and Materials;
six edition; 1991 pp-583-600.

57 Micheal T Molan, Criminal Law; 2002,pp.81-83 And Dennis keenan; English Law; (12 I
ed) 1998 pp 535-538
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8itPu hft / f70l* 17C AP::

8W48 iky utgot i tSA* AdBP i/7i/ tinc huDi uu
iPetWTf vkti Ph 0149j- f+ i m haunonft H2tP h79 49
hoat9P:: fflkT 314. taqer 96000+ APm APT 94u hRt APuA
nonint+ Ythht T+P 4,v bq+ bu h Rdi~f 0000 9 my RCkt? DowTPg Mo
nq,Q OmthPu fl 41an anoeof 011 ALm9 ,27qcl:: PMTIN
+WfthfoT ntounlt nkUDlft hA uDRPARjff 9 ET[M EDk hR&'V
tbn90 Pu,0A W1 OaWe hh 4,e ST PIP Vtm+A Ytu9+ 13Y99 PAP::

AA[Y)P VualsodPDu h A34/1/ sonou4 9960 n uIDtqe h vlT Y.U

b" qu htRh)(q' 000111/ 30 C tR4? DrE01t/A fe 31.70R hAnd14T

16 019& 22/11 nw91 RUT oonAtA::
11 ImtP wil)?Sp* ment VtmQlDM 9 16+ fA, Rut# AL.0D PmitP

WI? P/AM.PA* 00te hamffdP9 HitP Y719' 800117FLY SDil YS mg0UD
WrivpsT 'fe:: haW19P TA(Il ATERC Vtoolm-+ ,Bill> ouWa umlpz+
noqRA We::
* Ph+@ 1/1/ud RTL RSounbti::
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5M9u:: Qthh Ill nenutUns YER90f ha Y0TACI ITTS YnloomP/ATT
sonoHMP* 590f on+4fl Y00+ MW)y YlP+4'q RMAS ynTED tuft

nT4rP Rat vtd~aouent edi"1 [4.J e/;l. 34/1/ h m/h/1/. 23/2/
UnDid hRCl7 490l Y70I0::

6.5 Pd halk.* flunfht
WO+ YthYQ WqTRSPT P6 WhtYAT 4R. 90 hAT hlount RhRe hf

US HP6 MikY4 AR. Vtm9A0 h$9PH WtE Awl -P. 32/1// M 094 9.P
YmmUT Y9t )A ha+thh Wk4 h819@ 56/1/ YtWho MMU h(.+ thA

Wk -P. 609/2001 h'T'FR 50/ou/2/ Hoomtnn PR"n f nu& .7 'HI Rip
PouDHmmCS Y9 ht'RAC 154e.).ful heQfmlaP QPRO If:: 8

wAtqe hA Ro1'P Ym/Ailt. 32/1/n/ 9I00M00 DMU HfO,4 YtM+Pfw ihl1
touuS IN V;46 17C liClid "P6 hinh9k RC1ts hRd.Bou 60 .#mC-;
biooue yttou n e nnat mu ti" eu::= Rh?19TR hfAY.

KOM Yai/l/P. 34/1/ RumltWA:: I't , tuhttt Dnt hPf OT Pu.lh/-P. 34
,,DPl+ YREh fROP:: YWTED tq+Ri nouint Yo50 u'dfo hht 32/1/W/

nowutp n Rm? Ptir, cwt 9v1AoR Yubhe RETP evU vitR thrm
56/1/ X %uin hanummP Pt)W lql cl 1W1IC AR. WI09 hAtmtflA9:: 2qff hh

ONT Hd.S. V56/11 R1T3 fO YAdd, W: Oh~ik hift AY.F P P&
Rhhhk +mYTI+ PAR tmypl DM.+ )U nn yfflikeD iA h?+Kv
34/l/ YmtWqA:: flhim!PIY4,EI *U 1C IRtD e YLloA &TiTh' hthh hPAf

RT31P* X0 kmTPu anofdsR 90D *IC Vt)9 MYt) Ythh M-fl RTI)l
bmTEDk iAT XC hm[TP u AhL 9En900 i 941 44,P PIP* A49

7. 9094 4 11 MhIA ,BH+

hr)9u70iDP hATED htC bunh ft a Qf7RlPtS lPeh 0nhbot' n0l/A
9e@TI Wh HI'A Yf9 fi7; '14.t hinL:: /ATh 0fh484i+ 4990iI2
90 % 96f 99 Y 13fQl+ HtuJIt thY AIA 0 flri4 AS td.9%I+
YhfoPU YPlPCht Ahol Y5A onIk @ ' P. PC he EtanT) System utti

hRC- emfowqcl VPRAD Tglq'lP 9hth +44i Ol40::"1 nn.U awaty~
0/41 PMKS YME qA4Ap* n Aghth 99000:: Run MA. Pr%+Cno

0W4 nhfauqe ten 9.I Y, Wn : MtRs Patef nPenS IILP*
u00041 vh++fi hiq+ hif> QA-liq tow t .4 0uU41 h++Cl
USP~ HRT'itq h++0 M++ Y3m ful M~uAhe, PhhC* han, YgfhbC
UWAe m+MA enf tooWWU)Rtt YAD W: HAIR 864 47RP to JU,Q)+

YStYA:: hif1P910 PN ffhlAP Y .H+ hRnhthe b~lntfo::

s9 ut/Wool R,/ c/O. Pgult. 183174

RH.&P,PY I] 5D0@& 25q 091 1. 1 49. The Ethiopian Tax System Cutting
Through the Labyrinth and Padding the Gaps HMgg A IIY4+ TM,+i .Y

PPCPC R&QkS ,811l' R&G titCP At 3/2004 9.9 Hfltou 3[TCtC 3HRm .
0AMlt 90 P091M onUllSouta::

91 fUI/DulP/P/;h/9. Y1142-145 YtRl71T' RouAntn::
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7.1 PhhCf
nltlne nM941 bhCh nold? Rn PAW*F n Mh~il Mt+mne gAugA:
PuhhtfP 964 Ybul on/RY+ U9RED Y9th haPRPl ORUA T+u MRP9
nR17+ mR-P T+u qe9CPD nh+R OtH h++A Smty4+ Yuuge, Yq 091

I/Lt t'1me9 Airl, nh4A 99WMt +Ttq UWA (direct evidence) 400Q
yu%*0 WD: h141lk Ythh ih7-4* YW KIWI RTRTHIP0:: HN)U M 044

RTI ke tA+I* hifef g"A4AP* (admisible evidences) HIO WW1I::
uPi At.hJ. nt9,P Wk -Y. 609/2001 hi'9 13/3/ ke HR'17tl -ITTC

y91,71 I'u4 RAr./Rfl mti Ao4, haJfl nr'J /[LtPu Rho tt it
hlhI40 tKIT A:: hRl U LC RiAn flouunm)l+ DmC HtyffH ii /RfL

t+)+ Minq MAAnn UWA th h7 MT9tY RT)7. haHP:: nBRU
efoi4 RPMb)+ 999I0CR+ Vol/t 80R4P* ktu.fhfl,+ MON9 00 0

++-GR.I PRA)l~17D VtAV VuWA4 RT4-f UP:: PBhhff 9000u Anonfh6P
fuP~oAdhi CHt tdBoo ntt/hh q IRt Pt NTANlF AfOUP YbE on/RLt
40R.4t f' tflFs flJu'e H LAtR ,itflF htB htD mP Ma70Qr'
7TItD mR.P M70%* tlouua Ra Vnir '~ tmf HousantC V0/1 ATTh
Vu9064 qte:: 0/ATI Phhef +CHU PTl hgunh4 T-HT APAN
VulhooHOMHE -HT 05464qa RSUTH W::

9APA APhbm+T ntohnt fHl9CD QI hf*l 0/ Ai * u04Phht hICP
AMUR+{0 h)rqu YAP:: A90A n&t OQf H4 Aft*} 7fP* gO. MOM-0#*
tMVRP* Olm ++ 6tohtt+ Mt Ski"1 foonh4 AGO HPxhh tfT

+Cflu hkunnhe YtR47Hn rv4g YAP Am+ r U #40:: nRLU PhIft
97RPTS TPueh UnhAmi sou/RL h- PnCouL vu, hd, blh -hA8
PAKC BDrl t 7n hu~qu nuqA nmn## vnSc ffuhihfp* haG w

9P3T7q0-::92 PhIPODffP hRRU 9411I PAK* AgfhbCl+ Vulooma+
M9+Ru tlhWA T4t I& VRO rhL4,f HTTW+0ffe Hu him17 hN&t

AoughbCPu Ybh 9 on/RY+ qARAAAhim RAOfe 4R. OuTE Dom+ Abtt
014A 0R0 GCsh+ Rg+'I Phoof3Y hAP M) UAMfe MMtWH I
flthbA AS/Rt Soundkf +40- hOfooulgP nhmt4R9 hRMRU if+ PAhW4
Thatq qfe tA* WIWI hnf3 Aim) la 9V,0 w::

fflteo Phbf Ygloonhen) h14fl inttu nt7RDU h+fo vtkg00+ ce
i7C Ann. vootah+ weti iutnfoP 44 Afool,7 m AR hu 9l PC
th1OP 06A flhA Phhtf3r 50%+f Ag+4f h9A he' HthU Ph'Irff
7ThAtq MYRIA i n hC hhf,6 AIY)q hMR hIA1 RA rh70`*P TPC
MAh ACilATA P~w~f 'ff HRU gnAh anobbc Ythou, AMD` INTRP

YPPPCh+ AThb . nmu fuh Puhhtiftu AAff haSihA uaymogy& tin
hRhP VEA ffoybhO M000WOE qn000 fhA RkO ffli::

HAM nhA 9h~hbCit hAfP9 XC fltRRHP hAR hit Vu4JY Mhb &U kP*
hA-:: V90/AT PAW* YI;617C PAbK qfe btqft H14 NT~thou-R PhbC [Flu
Anobuh4 R37890:: APWA ny Yuq,)TUDMI Afqiq Agur UA reAMIT

uuvnhbtff huugR , h00AD ,Plu+ Brhts nPfelf IR4'* M hChC hUnt
ifou@P:: noubdhb~u Ph?'flf)+ (L4t' RhP 900041' 50/89t nhel
Vtae IIAR fimri' mR7*Ti not,@ r./ft fgri YULA V}pffiy M7 V::
r./ftt VIR Yunahnm? WDWIt WWI uqhn MUMH#::
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14*&@ hom99mP? 0ak0 uth o MP-q Inmu~ffa/ Am?9 R.10 YgomY+

vit PhilTP nuq0+ eiwauji:: nPT Pho Am, "ATi haugc 90" 0
YMna Wu thim 14b ftT Sta mR.? mut YRO TPT (LT 970 Pand
95o- PhbC h40t' M TRT ALmv9 5,B4P 0n.0 0/;hv ha4.9mP g/m.
NT49,mV+S Ytm99eD TPTPU hRunnah RbhACI::91 Pm (07,1 PuhbCl+'

V0190 P~hbcIS 90p9 Phfht)+ AR.} h49 ,TR ATC:* ud ART I
IIHC l ahCht iAT hofe:: nal 17R 1459 hl& tmtbh MC j*::94 gjE

MAl 90thCh+ 1341 1Or rTn Mfinn 0/01 hS Stodtu nki 964
o/LY+ qlnRlp* 900U ftohht hy7qpu V990U nfo,+aw MCI toBwd
90@P':: MtUM ~t '1911I VPoolgu + oaNT927*MS MS'll h?4-M)A ST
9/R+t t7RfW TlTI-Pt ACl R9700::

7.2 FAIR W~h44P*
0/av piRmougf hp* u9 YAR uqhpFT P990ci:: hh euopuiafe

R~kffS PTO qhilif YtAhJ. tooll,)RPT Anth 2I,T YRROWDm
Mtin )Ah+ thh YgPIDO PuhC VW9 VIDR 4,9 uM thW 3T ha)+

,Ph& RCk+ ht)Py 90Dt4Rdys vf0000ftO F14 f0qhIA)+ tPff0 R.+Crlo
ayL.A OthAn+F 149 R&lP iMb Ptimelf VhiS WaWI MIA HQ)R
ug4)+ tp90 R99000:: 00/;AT 99znu hn tool)RL& Wonl 699 m9PS

bkgDO yND V RdIA 000mhff7+ M 000 MIAO V hq Wr ROW ftb
SDlff~ MM+90 TTm PU Pnffl+) gu0l W RP V 93t& qhftff MM
ffUi4+ PhmU MPR 4WARR VMAP hkls MH? Ril4R 4AQAMe HRt
ALt+ +h+4 mtu7m b[FIP hd thtqn m9Pq addq E*'i& hoURIT

PdUtood M)R n 0g4)+ h?490I R20:: MtIJ UWAP*1 UOlpI
HAgRII thufi+ RLAI Qooam+ 914fO R0tWa UnDfh? AA
)II1PL990440 0/7, AS/Rt 97C090::

Ant)0P 9L900f+ PAME Mh4P* RT+i V9%9064% tWO RWM PhioTY
IA4f MS7f 9PO'lRtMa ourYSf&o We: 211 RHMD 9O9991 90)R
MIA RSH+ T+A i Aoqq9% nT4 HEAP hchc* 4R. p9q 064 9,8

SH+ ;99B toWWS )ea h?40A+ VIM I 400 R.740:: (1AP4LWA MTAT
hthcf 4y. 19% ytdaoun+ w+ HAtH.RF) NTRtjfH 0ug4 11011 4,e

,Bml9 0:: SUVT hT4 QUlI 9A Rton]Att VU9.1 bhC had WA TR~t
NT4.90-Hi rat hwII 90mnts. mor owat )3149041 Ptin70 i 90Pn

0U90+ ffl3f40::

YAWR ghl4pfTT tb+ft nth* nwo Rhu0i9 ompuiq aEP ubdhd?
RqcEP Rhili~e nhchc Pha Pv.9CR v4. iMk ugaLNT 9496ht414

MUMA:: ARTI h?4 outaURDo 9V90+9+ r/RftP* otMRRol1
vPR.90ts14% -i -c9+ n W*+ 4,n*+ 90,99: vw41 *A-+ Rh)4
4g pn outpm(%p booinqe nomRpmi )c thh unho t nd,+ hy+cin
49201C, hjjjRTY u V1D9/;w PuhbC hfthuq W14 tbh lAt 9710 USPu

h,B74Pu 94.Au 41n hnmt neLY ni)R AwAPT 4g tftWA hitp94

93 hti.& heh( HntdbIf&S 0#*+ t9Pifn 90/jhi phhbc k.015 Rttifu
nEV~ TR4 U1 hthC h3)Tq'O-a::

94 David watt, watt's manual of criminal evidence,200:pp 5-24
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hlP4ATH+ ,,4::1s5 h414 *-+ RumP HO/AT, mgI 0qu 4,Q th ui
hMtRV+ NTAT 99f4,4g (,eP 9v907ek -i v09% PhP 04 tbh h
hhtRY+ NT4,BAT whfh4m:: ,en )1,k thWAm 057v0' QaunO it
Wh70alint TnO YtR.tAn umf+ mm) 001m Aqnip* o hhtfy+

NTRT ouG49 t7ft la::

8. hAthwV6* Poubtop 09A44 R.H

nDUiT cooollP onuieu Uton Rai youn+ mofin hntamfrP*
090~ yP~bAak tbuqof AMERF+ yn*A+TS hptan, afPA,'9 abaI RUA
Stonatnt Rat YthdeA Io-:: YRCk+ P& hAVt.94 QIt thuW* AP+Cff+
yu74DT yuotmt? uq4 SHi PthA, h94 ni0a Amp17 nRm sowdp

VIR7+M notah9 qf MR r TnMP mm a thA- t: n TIet 9

RCkff TO VURt!one ;5d610D afPV IP~tIW+fe Hlud.ReW TO 19
tUnhC+ finftl )ti DThAP* Q9R990fl oabth 19 YnRMmmf& 1
RaktP iq iRam 00t++ Rakt AR9Cnu v99%Au ivT Y,+# Ythy

YouIV? uW V90:: AMP WhAT YU7AREuTiUb MA EH q
hIR Tq,)PD9 WW thwd ,b o4 R0+90l R tyhwl Aft+Cnu PRq.ool
9Wd Y-H+ NTRhthe H&O AI cohmontfAI::

8.1 IPetW*! undrnf9 man An .990Mt gob4%f '
uletWFq (A-*+ R4AI toom+ !XP X0 STV I fflfe 9P* nthbit
490C* Hookihy9 aqA4)+ A~pqC[ MRhoi~f 7-49'* VthhAT* eh7fief

9 064 RTM (rules of evidence) hAYR)71P9:: 011.1 unat+ unh~byfe
AR+Cn PRwmfa nm/oumP//m, outh we: em/on/MMA h W9i

gm4buoin YBIADTr VftRS Y0D UqA4A GILY h314909000+ Ped.07@
StoTP19 044AI AP kh+Cf hIRRAP LdR P920 asPe PhaIM

RU37 PhoPU::" 96ftvqC 09RR47- hChC*P th lb QYoutInY MIA
MA49900 +mBg+ RthYY9 Ph?9IR+ V unk]his hfflTPP0:: thM n&k
Phfflf Voulntf PhhC*'T 90M4 MqAfiP A4 RA 'Lt hM tR3,3og +g
MitAme h?499CO hRCI (Ahma ffl90:: 911P tnh M 90bit Wit?
05100 hikm9Pu 00o9,h*in PR)9mat Phsp+ yNP:: eBin 314. T4
UMiAh+ MADo 1BUMb WTIT+ VARD MTI MtUM QU 1TC 4,Q
QuRUmITT AAInt) 050q tbufi* ,9904%C& Y9004IC ugUA PuhbCF
We: VMER UqAAP Htuit 989040%fn hMR HrqP ahI )(D:: Ull

qu9,W10 PhyPtP nthff @).9 TROi 64A ffu mcm the, ml pt)
qhA h,4 nA+ hPufffP Mf W)t::

YoubOI? Puhhef Yngounh40 TflTP tofuI9,V)+ PAD We: 1 ft
ntRd,7HP IM P O U Fine q~ PUt- A P* VPIt-+ outhbYR &Hta
Htffl,70% IM Pt Inlah Vl9u h on/R+ I RA 71f P* h Pffl Y07f meq
hUain-tI I71 014 7THRT MCA. 4R. hb9Pm RM ,A 904 mml

9s Bdaem uthf9 *n44 ntmtft# PPPC,3 itp thtSTqlp:: tbuh
nuq044Pf 4R. hat99 hRAT Vnug4 *4. Yftj~' yffn-50y%

96 Vm/on/F/p/Alt.. 142-145 ,BooAlttA::
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73HT in 014 Rwh mv9 mtik liP au0 mu9 tunne use7 m44
0010c REai mthd444 Ohf mv9 Mytq4 (mus tDBAAD UDu, uuD (F@
01t,' 0m.P flhlA*w 9 C wilP 7N r h"'90l ilPL 4I1i4 4 An
hT4.01Pq MAY, n14 MU5 tooQDAD 7tijt hpq f+ rh&HT 4,E M)QfCTj (I-
hah'jTPU JnY1 bAt D Di M1 1'hi ' IiWA h"L'W A
MoIIYfI haf inT IVI nonmn Mo tu TW+fl 01 hh. 25/9 MV
390flO4 TlM lA ilho A lRANI 6TRWfe, Y06WI V.R4 39t? &Pfl
94> AY. Whnoof 1,RL ,B(Ah407 1R MytY ALunAff An hanug

hbon-I:9hy 0850117(u u50 A@nW 4# hvtin hifin in Mi BmSE
rfli. Cmi ubm+ h0finOP inE3O lftJ AiTPl 3 1 ifPT l0 afYrOTl 4lf0

07*+ t o P'J.i M fe" MttI (1HRf 'll YoubtOb TflfilIft 6 Phit?4
Puhhc*,T hbCHE R96q::

HmMT' Yjnobit?.iD TiI un 90gPOT4 ?I R fhl, mpqwL 90tumnit Puhl
quo4 wo:: at.uP io: hiadIUP'Jto 5 cP AA 1 hRNlT
VuqAtARM~S PPu+r4t hi UA~isP h% nuahBP tIV Aing4S AMaU
Vfu9099'I 17C APiu At LUP lI::MPh4il nwA Ynpll li unh1" P
Ytue Jo:: Wf'Iut? hfiJ Phsat 0Mil m W mfuit wtwif f fam
th[46f MR10k1 YuBMit? ITP4, MIA:: HId~t Ad.BP90)H RAW YIAlR@q

Uto~ nu0ncff cimy+ hR9711P YP uuntOb Rlu):: YARU fltmo96e PRCk+
PL hit.9k Nl~untflu a unOR ty ) R h 9990w Rjf.+hl, y qu

qARR ATfelf MC hM imi law7.&e (Pptaga PARmi n Yor
'4ItP 964fef NTREl Abd.Co9.hA& HUAY059 9hk-. 285/94 h1+9 56/3/

unatt Vtg)7191' untaP4T 9Y962, ak :: 17C all Y11 hsfl)+ tTRETl
YhiC THl untit no,@ We&R,9 saffk W tRO*- YtR177 NT4 Y210
inrhil+ ouimmi4 Aum vR%A Muat Roohuw 497nin yfquqc

hAP 092 Yfu9lem OMIjflRp h.::

HO A PA 94RAI WoubmA+ f- C ntRH Yv10 qAAhtS 2Ck+ 84if&
14Xf tooWW. hAMY) +7X@I YhaeC TH Vthnth RhrhIlt YfUTl 3149064
Ahaba hB711P nn .0 9 ebe, hAk:: Rll unhdhd? Phsw-it 90
subbh6 wo: RC1ti hd& Raoom91 wihill-n Tps ff4nativ ung
Rakt sh) v14uoT nhylli nTmmq nuRh*in Phht4Rc ncht now,+
hUntR4dfft rlI9A0 hRft YRCK 'L RTAAPil 4,Q Mt47,
TS+S PuCPC[: PAIA4::9" Yil nowiOT hht4Hl, MR. Atunhtu F1
00shfi otiP tduR i0d:: Yaw ntmo96e Yin fntiymy nci quot
knonst.R to W)Y 19t PhifoT tooli.3RP* ntARy Poufit 599H uqhts
UAT h)PottS Pe, M0k4 Qt4A You110A hRA 49q,& tooWW92 TT9

PR,7 TIA qflahil+ TT PTU 93 Rh Ift nTEDf YIP94 aq yggyffg7
hAR ufn.11 P61+4A:: 911 RSPq Yshb hoo9 3@1&0*A hythfiP::

flnOffl PuhbC+ YER+900+ Ap unj+th Ant~uf YtAPY Mt
0P)90: : nm++ NTRATiqoP 71-< npte one (,L-4 YhpT weav

97 etheup vinffi voubthR PhhtffuoT Apnw RFA-+ IDA? t+Vin MARSs
oqhti4ng bHn+ HCvt Mum )i6REP hnPmny+t vhuunrlfu "Pling*
%Mugfu V0ahOh PAhCT 9,lT Ski 09017T 44M::

98 ifA. : Jonathan herring: Criminal law; 5h ed ( palgrave macmillan, new York,2008)
:ppl09-128 YADI winff utbiA
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YhPT 0P6t O, nihdn+ KOM VOC 9504A' nP,+& Y04 s91qy AD
MBPu WUWID 7C 0o% MRP M7A 1741 MCI YUg Aq9 Phht noohlnby

PhbCl+ 99.+t00:: Hiv/Rt rhI koni vii n)11h M ffoi4w f PAKD Nw
NO. flCCQP4WSYAI PAtimnl+ PIR fff louU IfY MA44P
PuhhbIIA fe nonaqT4 A ytoiunt U'LI thI'f yuFntq.4 hRP glut

( Puhai ey+ H101 Mt Ylu0::99 YughgA P1F mA,
HWA- YG/t WWIm We: t-fh 9WA hY4 tonHID hitt] ID VPRO b M
,Rgg ug+4fl unf w::

8.2 P6 hhlLR* hh09990& o (b
Pe, AnYL5 hanotitfeu u 'Lnt 894 P. 285/94 nATR 56/3/ Ul / 4,9

79'Il T).l hhitplA:: flU11 oIP 74- -- P P6fl19f At4,AF'+ CUP
w&hequ9 UVf AMM49 louta toulR 'l +,3+ M9 Ph C Tn Vt qWAR

hCPA 1uhJA R h Ug M4 - 944) ,I78T9:: IT egfIgg vbA'J emIU'
I+ etm90:: n",U"i hq n"A" 4,Q utm94,A 7RFP ogngug ae un
hinARpp n "MSP", ytpyt5,RA: NjjAliqe 1,1 "hS" 8 hl4U

(cumulatively) u10 ' fi u 609201 unou~iiP NRVN ,BM9/0I::

ilIuMl T9trr V14919 7R AhJb Ma 4P'lT YhItW::Yo0 deJ
P6 hh0LR4 hh+92@ Who Piatrqhn+ B4U nooaubyh MNAL 9h 4, u 9
t1 uimi? qu9.nS H"U"f hf"A" Ytmfl' 7* ROflw tp'mh" Awl991F 0
MA NT ll01 ,R VL a AtM-7. Yugl70D tluTl Oi soau Wh At'D Ttt
Ad.P P6 W04 u)PU+ mBPu 9,Eneu9 Ytd.ouo blf) Pe, hht,04
flfhit.)+ AmV+ hETO 9,0 quq Yth A,::

YeLRD i mb, /iRt nuc An *-+ 0uI11 A t o ma WCvP P:unitt
um 7.epf 081h + uono aoug 0 o - Yt ,a i r's n"A" 45
Ytftumul 7Rf41 +nt~tPu "1-- 71f9'* Mtino9 ML+ thA RAW
049> 3497 u04 MXLV RA A C uouC)f k70+u R.UY 1 W tFmanfoff
014 P. ho A99hnC - - - " 0lu0 +C7,P ATid:: ,BIl *14t HWD4 iI ust4
We, hiy~k O~ 14 q U'MTtR)77 11 RDome 4btm96PA::

,E10 NT4k IRCkff WiftE # ) C OffVH VP& WOOR m,EPu W04
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